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INTEODUCTION

VOLUME I of this work will not be found to overlap Netto's Oombi-

natorik to any considerable extent.

The latter excellent treatise treats for the most part of combinations of

objects which are all different, and deals with many special investigations of

interest concerning them. It is particularly good in the historical treatment,

and the reader who desires a comprehensive account of combinatory analysis

should read the Comhinatorik, as well as the present book. Investigations

by, amongst other writers, Weyrauch, Longchamp, Tait, Cantor, Terquera,

Weiss, Metzler, Sprague, Scheck, Schroder, Steiner, Reiss, Moore, Ue Vries,

Heffter, Kirkman, Lucas, are given by Netto, which are valuable, but are

not within the scope of the task undertaken here. This has in view the

presentation of processes of great generality, and of new ideas, which have

not up to the present time found a place in any book in any language.

This second volume commences with a detailed account of what is known

concerning the algebra of the Theoiy of Partitions of Numbei-s, the point of

view being that of Euler, and the first Section overlaps the ComhinatoHk to

some extent. It does not include the investigations of Sylvester and Cayley

in regard to expressions for the general coefficients in the enumerating gene-

rating functions. These are omitted as being arithmetical rather than

algebraical. The reader is recommended to consult the original memoirs,

and also a short account in the work of Netto.

New ideas will be found in Section VII in regai-d to

:

(i) the transformation of certain series by a graphical method :

(ii) the discussion of Ramanujan's important identities

;

(iii) the transformation of certain generating functions by means of

symmetric functions;

(iv) the connexion of the theory of partitions with other combinatory

theories.

The most important part of the volume. Sections VIII et seq., arises from

basing the theory of partitions upon the theory of Diophantine inequalities.

This method is more fundamental than that of Euler, and leads directly to

a high degree of generalization of the theor}' of partitions, and to several
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investigations which are grouped together under the title of " Partition

Analysis." A partition of a number consists essentially of an assemblage of

integers whose sum is equal to the number partitioned. There is a priori

no definite order amongst the integers (parts of the partition), and it there-

fore becomes possible to import a new idea into the definition of a partition

by regarding a descending order of magnitude amongst the parts as essential.

A partition thus becomes a series of integers in descending order' of magni-

tude, and the problem of enumeration is transformed into the enumeration

of the solutions of a set of Diophantine inequalities. In fact, a part of

a partition is considered to have the attribute of position as well as of

magnitude, the position being determined by relative magnitude.

The ordinary partitions of Section VII are regarded, from this point of

view, as essentially belonging to space of one dimension with a graphical

representation in two dimensions. One generalization, taken up in Sections

IX and X, considers partitions which appertain essentially to space of two

dimensions, with a graphical representation in three dimensions.

The complete solution of this problem is given. After fruitless researches

extending over many years it finally yielded before the invention of the

lattice function and its derivatives. This function, which is otherwise of

much intrinsic interest, is formed from the lattice permutations of a given

assemblage of letters through the medium of the index of a permutation.

The assemblage of letters spoken of arises from the Ferrers graph, which

involves the points or nodes at which the parts of a partition, subject to

Diophantine inequalities, are placed. The lattice permutations, and the

theory of the indices, were studied in Section III of Vol. I.

The subject of partitions in space of three dimensions is also broached,

and the complete solution in regard to the summits of a cube is reached.

There is here no convenient graphical representation, and the general

question appears to bristle with difficulties.

In Section XI an account is given of the Theory of the Symmetric

Functions of several systems of quantities. A knowledge of this subject

must be of service in further researches in Combinatory Analysis. It is

here shewn to yield a second brief and elegant solution of the question of

the Latin Square and its generalizations.

In conclusion, I would say that I am aware that the reader will probably

find imperfections in these volumes, but I shall be satisfied if they are found

to contain ideas which are new and fresh, and such as are likely to prove

starting-points for further investigations in an exceedingly interesting field

of pure mathematics.

I wish to express my thanks to the Cambridge University Press for the

care they have taken in producing the work, and to Mr H. B. C. Darling, of

the Standards Department of the Board of Trade, for his kindness in reading

the proofs of both volumes.
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Note on Waking's Formula for the Sum of the Powers

OF THE Roots of an Equation

In the work Grundzilge der Antiken und Modeinnen Algebra von Ludwig

Matthiessen, Leipzig, 1878, there appears, p. 62, the following statement:

"Der niederlandische Mathematiker Albert Girard hat in einer

1629 verfassten Schrift ftir die Potenzsumme die Formel

^« = ^2 j^, —^
*i • *2 • • • • *n •

angegeben. Sie wird zumeist Waring zugeschrieben, der sie erst 1782

und zwar ohne Beweis mittheilt";

with a foot-note

:

"Girard, Invention nouvelle en VAlgebre, Amsterdam, 1629."

This statement is absolutely incorrect, as I will now shew. I was un-

fortunately misled by it to ascribe the formula in Vol. I of this work to

Girard.

Girard, in the pamphlet quoted by Matthiessen, gives the formulae

A

Aq-B2

Acub -ABS + C'3

Aqq - AqB4> + AC4> + Bq2 - 2)4

for the sums of the first, second, third and fourth powers of the roots. He
gives no formula for the general coeflBcient, and there is no sign whatever

that he knew of the existence of such a formula.

So much for Matthiessen's firet statement.

In regard to Waring, the theorem in question forms the subject of the

first problem in Chapter I of the Meditationes Algebraicce, which was pub-

lished at Cambridge in 1770, and therein is given a complete proof by

mathematical induction.

Compare Matthiessen's second statement to the effect that Waring first

gave the formula in 1782, and then without proof. It appears, therefore,

that the theorem is due to Waring, and I much regret having failed to verify

Matthiessen's references before adopting his view.

I am indebted to Dr R. F. Muirhead for drawing my attention to this

subject, and for giving me the reference to his paper, " A proof of Waring's

Expression for Sa^ in terms of the Coefficients of an Ekjuation," Proc. Edin.

Math. Soc. Vol. xxill., wherein the matter is discussed.
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Note on the Greater Index of a Permutation and the Number
OF Inversions of a Permutation

It is shewn in Vol. II, Sect. IX, p. 206 that, in regard to any assemblage

of letters, if p be the greater index of a permutation and we take ^Zx^, the

summation being in regard to every permutation of the assemblage,

S^rv - (l)(2)...(i +j + k+...)

(l)(2)...(i).(l)(2)...(j).(l)(2)...(k)....'

where the assemblage of letters is taken to be

Netto and other investigators have on the other hand considered the

number of inversions of a permutation, say v.

I have recently shewn in Proc. L. M. S. 1916 that while p and v are

different numbers for the same permutation, the assemblage of numbers p is

identical with the assemblage of numbers v. Hence

Iw" = 1.XV,

and the properties of the numbers v are comprised in the algebraic expression

of ZxP given above.

Compare Netto's Combinatorik, p. 92, and this work, Vol. I, p. 135.

To the original papers reference is made in regard to

:

Section VII. Sylvester, Collected Mathematical Papers, Vol. in.:

pp. 249-51, " Note on continuants"
;

pp. 653-5, " On Crocchi's theorem "
;

pp. 658 -GO, "On the fundamental theorem...";

pp. 661-3, " Note on the paper by Mr Durfee... "
;

pp. 664-6, "Note on Dr Franklin's proof...";

pp. 667-71, " On the use of cross gratings... "

;

pp. 677-9, " Proof of a well-known development..."
;

PI). 680-2, " On a new theorem in partitions "

;

l)p. 683-4, " Note on the graphical method in partitions";

pp. 685-6, "An instantaneous graphical proof...";

and in Vol. iv.

:

pp. 1-83, "A constructive theory of partitions...
."

Cayley, Colle>:ted Afatliematical Papers, \'ol. II. pp. 235-49, 506-12,
" Researches in the [>artition of luimhers."

The Author, Phil. Tram. li. S. 1896, a, " Memoir on the theory of the

partition of numbers—Part I."

S. Ranianujan.
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Section VIII, Phil. Trans. K S. 1899, a, " Memoir on the theory of the partition of

numbers—Part ii." and 1905, a,—Part ni.

Camb. Phil. Trans. Vol. xviii. " Application of the partition analysis to

the study of the properties of any system of consecutive integers."

Camb. Phil. Trans. Vol. xix. Part i. " The Diophantine inequality \x ^ fiy."

Section IX. Phil. Trans. R. S. 1911, a, "Memoir on the theory of the partition of

numbers—Part v. Partitions in two-dimensional space,"

Section X. Phil. Trans. R. S. 1911, A, "Memoir on the theory of the partition of

numbei-s—Part vi."

Camb. Phil. Trans. Vol. xvii. Part ii. "Partitions of numbers whose graphs

possess symmetry,"

Section XI. Phil. Trans. R. S. 1890, a, " Memoii- on symmetric functions of roots of

systems of equations,"
,

P, A. M.

AprU 191&
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SECTION YII

THE PARTITION OF NUMBERS

CHAPTER I

THE THEORY OF EULER

238. We have now to consider in interesting detail the division of an

integer into other integers of which it is the sum. The integers last

mentioned are the parts of the partition of the first mentioned integer.

These parts may be drawn from the whole series of natural numbers or they

may be drawn from a system of integers which is duly specified ; thus the

system may be that which involves the uneven integers or the even integers

exclusively, or the actual numbers which may appear as parts may be parti-

cularly specified as being any integers agreed upon. Further the number of

times which each integer or the whole of the integers may appear as parts

may be fixed and also the whole number of the parts of the partition. The

part magnitude may also be fixed and a host of other conditions may be

imposed upon the partitions.

Euler's theory proceeds from the fact that algebraical multiplication of

integral powers of the same numerical magnitude is equivalent to the

arithmetical addition of the powers ; thus

It thence follows at once that the whole number of partitions of an

integer n is equal to the coefficient of a^ in the expansion of the function

1

(l-a;)(l -a?){\-a?) ...ad inf.*

Ex. gr. expanding each factor into an infinite series and then multiplying

them together we find that the term 7a^ arises made up in the multiplication

in the manner

^+1+1+1+1 ^ ^41+1+2 I ;pl+2+2 I ;pl+l+3 ^ ^+3 _j_ ^+4
_J.

<p5

due to the expansion

{\-af)-^ = \+x'' -\-x^ + af'-\- ...,

where r has all values not exceeding in this instance 5.

- M. A. II. 1



2 PARTITIONS INTO A GIVEN NUMBER OF PARTS [SECT. VII

The above written algebraic fraction we call the enumerating generating

function (g.f. for brevity) of the partitions of n. It is also clear that if the

part magnitude be restricted to not exceed ;, the enumerating generating

function will be

1

{l-x){l-x'){l-ay')...{\-xJy

If the condition of partition be that there are to be exactly i parts the

number of partitions of n will be equal to the coefficient of a^af^ in the

expanded fraction

J^
(1 — ax) (1 — aa?) (1 — axP) ... ad inf

"

This fraction may be expanded in ascending powers of a in many ways

;

one of the simplest is to write it as a function F (a) of a and to put

F(a)=l+ a<j>^ {x) + a?(l>^ (x) + a?j>^ {x)+ ...,

from which we derive

F{ax) = 1 + ax(^i {x) + a^x^(\)^ {x) + a?x^<j>^ {x)+ ....

Now, from the g.f.,

F{ax) = {l-ax)F{a),
so that

1 + ax<\>^ {x) 4- a^'x'^f^^ {x)+ ... ={\ - ax) [1 + a<^i {x) + a^<^2 i^) + ••.}•

Herein equating coefficients of like powers of a we find

x^i (x) = ^1 (x) — X,

X^CJ)^ (x) =
<f)2

(x) — X(jii (x),

a^(f)3 (x) = <p3 (x) - x(f)2 (x),

etc.

from which
<^j (x) =

<^2 (x) =

1-x'

x^

and in general

(l-x){l-x-')'

<f)i(x) =
(l-x){l-x')...(l-x^)'

leading to the algebraical identity

1

(1 - ax) (1 - ax^) (1 - aa^) ... ad inf.

1-^ {I -x){l-'c^)^ -'• ^ {I - x){l -x^) ... (}.- cc")
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and to the conclusion that the enumerating g.f. for partitions into exactly i

parts is

a^

(l-x)(l-a^)...{l-x<)'

the number required being given by the coefficient therein of a;".

239. Moreover this coefficient is equal to the coefficient of a;"~* in the

expanded fraction

1

(l-x){l-x')...(l-a^)'

a fact which demonstrates that 7i has as many partitions which involve

exactly i parts as n — i has partitions in which the part magnitude is limited

so as not to exceed i. This theorem is not obvious immediately a priori

but becomes so on further consideration. Ferrers (and after him notably

Sylvester) denoted a partition of a number graphically. The parts being

arranged in descending order of magnitude from left to right, corresponding

rows of dots or nodes are placed in succession, each row starting from the

same line parallel to the long edge of the page ; thus the graph of a partition

7521 will be

wherein it will be noticed that, in general, the number of rows is equal

to the number of parts in the partition while the number of columns is equal

to the highest part. If we now rotate this graph so that the rows become

columns we find the graph

which now denotes the partition 4322211 of the same number 15. The two

partitions are said to be conjugate ; and so also the two graphs.

It is clear that if a graph denote a partition having a highest part j and

exactly i parts, the conjugate graph will denote one which has a highest

part i and exactly j parts. Hence these two sets of partitions are equi-

numerous. Moreover if we have a set of partitions in which the highest

part is limited not to exceed j, the conjugate set of partitions will be such

that the number of parts is limited not to exceed j. We thus see clearly

1—2
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that the partitions having a highest part not exceeding j have the same

enumerating G.F. as the partitions in which the number of parts does not

exceed J.
The theorem which gave rise to this discussion may therefore be

stated in the form :
" A number n has as many partitions involving exactly

i parts as the number n — i has partitions which do not involve more than

i parts." In this form its truth is seen at once, for if we diminish each of

the parts of the former partitions by unity we obtain each of the latter

partitions,

Ex.gr. n=ll, i = S.

The sets of partitions are

911 821 731 722 641 632 551 542 533 443

8 71 62 611 53 521 44 431 422 332

Conversely reasoning in this manner leads at once to the expansion of the

reciprocal of (1 — ax) (1 — ax^) (1 — aaf) ... ad inf in ascending powers of a.

240. We can obtain a different expansion of the same fraction from the

following consideration. The G.F. of the partitions which have exactly t parts

and a highest part precisely equal to j is clearly

(l-aa;)(l-cur2)...'(l -axJ)

'

the number of partitions being given by the coefficient of a^x\

Hence giving j all values

(1 — ax) (1 — ax^) (1 — a^) ... ad inf.

_ - ax ax^ ac(? .

\ — ax {\—ax){\—aaf) (\ — ax) {\ — ax^) {\ — aaf)

The partitions which involve not more than i parts are given by the

coefficient of a^x^ in the g.f.

1

(1 — a) (1 — aa;) (1 - aa^) . . . ad inf.

^
1 - a;"^ (1 - ar)(l -ar^)

•"
(1 - a;)(l - a!8)(l -a^)

*"•• •

This series is obtained as before from the consideration that writing ax

for a is equivalent to multiplication by 1 — a.

The number in question is the coefficient of x^ in

1

(\-x)cx-^)'-'{^-^^y

verifying a previous conclusion.
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241. We now come to the important g.f, which enumerates the partitions

in which the number of parts and the highest part are limited by the numbers

i, j respectively. The number is clearly given by the coefficient of a*a^ in

the fraction

1

(1 - a) (1 - ax) (1 - aa:^) ... (1 - axJ)

'

Writing ax for a is equivalent to multiplication by

l-g
l-axJ^'^''

hence as before we are at once led to the expanded form

1-ari+i ^ (1 - xJ+^) (1 - xJ+^)
, (1 - xJ+^) (1 - xJ+^) ... (1 - x^-^)

^^'^ 1-x '^'^ {l-x){l-af)
+•••+"

{l-x)(l-a^)...(l-x^

+ ...,

establishing that the enumerating G.F. is

(1 _ a;i+l) (1 - fl;J+2) ... (1 - x^+J)

{l-x)(l-a^)...(l-xi) '

which may be also written

(I - x) {I - x") ... {1 - x'+J)

{I -x){l- a^) ...{1 -a*).{l-x){l-af) ...{1 -xJ)'

This is symmetrical in * andj, as should be the case from the consideration

of conjugate graphs*.

Cayley, in his researches on partitions, adopted a very convenient notation.

He wrote
1 _ a;"* = (m),

thus the above generating function would be written

(j+l)(j + 2)...(i4-j)

(l)(2)...(i)

242. It is important at this stage to examine the G.F.

a)(2)...a)

in some detail so as to become familiar with a method of interpretation in the

theory of partitions.

We take the particular case

fl^

(1)(2)(3)-

The highest part of a partition exceeds the next highest part by one of

the numbers 0, 1, 2, ... n. This will be called the " first excess"; similarly the

* An arithmetical proof of this theorem has been given by Franklin, Amer. Joum. of Math.

Vol. IV. p. 18.
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second highest part (which may be equal to the highest part) exceeds the

next occurring part by some number which we shall call the "second excess,"

and so on.

Take any partition of 9 into three or fewer parts and express it graphically

;

thus suppose we take the partition 333

and continue it by any graph of three rows represented by hollow dots or

nodes. We may suppose the G.F. to represent such graphs where the filled

nodes are fixed and the hollow nodes can be written down at pleasure so as

to constitute the regular graph of a partition. The partitions represented by

the combined graph are specified by the statement that " there are exactly

three parts and no part is less than three." If instead of 333 we take the

partition 531 we find

and the hollow nodes must be regarded as moved to the left as far as

possible so as to form the combined regular graph

We look upon the filled- in nodes as fixed and the hollow ones to be

assigned at pleasure. We have here exactly three parts with the conditions

(i) the first excess must be at legist 2,

(ii) the second excess must be at least 2.

These partitions are therefore also enumerated by the G.F.

The conditions in regard to the first two excesses shew that the partitions

under view are those in which there are no repetitions or sequences of parts.

In fact consecutive parts such as p, jo
; p + 1, p; are clearly ruled out.

Bringing under view the successive partitions

1, 31, 531, 7531, 97531,...,

we see that the partitions of numbers which involve neither repetitions nor

sequences are enumerated by the series

*
{1)

+
(1) (2)

+
(ir(2r(3) ^0)72) (3) (4)

+ • '

the powers of x involved in the numerators being the successive square

numbers.
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Again if we take the partition 72 of 9 the partitions enumerated will be

those into not less than two nor more than three parts subject to the

condition that the first and second excesses must be at least 5 and 2

respectively.

Genera^lly, in respect of the fi-action

(i)(2)(3)...a)'

considering the partition P1P2P3 •••Ps of * the partitions enumerated will be

those which involve not less than s nor more than^' parts subject to the con-

dition that the /ith excess must be at least p^—p^-i, fi having all values

from 2 to *.

243. Another interesting series is obtained by consideration of the

successive partitions

1, 21, 321, 4321, etc

This is

+ a) + (1) (2)
+ (T) (2H3)

^
(1) (2) (3) (4)

+ ••

'

the exponents that occur in the numerators being the triangular numbers.

The series clearly enumerates the partitions in which no part is repeated ; in

other words partitions into unequal numbers. Moreover such partitions are

obviously enumerated by the infinite product

(1 + a;) (1+ a:^) ^1 ^ a;3) ^1 ^ ^) a(j iuf.

Hence the identity

(H-a;)(H-a^)(l +a^)(l +ar«) ...

= 1 + 7^» + T^^T^. + .. . .r.. ,r.. +
(1) (1)(2) (1)(2)(3) (1)(2)(3)(4)

244. An important identity is

^A_ =(H-a;)(l+ar2)(l+a;*)(l+a^)(l+x«)....

This is obvious as soon as we multiply up by 1 — x.

On interpretation it establishes that every integer can be partitioned in

one and only in one way into parts which are different powers of 2.

There is thus one partition uniquely connected with every integer. The

parts are different powers of 2. The reader will have no difficulty in

establishing that a particular power of 2, say 2", will or will not be a part in

this special partition of an integer n according as the greatest integer in

n/2* is uneven or even.
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For example, since the greatest integer in 73/8 is 9, an uneven number,

2^ will be one part in the special partition of 73. The partition in question

is in fact 64 + 8 + 1.

Stated in another way we may say that

S2« = n,

where the summation is for every integer a such that

En/2''

is uneven.

Writing x'^ for os we find

1

l-ai"
= (1 + «"^) (1 + x^"") (1 + a;*»«) (1 + a^"^) ...,

a formula of use in the transformation of generating functions. Thus

1

(1)(3)(5)(7)...

= (l + x){l + x-'){l+a^)(l+a^)

X (1 + x') (1 + a;« ) (1 + x'') (1 + a^')

X (1 + of) (1 + X'') (1 + x'") (1 + of')

X (1 + x')\l + a;") (1 + x^) (1 + x^)

= (l+x){l+x'){l+a^){l+x')

because every integer is uniquely expressible as the product of an uneven

number and a power of 2.

If we apply the transformation to the G.F.

1

(1)(2)(3)(4)...'

it becomes (1 + a- ) (1+ «' ) (1 + ^ ) (1 + «' ) (1 + ^'') •••

X {I + x^){l +X' ) (1 + a^)(l + ai"") ...

x(l+x^){l + xf'){l+x''') ...

X (1 + x'){l + af ) (1 + x"") ...

x(l+a^)(l + x''>)...

X ...

and in this infinite product 1 + x^ occurs with an exponent 1+p where 2^ is

the highest power of 2 which is a factor of m.

We may therefore write the G.F.

(1 +a;)(l + x^fil +0^) (1 +«;«)» (1 + ar») (1 + off (1 + x') (1 + x^...,
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and interpret it to mean that the whole number of partitions of n is equal to

the number of partitions into the parts

1, 2i, 2^, 3, 4„ 4^, 43, 5, 6^, 62, 7, 8„ 8^, 83, 8„ ...

where 4i, 42, 43, for example, denote the number 4 in three different colours

and the partitions are such that no number occurs twice as a part with the

same colour. The seven partitions of the number 5 are

5, 4il, 4^1, 43I, 32„ 32^, 2i2,l.

245. The identity

-^ = (1 + a;) (1 + X-) (1 + oe") (1 +a^) + ... ad inf.

may be put into the form

1 =1_^
(1 + a;) (1 + a;2) (1 + ar«) (1 + a;8) ... ad inf

from which expansion of the left-hand side shews that every number greater

than unity when partitioned into repeatable parts which are powers of 2

has as many partitions involving an even number of parts as partitions

involving an uneven number. As an example, the number 12 has the

partitions

Even number of parts Uneven number of parts

84, 82P, 42 2^ 4ns 42=*^, 82% SIS 4^,4^2^,42*,

421«, 2" , 2n*, 2^8, V^
, 42ns 41«, 2«1% 2n«, 21^

the number being ten in each case.

246. The expansion of the finite product

(1 — ax) (1 — aaf) ... (1 — ax^)

can be derived from the expansion of its reciprocal by the following con-

siderations. The coeflBcient of a-'a;" in the former is equal to the number of

partitions of n into exactly j unequal parts, none greater than i ; the same

coefficient in the latter is equal to the number of partitions of n into exactly

j parts, equal or unequal, the part magnitude as before being limited so as

not to exceed i.

Now if one of the latter partitions written in ascending order of part

magnitude be

Pl,P2,P3, Pi,
where /^i +i>2 +^3 + • • • +B = **>

it is clear that

Pi+0, _p2+l,
J93 + 2, ...p^+j-l V

is a partition of n + r' \ into exactly j unequal parts, the limit to the part

magnitude being i+j— 1.
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Conversely from any partition of n + ri) into exactly^" unequal parts,

no part being greater than i+j—1, we can by subtracting the numbers

0, 1, 2, ...j — 1 from the successive parts reach a partition of n into exactly

j equal or unequal parts, no part greater than i. There is thus a one-to-one

correspondence between the system of partitions of n into exactly^' equal or

unequal parts, no part greater than i, and the system of partitions of n + (''

2

into exactly^' unequal parts, no part greater than i+j—1. Therefore we

pass to the coefficient of aJ in the expansion of

(1 - ax) (1 - aaf) ... (1 - ax^)

from the coefficient of a^ in the expansion of

1

{l-ax){l-ax'')...{l-ax^)

(J)

by changing i into i —j + 1 and multiplying by x^^\

1

Since therefore
(l-ax){l-ax^)...{l-ax')

_ a{l-x')x a^(l-x^)(l-x'^+^)x^
~ ^ 1-X

"^
{1-X){1-X^')

'^"'

gi (1 - of) (1 - xi+^) ... (1 - x^+i-^) xi
"^

{l-x){l-x')...{l-x^)
"'''

we find that (1 -ax)(l- ax^) ... (1 - ax^)

_ a{\-x^)x a'{l-x^-^){l -x^)oi? _~
\-x "^ {l-x){l-x^)

(P (1 - x^-i+-') (1 - a;^-^'+0 ...{l-x')x'^^'
^^~^^

{l-x){l-x')...{l-xJ)

The generating function for partitions into exactly j unequal parts none

greater than i is therefore

(i-j + l)(i-j + 2)...(i)/tO

(1)(2) ..(j)

or as it may be also written

+ l)(j + 2)...(i) j^x^)
(l)(2)...(i-j)

247. Let us next consider partitions into uneven parts.

The G.P. 18 clearly
^j^ ^3^ ^^^^^^ ^^^- .
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Multiplying numerator and denominator by

(2) (4) (6) (8) (10)...,

(2) (4) (6) (8) (10)...

which is (1 + x)(l + a^){l+ n^) (1 +a;*) (1 + ar*) ...,

which is none other than the G.F. for partitions into unequal parts. We thus

find the theorem: "Any number can be partitioned into uneven parts in

the same number of ways as it can be partitioned into unequal parts."

Cf Art. 243.

Again, putting

^^^^ "
(1 - oar) (1 - aa^) (1 - cuc») (1 - ow;') . .. ad inf.

'

we find that F {ax") = (1 - ax) F (a),

and we are led to the expansion

„ ax a^a? a^a?
^(«)=l+j2j +

(2n4)
+ (2)(4)(6)+

•••

This shews that the G.F. which enumerates th^ partitions into exactly %

uneven integers is

(2)(4)(6)...(2i)'

a result which might have been predicted, because considering i nodes placed

in a column

if we place to the right of it the graph of any partition which involves i even

parts and no uneven parts we find that the combined graph exhibits a

partition composed of exactly i uneven parts.

248. In a precisely similar manner we are led to the expansion

1

(1 - ax) (1 - cw^) ... (1 - aa^-0

l,,,(2J),^.^.(2J) (2J + 2)
,

,-^. (2j)(2j + 2)...(2i + 2j-2)
-l + aa^2)+«^ (2) (4)

+-+«^
(2) (4) . . . (21)

^••'

establishing that the G.F. for partitions into uneven numbers such that the

highest part does not exceed 2y — 1 while there are exactly i parts is

(2j)(2j + 2)...(2i + 2j-2)

(2) (4)... (21)
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The fact that the partitions into uneven parts are equi-numerous with

those into unequal parts has been shewn by Glaisher in an ingenious manner.

He establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the two sets of partitions.

Writing a partition into uneven numbers in the form

-1 oi 0*3 K«6 1707

«!, otg, ofg, olt, ... denoting repetitions of parts, he expresses these numbers a in

the binary scale ; thus

and thence proceeds to the partition

1 X (2^i" + 2^^-!- ...) + 3 X (2^" + 2^'' + ...)+ 5 x {2^'' + 2^"" + . . .) + ...,

the parts being

2^10 2^^ 3 2^" 3 2^^' 5 2^^^ 5 2^^^

and asserts that these parts are all different because any integer is only

expressible in one way as the product of an uneven integer and a power of 2.

The correspondence in the case of the number 9 is

9 712 531 ^
514 33 3213 316 19 pj^rts uneven,

9 72 531 ' 54 63 621 432 81 parts unequal.

In this connexion it should be observed that the function which enumerates

partitions into uneven parts, viz.:

1

(1)(3)(5)(7)...'

may be put into the form (by Art. 244)

(l+x){l + x^ ){l+x^') {1 + af )...

x {l+af^)(l+a^-^)(l+afi-^'){l + a^-^)...

x{l+ x') (1 + X'-') (1 + x'-^') (1 + x'-"^)...

X

wherein the sth row of factors is equal to ^r ^-r .^ (2s - 1)

Considering now the partition into uneven parts

lP'SP^5P^...{2s-lf^K..,

it is clear that the factor x^^-' ^^^ ~ ^^

of the term ^p,.l+p,.3+p,.5 + ...+p^_,(2s-l) + ...

is obtained from the 5th row of factors in the form

(2»-l)(2*' + 2'^^ + 2"'+...)
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and that we thus arrive at a partition of p^s-ii^s—i) into unequal parts.

Moreover varying s so as to obtain similarly a partition of

Pi.l+p3.S + p-,.5+ ...+p^_i{2s- 1) + ...

into parts we see that no two parts can be equal since we know otherwise that

the enumerating function is identically the same as

(1 + x) {1 + a^){l + af)(l + a^) ...

.

Hence the form of enumerating function written above involves necessarily

the one-to-one correspondence under discussion. It is also the analytical

expression of the fact that a number is only expressible in one way as the

product of an uneven number and a power of 2.

249. Another method of exhibiting a one-to-one correspondence is due to

Sylvester. It is valuable as shewing the power of the graphical represen-

tation. The correspondence diffei-s from that obtained by Glaisher. In the

discussion of self-conjugate partitions (Art. 252) it will be shewn that the graph

may be composed by means of angles of nodes, each angle containing an

uneven number of nodes, and it will thus appear that the number of

self-conjugate partitions of a number n is equal to the number of ways of

composing n with unequal uneven numbers. In the present case we are

given a partition of n into repeatable uneven numbers and we may form an

angle graph, but it will not be regular.

Thus let the partition into uneven numbers be

13 13 7 5 5 5 1 1

of the partible number 50 and form the angle graph by making the angles

BAT, FDX, IGO, LKP, NMU, SQY, W, Z

to contain 13, 13, 7, 5, 5, 5, 1, 1 nodes respectively.
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The graph is now to be read in the manner

ZAB, VCT, REF, YJX, SHI, 0,

yielding the partition into unequal numbers

14, 11, 10, 9, 5, 1

of the partible number 50.

Slight consideration shews that the process must produce a partition into

unequal numbers.

The correspondence in the case of the number 9 yields

9 71^ 531 5P S' Sn^ 31« 1«

54 63 531 72 432 621 81 9

which should be contrasted with that reached by the method of Glaisher.

250. There is also a more refined correspondence arising from this

point of view. A partition into unequal parts may involve s consecutive

numbers. This is termed a sequence of order s. If a number is not

accompanied by the next highest or the next lowest number this would be

called a sequence of order one. This is obviously the same as no sequence

at all, but in what follows it counts as a sequence. A partition into s unequal

parts may therefore involve 1, 2, 3,... or s sequences. For example the

partition

14, 11, 10, 9, 5, 1 *

involves four sequences, viz.:

14; 11, 10, 9; 5; 1.

This partition was derived, by Sylvester's graphical method, from the

partition
^

13, 13, 7, 5, 5, 5, 1, 1

which is composed of four distinct uneven numbers.

The correspondence to be noticed here is that between the partitions

which are composed of s distinct uneven numbers and the partitions into

unequal parts which involve s sequences.

Thus for the number 9 we have for

5=1, 9, 3', 1"* uneven parts,

54, 432, 9 unequal

s = 2, 7P, 51^ 3n^ 31« uneven

63, 72, 621, 81 unequal

5 = 3, 531 uneven

531 unequal

The proof of the theorem, too long to be given here, will be found in

Sylvester s Collected Mathematical Papers, Vol. iv. p. 45.



CHAPTER II

GEOMETRICAL AND OTHER TRANSFORMATIONS

251. One of the most important methods of studying the graph of a

partition is due to Durfee*. He fixed attention upon the square of nodes

that appertains to every graph. Consider the graphs of the partitions

32, 662, 4431, viz.:

oo* oo*«»« ooo*
oo oo«*«« ooo*

• • ooo
•

where the square of nodes is specified in each case. The reader will observe

that if the mth. part of the partition is at least equal to m, and the (m + l)th

part less than m + 1, the graph involves a square of nodes having m nodes

in the side. It follows at once that every graph of i rows and j columns

can be dissected into three pieces:

(i) a square containing w^ nodes,

(ii) a lateral graph ofw rows (at most) and j — m columns,

(iii) a subjacent graph of i — m rows and m columns (at most).

The number m may be as large as the least of the numbers i, j, and may
have any lesser value.

If the content of the graph be n, and there is a square of m* nodes, we

may distribute n— m^ nodes into two groups, one of which involves m or

fewer rows and exactly j — m columns, and the other exactly i — m rows and

m or fewer columns. The corresponding partitions will have in the one case

m or fewer parts and a highest part equal to j — m, and in the other exactly

i — m. parts and a highest part not greater than m.

* Johns Hopkins University Circulars, ii. (1883); Sylvester's Collected Mathematical Papers,

Vol. III. p. 661. •
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Many applications may be made of the dissection above described.

Consider in the first place a self-conjugate partition; that is to say, one

whose graph reads the same by columns as by rows.

o E° o o •!)

o o //o O •Q

o o o oj

• F* /•

Obviously we can dissect it into a Durfee square and two perfectly

similar appended graphs, lateral and subjacent respectively. If the square

involve 7n? nodes, the lateral graph may have any number of columns but

not more than m rows; similarly the similar subjacent graph may have

any number of rows but not more than m columns.

The lateral graph may be appended in as many ways as the number

^(n — m^) possesses partitions into not more than m parts.

We are therefore concerned with the coefficient of

in the development of the fraction

or of x^ in the development of
„m2

It follows, giving m all possible values, that the function which enume-

rates self-conjugate partitions can be expressed by the series

X a^ a?

!^

252. Another expression is obtainable from the circumstance that the

symmetrical graphs which appertain to these partitions can be dissected in

another manner, viz. into a succession of angles of nodes fitting into one

another. Each such angle involves an uneven number of nodes, and no two

angles involve the same number.

Thus in the graph depicted which denotes the self-conjugate partition

85543111 of the number 28, the successive angles are ABC, DEF, GHI and

J, involving 15, 7, 5, 1 nodes respectively.
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We find in fact that every symmetrical graph denotes a partition into

unequal uneven numbers, and we are led to the identity

(l+w) (1 + ic^) (1 + ar5) ... ad inf.

a; «* of

^l^^'^(l-a^)(l-x*)'^(l-a'')(l-x*){l-x^)'^'"

because the left-hand side infinite product enumerates the partitions into

unequal uneven parts.

Moreover, if there be a square of m^ nodes, the partition involves exactly

TO unequal uneven numbers; it follows that the coefficient of a"*a;" in the

infinite product

(1 +aa;)(l 4-aar»)(l + aar>)...

is equal to the coefficient of a;" in the development of

(1 - a^) (1 - x") ... (I - x^)*

a fact which establishes the identity

(1 + ax) (l + aa^){l+ aay") . . . (1 -f- ax""-^) ... ad inf

^ \-a?^ (l-a^^Xl-ar*)^"*^ (1 -ar^)(l -a;*) ... (1 -a*«)^
•"•

This is a well-known result, but it was obtained in the above manner by

Sylvester. It is a good example of the application of graph dissection to

obtain results in algebraic series.

253. In a similar manner the reader will have no difficulty in dealing

with the finite continued product and in establishing the formula

(1 -f aa;)(l -H oa;') (1 -I- aa:») ... (1 + ax^-")

1 - ar»" , (1 - a;2i-2) (l _ ^^z')

(1 - x^-'^-^-) (1 - x^-^^^) ...{\-X^) -

(l-a;^)(l-a:*)...(l-a;2m^ '^ ""

The number of self-conjugate partitions which involve exactly i parts

may be similarly discussed. If a symmetrical graph involve a square of ii\?

nodes the subjacent graph will involve exactly i — to rows and not more

than TO columns ; it will denote a partition of the number \ {n — m^) int^

exactly i- m parts, no part exceeding in in magnitude. The subjacent

graphs will therefore be enumerated by the coefficient of a' ~ "*
a;*

^" ~ "*
' in

the expansion of

1

(1 - aa;) (1 - ax") ... (1 - ax"*)

'

M.A. II. 2
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or by the. coefficient of a;*^"""* Mn

. (l-x'^)(l-x'^+')...(l-xi-^)

(l-x)(l-af)...(l-xi-"') '

or by the coefficient of a?""™' in

( 1 - x-"") ( 1 - ^^"i+n ... (1 - x'^-^)

{l-x')(l-x*)...{l-x'^-'^)
'

or by the coefficient of x^ in

(l-x^){l-x')...{l-af^-^) '

and now giving m the values 1, 2, 3, ... in succession the enumerating

function is found to be

Corresponding to these partitions we find from the dissection of the

graphs into angles that we have partitions into unequal uneven parts which

involve a highest part exactly equal to 2i — 1.

The number of these partitions is equal to the coefficient of x'^ in the

finite product

a;2^-i (1 + a;) (1 + ar*) ( 1 + ^) . . . (1 + x^-%

that is to say, in

a verification.

t
"^ 1-x'

'''^''
{l-x')(l-x*)

^
(1 - a^'^-") (1 - x'i-^) (1 - a^-^) I

254. There is another way of investigating the generating function of

conjugate partitions which leads to its expression by another series.

Consider this graph of a self-conjugate partition 664322.
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It is symmetrical about the diagonal ABC, to the right of which we find

an irregular graph of three rows, viz.

:

If there are s nodes in the diagonal the irregular graph under view must

have either s — \ or s rows. If we transform the irregular graph by shifting

the second, third, etc. rows to the left so as to bring the left-hand nodes of

those rows underneath the left-hand node of the first row, we obtain a

regular gi'aph

which has the property that no two rows can be of the same length. Now the

function which enumerates such graphs is either the product

or the series (which is algebraically equal to it)

^ +
(1)

+ (i) (2)
"^

(1)12)13)
^'"^

(ir(2). .(s)"^ • •
•

In the series the term

if)
(1)(2)... (s)

enumerates the partitions into exactly s parts.

Suppose now that the irregular graph, and therefore the derived regular

graph also, has s rows exactly. Then the diagonal of nodes ABC... may
have s or s + 1 nodes. There is a corresponding graph consisting of s

columns below the diagonal of nodes. These are also enumerated by

(1)(2)..(8)

Hence considering the combined contents of the graphs to the right

of and below the diagonal of nodes we see that the enumerating function is

found by writing x- for x in the above function. It is

^ (»+it

(2) (4) ..(2s)

That is to say that the number w of nodes can be arranged in a pair

of irregular graphs, competent to be the right-hand and lower graphs of

2—2
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a self-conjugate partition, in a number of ways given by the coefficient of

x^ in

(2) (4)... (2s)'

the right-hand graph having s rows.

Containing only the two graphs the self-conjugate graph is so far inverte-

brate. It has no diagonal of nodes. Since this diagonal may have s ov s-\-l

nodes, we must multiply by

(2)

to make the graph complete.

Hence as regards exactly s rows in the right-hand irregular graph, we

have the enumerating function

^ (2) a;*"'«+^*

^^1) {2)(4)...(2sj-

Hence the generating function for self-conjugate partitions is

«
_^(2) af^'+^^

r (r)"(2)(4)...(2sj

= \ + x+ ji)+ (iy(4)+ ^) ^4) (6)
+ ^

(1) (4) (6) .Tl2s)+-
'

^(S+l)2-l

and the term
a)(4)(6)...(2s)

enumerates those of them which have s rows in that portion of the graph

which lies to the right of the diagonal of nodes. The series obtained is

therefore equal to the product previously found

(1 -\-x){l-\-a?){l+x^) ... ad inf.

and to the series

+
(2)

+
(2) (4)

+
(2)14)16)

+ + (2) (4)^ . (2sj + '

255. We are also led to the identity (by dividing each side of the identity

which involves the old product and the new scries by 1 -h «)

{l^x'){\+a^){l^-x')... ad inf.

_ a? x^ x^" a)^8+i)'^i

"^(2) '(2)(4) + (2r(4r(6)^ ^(2)W^(2s)'^"*

The truth of this result can be seen from a priori considerations. For

since (s -h I)"-'— 1 is equal to s terms of the series

3 + 5 + 7 + 9+...
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we can write down the graph of the partition

(2s+l, 2s-l, ... 5,3)

and join it to the graph which denotes a partition into s or fewer even num-

bers and thus obtain a graph which denotes a partition into s uneven unequal

parts, no one of which is less than three. Such partitions are therefore

enumerated by the (s+ l)th term of the above series. The whole series is

therefore equal to the product concerned which obviously enumerates all

partitions into uneven unequal parts, no one of which is less than three.

256. The general term in the expansion of the infinite continued

product

(l-x){l-x')(l-ar')... ad inf.

was obtained by Euler and is a celebrated result.

He shewed that the expansion is

j= —30

The coefficient of x^ in the expansion denotes the excess of the number

of partitions of ?t into an even number of unequal parts over the number into

an uneven number of unequal parts.

Many proofs of the theorem exist. One of the most interesting is that

given by Franklin in the Comptes Rendus of the Institut (1880).

Suppose a partition into unequal parts written in ascending order of

magnitude. Its graph consists of rows of nodes which continually increase in

length. Consider the particular graph

A B

of the partition 23567. In particular fix the attention upon the nodes A, B
at the summit (of the graph) and upon the nodes G, D, E which form a slope

line at the hose (of the graph). We can remove the nodes A, B from the

summit and place them so as to form a new slope line at the base in the

manner

This is also the graph of a partition into unequal parts. The process,

which has been termed " contraction," can be applied, with exceptions to be
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specified later, whenever the nodes in the summit are equal to or less than

the number of nodes in the slope line.

When this is not the case we can reverse the process, viz. remove the

nodes in the base line and place them so as to form a new summit. For

example, take the graph

ABC
• • •

which now becomes

• • • •

the process being termed " protraction." This also produces a partition into

unequal parts.

Subject to exceptional cases, when neither contraction nor protraction can

be applied, contraction or protraction can be applied and the number of parts

in the partition (always into unequal parts) is thereby changed from an even

to an uneven number or vice versa.

Hence, subject to elimination of the exceptional cases, there is a one-to-

one correspondence between the partitions into an even number of parts and

those into an uneven number.

The exceptional cases arise when the summit meets the slope line and

contains either the same number or one more than the number of nodes in

that line, for then neither contraction nor protraction is feasible. To explain

this statement observe that to the graph

in which the summit meets the slope line and contains the same number of

nodes, neither contraction nor protraction can be applied. Also that to the

graph

contraction cannot be applied, for it produces the graph of a partition with two

parts equal
;
protraction is obviously out of the question.
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The exceptional cases therefore arise when the graphs correspond to one

or other of the partitions

j, i + 1, j + 2, ...2j-i,
y^^itd)

j + l, j + 2, j + 3, ... 2j, -a

where j may be unity or any larger number. ^li—--^

The contents of the two partitions are

2(3/-j), \^j--^3) respectively,

and each involves J parts : when J is even in each case there is no corre-

sponding partition into an uneven number of parts obtainable by contraction

or protraction, and therefore the number of partitions of \ (3j- — j) or \ (3/+j)

into an even number of unequal parts must exceed the number into an

uneven number of unequal parts by unity. Further if j be uneven the

number of partitions of ^(3/—j) or of H%^+J) i^^^ ^^ uneven number of

parts must be in excess by unity. These facts are all summed up in the

identity

the numbers i(3J-—7) and ^{Sf+j) being the direct and retrograde pen-

tagonal numbers.

Jacobis Identity.

257. An important theorem in this subject is derived by Jacobi from his

researches in elliptic functions*, viz. it has the two statements

(1 + a;«-»») (1 + .T»+") (1 - a:»») . (1 + x^-^) (1 -|- x^+^) (1 - a*^)

x(J + a:»»-*») (1 4- a;»»+™) (1 - a*») ...

-00

(1 - a;"-'") (1 - af"-^) (1 - ar«) .(1 - a^-^) (1 - x^^) (1 - x^)

X (1 - a^"-^) (1 - a^'»+*») (1 - a*») . .

.

I 4 IC^'^^ ' /-f"^^'
wherein n and m are not necessarily integers. '

'

258. The important particular cases are

:

(i) In the second formula put to = |, m = ^, deriving Euler's formula

discussed in the last Article.

* CrelU, Vol. xxxii. p. 166.

/f •
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259. (ii) In the first formula put n = ^, m = |^, deriving a series given by

Gauss*, viz.

:

{l + x)(l+a^){l+x^) ... X (1 -w^){l-a^)(l-x') ...

= l+x+a:^+af + x^'' + ... +a;*('^ +'V ...,

the left-hand side of which may be also written

(l-x'f{l-x'f(l-x''f...

{l-x){l-x'){l-x')... '

260. (iii) In the second formula put 72 = f , m = f , obtaining

(1 -x)(l - x') (1 - a^) . (1 - x'^){l - af>)(l - x^") .{1 -x^^){l - x'*)(l - X'') ....

= 1 - (x + X*) + (x' + x'^) - (x'^ + x^') + ... {-y{x^^^-^'+x^'^ + ^')...,

the exponents on the left-hand side being numbers of the form

0, 1, 4 mod 5.

261. (iv) In the second formula put n = ^, m = | , obtaining

(1 - a;2) (1 _ a:^) (i _ of) . (l _ x'') (1 -of) (I- x^') . (1 - x'^) (1 - x'^) (1 - x"'). . .

.

= l-{af + a^) + (x' + X'') - (x-' + x^') + ... (-f {x^'' '^^ + x^'' + *%..,

the exponents on the left-hand side being numbers of the form

0, 2, 3 mod 5.

262. (v) It has been shewn by Sylvesterf that, taking the second

formula and making n = \, m-=^-\-e where e is an infinitesimal, another

formula of Jacobi may be deduced, viz.

:

{\-xy{\-a^f{l-a?y ... =l-^x+hx''-1afi+ . .) {-f {2i + 1) x^ ^ ' ....

This celebrated result is justly considered to be one of the most remarkable

in the whole range of pure mathematics.

263. There is an important expansion of

J^
(1 -ax)(\- a^x) (1 -a^x) ... ad inf.

'

for if we suppose that it can be expanded in the form

I -ax {l-ax){\-a''x) {1 - ax) {1 -a''x){l-a?x) "'

where A, B, G, ... etc. do not involve x, we substitute ax for x. This has

the effect of multiplying the algebraic fraction by 1—ax while the series

becomes

1-a'x (1 - a:'x) ( 1 - a^x) (1 - a^x) (1 - a'^x) (1 - a*x)

* Gottingen Commentaries for the years 1808-11.

t Collected Mathematical Papers, Vol. iv. p. 60.
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Hence this series must be equal to

(l-aa;)Jl+^:i-^ + B .- —

r

^ ^
[

1 — ax (1 — ax) ((1 - cm;) (1 - a'x)

^ ^
{1 — a^){l —a^a-){l —a^x)

Comparing these two series in regard to powers of x we find without

difficulty

aA =

B =

1-a'

a*

(l-a)(l-a^)(l-a»)'

and thence the formula

(1 — ax) (1 — a^x) (1 — a^x) ... ad inf

T .
a a; a* x^= 1 +:. .;, +

\ — a'\ — ax (1 — a) (1 — a") ' (1 — ax) (1 — a?x)

a» c^

(1 - a) {\-a-'){l- a^) '{\-ax){\- a'x) (1 - a'x)
"^

264. Putting herein x — 1 and a = x we have

1

(1 -x){l -of) (1 -af)(l -of) ... ad inf.

(1 - x)- (1 - xy(X - x^f
"*
{l-xfiY-x^f^l-a^f ^ ""

a new form of the function which enumerates the unrestricted partitions of

numbers.

The expansion can be at once interpreted by means of the Durfee square
of nodes. The {% + l)th term of the series enumerates all the partitions whose
graphs involve a Durfee square of i^ nodes. For the lateral appendage to the
square may be the graph of any partition of any number into not more than

% parts, the part magnitude being unrestricted ; and the subjacent appendage
may be the graph of any partition of any number where the part magnitude
is restricted not to exceed i, and the number of parts is unrestricted. Each
appendage may involve partitions enumerated by

1

(l)(2)...(i)*
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Hence the whole of the partitions which involve a Uurfee square of i^

nodes when graphically considered are enumerated by

{(1)(2)(3).. (i)P'

and therefore the whole of the partitions of all numbers by

?{(l)(2)(3)..(i)p'

which is the theorem in question.

265. Similarly it is easy to find the corresponding theorem when the

number of denominator factors is limited. Thus

(1 - ax) (1 - a'x) (1 - a^x) ... (1 - a^x)

1 - a^ X
.
(1 - a^-i) (1 - aO ^

1 — a'l — ax {\ —a){\ —a?) '

(1 — ax) (1 — a^x)

a series possessing i + 1 terms.

Putting herein x = \, a — x, we find

1

(1 -x){l- x^) (1 - X^) ... (1 -X')

x{l-x') a^{l-x'-^){l -X') a;" (1 -x'-') (1 -x'-^) (1 - a^)

^ {i-xf "^ (i-xy{i-xy "^ (i-xfii-xjii-x^y
"•"""

and the reader will have no difficulty in observing that the (s + l)th term

enumerates partitions whose graphs involve a Durfee square of s- nodes, and

whose part magnitude is limited by the number i.

The Transformation of certain Series.

266. We consider a square lattice of nodes where there is no limit to the

number of nodes in the side of the square.

At these nodes suppose numbers to be placed in such wise that they are

in arithmetical progression alike in each row and in each column. Such an

arrangement involves in general four parameters, and has the representation

r r + s r + 2s r + Ss

r+ t r-\-s+ t+ u r + 2s+ t-\-2u r + Ss+ t + Su ...

r + 2t r + s + 2t + 2u r + 2s + 2t + 4u r + Ss + 2t + 6u ...

r + St r + s+M + Su r + 2s + St + 6u r + tis+St + 9u ...

the common differences being

s, s + u, s + 2u, « + 3m, ...
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in the successive rows, and

t, t + u, t + 2u, t + Su, ...

in the successive columns respectively.

Let Xp^ be a function of cc and Hpq a numerical coefficient; we then

construct the tableau

tH.X^

The transformation which we consider is concerned with the sum of this

mfinite number of functions and depends upon the circumstance that in

certain cases the summation may be performed in a variety of different ways.

This arises because the exponents in each row and in each column are in

arithmetical progression, and in consequence the functions X'^- in each row

and in each column are in geometrical progression.

267. There are four methods of summation which are principally

effective

:

(i) We may be able to sum the functions in each row of the tableau.

(ii) We may be able to sum the functions in each column,

(iii) We may be able to sum, firstly, the functions in the first row

;

secondly, the remainder of the functions in the first column; thirdly, the

remainder of those in the second row ; fourthly, the remainder of those in

the second column, and so forth,

(iv) We may sum, firstly, the functions in the first column ; secondly,

the remainder of those in the first row ; thirdly, the remainder of those in

the second column ; fourthly, the remainder of those in the second row,

and so forth.

Denote these modes of summation by R, G, RC and CR respectively, so

that geometrically

RC

• • • •-

• • • •-

• • • a • •—• •—

•

(»(((>•• • •—•—

»

• (» (» • • <) o (» •

CR
—•-

As one of the simplest cases put

(r, s, t, u) = (1, 1, 2, 2),

-^pq — ^j /*pq — J-
3
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the tableau is

X x^ a? (x^

x^ of x^ x^^ ...

™5 ^10 ^15 ^20
\Aj tA/ %AJ lAJ • a

ntu /)f>14 /yi21 /-vi28
\AJ \Aj tAj \AJ • •

and the summations R, G, RG, GR lead to the identically equal series

X x? a^ oc'

+ -.
i + -.

. + -, , + ...,\-x \-a?\-af\-x^
/Y» /y»2 /v»3 rvA
%Aj %Aj nAJ xAJ

+ ^i
-. + -. -. + -. -. + .l-x^l-x^l-afil-

X a^ x^ xi^°

1-x 1-x' l-a^ l-x"^

x a? af" a^

\ — a? \ — X \ — of' \ — a?

or, as they may be written,

7 1 - «;-"*-» 7 1 - a:2r« 7 1 - a;"»

/«m(2m—1) ™ (TO f1) (2»i—1)

7 1 - a;-*" 7 1 - a,2'«-i

268. The identity between the first and third of these series is in-

teresting in the theory of partitions. The first clearly enumerates the

number of ways of partitioning a number into parts which are repetitions

of a single uneven number. The general term of the third may be written

^1+2+...+m _j_ ^2+3+...+»t+l
_J.

^')+4+...+Jn+2 _|_ ...

and we gather that the series enumerates the ways of partitioning a number

into parts which form, a single sequence. We have thus the simplest case

of the theorem which states that a number may be partitioned into parts

which are repetitions of i distinct uneven numbers in as many ways as it

may be partitioned into parts which form i distinct sequences. We have

proved the theorem for r=l.

It will be observed that the first series also enumerates the uneven

divisors of numbers.

269. In a similar manner it is easy to establish Jacobi's formula

X a^ a^ a?

X a? a^ x^'

\ +x 1 +a!= 1 +X' 1 +x*
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For this purpose we put as before

(r,s,t,u) = (l,l,2,2\

Xpq = X, but IJipq = {-)P+1;

the tableau is then

X —a? a? — ar* .,

— a? of" —a? x^- ..

— oF a;" — a^^ af^ ..

and we find that the summation R gives

x 3? a? a?
+ ,-.-:, -T-^—,+ ...,

i+a; \-^a? l-ira? \ ^ gg

and the summation RG yields

X a? afi 3?^

+ i-T-^-7-^-:^ + --,
\-\-x \^-a? l + a^ 1+^

establishing the formula.

Observe that the summations G and GR give respectively

X a? a? a^

\-\-a? \-\-a^ l+a* \-\-a?

X a? a^ a?

\-\-j? 1 ->rx \-^a^ 1 ->ca?

270. If in the general tableau we put

^ pq ^^ ^) f^pq = i-

we find that the modes of summation give respectively the series

af af+* af-^ af+^
-I

1 1 1_

1 - a,^ 1 -a;*+" 1 - af>-^^ 1 - a*+»«

a;r af+* af+^ a;'"+^

+ :. -7ZZ. + ^ -rH^. + ^ 7T^ +
1 - a;* 1 - a^+» 1 - a^+^ 1 - a;'+'«

T^£^ "^
1 - a;*

"*"

1 - a;«+«
"*"

1 - x^+^

1 - af+^ 1 - a:<+2«

+ ^ ; + V- 7T.. +

+ ...,

I- a,-* 1-af I- a^+« 1 - a;«+«

^pr-l-2«+2t-HM /pr+3«+2t+6u
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SO that they are equal to one another. If we take /Ltpg = (—)p+'i the first series

becomes
x"" x"""^^ ,x^'^^^ af"^^

l+af~ 1 + a*+«
"*"

1 + 3^+="' ~ r+ «*+=*«
"*"'"'

and the other three are similarly altered as to signs.

271. If we take (r, s, t, u) = (1, 1, 2, 1)

Xpg = x and tipq=pq,
we find the tableau

X 2a;^ '^x^ 4>x* ...

2x'' 4a^ 6x^ Sx" ...

3^ 6x^ 9a;" 12«" ...

4a;'' 8a;" 12a;i5 16a;i»...

and the R and (7 summations give us the relation

X la? '^af- 4a;'

+ 7:; r + -n ^ + -n r 4- ...

(1 - xf (1 - off (1 - oi?y (1 - dj

X laf ^a? 4a;*
+ , ^ + ;,. r + -, r + . . .

.

(1 - a?f {1-x^y {1-xJ (1 -a^y

Similarly, when fJt'pq^i c^
) ( 9 )

' ^^ reach the identity

X Sx^ Qx^ 10a;'
"^ n _ ^2\3 "^

/'I _ .r^\3
"*" n _ ^4\3 + ' '

"

(l-a;)=' (l-a;'')=* (l-a;^)'' (1-a;^)

a; Sx^ 60^ lOar*
+ /, Tv, + 7--. 7^. + ..- ^, +(l-xj (1 -a^y (l-x'f (1-a?)

and in general when
_ /p + m — 1\

l'q
+ m— 1\

^P^~[ m )[ m )'

/m+l\ a? /m + 2\ x"

\ 1 / (1 - a?y^^
"•"

V 2 j (H-^

c

we obtain

3 /(l-a;*)'"+i '•

_ X /wi + l\ X? /m + 2\ a;^

- (i_^)m+i "•
V 1 j (1 _ a,-3)'«+i

"^
V 2 j (1 - ^*)»«+^

/m + 3\ x^

When ^-(-)-r^r')rr')'
the signs in all the denominators are changed and also the signs of alternate

fractions on both sides.
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272. Other identities given by Jacobi in the Fundamenta Nova Theoriae

Functi&num Ellipticarum are as follows

:

(r,s, i, M) = (l, 2, 2, 4)

Xpq = X, flpq = (-)P+«

gives by the summations R and C

X a? af (J?

+ ^ r,>-^ r. + ...
l-oc" 1-^ l-a^" l-ipi*

X a? a^ a?

This is the identity of Jacobi, but if we take the summations RG and CR
we obtain two other forms of the series

/>« ^-3 nrQ />J5 /y«2S /yi35
M/ M/ u/ «;€/ M/ b(/

+ ^i—. .+
1-a^ 1+ar' l-a^ \-\-af l-a?i« l + a;^"

/ir« o™^ 0^ nr^^ ^t^ nr^
%Mj vU *Mj m/ tMj %Mj

+ . :,
-^— » - ^ z + , :^-» +

l+jr= l-ar' I+a-^ 1 - *« l+a^" 1 - a;i»

273. Again if (r, s, t, ") = (1, 1, 1, 1)

-^ pq ^^ •^j

and /ipq numerically equal to ^ but with the negative sign, if both p and q are

even, we find by the R and G summations

X 2a? ^a? 4ue*

1-x'^ l+sfi'^l-af'^l+x''^'"

X a? of X*

(1 - ar)2 (1 + a,-^)^ (1 - ar*)-^ (1 + ar*)^

(see loc. cit. § 40).

274. Again if (r, s, t, u) = (1, 2, 2. 4)

Xpq=X, flpg=2p-l,

the R and summations give

X Sx" 5x^ 7af
+ -. -. + -. r„ + ^ r. +l-x" 1-a* l-ipi" l-x"*

_ x{l + x') a?{l+af) a^(l+a,-"') a;-" (1 + x^*)

~ {l-x'y
"'"

(1 - afy {l-x'y "^
(l-a;^*)' ^ "

(see ioc. aY. § 40).
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275. Similarly (r, s, t, u) = (1, 1, 2, 2)

_x_ ^a? 25af 49a;^

x(l-6x'' + af) a^ (1 - 6x* -h a^) a^ (1 - 6a;« + x'"')

{i+x-y (i+x^y "^
(1 + x^y

•'

and (r,s,t,u) = (1,2, 1,2)

X 8a;2 21a? 64a^

X {I -\- ^x + a?) ci?{\+^a? + a?) a? {\ + ^a? -\- x"^)



CHAPTER III

RAMANUJAN'S IDENTITIES

276. Mr Ramanujan of Trinity College, Cambridge, has suggested a

large number of formulae which have applications to the partition of num-

bers. Two of the most interesting of these concern partitions whose parts

have a definite relation to the modulus five. Theorem I gives the relation

"^ r^ "^ {l-x){l-af) '^ (T- aO(T^^ (T^^

"^(l-^)(l-ar)...(l-a.')'^'"

1

(1 - ar) (1 - a^) (1 - :r") ... (1 - ar«»+') .

1

where on the right-hand side the exponents of x are the numbers given by

the congruences = 1 mod 5, = 4 mod 5.

This most remarkable theorem has been verified as far as the coefficient

of a^ by actual expansion so that there is practically no reason to doubt its

truth ; but it has. not yet been established.

The series on the left-hand side can be interpreted in the theory of

partitions. In fact it has been discussed in a previous article (Art. 242).

The circumstance that i* is equal to the sum of the first i uneven numbers

shews that the algebraic fraction which has x^^ for numerator enumerates the

partitions of all numbers into exactly i parts between which there are neither

repetitions nor sequences. Hence the whole series enumerates all partitions

of any given number which involve neither repetitions nor sequences of parts.

The theorem asserts that the partitions, whose parts are limited to be of the

forms 5m -1-1, 5m + 4, are equi-numerous with those which involve neither

repetitions nor sequences.

M. A. n. 3
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Thus the six-to-six correspondence for the partitions of ten is

Parts of the forms 5m ±1 No repetitions or sequences

91 10

64 91

61* 82

4^2 73

41« 64
1" 631

By a previous article the fraction ar*^/(l — x) (1 - x^) ,,. (1 — a^) also

enumerates the partitions into exactly i parts, no part being less than t,

so that the series enumerates partitions such that the smallest part is not

less than the number of parts. These six partitions of the number ten are

10, 82, 73, 64, 55, 433.

277. The right-hand side of the identity can be put into the form of the

product of two series because, starting with the known expansion

1 ^_^
(1 — a) (1 — ax) (1 — oaf) ... ad inf.

_ a a^ 0^
~ ^ T^^x ^ {l^xfil^^) '^

{I - x){l - x^){l - a?)^ '" '

we put a = X and x = a? simultaneously and find

1

{l-x){l-af){l-x^^){l-a^^)...

nr* 'y'2 /y»3

{I - af)^ {1 - afi) (1 -a;i»)
"*"

(1 - a^) (1 - x'') (1 - x'^y '" '

Similarly if we put a = x*, x = x^ simultaneously we find

1

(l-a;*)(l -x'){l-x''){l-x'')...

_ 1
a^ a^ 0^

(1 - ar') (T^^^K'l - a^»)
*"

{l-af){l-x'''){\-x'')

We can see almost intuitively that these results are true ; take for instance

the fraction o(?l{l — x^) (1 — x^") (1 - x^% We can realise the partitions which

it enumerates by taking a vertical column of three nodes

and placing to the right of it the nodal graph of any partition into three or

fewer parts of the form 5m. Hence the partitions enumerated have exactly

three parts, each part of the form 5m 4- 1.

Similarly the fraction x^^l{l - a^){l - x^'^){l-x^^) enumerates the partitions

having exactly three' parts, each part of the form 5m + 4.
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Another statement of Ramanujan's First Theorem is therefore

a; ar* ^

= 1 +
x" I f

x" a* )

^
(1 - ar>){l - a^')

"*"'**)

I
"*"

1 - a;'
"*"

(1 - a;*) (1 - x'")
^"yl-x' (1 - a,-»)(l - a^')

278. Theorem II gives the relation

a^ of x^
"^ 1^ "^

(1 - a;) (1 - ar*) (1 - a-) (1 - of) (1 -x")
'^

x^i
+ ...

(l-a;)(l-a;^)...(l-a;»)

1

(1 -ar^)(l -a;^)(l -a;'-)... (1 - ar^"^*)...

1
^ (l-a.'3)(l-a;«)(l -x^)...{l -x"''+') ...'

the exponents of x on the right-hand side being of the form 5m + 2 and

5m + 3.

This relation has also been verified by actual expansion to a high power

of X, but it has not been established.

To interpret the series on the left-hand side we observe that the number
i- + { is the sum of the first i even numbers. In particular when i = 3, since

12 = 6 + 4 + 2 we form the graph of the partition 642 of the number twelve

I

and find that if we place to the right of it the graph of any partition which

has three parts the combined graph clearly denotes a partition which has

exactly three parts, no part less than two, and which involves neither

repetitions nor sequences of parts.

Hence we at once infer that the whole series enumerates partitions of all

numbers which are such that no part is less than two and which involve

neither sequences nor repetitions of parts.

Ramanujan's Second Theorem thus states that of any given number such

partitions are equi-numerous with those whose parts are all of the forms

5m + 2, 5m + 3. Thus for the number ten the four-to-four correspondence is

Parts of the forms 5to± 2
No repetitions or sequences

and no part< 2

82 10

73 82

3^* 73
2» 64

3—2
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279. The series on the left-hand side has another interpretation due to

the circumstance that i^ + i is the product of the numbers i + \, i.

Thus when % = 3, since 12 = 4 + 4 + 4 we take the graph of the partition

444 of the number twelve,

and place to the right of it the graph of any partition which has three parts
;

the combined graph denotes a partition into exactly three parts and no

part less than four. In general the combined gi'aph denotes a partition into

exactly i parts and no part less than i-\-\.

Thus the whole series enumerates partitions such that no part is less than

the number which exceeds the number of parts by unity.

For the number ten these partitions are

10, 73, 64, 55.

280. We may also obviously write Ramanujan's Second Theorem in

the form

x^ of a?^

"^(1^ ^(T-^yCT-^"'' (1 -a;)(l -af^){l-a?)'^"'

_ f
a;2 of' oc^

\~
I

+ JT-aP)
"*"

(1 - a;«) (1 - x'')
"^ {\-a?){\-x''>){l-x^')^ '"]

L cc^ of a^
\

^\ "^ (I^^ "^
(1 - ^^)(1 - x^')

^
(1 -af){l -x'') (1 - x^')

+•••}•

Ramanujan himself deduces other results, of great interest and beauty,

from these, but they are not given here as they are not directly connected

with the combinatory analysis.

The circumstance that the two theorems given still await demonstration

adds greatly to their interest for the student and stamps them as being very

remarkable.

281. There is a correspondence between the whole of the partitions of a

number and those particular partitions which involve neither repetitions nor

sequences of parts.

If we consider the graph of any partition of any number, say the graph

A£..••••
I

• E» • • D
• • H» •&

j

• F»
j

0.
I
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of the partition 64*21 of the number seventeen, and read the graph by

enumerating the nodes in the angles

ABC, DBF, GH,

we obtain the partition 10, 5, 2 of the same number which necessarily has

neither sequences nor repetitions. But this is not a one-to-one correspondence

because several other partitions are made up of angles which, looking only to

the numbers of nodes which they contain, are precisely the same and lead to

the same partition 10, 5, 2.

Elx, gr. the partition 3*21' having the graph

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

leads by angle-reading to the same partition 10, 5, 2.

There is thus a group of partitions each member of which leads to the

same partition which possesses neither repetitions nor sequences. Further,

corresponding to every partition which possesses neither repetitions nor

sequences, there will be a group of partitions and there is a one-to-one

correspondence between the groups and the special partitions.

The problem of enumerating the special partitions is the same as that of

enumerating the groups, of the nature considered, into which the whole of

the partitions may be separated.

For the number six there are three groups, the correspondence being

groups (6, 51, 41-, 31^ 21^ V), (42, 321, 2^^, (3^ 2'),

special partitions 6 ,
51 , 42 .

It is, in fact, evident that of the number m the group which belongs to

the special partition {m) comprises the m members

si™-*,

where s has values 0, 2, 3, ... w.

It is not difficult also to establish that corresponding to the special

partition {mirru^ the group has

(twi — m.2—1) nu

members.
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282. It will now be proved that corresponding to the special partition

(7?ii??i2 ... vig) the group has

(mj — Wa — 1) (ma — ma — 1) . . . (mg_i — nig — 1) rrig

members.

This will be accomplished by comparing the series

X a^ a?

+ (i)+(irr2)^(i)(2)(3j+-'

the first series of Ramanujan which enumerates the partitions without both

repetitions and sequences, hereafter termed special partitions, with the series

which is one form of the function which enumerates the whole of the

partitions.

The whole of the partitions, whose graphs involve precisely s angles, are

enumerated by

(l)M2^..(s)^
= S (g, + 1) (^. + 1) . .

. (g. + 1) ^...+^..+•..+^..+«^

where under the sign of summation the numerical magnitudes

may, each of them, have all values from zero to infinity.

If we write herein

wtg_i = 5s_i + g« + 3,

»w«-2 = 5'«-2 + ?«-i + 5'« + 5.

Wi = ?i -f 5'2 + . . . + g-g + 2s - 1,

then mi + ma + . . . + mg = ^1 + 2^2 + Sg-a + . . . + sgg + s^,

and (mima^^s . . . m^)

is a special partition involving precisely s parts.

Also 5g4-l=mg,

gg_, + l=mg_i-mg-l,

g-g-a + 1 = mg_2 - mg_i - 1,

92+l = m2 — ms — 1,

g-i + 1 = Wi - ma — 1.

Hence

(TpW^(8p = ^ (^1 -^ - 1) (^2 - -^3 - 1) . . . (mg_, - mg - 1) m, a;'»'+'»^-^-•+'«-,
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the summation being for every special partition which involves exactly s

parts.

But from the first series of Bamanujan

.
"^ ~m,+mi+...-|-tBg

(l)(2)...(s)

Hence to every special partition

(^1^2 . . . Trig)

corresponds a group of

(tWi — 7;i2 — 1) (m^ — wig — 1) ... (w«_i — nig — 1) w,

partitions drawn from the whole of the partitions.

283. It is thus seen that the number of partitions of w is

X (wij — rn^ — l) (Wa — m-i—l)... (mg_i — m, — 1) nig,

the summation being for every special partition

(7Wim2...r»,)

of the number n.

284. If we realise the number m^ physically by a chain of m^ beads

connected at equal intervals by threads, and so also the other numbers

m^, m^, ...TTis, the s chains can be placed in angles in

(m, —7712—1) (Wl2 — 77*3 — 1) . . . (77lg_i — 77lg— 1) 771,

different ways to form different regular graphs of the number n.

285. The special partitions enumerated by the second theorem of

Ramanujan are included in those enumerated by the first theorem. The

same group of partitions is in correspondence with the same special partition

in each case. In the case of the second theorem, however, the whole of the

unrestricted partitions are not involved because those partitions which give

rise by angle reading to a part 1 are necessarily omitted. If a graph involves

a square of s^ nodes an angle will consist of a single node if the lateral graph

has at most s — 1 rows and the subjacent graph at most s — 1 columns.

The graphs to be omitted are therefore enumerated by

(l)M2)^..(s-l)^

Hence giving s all values not less than unity the whole of the omitted

graphs are enumerated by
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and subtracting this function from that which enumerates the unrestricted

graphs, viz.

+ ar+ (in2p'^(iF(2)M3)^'^ '

•

'

we reach the function

s-cD ( ^ (s+i) a^'*+^'

as that which enumerates the partitions which compose the groups associated

with the special partitions of the second theorem.

286. The left-hand side of the identity which constitutes Raraanujan's

First Theorem has been shewn to be the function which enumerates the

partitions which are without repetitions and sequences of parts.

If we wish to restrict the part magnitude we may proceed in the following

manner :—Consider the partition into three parts

When the part magnitude is unrestricted we construct the graph of the

partition 531 of the number 9 and join to it any partition into three parts.

If however the part magnitude is restricted not to exceed m, the partitions so

added must be such that the part magnitude does not exceed w — 5. These

are enumerated by the function

(m - 4) (m - 3) (m - 2)

(1)(2)(3)

and give rise to the term

(m-4)(in-3)(m-2)
(1) (2) (3)

in the sought function.

When the partitions have i parts, the part magnitude of the added

partitions must have a part magnitude not exceeding 2i — 1 and we are

similarly led to the term

., (m - 2i + 2) (m - 21 + 3) ... (m - i + 1)

(l)(2)...(i)

Hence the function required is

l+J^Ka.-' '"-'^
) (•» - 1)

4. ,,.
(m -4)(m-3)(m-2)

+^
(1)

+
(1)12) + '—

<in2M3j
—

+ . . . to /A terms.

The series evidently does not extend to infinity because when the part

magnitude is restricted there is a limit to the content of the partitions, and
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also to the number of parts. When m is even the partition, of the nature

considered, which involves the greatest number of parts is m, m — 2,

m — 4, ...2, and this has ^m parts. When m is uneven the partition in

question is m, m — 2, m — 4;, ... 1 and this has ^ (?« + 1) parts. Hence i has

the limit ^m, or ^ (m + 1) according as to is even or uneven, and therefore
fj.

the number of terms to be taken of the series has the value

i(m + 2), or i(m + 3)

according as w is even or uneven.

287. We may expand the general term of the series

^,
(m-2i+2)(in-2i + 3)... (

m-i + l
)^*

(l)(2)...(i)

by means of the theorem

(1 - xP) (1 - xP+') ... (1 - a:P+*-»)

^1 a:r>
^1 - ^)

,
a^sn...

(1 " ^-') (1 - ^) ^^.. (1 " ^-') (1 -^0 (1 - ^)
(1-x) {\-w){l-af) {l-x)(l-af'){l-af)

+ ... to q + 1 terms,

and we are led to the identity

(m) (m - 2) (m - 1) Im- 4) (m - 3) (m - 2)

^+^^W^" (i)i)
^-^ (Ww ^+ -^^A^terms

= l+(I) + (in2) + (l)W)^-'''^^""'

-w{'+(r>+(iM2)^(i)(2)(3)+--
'"''-' '^™'}

+
(1)12) r + (ij + (im +

ri)l2M3)
+•••"> Z' - 2 tenns}

+
,

a series which involves fi rows of terms.

288. The same function is also that part of the expansion of the product

which presents itself when from the product of consecutive factors

the term a?^"*"^ is deleted.
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This deletion insures that the partitions, which necessarily involve no

repetitions, do not contain any sequence of parts.

We denote such a product by

M(l+x){l+ a;2) (1 + a^) . . . (I + a;'").

289. In Ramanujan's Second Theorem regarded in connexion with the

enumeration of partitions which possess no repetitions, no sequences and no

part less than two, we similarly restrict the part magnitude. For partitions,

into three parts we take the graph of the partition (642) of the number

twelve, viz.

• • • •

and add to it the graph of a partition which has three parts and no part

greater than m— 6. We thus obtain the graph of a partition of the desired

character and a term
(m-5)(m-4)(m-3)

(1) (2) (3)

of the enumerating function.

In general when there are i parts the term of the function is

,Mi+^)
(ni-2i+l)(m-2i + 2)...(m-i)

a)(2) ..(i)
'

leading to the enumerating function

(1)
^

(1M2)
"^^

(1)(2)(3)

+ . . . to V terms,

where v has the value ^{m + 2) or ^ (m + 1) according as m is even or

uneven.

This series can be put into the form

^

+m^ iiw) '*' WWW) '^
""'*'""'

1 + Tvr + m^^. + .,. ^. - + . . . to i^ — 1 terms >
, . .

.

(1) I "(1)^(1) (2)^(1) (2)
(3)^

I

+ (IH2J
ji +

(1)
+ (iMaj + WWW) + •• '"/ - 2 "^'""j

+ (-^TM2r:is)l^ + (^niT(2)^a)WF)^--'^^-^^
+

,

a series which involves v rows of terms.
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The same function is also that part of the expansion of the product

which presents itself when, fix)ni the product of consecutive factors,

the term x"'*'^ is deleted.

290. Let Vg^rn denote the function which enumerates partitions without

repetitions and sequences and having no part less than s nor greater than m.

Then

V -1 I r I*"'
I ^ (°'-2)(m-l) (m-4)(m-3)(m-2)

F -1
I
j'

*'""'^'
I .

Jm-^Xm-S) (in-6)(m-5)(m-4)
*•"" ^ir""' (i),2) +'

(iTPTp)
*•••

etc.,

and considering the expressions

if(1+ ar ) (1 + a^) . . . (1 + a*»),

3/ (1 + ar") (1+ a:») . . . (1 + a:"*),

if (1 +a^»)(l +ar*) ... (1 +a*').

we see that

if (1 + ar) (1 + a;^) . . . (1+ a;"*)

=M (I + a.^){l + x") ...(1 + af^) + xM(l + af){l+ x") ... (1 +x^),

and moreover a;if (1 + a;»)(l + a:») ... (1 + a;w) is eflfectively equivalent to

a:if(l+a;»)...(l+a:»),

and in general ^..«. = F.+i.m + a:*F,+^^,

relations readily verified from the series expressions.

291. From this result it is manifest that we can express F^^ as a linear

function of Fi,,„, Fa,^. We obtain the series of results

^F,.™ = -F,,^ + (l+a;)F2,«,

a^F,.„=(l+ar')F,.«-(l + a;+a;«)F^„,

etc,

and observing that the last written equation may be written

^ 'i,m = 1^2,2 M,m — '^1,2' 2,m,
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it is natural to assume that, as far as the integer s,

A 2 )v = r—V+i (V V — V V ^•^ ' 8,m — V J \ ' 2, 8—3 ' i,m '^ 1, s—3' 2,m;f

with the object of proving that the formula holds when s + 1 is written for s.

We require the theorem

V =V ^-r'wF

Writing Vgm in the form of the conditioned product

M{l+af) (1 + a;«+i)
. . . (1 + x^'^) (1 + x^)

= M{l-\-af){l+ af+') . . . (1 + x^-^) + «'«if (1 + af){l+ af+') . . . (1 + x^-^)

=M (1 + x^) (1 + af^'') . . . (1 + a;'«-i) + x^M (1 + x') (1 + x^+^) . . . (1 + x""-"),

we see tnat 's,in^ 's,m—i'T'X ys,m—2'

^OVf ar I «+i,m~ '«—i,m ' s,my

and substituting for Fg-j, „i, Fg_,^ the assumed expressions linear in Vi^m, ^2,m

we find on reduction

( ) X y g+i,m^^ \'2,s-3'T' ^ '^2,8—4) 'i,m ('i,s—3 "'^ '1,8—4) '2,m>

or a;V2/ \ g^,^^ = (^—j -
( y 2,8—2 y i,m ' i,«—2 y 2,m)'

Hence if the theorem be true for the integer s and lower integers it

is equally true for the integer s + 1. It is thus established by induction.

292. The theorem is better written in the form

and in particular, when m = cc
,

^("^'V^+a, oo = (-)*(F,.,F,,«.- F,.,F,,.).

In utilizing the formulae the particular cases

F — 1 4- r'« F , =1

must be noted and it further appears that in the formula we must suppose

that
TT _/ \ni Y —0
' »i+2, m — \ ) y ' m+3, m — "•

The particular case

«.( 2 } F" _ (_\m+\ c\7 V —V F„ ^'*' '^m,m — \ ; \ >^
2, m—s f^ i,m ^^ i,m—3' 2,mJ

is interesting since the left-hand side has a very simple expression. It may

be verified in the simplest cases.

It will be noticed that the two Ramanujan series when modified so as

to shew a maximum part magnitude are the only fundamental series in this

branch of the theory of partitions.
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293. The Generating Function Fj^ao which enumerates partitions with-

out repetitions or sequences which have no part less than three has, by

Ramanujan's results, the simple expression

X 1(1) (4) (6) (9) (11) (14)...
"

(2) (3) (7) (8) (12) (13)~|

'

which, by previous theorems, can be thrown into the form

(1) (2) - of (2) (4) + X'-' (3) (6) - .7-3^3
^4) (q) + .r^ (5) (10) - ...

(1)(2)(3) . .adin£

where the general numerator term is

(_)'+ ! ^i(«-l)(5»+ 2)j3)^2s).

294. The two theorems

V = F A- a^V

are complementary and arise from reasoning in regard to the beginning and

end of the conditioned product respectively.

From them we derive the two series

'i,m^ '2,»»i^'4,»i»"T'*'''8,wi^ 's,m + •
. • + ^ y i2g+ai,m + ... ,

Utn — '1, m—1 i •*' ' i,i»—3 ' •*' 'i,»n—5 1 '*' 'i,m-7^ ••• > •*' ' i,m—w—i

+ ...,

and we can interpret each term in both series.

The partitions enumerated by the sth term in the first series are those

which, while involving no repetitions or sequences, have

(i) no part equal to 2s — 1

;

(ii) the parts 1, 3, 5,... 2s -3;

(iii) other parts equal to or greater than 2s and not greater than m.

Those enumerated by the sth term in the second series are those which,

while involving neither repetitions nor sequences, have

(i) no part equal to m — 2s + 2

;

(ii) the parts m — 2s-f-4, w — 2s + 6, ... w;

(iii) other parts equal to or less than m — 2s + 1.

Complementary to the formula

we establish in the same manner the formula

Us-l)(2m-»+2)y -(_y(Y V -V V )•*' '1, m—s — V J \' wi—«+3,n»— 1 ' i,m ' m—s+3,m ' i,m—i/-
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We can also obtain formulae by reasoning in regard to a factor of the con-

ditioned product which is not the first or last factor.

Thus since

V,,m = M(l +af)... {l+x^-'){l + a;«+i) ... (1 + x^)

+ if (1 + a^) ... (1 +«*-') ^'(1 + *'*^') ••• (1 + «"").

we have Vg^^ = ^«, t-i ^t+i,m + a^' Vs, t-2 l^t+2.m

.

an inclusive formula ; for if

(,1/ f = S, '«,m^^ ''^s+i,mi^ ''^ s+2,m>

(ll) t ^ m, 's,m^^ ' s,m—i I -^ ' s,m—2'

295. It is a remarkable circumstance that the present theory is connected

with the theory of continuants in the subject of determinants.

Sylvester shewed in 1879, " Note on Continuants," Messenger of Mathe-

matics, Vol. VIII., that the number of terms in a continuant (ajfta ••• (^n) is

, fn-l\ /n-2\ /n-S\

and that this series has the value

Now recalling the result

^'^" "^ (1)"^ (1)(2)
^-^

(1)(2)(3)
^•••'

we find, by putting x equal to unity, that the whole number of partitions of

all numbers which have no repetitions, no sequences and no part greater

than m, is

^ ,
/m\ /m — 1\ (m — 2\

i+(i)+( 2 )n 3
)+•••'

which is equal to the number of terms in a continuant of the order w + l,

and has therefore the value

V5|l2 + 2^-^j -(2-2^^1

Similarly, from the expression for F,,^, we find that the whole number
of partitions of all numbers which have no repetitions, no sequences, and no

part less than s or greater than m, is

-
,
/w-s + l\

,
(m-8\ (m-8-l\
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which is equal to the number of terms in a continuant of the order m -s + 2,

and has therefore the value

V5i(2 + 2^^) -(2-2^^) }•

In this enumeration the absolute term unity which commences the series

is always included, so that the true enumeration is obtained by subtracting

imity from the above expression-

When s = m, the only partition satisfying the conditions is m, and we

find that the expression has the value 2 on development. So also when m = 2,

s = 1, the expression has the value 3 corresponding to the two partitions 1, 2.

However, when s = 1 it is, exceptionally, correct to regard the absolute

partition of zero content as included, and then the expression given above is

exact.

296. There is another correspondence with the enumeration of the

compositions (partitions in which account is taken of the order of the parts)

of numbers into parts from which unity is excluded. The function which

enumerates such compositions which have exactly s parts is

(ic2 + a^ + a;* +...)* or
j^^,

and the coefficient of x^ in

x" a;' of

IS
^ + ( 1 ) + ( 2 )+( 3

)+•••'

which is identical with the series

- (m\ fm-l\ fm-2\
^ + (i) + ( 2 ) + ( 3 )

+ ••••'

when iu = m + S.

Hence we may say that the partitions of all numbers which have no

part greater than m, and no repetitions and no sequences, are equi-numerous

>vith the non-unitary compositions of the number m + 3.

For 7)1 = 3, the five-to-five correspondence is

1 2 3 31 partitions,

6 42 24 33 222 compositions.

There is, in fact, a more intimate correspondence still, because the number
of the partitions above defined which have t parts is

{-r).
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while the number of the compositions above defined which have s parts and

a content m -f- 3 is

^m — s + 2^

s-1

Hence the partitions without repetitions or sequences, a highest part not

greater than m and exactly s parts, are equi-numerous with the non-unitary

compositions of the number m + 3 which have exactly s + 1 parts.

Thus for m = T, s = 2 the correspondence is

31 41 42 51 52 53 61 62 63 partitions,

532 523 352 325 253 235 622 262 226 compositions,

64 71 72 73 74 75 partitions.

442 424 244 433 343 334 compositions.

(Compare Cayley, Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. v. (1876), pp. 166, 167.)



CHAPTER IV

PARTITIONS WITHOUT SEQUENCES

297. Just as we represented the enumerating functions of partitions

without repetitions or sequences by the conditioned product

s, m being the lower and upper limits of the part magnitude, so in the case

where repetitions are allowed but not sequences we can represent the

enumerating function by

the condition of the product being that in the multiplication of any two

consecutive factors

1 1

l-a^'l-iT^+i'

viz. ^ "''

T "^
1 - a;*+i ' (1 - a;^) (1 - a^+^)

'

^+1

(1 - x^) (1 - ar'+i)

is to be deleted-

It is best to write

t.^ = m(} 4- - ^ Vi , r" \...h .
^

and it will be observed that the conditioned multiplication permits re-

petitions but forbids sequences.

We find ^-=^^(^^iS0-O+iS)
1

^' m(i 1

^^' ^ fl 1

"^^

' 1-^^V ' 1-W---V 1-^"*

or T — T ^^ T

M. A. II.
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Similarly Tg^m = Ts,m-i + 7^ ^«,j»-2>

the two complementary formulsB.

OS

In particular Ti^m = ^2,m + tti ^3,m.

1 and m being now the lower and upper limits of the part magnitude.

An inclusive formula is obtained by writing

5"=* (1 + 1-^) - (1 + r=^ + r^^j (1 + n^j - (1 + 1^:^)

when we find

'Sym ^^ J-s,t '- t+2,m + Y~l^ ffi
J- s,t—i -^ t+s.m-

We can express Tg^^ as a linear function of Ti^^ and 3^2, m-

J-^US 7TT -^ 3, TO ^^ -^
1,m -^ 2,111}

(1)(2)
'"^ -i,m

. ^ij

^
71 ^ rp _ (3) m

(1)(2)(3) '''' (2) '"^ (1)(2)

and noticing that the last result may be written

/I \ tO\ l'^\
'»*" — '2,2 •'i.TO ~" -^ 1,2 -*-2,w»

it is natural to assume the formula

tl\ IQ\ /q _ o\ ' s.ni ^^ \~) \J-2,s—d-'-i,m -'i,s—3-'-2,Tn)>

with the object of establishing it by induction.

We assume it to be true for the first s integers.

a; V2/ a; ^ 2 '

Then
jij-^a) ... (s - 1)

'^'+'''^ "
(1) (2) . . . <s - 2)

^^^"'"^ ~ ^*"^^'

and substituting for Tg.i „j and T« „i from the assumed formula we readily

find that

C)

IW IQ\ la •— 1\ *+i>"*~^ / \-'2,a-2 -^l.TO J-i,s—2-^2,m)>

completing the proof ( .
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Similaxly we can obtain the complementary result; that is, we can

express T,,„,_« as a linear function of Tj „, and T^^m-i'

Thus in succession

"^ rp rp rp
7ZIT '-

1, i»—2 — -^ 1, »n -* 1, m—\ >

1 1
L

], jii—3 ~ -' 1,m + J Y
-^ 1,m—1 >(m-l)(m) ^"'-' ^"* • (m)

rp _ 1 ^ (2m -1) .

(m - 2) (m - 1) (m)
^^"-^ " (m - 1)

^^'" (m - 1) (m)
^"""^^

and noticing that the last formula may be written

fSm—z
"^ rp rp rp rp rp

(m — 2) (m — 1) (m)

it is natural to assume a formula

^*(«-l){2m-« + 2)

(m-s + 2) (m-s + 3) ... (m)
^^"^^

^=
\ y \J- n»—«+s,m—1 -* 1,m '- m—$+3, m-'- 1, tn—l)i

with the object of proving it by induction.

There is no difficulty in thus establishing it.

of
From the formula Tg^n = ^»+i,m + j-i y«+i,,«

there is no difficulty in establishing the result

T —T -i-— T -A- —- T -J - T J.!,,„,-
I s+i,n.+ ^^^

i«+,.m+
^gj ^g _^ 2)

^*+'"' +
(s) (s + 2) (s + 4)

^'^''"' "^ " "
"

'

and from the formula

's,m -*», in—1 I /_^\ -*-«,m—

2

(m)
the result

,«3»n—

6

"^ (ni-4)(m-3)(m) *'"-' "^ •••

In the first series the ^th term enumerates partitions which contain the

parts s, s + 2, . . . s + 2p — 4, but not the part s + 2]) — 2.

In the second series the pth term enumerates partitions which contain

the parts m, m — 2, ... m —2p + 4, but not the part wt — 2p + 2.

4—2
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298. If we put the number of parts in the partition in evidence we

introduce the symbol g and consider the coefficient of g^ in the function

Such coefficients enumerate the partitions which have exactly p parts.

Putting s = 1 and m = x , it is easy to calculate the coefficients of the

earlier powers of g. These are found to be

X

w
x^ 1 4-a^

0)12) 1 + ^'

{\){2){3)'l^x 'l+a?'

x^ 1 + a^ 1 + a;« 1 ^ a?

(1) (2) (3) (4) \^x ' 1+x' '
1+^

'

suggesting that the coefficient of g^ is in all probability

xP 1 + af 1+a^ 1 + a^P-^

(1) (2) ... <p) 1 + a;
• 1+^ '"

1 + xP-' '

an expression which may be put into the form

xP (6) (12) (18) ...(6p-6)

(p)
•

(2) (4) (6) ... (2p - 2) . (3) (6) (9) ... (3p - 3)

'

This shews that the function which enumerates partitions without

sequences may probably be represented by the series

x x^ 16) a^ (6) (12)
1 + -pr + T;^ . ,»v io> +

(1)^(2) (2). (3) (3) (2) (4). (3) (6)

^ (6) (12) (18)

"^(4)(2)(4)(6).(3)(6)(9)''"-

In general

\ 1 -gx^'J V 1 - gx'+y \ 1 - gx'^J

= 1 ^ 2^ (6) 3 «^ (6) (12)
-^+^(1)+^

(2) (2M3)+^ (3) (2) (4). (3)
(6)+-

•

299. Partitions without sequences may be looked at from another point

of view. Suppose

be a partition in which the parts are arranged in ascending order of magnitude.

Denote the ditferences between successive parts by ««, oL]^,-",

I
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If there are to be no sequences, Oq which is equal to Ai may be any integer

but «!, Oo, ...Op_i may each of them be zero or any integer except unity.

We have

^1 =00,

^2 = Oo + «!,

-4s = Oo + «! + CU,

and 2^=pao + (p-l)ai+ ••• + 2ap_.2+orp_i.

The enumerating function is

;£^ao +(l'-l)«i+-+2ap_2+ ap_,

the summation being in regard to the values of a^, a,, Os,... ap_i above

specified. Now

^(1) (2) (2) (3)'

^(2) (4) (4) (6)'

5 (j>-l)«x , J^-' ^ l+a^' ^ (6p-6)
(p-1) (2p-2) (2p-2)(3p-3)'

"^(P)"(P)'
so that the function is

(6) (12) (6p-6) 1

(2)(3) (4)(6) (2p-2)(3p-3)(p)-

In this summation the smallest part may be zero. If zero be excluded as

one of its values we have exactly p parts and

"(P)

Hence the ftmction which enumerates partitions without sequences and

exactly p parts is

^ <6) (12) (6p - 6)

(p) (2) (3) (4M6) (2p - 2) (3p - 3)

'

confirming the result of the previous article.

300. If the smallest part is not to be less than two, if it be not zero.

(p) (2p)(3p)'
so that the summation gives

(6) (12)^ (6p)

(2)(3) (4)(6) (2p)(3p)'
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which enumerates partitions of the nature under consideration which have p
or fewer parts.

Putting p equal to oo we find now the noteworthy result that the par-

titions, without restriction as to the number of parts, are enumerated by the

function

(1) (7) (13). ..x (5) (11) (17)...

(1)(2)(3)...

Also those which involve precisely p parts are enumerated by

^ (6) (12) (6p - 6)

(p)(2)(3)(4)(6) •••(2p-2)(3p-3)'

for this is equal to the expression

(6) (12) (6p) (6) (12^ (6p-6)_
(2) (3) (4) (6)

• • •

(2p) (3p) (2) (3)
*

(4) (6) •
' (2p - 2) (3p - 3)

'

and we reach the algebraic identity

^ ^ <6) ^1 (6) (1^2J^ ^ (6) jl2)^ (18)
+

(1)
+

(2) (2) (3)
+

(3) (2)l3j (4) (6)
+

(4) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (9)
"^

_ (I) (7) (13)... X (5) (11) (17)..

.

(1)(2)(3)...

(2) (3) (4) (6) . (8) (9) (10) (12) (14) (15) (16) (18)

The Partitions of Multipartite Nurnbers.

301. In regard to the function which enumerates the partitions of

multipartite numbers in general there is not very much to be said. For the

bipartite number riin^ if we wish to find the number of partitions which

possess i or fewer parts we seek the coefficient of a^xf^ocp in the expansion of

1

(1— a)(l — aa;i)(l — da;2){l —aa^)(l —axiCPi)^! —aa^) ...

'

wherein 1 —ax^x^^ is a factor of the denominator, pi, Pi being given all

integer (including zero) values.

More generally for the multipartite number Wi??2...w,n the enumerating

function is

1

(1 - a) (1 - ax^)... (1 - ax,n) (1 - ow^) (1 - ax^x^ ... (1 - aa^J) ...
'

wherein 1 - axf'xp...x'P^ is a factor of the denbminator, _pi, j^a, ••Pm being

given all integer (including zero) values.
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In order to expand it in ascending powers of a we write it

£ {Oj', Xi, X2, ... Xfn),

and also 1 -f a^„m + a^<f>m,s + a'^m.s + • • •

,

where <f)m,\, 0m,2> etc. do not involve a.

If we write oar^ for a we find at once the relation

F(ax,n ; ai, ^2, • . • ^in)F (a ; ^u ^2, • • • ^m-i) =F{a; x^, x^, ... a;^),

leading to

(1 + aX,n<f>m,l + a'^m<l>m,2 + a^i^m<f>m.3 + • • )

X (1 + a<f)m-i,i + a'</>m-i,2 + a^<t>7n-i,3 + • • •)

Comparison of coefficients of like powers of a then yields the relations

'^Ym,2 T '^m0OT—i,iY*»i,i "I" ^m—1,2 ^^
*Pj»,2>

*^07n,3 "T ^^Y>/rt—i,i9*m,2 1 ^mYm—i,2Ym,i "H ^m—1,3 ^^ 9>7n,3>

etc.,

and we deduce the relations

(.^ '^m) 9>»n, 1 '^ <f>m—1,1 >

(1 - ar„,) (1 — iC;„) ^,„,2 = i^m^m-i.i + (1 - ^m) ^m-1.2.

(1 - a-«) (1 - 4.) (1 - ^m) <^m,3 = i^m<t>i-l, 1 + («:,„ + A"!, - 20^) <^„,-l, 1 <^m-l,

2

+ (1 - a?m) (1 - ^m) <t>m-i,3,

etc.,

and thence

^"'•^ (1-^0(1-^2). ..(l-a:J'

<f>m,2
—
(l-x,)(l-a^).{l-x,){l-xi)....il-x,n){l-a^n)'

where in the last fraction the elementary symmetric functions of even order

of the magnitudes Xj, x^, ... x^ appear.

The functions <f>m,3, etc. are very complex and lead to no interesting

results.

The result in the case of fj}m,i is of a trivial character.

302. The case of (bm,2 is however worth a moment's consideration.

It enumerates the partitions of all multipartite numbers into two or fewer

parts. Its form is such that the enumeration is made to depend upon the

enumeration of the partitions of unipartite numbers into two or fewer parts.
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-L'Gt) t>nxni...n,n

denote the number of partitions, into two or fewer parts, of the multipartite

number n^n^... rim- Then the form of
(f)^,^

shews that

t>nin<i...nm ^^ -t^ni^n^ ••• -t^nm

+ ^Bn^-i Bn^_i Bn^ . . . Bn„,

+ Zxirii—1 -0?i2_i -0,j3_i lJrn—\ "ns • • -"«,„

+
,

(Tfl \
n ^j terms.

We shall verify this result for the case

711 = 712= ... =nm = n.

This particular case is convenient because we can predict the result with

ease. If a partition into two parts be

(l/jl/a... Vm){viV2 ... v'm),

the constituent Vg may be any one of the numbers

0, 1, 2, ...n

and Vs, + Vg = n.

The case in which i/j = i/g = • • • = i^m = is included, because then in fact

we have a partition into one part included in the enumeration. Hence Vg

may have 7i + l different values and the value of Vg determines the value of

Vg'. It follows that

(ViV^... Vm)

may have (n + 1)"* different values and this fact leads to

or |(ri + l)'n + ^

partitions into two parts according as n is uneven or even.

The reader will notice that when n is uneven every partition occurs twice

in the above process, but that when w is even one of the partitions occurs

only once. This happens when

Vs = Vg = ^n
for all values of s.

We now observe that

according as « is uneven or even.
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The formula therefore gives

Case I. n uneven

:

U (n + l)!" + (2) li (n + 1)1"" (i (« + 1))' + (™) {i(n + 1)1"" [h (« + Dl' + .-

which is correct.

Case IL n even : the number is

(I (n + 2)j- + Q) {1 {n + 2)1-- [^nY + (4) (i (« + 2)}™- [^n]^ + ....

Herein we write

(^){Hn + 2)[— finl*

= (^){H^ + 2)—}[i(n + 2)-l|-

and it is now an easy task to shew that the expression is equal to

1 1(^ + 2)- -Q (n + 2)'»-i +Q (n + 2)—^-. ..(-)-! + l|,

or to I ((n + 2 - I)"* + 1}, or to |(n + l)"* + i.

For consider the identity

{p + ^ (p - 1)]"* =^«« + r^^^j^-^arC p - 1) + (^)p"-2a^ (^ - 1)^ + ...
;

put successively x equal to + 1 and to - 1 and add, obtaining

(2^ - 1)- + 1 = 2 1^- + {^ p-^-Hp - \r + (^^p^-*{p- 1)* + ...|

,

and now putting p = |(n + 2) we have proved as required.

303. The connexion between the partitions and divisors of numbers was
established by Euler*.

He proceeds from his formula

{\ - x){l - ay") {\ - cc") ... = \ - X - a^ -\- a^ + x' - x"^ - x"^ + ....

Differentiating logarithmically and multiplying throughout by — ar we
find

+ 2^ :, +3 , ,+ ...=l-x l-x" l-x' {l-x){l-x'){l-x')...

* '•Observatio de summis divisorum," Opera Minora Collecta, Vol. i. pp. 141—154
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On the left-hand side the coefficient of x^ is equal to the sum of the

divisors of n. Denoting it by a (n) and the number of partitions of n by

P (n) we have
o- (1) a; + o- (2) ^'^ + o- (3) *•» + . .

.

X (1 + P (l)x + P (2) x' + P (S) x' + ...),

and by equating coefficients of like powers of x

a(n) = P(n-l) + 2P {n-2)- 5P (n - 5) - IP (n - 7)

+ 12P (n - 12) + 15P (ri - 15) + ...

,

the two general terms on the right-hand side being

(-y+i^r{Sr-l)P{7i-^r(Sr-l)},
(-y+i ^r {Sr + 1) P {n - ^r {Sr + 1)}.

Writing the intermediate formula in the form

{(T(l)x-\-o-(2)af + <T(S)a^ + ...](l-x-x' + a^ + x'-x'^-x''-{-...)

= x + 2x^-5x'- Ix'' + 12a,-i2 + 15a;i^ -|- ...

we obtain another of Euler's results

o-(w)-<7(w-l)-o-(w-2)-Ho-(n-5) + o-(n-7)-...=0 or {-f^^n,

according as n is not or is a pentagonal number

ir(3r±l).



CHAPTER V

PARTICULAR STUDY OF THE FUNCTION

(l-j;)(l-ar2)...(l-:F*)

304. The study upon which we now enter has for its object the trans-

formation of the enumerating generating function of partitions limited both

as to number of parts and as to part magnitude, so that it may be conveniently

expanded.

We first have to note the method of Cayley, whose purpose was to

transform it so that it might be dealt with by breaking it up into partial

fractions.

Cayley s Transformation*.

We take the equation

(1 + flw;) (1 + a^) . . . (1 + CUB*)

_ (1 -«0 , , (1 - a^-^) (1 - a;')

L—x (1 — ar) (1 — a?)

where the general term is

„s^J , (. + 1)
(l-a:<-^0(l-a;'-^+0...(l-^')

(l-a;)(l-a^)...(l-a:*)

The series is finite, having i+\ terms, the last term being

We now write — x^ for a and obtain the identity

(1 - xJ+^) (1 - xi^^') ... (1 - xJ-^^)

* Phil. Trans. R. S. London, Vol. cxlv. 1855.
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Dividing both sides by (1 — a;) (1 — a;^) ... (1 —x*) we find

(1 - xJ+^) (1 - a^+') ... (1 - xi+i)

{l-x)(l-a^)...{l-x')

= *2 C-Va;*-?' + i» (« + 1) I
:
—

,=0^ ^ (l-^)(l-a^)...(l-a^).(l-a;)(l-ar')...(l-a;»-*)

The function under examination is thus presented in the form of a sum

of i+1 fractions each of which can be dealt with by the method of partial

fractions.

305. For full particulars of the way in which Cayley employs partial

fractions the reader may consult the paper quoted. It is convenient here to

explain the notation in which he exhibits his results.

The function jz r—

^

r,

(1 — x){l— x^)

is in the ordinary manner thrown into the form

11 1111
+ T^; +T2(l-a;)2 4>\-x 41+a?'

and supposing that the coefficient of x^" in the function is required, he

denotes this coefficient by
P (1, 2) w.

He then expands each of the three fractions and finds that the coefficients

of ««' in the first and second fractions are

I (w + 1) and \ respectively.

To expand the third fraction he writes it

1 1-x

and denotes the coefficient of x"^ by the notation

i(l, -l)pcr2,„

wherein the portion (1,-1) has reference to the numerator coefficient,

per means "prime circulator," and the combined expression

(1, - 1) per 2^

indicates the way in which the coefficient of x*" is actually obtained by
expansion.

He thus gives the formula

P(l,2)^ = l| 2^ + 3

[+(1,-1) per 2,

and in a precisely similar manner he obtains the formula derived from

1

{l-x){\-a^){\-a?y
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This is

j
6vf + 36m; + 47

P(l,2,S)w=~ |+9(l,-l)pcr2„

1+8(2, -1,-1) per 3«,

wherein (2,-1,-1) per 3„

2 + A- 2-x-af'

y.

is derived from l+x+ x" 1-af

306. The notation is convenient, but a very slight consideration will

con\-ince the reader that the method does not always exhibit results in the

simplest form.

For example, Cayley applies the method to the simple fraction

1

and finds P (2) w (viz. the number of ways of partitioning w into parts when
2 is the only part allowed) to have the expression

2i+(l,-l)pcr2„j

Now we know that with the notation explained

P(2)«; = (l,0)pcr2„,

so that clearly the ordinary method of partial fractions cannot be relied upon
to give the result invariably in the simplest (and therefore the best) form.

TraiisformcUion hy Symmetric Functions.

2Xyi. We commence by observing the two identities

1 11 11
+ -:

1 1111 11
+ ^T^ ^-7^^ 1;+«

{\-x){\-a?){i-af) %{l-xf 2(l-ar)(l-ar») 31-a;»'

which we will also write in the illuminating notation so often employed:

1 1111
(1) (2) 2 (1)^ 2 (2)

_1 J 11 11
(1)(2)(3) 6(ip 2(2)(1) 3(3)-

The observation leads to the conjecture that we are in the presence of

partial fractions of a new and special kind. We note that in the first identity

we have a fraction corresponding to each of the partitions {If, (2) of the
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number 2 and in the second fractions corresponding to and derived from each

of the partitions (1)^ (21), (3) of the number 3. The coefficients of the

fractions also remind us of numbers which arise in symmetric function

formulae, and we are led easily to the symmetric function view of the matter

which is now given.

Consider symmetric functions of the powers of x, infinite in number, viz.

1, rp //>2 /y>3
%A^y tA/

J
tAy y ••••

Let Si denote the sum of the ith. powers of these quantities. Then
clearly

1 1
Si =

l-x^ (i)

Now if hi be the homogeneous product sum of weight i of the quantities

a, y8, 7, . .
.

, we have

(l-a^)(l-/3^)(l-7^)...

Putting herein 1, x, x^, ... instead of a, /8, 7, ... we have

1 ^ z z^- z^

{\-z){\-xz){\-x^z)... (1) (1)(2) •••^(l)(2)...(i)

Hence if hi denote the homogeneous product sum oforder i of the quantities

J.
y

JUy 3b y JU y • • •

we get
^^=(l)(2)...(i)-

Having obtained expressions for Si and hi we recall that we can express hi

in terms of s^, S2, S3, ... (see Vol. I, Section I, Chapter i. Art. 6). The

formula is

where {Ip^I^^^p^ ...) is a partition of i and the summation is in regard to all

partitions of i.

Substituting herein

(l)(2)...(i)' (1)' (2)' (3)' ••

for hi, 6'i, s.^, 63, ...

respectively we find

1 _^, 1 1

(l)(2)...(i) ^ \P^.2P'.^P^...py\p^\p^\... (1)P. (2)P'(3)?'3 ...'

where (l^i 2^23^3 ...) is a partition of i and the summation is in regard to all

partitions of i.
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308. This remarkable result shews the decomposition of the generating

function into as many fractions as the number i possesses partitions. The

denominator of each fraction is directly derived from one of the partitions

and is of degree i in x. The numerator does not involve x and the coefficient

is the easily calculable number

1 ^

The general formula, on proceeding to the coefficient of x^, takes the form

in Cayley's Notation

We have used the two symmetric functions Si, hi.

For t = 2 we get

1 1 1 1

(1) (2) 2 (1)^ 2 (2)

and we are led, in Cayley's notation, to the result

1 { w+l
P{l,2)w =

2 [+(1,0) per 2,
]•

Also for 1 = 3 we have

1 11 1
+ + o

1 1

or making use of the decomposition of

(1) (2) (3) 6 (1)3 2 (2) (1)
^ 3 (3)

'

1

(1)(2)'

leading to

1 11 1 J_ 11 11
(1) (2) (3) 6 {ly

"*"

4 (1)^ + 4 (2)
+ 3 (3)

'

I

P(r,2,3)«; =^
(w + l)(w-\- 5)

+ 3(1, 0)pcr2„

1^+4(1, 0,0) per 3«, J

expressions which are simpler than those given by Cayley.

Of the order 4 similarly

1 1 1
+

1 1 1 1 1

(1) (2) (3) (4) 24 (1)^ ^ 4 (2) (1)^ ^ 8 (2)^ ^ 3 (3) (1)
^ 4 (4j

'

As is well known the sum of the coefficients cm the right-hand side is

unity. This serves as a verification.

Of these fi-actions
TjT;' /op' 74\

^^^ immediately dealt with.
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Moreover,
(2) (1)^ (1) 12 (1)^ ^ 2 (2)1

11 11 11
~ 2 {ly ' 4 (1)^ ' 4 (2)

'

1 __l+^ + ^^_.. -, ..

[sect. VII

(3) (1) {3y ' ' ' ^ ""

and the expression of P (1, 2, 3, 4) w is readily written down.

It thus appears that the Transformation by Symmetric Functions is a

valuable first step towards the expansion of the function. Particular fractions

that thence arise may require breaking up by the same or some other process

as a second step.

309. The fraction

1

(l - x){l - x^) ... (I - of)
. {1 - x)(l - of) ... a - a;^')'

which presents itself in Cayley's Transformation, is seen to be

and is therefore expressible in terms of

J_ _L A
(1)' (2)' (3)'

••

by the above formula. Each fraction thus obtained will have a denominator

of weight i.

310. The function a^, that is to say, the sum of the quantities i and i

together of the quantities

1, X, X , ...

,

is obtained from the formula

(l+^)(l+.)(l+^)(l+^^)... = l +^ + j^j + jjj^j-f...,

yielding a^ =
(1X2)... (i)'

and now the three functions give rise to six formulae, of which one has already

been given. The five others are

:

(ii) ,,=2(-)^p-il£=ii^Ar.Ar-Ar--.
P\- P2- PS' •••

which, if we denote

(i)(2)...(i) ^"^^^"^^^^y^y[i]'

leads to 1 = t(-\^P-^ av-m _i 1_ J_
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where (P' 2^^ 3^' ...) is a partition of i, and the summation is for all partitions

of i;

(m) a, = t (-)--P
p..2P..3P3...^!^:j,3!...

'

leading to

(l)(2)...(i)
"^ lP^.2P^.SP'...p,[jh\p,\... '{1)P{2)P{3)P..,'

(iv) ., = S i-y^^P
^^,l~iy^' af.al'^al'3 ...

,

±n /'2 • jfs • • • •

leading to

(i)-^^ ^ l>x!x>,ll>3!...l[l]] l[2]J t[3]| —
(V) A, = S (-)-^^

ff^J\ of.ar-af* ...

,

Pi-P-z-Ps- •••

leading to

[i] ^M p.!/),!/),!... tmf 1[2]1 k3]f
•••'

(vi) tti = S (- )'+2j>
^ ^

^ fj

;

— hf^ hp^}^^

leading to

Pl^P2^P3-

^*'"-"
= V(_).>.,^(5p);

[i]
~' ' ;),!;>.lft!... [Ip'PP'.pp'....-

These all involve noteworthy theorems in partitions.

The formula in (iii) above may be expressed in the form

P(1.2.3....,)l»-ii(.-l)! = 2(-y-P
P(1^.2P.3P....)»

lp..2Pi.3P»...pi!;>2!p3!

311. We have next to extend these results by considering the sym-

metric functions of the finite number of powers of x,

1, X, a^,...xK

\a t^ A l-^v+* (ij+i)We find ''=T^=-W
1

The formula
{1 - z){\ - xz){\ - a?z) ... {1 - xh)

-'+"
(1) +^ (1)(2) +•

shews that h - (1+l)(J + 2)- (j + i)
'^'''

s
that h,

^)|2)...(i)
'

M. A. IL
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and the formula

(1 +z){l+ ccz) (1 + x'z) . . . (1 + xh)

-+^""
(1)(2) +^^ (1)(2)

hi{i-^) (j-i + 2)(j-i + 3)...a + l)
that ai-x

(l)(2)...(i)

We are accordingly led bo the formulae

+ 2)..

:2)...(

(j + l))?^' j(2j + 2))P^ j(3j + 3)|P3

312 (i^
( j + l)(i+2)...(j+i)

^lP,.2P^.:3P'...p,!i?2!i>3!...
I (1) j ( (2) j [ (3)

Here the left-hand side enumerates partitions which are limited to

involve not more than j parts, and no part greater than i.

The product

(
(j + l)

l^- j(
2j+2) )/3 f(3j^3)|P3

1 (1) j 1 (2) 1 I (3)'f
••"

which is typical of those on the right-hand side, enumerates partitions whose

parts may be {

ones of pi diiferent kinds

twos „ p.2

threes „ p^

but in which no part of a particular kind occurs more than j times.

The simplest cases of the formula are

<j + l)(3 + 2) l (i+l)^ l (2j + 2)

(1)(2) 2 (1)^
"^2

(2) '

(j + l)(j + 2)(j+3) ^ 1 (j + If 1 (2j + 2) (j + 1) 1 (3j+3)

(1)(2)(3) 6 (1)^ "^2 (2)(1) ^3 (3)

and if, extending Cayley's notation, we denote the coefficient of x^ in

(j + l)( j + 2)...(j+i)

(l)(2)...(i)

by P{\,%^,...i;j)w,

and the coefficient of x^ in

[(J + 1)/-
f(2j

+ 2))^^
;
(3j+3) )^3

(1) I t (2) I 1 (3) ]

by Pj- (!?', 2Ps3^...)w,

we have the relation

pa 2 3 i- i)w-^ P,•(l^^,2^3^...)^^

in itself a noteworthy theorem in partitions.
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If in the formula we put x=l, we obtain the arithmetical relation

Q + 1)Pi+Pj+Pj+ •••

rn-^w.
a theorem which expresses the binomial coefficient

er)
as a linear function of powers of the integer j + 1

The simplest cases are

(^2 )=ia+i)^+iO'+i)>

(•^3^)=*a+i)'+iO"+i)*+io*+i)-

313. (ii) Writing for brevity

(j + l)(j+2)...(j+i)

we obtain

(ij+i)

(l)(2)...(i)

(i) ^^ ^ V^^V^P^-"

j + i

i

J+2 J + 3

The product

j + i\p' rj + 2

_ 1 J L 2 .

Pa
J + 3

is
jO+l)l^+-P«-^+- ((j + 2) I ^'+^3+... j(i+3))P3+-

i (1)1 1 (2) I 1 (3)

If we put X equal to unity we have the arithmetical relation

which expresses the integer j + 1 as a linear function of certain definite

products of binomial coefficients.

The simplest cases are

314. (iii)
hi (i - 1) (J-i + 2)(j-i + 3)... (j + 1 )

(1)(2) ...(i)

(j+l) )P^
f
(2j + 2) j^^ j(3j+3))P3

= 2 (-)'-2p (1) [1(2) I (3)

lPi.2Pa.3P3... ;),!p2'._pj...

5—2
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The factor

(j-i + 2)(j-i + 3)...a + l)

(l)(2)...(i)

may also be written in the form

(l)(2)...(j + l)

(l)(2)...(i).(l)(2)...(j-i+l)-

It is obvious that, since at refers to the quantities

i must be equal to or less than j + 1.

The factor enumerates partitions into parts limited in number to j — i + 1

and in magnitude to i or partitions limited in number to i and in magnitude

to j — i -\-l.

We may therefore write

P(l, 2, 3, ...t; j-^•+l){w-i^(^•-l)}

involving a noteworthy theorem.

The simplest cases are

Jj)(j+1) l(j+l)^ l(2j+2)

(1)(2) 2 (1)^ 2 (2) '

(j- 1)0 ) (j + 1) ^ 1 (1+ 1)^ 1 (2j + 2) (j + 1) ^ 1 (3j+3)
6 (ly (1) +3 (3)(1)(2)(3) 6 (ly 2 (2)

Putting X equal to unity we have the arithmetical relation

of which the simplest cases are

f'^^j^Hi + iy^-Hi+iX

f"^^)
= ^0' + i?-iO" + i)^ + ^0" + i)-

315. (iv) We have

(i) p,\p,\p>\...

[j + l]

1

Pi
[j + l^

2

^^[j + l]^

L 3

p»

The product
j+1 '

P\
[j + l]

2

i'a
rj + i]

3

P3

IS

(1) j 1(2)1 i (3) J

••••
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Putting X equal to unity we have the arithmetical theorem

with the simplest cases

316. (V) p-±il = 2(-y--i'-JMl_pltl?TJl+l>ri+A>
L i J

^ ^ p,'pAp,l...l 1 J L 2 J L 3 J -

Putting X equal to unity we have the arithmetical result

with the simplest cases

317. (vi) We have

i'(t-l) 1+1
i

2 (-)»-2p (2/))!

p^ll^YT'PW-Pllp2lpsl

Putting X equal to unity we have the arithmetical result

with the simplest cases

fr)=et7-'fr).

'j+^\_fj+^
et7-er)e'tve'r)

318. It is to be observed that these several transformations are not only

intermediate steps but are in themselves noteworthy theorems in partitions.

Each of the partial fractions that is obtained is in itself an enumerating

generating function in the theory. This is not the case in the ordinary
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method of partial fractions that has been developed in this connexion by

Cayley and Sylvester.

The breaking up into partial fractions of the fraction

(j + l)(j + 2)...(j + i)

(l)(2)...(i)

has one important property that must not be overlooked.

The function as it stands is not visibly a finite integral function and in

order to express it as a product of finite integral functions it is necessary to

know the actual values of i and j so as to find the irreducible factor of the

various numerator and denominator factors. In the transformations before

us in this chapter the partial fractions which present themselves are such that

each is visibly a product of finite integral functions and consequently itself a

finite integral function.

319. Speaking in general we may in any relation which connects the

quantities Si, ai, hi substitute either

(i) Si=
(̂i)'

a.- =

h

or (ii)

(l)(2)...(i)

1

(l)(2)...(i)'

(ij+i)

' (i)
'

„ ,^Mt-i)(J-i + 2)(3-i + 3)... (3 + 1 )

(l)(2)...(i)

_(3 + l)(j+2)...(j+i)
.

ri)(2) ..(i)

and since each of these expressions is an enumerating generating function in

partition theory it follows that every such relation involves a theorem in

partitions.

320. In particular the relations between the quantities at, hi are

interesting because in any such relation, as we have seen in an earlier

section of this work, we may interchange the symbols a, h.

Moreover there is an infinite number of functions of the quantities a such

that each function remains unaltered when h is written for a. In fact Sjjp+i

when expressed in terms of a^, a.,, a^, ... has this property and s^ merely

changes sign.
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In order therefore to form such functions we may take any product

such that P2+ Pi+Pe + •••

is even.

Every linear function of such products has the desired property.

As one of the simplest examples we have

leading us to the relation

ajfla — «3 = ^1^2 — ^3J

and thence to

X a^ I 1

(1)M2) (1)(2)(3) (1)M2) (1)(2)(3)'

which we may write in Cayley's Notation

P(l, 1. 2)(w-l)-P(l, 2, 3)(«;-3)

or in another form
P (1, 2, 3) u' - P (1, 2, 3) (iv - 3)

.= P(1. 1,2)«;-P(1, 1, 2)(t^-l),

a relation which, in this simple case, is obviously true because each side is

equal to

P (1, 2) to.

321. Again taking the second set of expressions for s,-, a<, A,- we have

(1) (2)
"^

(1)(2)(3)

(j + l)MJ+2) (j + l)<j + 2)(j + 3)

(1)M2) (1)(2)(3)

a relation which is not immediately obvious.

It leads us to

^P(l;i)(«;-«)P(1, 2;i-l)(5-l)-P(l,2,3;i-l)(^-3)

= XPa; j){w-s)P(l,2; j)s-P{l,2,S; j)w.
s

322. The method of partial fractions and other methods have been

applied to the actual evaluation of the coefficients in the expansions of

enumerating functions in the theory of partitions. The reader is referred

to the original researches of Cayley* and Sylvester f, and to a very good

short summary in Netto's GomhinatorikX.

* Coll. Math. Papers, Vol. 11., pp. 235, 506.

t Math. Papers, Vol. 11., p. 90.

X Lehrbuch der Combinatorik, Leipzig. 1901, p. 146 et seq.
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323. The function

(j + l)(j + 2)...(j+i)

a)(2)...(i)

is intimately connected with the limited double product

(1 + ax) (1 + aoc^) . . . (1 + ax-^-')

Mathematicians have almost invariably considered the case of the double

product in which j = i and have thus not directly connected it with the

function which we are studying.

Sylvester only considers the special case, but his quasi-geometrical method

of demonstration is equally available for the general case and is the one to

which attention will now be drawn.

The coefficient a^x'^ in the first part of the product denotes the number

of ways of composing w with m unrepeated uneven numbers none of which is

greater than 2i — 1. Similarly in the second part the coefficient of a~'^x'^

gives the number of ways of composing w with m unrepeated uneven num-

bers none of which is greater than 2j — 1. The product is not symmetrical in

a and - unless j is equal to i, but observe that it is unchanged by the simul-
a

taneous substitution of - for a and interchange of i and j. It results from

this remark that the coefficients of a"* and a~"* in the double product are

derivable the one from the other by merely interchanging i and j. The

coefficient of a"* in the double product is obtained by multiplying the co-

efficient of a™+* in the first part of the product by the coefficient of a~^ in the

second part, giving 6 all values from zero to j (so long as m + does not

exceed i) and adding the results. The coefficient of a'""*"* in the first part is

a function of x which enumerates the partitions of numbers into 'm + 6

unrepeated uneven parts none of which is greater than 2t — 1. In this

function of x the power of x, viz. a;"', occurs with a coefficient
(7«,i

indicating

that there are C^,, such partitions of the number w^. Let one of these

partitions be

v'l) '2) ••• '"in> 'm+ij ••• 'wi+fl/j

the parts being, as usual, written in descending order of magnitude. Also,

in the second part the coefficient of a'^x^^ gives the number of ways of

partitioning the number w^ into 6 unrepeated uneven parts none of which is

greater than 2j — 1. Let one of these partitions be

(Xj, X^, ... Xg),

the parts being written in descending order of magnitude.
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We now form a graph from the two sets of numbers

Aj, A«, ... Ag,

in the following manner.

Calling { the major half of the uneven number 2i — 1, we form an angle of

nodes

Pi

where the number of nodes in the line ^i^i is the major half of /,„+, and the

number of nodes in the line A^Ci is the major half of Xj. The number of

nodes in the angle is thus

Similarly we form angles of nodes BoAqCo, BiA^Gz, ... BgAgCg involving

numbers of nodes equal to

i (^rn+2 + ^)i $ (^m+3 + \th • • • i (f'm+0 + ^fl)

respectively, and then fit the angles together in the manner

Ai
•Bi

B,

B»

Cj Cj Cj

so as to form a regular graph of content

2 \''tn+i + hn+i + . . . + Im+e + Xj + A,2 + ... + Xj).

The number of nodes in the first row of the graph is

i(U, + l),

and the number in the first column is

H^i + 1)-

Since Z, i)^ 2i - 1, Z^ :j> 2i - 3, ... Z«+, j> 2i - 2m - 1.

it is clear that the first row and the first column are limited to contain not

more than i — m and J nodes respectively.
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Now form a second graph of m rows containing

^(Z,-2m + l),

i(c-l)
nodes respectively.

The content of this graph is

and the rows are limited to contain not more than i — m nodes.

If we now superpose this gi-aph to the former (as we may, because

iC — i^^C+i + i) we obtain a graph of content

l{k + k+ ...+ lm+0 +\i-\-K+ +'^6- tn'), •

which is ^ (wi 4- w^ — m^)

or i (*'' — ''^^^) where w = Wj + w^.

The number of nodes in the first row is

and in the first column

m + ^(\i + l),

numbers which are limited not to exceed

i — m, j + m respectively.

The graph that has been constructed is specified by the content ^ (w — w-)

and by the two limiting numbers i — m, j + m.

The number d does not enter into the specification.

By varying 6 and the two sets of numbers

ti , ^2 > • • • ^w +e j ^1 ) ^2 ) • • • A,(,

we arrive at all graphs which have the defined specification.

This is so because fi-om any graph so specified the numbers

a
', li, I2, ... 'm+e j ^i> ^» ... A,e

can be recovered for a given value of the integer m.

It follows that the coefficient of d'^x^ in the double product is equal to

the coefficient of a;-
^"^ ~ *" ' in the function which enumerates partitions limited

by the two numbers

i — m, j + m.
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This function is

(l)(2)...(i+j)

(l){2)...(i-m).(l)(2)...(j+m)-

The coefficient herein of a:-
v""""*"'

is equal to the coefficient of a;*" in

(2)(4)...(2i + 2j)

(2) (4) ... (2i- 2m) . (2) (4) ... (2j +2m) "^
'

Hence the coefficients of a'" and a~"* in the double product are

(2)(4)...(2i + 2j) «»n*

(2) (4) ... (21 - 2m) . (2) (4) ... (2j + 2m)

(2)(4)...(2i + 2j)

(2) (4) ... (2i + 2m) . (2) (4) ... (2j - 2m) ^
'

respectively.

We have thus the identity

(1 + a.r) (l+cuc')...{l+ (uv^-^)

^ (2)(4)...(2i + 2j)

(2)(4)...(2i).(2)(4)...(2j)

-.2a'"
(2)(4)...(2i + 2j)

'

« (2) (4) ... (21 - 2m) . (2) (4) ... (2j + 2m)
"^

+ Sa- (2)(4)...(21 + 2j)

(2)(4)...(21 + 2m).(2)(4)...(2j-2m) "

324. We now make an important transformation.

Observing that if we writ« aa; for a, each side of the identity becomes a
function of a^, we so write and subsequently write x for x\

We thus obtain the identity

(1 + ax) (l+cuc'){l+a^)...(l+ aa^)

(1) (2)^. (1 + j)

(l)(2)...(i).(l)(2)...(j)

. y a'" ^1L<2)^i+ J) hm{m + l

(l)(2)...(l-m).(l)(2)...(j+m)^'

+ Sa-'«
(l)(2)...(l+j) im(m-l)

(l)(2)...(i + m).(l)(2)...(j-m)'^
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a)(2)- (i+3)

~(l)(2)...(i).(l)(2)...(j)

(i) 1

r^a + i) (i+l) a

+
(j + l)(j + 2)''''+(i+l)(i + 2)a^

(i-2)(i-l)(i) (j- 2)(j-l)(j) ^^
(j + 1) (j + 2) (j + 3)

"^ "^ (i+ 1) (i + 2) (i + 3) ««

4-

325. The limited double product may be dealt with in another manner

which will lead to an important identity.

For

(1 + ax)(l + ax')... (l+a^^^-O x f 1 +-j fl + -j ... f 1 + -^
j

1 ,
,,

(2i)
,

^.^
(2i-2)(2i) (2i-4)(2i-2)(2i

)-1+a.a
^2^

+ax*
(2)<4) ^

(2) (4) (6)
^ '

.

1 4. ^ (?J) a.
^' (2j -2)(2j) ^« (2j-4)(2j-2)(2j)

^ a (2)
^ a^ (2) (4) "^ a' (2) (4) (6)

"^ *

'

'

and by sim[jle multiplication

,

„(2i)(2j) (2i-2)(2i).(2j-2)(2j)

^^'^ f (2) (4) . . (2m) +*
(2) (4)... (2m + 2) (2)

,^,^^..... (2i-2m-2)... (2i) (2j-2)(2j)

(2) (4)... (2m + 4)
•

(2) (4)

. ^,™+3,.+3. (2i - 2in- 4) ^(21) (2j- 4) (2j - 2) (2j)

(2)(4) ..(2m + 6)
•

(2M4)(6)

^
1

+ ^* r (2) (4) .(2m) +^
(2) (4) ...(2m + 2) (2)

,^,»^......(2j-2m-2)...(2j) (2i-2)(2i)

. ^
(2) (4)... (2m + 4) (2) (4)

+

* See Sylvester, Collected Mathematical Papers, Vol. iv., "A Constructive Theory of

Partitions," where the particular case j=i is considered.
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Now put ax for x, and subsequently write x for a^, obtaining

(1 + a^)(l + OA-O ... (1 + ax^) X (l +
^)

(l +^) ••• (l +^')

-1|:.<^><J> ,^(i-l)(i) (j-l)<j)
,

, V „m f^.im(>n+i) (i-m+l)... (i) i(m2+3m + 2) (i^m) (i^^m+l) ... (i) (j)
^--" r (l)(2)...(m)

^"^
a)(2)...(m+l) (1)

i (m2 + 5;« + 8) (i^m - 1) (J - m) .. . (J)
( j
- 1) (j)

(l)(2)...(m + 2) • (1)(2)

i (m2 + 7m + 18) (J - m - 2) (i- m-l ) ...(i) (j - 2) (j - 1) (j)

a)(2)...(m + 3)
•

(1)(2)(3)

*
1

, ^ „-«. j^*'«
('« - 1) 0-"^ +!)• "(j) . A ("'2 -t '« + 2) (j-m)(j-in+l)...(j) (1)

I (1)(2) ..(m) ^'' (l)(2)...(m+l) (1)

i{m2 + 3m + 8) (j - m - 1) (j - m) . .. (j) (j^- 1) (1)

(l)(2)...(m + 2) (1)(2)

^ (m2 + 5m+ 18) ( j
- m - 2) { j

- m - 1 ) ... (j) (i - 2) (i - 1) (i)

(1)(2) . (m + 3) (1)(2)(3)

+

326. Now looking to the prior result and equating coefficients of like

powers of a we find, after striking out common factors, the identities

{^)l+^^^^x^
^1).(2)»

+^
(1)(2)M3)^

+
•

(l)(2)...(i + j)

I (l)(2)...(i).(l)(2)...(j)'

which is hereafter reached from a consideration of Permutation Functions

;

(ii> 1 I a;"'.
Mi-°^) (j)

,
..»:.. a-°^- 1)0-°^) (j - 1) 0)W ^+-^ (m+l)(l)^'' (m + l)(m + 2) '

(1) (2)

^^.Ji-°^-2)(i-m -l)(i- m) (j - 2) (j - 1) (j)

(m+l)(m + 2)(m + 3) (1) (2) (3)

+

_ (j+m+l) (j+m + 2) ... (j+i)

(m+l)(m + 2). .(i)

derived by comparison of the coefficients of a*".
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Comparison of the coefficients of a~"* gives the same formula with the

mere interchange of i and j.

327. In the concluding articles of this chapter it is proposed to give

some of the methods and processes of Gauss in the study of partition series.

They are highly ingenious and no student would find his equipment complete

without them. The notation is to a large extent altered to be in accordance

with that used in this work.

Consider the product of two infinite products

(1 + ax) (1 + oaf) (1 + aaf)...

I ^\(^ ^\f -\ ^
\ a) \ aj\ a

and suppose multiplication to produce

a^ a

Writing ax^ for a has the effect of multiplying the product by

aw _ 1

1 + ax ax

'

hence

(l+a^)(l+„r..(l+l)(l+?)(l+^)(l+^)...

R
= ... + -x-, + —^ + P + Qax' + Ra;'x* + ...

a^x* ax^

a^x ofx ax X x

the last line but one being derived by writing ax^ for a, and the last line by

multiplication by —

.

Comparison gives . . . = i^ = Q,a? = Fx* = ...,

and thence the right-hand side

R
• ..+-. + ^+P + Qa + Ra:'+ ...

a^ a

of the above assumed identity may be written

and it only remains to calculate P which is the term independent of a in the

given product.
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328. He shews by precisely the same method that if the square of the

last considered product be written

a
then

the exponents of x in the P series being the doubles of the square numbers

and in the Q series the quadruples of the figurate numbers of the third

order.

329. Write

of' 1 - a:«*+' a** 1 - ar^^- 1 - a*+»
~ "*" 1 +^ 1 +a:"+i "^ r+^ 1+a^+i ' l+a;«+*

a** l-a:^+» \-af'+^ l-x~+*

^ ~ 1 + a-"
'*'

l+a," l+a;"+»
"'' Thk^ l+af*+i *

r+«»^^"'" '"'

R = P-Q.

We first of all calculate R by subtracting the terms of Q from those of P
in order. We find

1 a;»(l-a:») ar^ (1 - a;") (1 - ar^-^Q _
l+x" "^

(1 + x^){\ +ar»+\) "^(1 + a:»»)(l +a;"^0(l +^-^0 "" ^'^
^'^' "^'

But if we find R by adding the first term of P, the difference between the

second term of P and the first of Q, between the third term of P and the

second of Q and so forth, we find

i2=l_^^!!lL_ af^-^Ml-^"'\) a^+'(l-a:"+^)(l-a:»+')

H-a:"+i (1 -f-
a^+i) (1 + ^«^2)

""
(1 + a*+») (1 + a;«+«) (1 + a:«+»)

~ "
*

'

= 1 - a;»"+' <^ (a-, « +1),

or <^ (a:, n) = 1 - a:**^^ </> (a;, n 4- 1),

true when n is an integer greater than unity ; and with this restriction we
are led to the identity

</> {x, n)=\- a;»*+i + a;*"+^ - a^+^ + a;8«+« - ...

.
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When n = 0, the last term of Q must be taken into account. Calling it

Q' the second series for R is greater than the first series for R by Q^. Thus

leading to

(f){x,0) = l-x<j>(x,l)-Q'=l-x + x'-af + x'^-...-Q'.

Now ^ (x, 0) = ^ by putting w = in the first series for R, and from the

series for Q
l (l-x)(l-x'^)(l-af)...

^ 2{l+x){l+x"-){l + a^)...'

Hence

(1-^.)(1_^3) (1_^3)... _ _ _
(l+^-)(H-^^)(l+^)...~

""

an important result first obtained from elliptic function theory.

The left-hand side of the identity may be written

a)M2)(3)M4)(5)M6)...,

so that writing 1 -2x + 2x* - 2x'^ + ... = F (x),

we find F(x) F{-x)^ [F {00")^.

330. In a similar manner by considering the two series

1 - x^+'' x^{l- a;2"+*) (1 - «;''+''=) a?'' (1 - oif^+^) (1 - x^^"") (1 - x^+*)

1 - ««+!
"'"

"(l-a;«+0(l-«^"^0 ^ Xl - a;"+0 (i"" *"^') (1 " ^"'^') "^
"

"

'

^H
(
1 _ ^.71+2) ^271

(
1 _ ^n+2-)

(
1 _ ^n+4)

a;3« (
1 _ a;n+2) (

1 _«;"+'»)( 1 - «"+«)

1 _ ai^+r + (1 _a;«+i)(l_a;»+3) "*(!- a;"+i)(l - a;''+») (1 - a;"+»)
'*'"

it is shewn that

{\ — x) {\ — a^){\ — of) . .

.

and thence by changing the sign of x

(l-a^)(l-a,-^)(l-a;«)...

(l+a;)(l-|-ar')(l+a;«)...

Putting 1 -a; - ar* + a^'8 + a;'" - ... = <^ (*•),

and as before 1 - 2a! + 2a;^ - 2a^ + . . . = i^ (a),

it is easy to shew that

<^{x)<^{-x) = <j>{a?)F{X').

= 1— a; — aJ^+a/' + a;'"— ...
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331. In the result of Art. 327 if we put a = 1, comparison with the

expression that has been obtained for

l-2a: + 2a^-2af>+ ...

shews that

(l+ax){l + a^)(l+aaf)...(^l + l)(l+'^{l+'^y..

_ 1 4- (g + a~0 a: + (a- + a~^) x* + (a=> + a'^) ar* + .

.

.

If herein we write a^ for x and — j? for a we find

{4)(10)(16)...(2)(8)(14)...

1 — a^ - X* + x^'^ + x^* - of* — x^ + ...

(6) (12) (18) (24)...

or multiplying up and writing x for of we get

(1) (2) (3) (4) ... = 1 -x-x' + x^ + x'-x^-x''+ ...,

an interesting way of arriving at this celebrated identity.

If on the other hand we write a^ for x and + a; for a we find

(3) (6) (9) (12) (15) (18)...
\ + X + a? \- of -\-

x"'
->r a^^ -{ x^^ + . .. =

(1) (5) (7) (11) (13) (17) (19)...-

332. Following Gauss we denote the function

Since (i +j, i + 1) = (t +j - 1, t + 1) + xJ-^ (i +j-l, i),

(i +j -1,1 + 1)= (i +j -2,i+l) + xJ-^ {i +j - 2, i),

(i + 2,i + l) = l+x{i+l,{),

it is easy to shew that

{i+j, t + l) = l +a;(i+ 1, i) + ar'(i+ 2, t) + ... + xJ-'(i+j -1, i).

Now consider the series

f(x ,•-> - 1 ^ ~
^""^'

I

^^
~ ^'"^ (^

~ -^"^'^
^^ ~ ^"> ^^ " ^'^ ^^ " ^'"''>

I

•^ •

'•'^ 1-a; "^ (l-a;)(l-a,-^) (1 - a;) (1 - a;^) (1 - a;3)
^•'

j being of course a positive integer. The series has j + 2 terms, the last term
being + 1 according as _;' is uneven or even.

M. A. n. 6
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Writing

/(^,j) = l-(j + l, l) + 0- + l,2)-(j+l,3)+...

we have 1 = 1;

-(i+1, i) = -(j,i)-^-';

+ {j+l,2) = + (j,2) + x^-^(j,l),

etc.,

leading to

fix, j) = (1 - xi) - (1 - xi-') (j, 1) + (1 -^M (i, 2) - ...

,

but (1 - xJ-') (j, s) = (1 - ^') (j - 1, s),

so that /(^,i) = (l-^V(«^'i-2).

Now /(^, 0) = 0, f(w,l) = l-x, f{w,2)=0,

and we find f{x, 1) = 1 — a;,

f(x,S) = {l-x)(l-a^),

f(x,6) = {l-x){l-a^)(l-x^,

etc.,

and when j is uneven

/(a;,?) = (i-^)(i-^)(i-^0---(i->^0-

Clearly, when j is even, f(x, j) = 0,

and it is manifest that the terms destroy one another in pairs.

333. Next consider the series

^ '•'' 1—x {l—x){l—ar)

s (l-a;J-^)(l-x^){l-xJ+^)
"^

{l-x){l-a^){l-x^) '^"''

or H-a;i(j + l, l) + ^(j+l, 2)+a;^(j + l, 3)+....

Reversing the series, it may be written

i^(a;,j) = a;i(-?" + l) + «^-^'0'+l, l)+a;i(-^'-^)0'+l, 2)+a;i(-^"^2)(j + l, 3) + ....

Multiply this series by x^ iJ+^'^ and add it, term to term, to the first series,

obtaining

=:l + xi(j + l,l) + x(j + l,2)+xHj+l,n) + a^{j + l,4>)+...

+ x^.xJ+' + x.xJ{j + l, l) + x^.xJ-^{j + l, 2) + x''.xJ-'{j + l, 3) + ....
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Now by the last article

O' + l, l)+a;i+i = (j+2, 1),

O' + i,2)-^x^(j+l,l) = (j + 2,2),

(j + 1, 3) + xi-^ (j + 1,2) = (j + % 3),

etc.,

so that {1 +a;^ (J + 2)| F{x,j) = F{x,j + 1).

Moreover F(x,-l)=rO,

so that F{x, 0) = l+a;i,

Fix, l) = (l+xi)(l+x).

F{x, 2) = {l+xi){l + x)(l+xh
and in general

83

F(x,j)=(l+xi){l+x){l +x^)... (1 +a;*i + i).

Writing ar* for x we have

' 1 x <'^J + ^) (2j)(2j + 2) (2j-2)(2j)(2j + 2)'+^
(2) ^'^ (2) (4) +^

(2)(4r(6)

= (l+x){l+x')(l +x')...{l+xJ+').

+

6—2



CHAPTER VI

CONNEXION OF THE THEORY OF PARTITIONS WITH OTHER

COMBINATORY THEORIES

334. It has been shewn that the partitions of unipartite numbers into

parts limited as to magnitude by p and as to number by q can be graphically

represented by nodes or units placed in the cells of a rectangular lattice

formed by cutting p + 1 vertical lines by g' + 1 horizontal lines.

+ +
c

-f o o o

+ + o o o o o

+
6

+ o o o o o

+ o o o o o o

+ o o o o o o

o o o o o o o

As a particular and representative case take p = ^ , q=Q and construct

the lattice. On it depict by crosses the unipartite partition 32211 of the

number 9. If the unoccupied cells be filled by noughts we obtain a com-

plementary partition 766554 of the number 83, where

9 + 33 = 42 = 7 x6=p^.

Now separate these two partitions by the path marked in black.

The whole lattice denotes, by Sect. IV, Ch. Ii, the graph of the bipartite

number pq and the blackened path is a line of route through it. This line of
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route denotes a principal composition of the bipartite pq and also by Sect. IV,

Ch. I, it is the zig-zag graph of a composition of the unipartite number

p + q + 1.

The line of route also denotes a permutation of the letters

335. It follows that partitions of unipartite numbers are closely con-

nected with

(i) the compositions of bipartite numbers

;

(ii) the compositions of unipartite jiumbers
;

(iii) permutations involving two different letters.

In the above diagram we have

(i) the composition (Ol 12 12 11 40) of the bipartite 76,

(ii) the composition 23321111 of the unipartite 14,

(iii) the permutation ^xfi^a^fia^aaaa of a'^.

The compositions of the bipartite number pq which are under examination

are those in which consecutive figures of successive biparts are both greater

than zero. There is one such defined by each line of route and they are

called principal compositions. Their enumeration therefore coincides with

that of the lines of route.

To each unipartite partition which has no part greater than p and not

more than q parts corresponds a line of route. It has been shewn in Sect. IV,

Ch, II, that the number of lines of route through the lattice is

n')-
Hence the correspondence gives the theorem

:

" The number of partitions, of all numbers, into parts limited in magnitude

to p and in number to q is

This number is also by Euler's intuitive theory given by the coeflScient

of a'djP^ or of {axPy in the expansion of

1

(l-a)(l -x){\-ax){l-aaf)...{\-axP)'

Hence that portion of this expansion which involves powers of ax^ is

l^-iP\^)aa:'+(Pl^)a'a^^...+(^+'>)a.^<^+...,

or (1 - aa?P)-P-i.
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The number of different parts in the unipartite partition (denoted by

crosses) is equal to the number of left-bends _| in the line of route, and the

number of lines of route which possess s left-bends (or s right-bends "~|) has

been shewn in Sect. IV, Ch. ii. Art. 145, to be

m-
Hence the theorem is

:

" The number of partitions of all numbers into s different parts limited in

magnitude to p and in number to q is

(:)©•'

This number is the coefficient of fj,^aP^^ in the product

and therefore also by the Master Theorem of Sec. Ill, Ch. ii in the ex-

pansion of

which may be written

Hence the function

(1 - ay+i (1 - yg^+l IJ,'

(1 - a)«+i (1 - /3)«+i

enumerates the lines of route, which possess s left-bends or s right-bends,

In all bipartite reticulations. When the lattice is of the bipartite pq we

merely seek the coefficient of a^yS^.

It also enumerates all unipartite partitions into s different parts limited

in any desired manner in number and magnitude.

336. If we form the product

1 — xj \ 1 — x^J
'"

\ 1 — xP^

we find that the general term in the development is

cTi, o-j, ... cTp having any integer values from to oo . If 5 of these magni-

tudes be greater than zero this is equal to

and consequently the coefficient of 6«a;" in the product denotes the number of

ways of partitioning n into parts limited in magnitude to p and of exactly s

different magnitudes, the number of parts being otherwise unrestricted.
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If we modify the product in the manner

and take the coeflScient of a^b'af*, the partitions possess the farther property

that the total number of parts is exactly q. If we add the additional &ctor

, the partitiwis enumerated by the coefficient of a^b'sf* possess the

property that the total number of parts is g' or fewer.

Again if we also multiply the product by the factor , the coefficient

of a^h'af* enumerates the partitions of all numbers equal to or less than n,

where the part magnitude is restricted so as not to exceed p, exactly s of

the parts are different and the total number of parts is q or less. Hence the

partitions of all unipartite numbers into exactly s different parts, limited in

magnitude to p and in number to q, are enumerated by the coefficient of

in the development of the product

1 1 / abx \ / ahx" \ / abxP \

l_x- 1-aV I -ax) [ l-a^)"'\ '^ l-axp)'

This may be regarded as the intuitive solution of the problem after

Euler.

This coefficient is equal to that of (aa^y in

(1 -x)(l- a) (1 - <w;*') (1 - ax**) ... (1 - ax''')

'

where k^, k\, ... k^ are any s different numbers drawn from the series

1,2,3,...^,

and the summation is in respect of all such selections.

Inasmuch as we know from the reticulation theory that the coefficient is

equal to

m-
we find that the effective portion of the above generating function is

and this is (^]7t-^ Lrr,-
\sj{l -cucP)*+>
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Here we have regarded p and s as constant and q as variable ; but if we

take p and q to be constant and s variable we know that the coefficient of

{axPy in the product

1 / ahx \ / ahx^ \ / abxJ> \

{l-x){l-a) \
"^ l^^x) V

"^ 1^^V • • •

V + Y^axP)

m-o(!^'---Oi>IS

A line of route with s left-bends has either s — l,sors + l right-bends.

If it commences by tracing an a-segment and ends by tracing a /3-segment

the number is s — 1. If it commences by tracing an a-segment and ends by

tracing an a-segment o?' if it commences and ends by tracing /3-segments the

number is s. If a /3-segment begins and an a-segment ends the line of route

the number is s + 1.

To obtain the correspondence with partitions we remark that if an

a-segment begins the line, the partition (marked with crosses) has exactly

q parts ; if an a-segment ends, the highest part is less than p ; if a /3-segment

begins, the number of parts is less than q ; if a yS-segment ends, the highest

part is equal to p. It can moreover be readily shewn by the method pursued

in Sect. IV, Ch. ii. Art. 144, that the enumeration of the lines of route possess-

ing s left-bends and s — 1, s, s + 1 right-bends respectively is given by the

numbers

the sum of these numbers being of course [
-^

j

( ^
j

.

337. Hence the following theorems :

" The number of partitions of all numbers which have exactly q parts,

a highest part equal to p and s different parts, is

r-i){r-\y
" The number of partitions of all numbers which have exactly q parts,

a highest part less than p and s different parts, or which have less than q parts,

a highest part equal to p and s different parts, is

q-1
rs'K-M::l)(':
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" The number of partitions of all numbers which have less than q parts,

1 highest part less than p, and s different parts, is

Ex. gr. If p = q = S, s = 2, the partitions enumerated by these three

theorems are

(311), (331), (322), (332);

(31), (211), (32), (221);

(21);

respectively.

It is clear that identical relations between binomial coefficients yield

results in the theory of partitions.

Thus the relations

admit of immediate interpretation.

By Euler's intuitive theory the enumerations in the three cases are

given by

(i) the coefficient of a9-»6*~^a;^-p in

1 f, abx
1 + '-S}-hi^.}{-r^)^1 — a- \ 1 — CUV)

(ii) the coefficient of a'ft^ic'^^*' in

1 f abx
I

( aha? \ f ahx^^ \

plus the coefficient of a«-»6*-*«*<«"'> in

(1 - a;) (1 - a) (
"^ 1 - ax] \

"*"

1 - a^V 1 1 - cu^') \ 1 - oar^'}
'

(iii) the coefficient of a«-^6'ar'^»' '»-i> in

1

^hr^lf-ral-^f^l(1-^)(1

338. When the line of route is regarded as the zig-zag graph of a

»mposition of the unipartite number p + q-\-\, it is convenient to rotate

ihe figure clockwise through a right angle. The reading of the graph then

hews p + 1 parts, no part being greater than 5^ + 1.
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The number of the compositions so defined we know by the correspond-

ence to be

n")V
This is verified because the number is given by the

Coefficient of xP+<i+^ in (a; + a^ + ... + «5+^)p+\

or of ^9 \n{l- xyp-^,

and this is
Ir H

V P

In order from a composition of the unipartite to proceed to the uni-

partite partition, we write down the composition, -say,

2 3 3 2 1111 as in the diagram,

2 2 ]

1 2 3

and form a second row by subtracting unity from every part except the first,

and then a third row of the natural numbers in order underneath the

numbers in the second row ; then the partition is formed by taking a

number in the third row, repeated a number of times shewn by the number

in the second row immediately above it ; thus in the above case the par-

tition is

31 22 P.

Generally if the composition be ttj TTg . . . tt^+i we form the scheme

TT, TTg ir-i TT^ ... TTp-i TTp "J^p+l

TTa — 1 TTs — 1 7r4 — 1 . . . TTp-i — 1 TTp — \ TT^+i — 1

1 2 3 ... p-1 p-1 p

and the corresponding partition is

TTp+i-i „_2'rp~i
« — 2'^""^"'^

...
3'^*"''" 2^^~^

l'^^"'''.

Omitting the first part of the composition, if of the remainder there be

s parts greater than unity, the partition will have s different parts. The

total number of parts is Stt — tti— p or q + 1 — Vi.



SECTION YIII

A NEW BASIS OF THE THEORY OF PARTITIONS.

PARTITION ANALYSIS IN SEVEN CHAPTERS

CHAPTER I

THE METHOD OF DIOPHANTINE INEQUALITIES

339. In this Section we no longer rest upon the intuitive observation of

Euler, but penetrate deeper into the Theory of Partitions.

A partition of a number may be regarded as any collection of positive

integers whose sum is equal to the number. There is no specification of

order amongst the numbers which are the parts of the partition, and that

being so, we may import into the definition any particular order or arrange-

ment that is convenient. There are only two arrangements that are

universally applicable. We may in all cases arrange the parts either in

descending or in ascending order of numerical magnitude. We choose the

former of these and make a new definition of a partition of a number, viz.:

" A partition of a number is any collection of positive integers arranged

in descending order of magnitude whose sum is equal to the number."

The problem now is to find successions of numbers in descending order

of magnitude where the numbers enjoy some other property which may be

that their sum is to be equal to a given number. This is, in fact, the

question immediately before us, but it is clearly not the only one that may
present itself

Consider i numbers in descending order of magnitude

OTi, «->, a-i, ... or,-.

The order is defined by the Diophantine relations
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and subject to them we consider the sum

•^^ai + a2+ a3+... + ai

Now observe that the algebraic fraction

(l-X..)(l-^.)(l-^.)...(l_A.)'

when expanded in ascending powers of x, has the general term

or X**!
~ *2 ^ "2 - 13 X^»-l ~ "i ^"i ^ Ol + «2 + <*3+ . .

. + aj-

and that if the Diophantine relations are to be satisfied this must be free

from negative powers of Xj, Xj, X3, ...

.

It is thus evident that we have only to expand the fraction

1

reject all the terms involving negative powers of Xi, X2, ^> ••• » ^^^^ subse-

quently put

A«i = ^2 ^^^ A.3 ^^^ • • • ^ \{ ^^^ J-

to obtain the desired sum
•c. 01 + 02 + 03 + ... +aj-

The performance of these operations upon the fraction we shall denote by

prefixing the symbol 11, so that

2^oi + a2 + a3+... +at_^

(l-X..)(l-^.)(l-^.)...(l X
Xf—i

It will be noted that X^ is retained although it may be immediately put

equal to unity.

In regard to the operation of H we have the easily established result

>

leading to fl r—

^

—-
-j r

> (1- \A,wP') (1 - ^^''^) (1 - ^^^j

1

(1 - A,xPi){l - A^A^xP^+v^){\ - A,A^A,xP^+P-^P^y
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and to the similar general result involving any number of denominator

factors.

In reaching this it will be observed that the auxiliaries \ are successively

eliminated.

We thus find that

5;^«i + *2+ a3+...+ai_. ±

the generating function which with Euler was intuitive. The investigation

above shews how the Theory of Partitions may be enlarged because we may
vary the Diophantine relations, and also the linear function of the parts

which above was taken to be the simple sum.

340. It has been shewn that we can step back from the generating

fimction of Euler
1

(l)(2)(3)...(i)

to the crude generating function

1

ind it will become evident that we can step back further still to a more
;rude generating function. This arises from the circumstance that

n
a-x..)(i-^.)(i-^.)...(i-^.)'

>a-...)(i-^)(:-2)...(i-^)
(i-xy

because tl

>(i-^.)(i-^)

1

>a-,.)(i-^;)(i-^ {l-xy(l-^L,xy

md so on by successive elimination of /ij, /Aj, ...

.

With two sets of auxiliaries we have therefore for the sum

A. M

Eliminating /ii, /i^, ... ^, by the operation of ft this becomes
>

^ 1

he function already considered.
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To interpret the ultra-crude generating function above we form the

general term

which is

-J.
ai - 2a2 + os-v a2 - 2a3 + 04 -» 03 - 2ai + 05 -v ai_2 - 2ai_i + a^-x aj_i - 20^-5. a^ aj - a^ a^ - 03

A-x A«2 A^ ... A,j_2 A,j_( 1^1 H-l /*2

and since the exponents must be non-negative we have the Diophantine

relations

Cfl + ttg ^ 20f2 \

tty + 014 ^ 2a3
I

:
I

ofi-a + Oi ^ 2ai_i

«! ^ 02 ^ 03 ^ . . . ^ or^

,

in connexion with the sum %x'^k

If then Oi, Qa, ... Of be any i integers, which satisfy the above set of

relations, %x°-\ the sum being in respect of each set of integers, is equal to

1

(i)l2r<3)~ir)

This shews that the number of ways of choosing the integers, the number

«! being fixed, is equal to the number of partitions of a^ into i or fewer parts.

Ex. gr. take Qj = 4, t = 4, the sets of integers are

«! 0f2 O'a 0f4

4

4 10
4 2

4 2 10
4 3^1

in each of which the Diophantine relations are satisfied. They are five in

number, because the number four has five partitions into four or fewer parts.

In fact, to make the one-to-one correspondence between the sets and the

partitions of four we have merely to take the numbers

ttj — ttg} tta — «3> o^s— 0^4, 04.

In general we may take a set of integers enumerated by the ultra-crude

form to be

I
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which plainly satisfies the Diophantine relations, and then the corresponding

partition of a^ is

341. As another example the generating function

1

(1 - a;) (1 - ar') (1 - ar*) . . . (1 - a;a-»)

3f the partitions composed of uneven parts not exceeding 2i — 1 in magnitude,

may be exhibited in the crude form

kvhich is equal to the sum

mbject to the Diophantine conditions

«! ^ Oa ^ Os ^ . . . ^ «,_! ^ Oi.

Ex. gr. for i = 3, a^ + 2a2 + 2a3 = 6, it enumerates the partitions

22, 211, 41, 6,

Kjui-numerous with the partitions of 6 into uneven parts.

We farther proceed to the ultra-crude form

> >

lince the elimination of the auxiliaries fi leads to the crude form.

This is the sum tx"^'^'^,

or sets of integers Oj, a,, a^, ... a,-,

yhich are subject to the Diophantine relations

fll + 0f3 >: 202 \

«2 + 04 ^ 2aj

: }

a.-2 + Of ^ 2ai_j

«,_! ^ 2a,
,

«! ^ flfa ^ flj^ ... ^a,_i > «r,.

The number of such sets of integers for which a^ + cu has a given value

s equal to the number of partitions of Oj + a^ into uneven parts, no part

xceeding 2i — 1 in magnitude.
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Similarly the function

(1 - a;) (1 - a*) (I _ a;") ... (1 - a^i-*)

has the crude form

^ 1

>(l-X..)(l-^V)(l-^..),..(l-i.)'

which denotes the sum
t« oi + 5a2 + 5az + . . . + 5o^

subject to the conditions

and the ultra-crude form

>?(l-W)(l-^^)(l-^^)(l-^')...(i-3^j'

which denotes the sum Sa^'"*"***

for sets of integers a^, ota, ofs, ... Wi,

which obey the conditions

a^ + a^^la^,

a, + a^^ 2a3,

Ot-i ^ 2ai,

ai ^ Oa ^ fls ^ • • • ^ Oi-

The number of such sets of integers for which «! + 4a2 has a given value

is equal to the number of partitions of a^ + 40^ into parts of the form 5m 4- 1,

no part exceeding 5i — 4 in magnitude.

In general we find the crude form of the sum

where ^1,^2. ••• ^t are positive or negative integers, subject to the Diophantine

relation

O-itti + OTaOa + ... + O-fOf ^ 0,

where o-j, o-g, ... o-{ are positive or negative integers, to be

5 (1 -\f.a!«>) (l-\f»a;»») ... (1 - Xf*xO*)
'

If we have an additional Diophantine condition

T,a, -f-T2a2+ ... + Ti«i^O,
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we intercalate another auxiliary X,, making the function

n 1

^ (1 - Xf'X^-a;*') (1 - Xf«X^'j:»») ... (1 - \f«A^'a;««)
'

and so forth, a new auxiliary appearing for each additional Diophantine

relation.

342. The generating functions which have been considered above

enumerate the partitions specified. They are enumerating generating

functions. We can form real generating functions which put in evidence

the partitions enumerated in the following manner.

The general term in the expansion of the fraction

1

IS

or x,"^
- "^xf - »3

. . . xfii'
- **z^z,"2Z*3 . . . z*ri^xr»-.

If the numbers a^, a.,, ... Oj are subject to the Diophantine relations

«! ^ ou ^ Ofa ^ . . . ^ a,_j ^ Oi,

it is clear that the product

indicates a partition (a^Ogas . . . Of) of the number Oj + O2 + Oj + . . . + a», and

tX^'XT-X^K..Xf*

can be represented in the crude form

*
1

>(l-X.X.)(l-^Z.)(l-^'X.)...(l-^Z,_.)(l-A.z,)'

which by a previous Article has the expression

1

(1 - X,) (1 - X,X,) (1 - X,X,X,) ... (1 - X,X,X, ... XiY
We observe herein that

x^'-'^(x,x^y^-''^(x,x,x,T'-'^ -. (x,Z3 ... x^,)"*-»-«'(x,x, ... x.)"*

=x*»x?^x^^..xr*,

and that the denominator factors establish that the partitions under con-

sideration are uniquely composable by means of the partitions

1, 11, 111, ...lll...iunits-

M. A. II. 7
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Ex. gr. To obtain the partition

aiasttg ... «;,

we take 1, Wj — 02 times ; 11, Wg — Wg times, and so on.

We have thus the algebraic indication of the Ferrers' graphical repre-

sentation of a partition in which the nodes are replaced by units, and we

further learn that the partitions 1, 11, 111, ... are the fundamental or ground

partitions from which all others of the nature considered may be derived by

addition.

These remarks may appear, in the present instance, to be of a trivial

character, but they involve an idea which will be found to be of great

importance as the theory advances.

We can also proceed to an ultra-crude form

(1-X,M,A.)[1-^XJ11-1^ZJ-
the first of an infinite series of ultra-crude forms. The next one is

K II. V \

(l-x,^,.,X,)
(^1

-
^^^^^ j,J

^1 - -^-.^-- -jr) -

and succeeding ones are written down without difficulty.

Each one is interpretable in terms of Diophantine inequalities by con-

structing the general term.

343. We pass on to the consideration of the partition of numbers into

parts limited not to exceed _;' in magnitude.

It is merely necessary to restrict the highest part and we are led to the

crude enumerating function

^ 1 - (\^y+'

>0_x..)(i_^.)...(i_^j'

the partitions possessing at most i parts.

Instead of at once evaluating this expression we notice the identity

1 i='» i-(\,xy+'

{l-Cf){l-gX,x) j=o^ l-\x '

and observe that the crude function is equal to the coefficient of gj in

1n
(i-,)(i-,x..)(i-^;.)(i-^.)...(i_^)'

or m
{l^g){l-ga;)(l-gaf^) ... (1 -gx')'

the well-known intuitive result of Euler.
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We apply the same method to reach results which are generalizations of

the foregoing.

Let us restrict the magnitudes of the successive parts, written in

descending order, by the numbers

Jii Jit ••'Ji'

We are led to the crude enumerating function

which we notice is the coefficient of

in the function

n i -,

> (1-^0(1 -5^2) ... (1 -gi){l-g{K,x){\-g,^^x^ ... [^-9i^)

and this function is

1

(1 - 5^1) ( 1 - s'a) • • • (1 - ^'t) ( I - S'l^) (1 - gi9i^) (1 - gio^.gz^) • •
.
(i - gigi • - s^*^*')

"

We have therefore to expand this function and take the coefficient of

gi^gi^ ••• gj^. There are two remarks to be made here.

344. Firstly the function lends itself to intuitive interpretation after

Euler. For clearly the factor ^r/' of gl^gi^ • gj' points out that parts not

less than s in magnitude occur in the partitions jg or fewer times. This is

seen at once by merely looking at the denominator factors which involve g,.

Hence by the intuitive interpretation the partitions enumerated are those

in which the part magnitude in the whole partition is restricted not to

exceed i and parts not less than s in magnitude occur j^ or fewer times, where

8 has any of the values 1, 2, 3, ... t.

The same function also enumerates, by this investigation, partitions into

i or fewer parts, any part s occurring at most jg times, where s has any of the

values 1, 2, 3, ... 1.

We have thus a theorem of reciprocity the generalization of that in

regard to partitions restricted as to part magnitude and as to number of

parts.

The reader will notice that this generalized reciprocity is made evident

by the graph of a partition. It simply depends upon the circumstance that

the graph may be read either by rows or by columns.

7-2
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Secondly the function, in the form to which it has been brought, is still

crude because the numbers juja. ••ji are necessarily in descending order and

we require therefore only those products of powers of gr,, g^, ... g^ which arise

in the expansion for which this descending order is in evidence.

Taking a new set of auxiliaries Vi, V2, ... i^i_i the true generating function

may be written

1
a .

^ (1 - v,gj) (^l-^g^j ...
(^1

- ^J{l-v,g,x){l-v^g,g2X^)...(l-g,g^...gixi)

Eliminating Vi we find

___^__ 1 - V2glgiia>

{l-gi)(l-v29i92)('i--~93)-''('i---^)0--9i^^^^
\ V2 / \ t'i—1/

and we can continue to eliminate V2, V3, ... in succession. By doing this,

however, we rapidly arrive at very complicated expressions. We can, how-

ever, eliminate 1/3 now without difficulty. The function becomes

(1 - V2glg2a)) (1 - ^yi929lgia^

X (1 - g,x) (1 - V29192X) (1 - v^gigiX^) (1 - 9^9^93^)

(1 - v,9,929z9,ci?) (1 - v,9,g2939i^) ...,

and v^, Vj, ... can be eliminated without trouble.

The even suffixed auxiliaries however introduce complexity.

345. The case in which the two highest parts are the only ones restricted

is worth a moment's attention.

The true generating function is then

'i--9'i92^

(1 - gi) (1 - g^oc) (1 - (7,^2) (1 - g.g^x) (1 - gig^a;^) ... (1 - g.giOc')

'

The coefficient of g{'gi^ in the part

1

(1 - 9192) (1 - 9i92«) . •
. (3 - 9i920s')

'

. <i + l)(i + 2)...(i+j,)

a)(2)...a)

and thence the coefficient of the product gf'gt in the whole fraction is

(i+i)(i+2)...(i+j,)(j.-j,+i) (i+i)(i+ 2)...(i+j.-i)a-j^
(i)M2) .04

^
(i)M2)...a-i)
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a function which reduces when J2=.;i =j to the well-known enumerator

(i+l)(i + 2)...(i + j)

a)(2)..(j)

346. The function which enumerates the number of ways of partitioning

a number into j or fewer uneven parts, no part being greater than 2z — 1, is

by intuition

a- g)(l -gx){l - gx^) ...{1 - ga^-^)'

in which we have to seek the coefficient of g^.

This function is

>(i-„(i-,x..)(i-^^)(i-^».)...(i-£)'

and herein the coefficient of ^r^ is

^ 1 - i^-rV-'

This denotes the sum
^ai + 2o2+ 2a3+...+2a,-

subject to the Diophantine relations

j ^ Of, ^ Oo > . . . ^ a,-.

This summation, in consequence, depends upon partitions into uneven

parts limited both in number and magnitude.

The n operations.

347. The operations that are of chief use in connexion with the Dio-

phantine equalities and inequalities which present themselves in many of the

ensuing chapters of this book are O, H, fi ; but to these we may add as
> = >

occasion arises ft, fl, 11.

< < i

The operation H has been already defined as cancelling all terms of
>

expansions which involve negative powers of certain auxiliary quantities and

in the remaining terms, which involve positive or zero powers of such

quantities, putting each of the quantities equal to unity.

The operation ft retains only terms which involve zero powers of such

quantities.

The operation ft retains only positive powers and then puts each quantity
>

equal to unity and so forth.

A short study of these operations is essential.
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The operation H,

In connexion with the inequality

we have already found that the sum

depends upon

?^^_J^^_,^
= iT^ix^) '

348. We may add conveniently the easily verifiable results

1 1

n
1 1 — xyz

(i-x.)(i-xy)(i-i)"<i-^>(^-2'><i-^^)<i-^^>'

n

1 _ 1 + «^

L 1 + xyz — a?yz — xy^z

a

(l-X.)(l-Xy)(l-l)"(l--)<^-^>^'-^^^)<l-^^)'

fl

1 _ yS-l

1 1 4- a?!/ + flJif + «!yz

>(i_x'.)(i-|)(i_£)°(i-^><i-^'>(^-"'^>

1 +XZ — xyz — xyz^

>
(1 - V.) (1 _ X,) (l - i)

" (l_.)(l_,)(l_,.)(l-^.=)

I
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1

(1-Xa;)(l-X2/)(1-X^)(l-|)

_ 1 — xyw — xzw — yzw + xyzw 4- xyzu^
~ {\-x){\- y) (1 -z){\- xw){l- yw){l-zw) '

n 1

»a_^.)(i-x,)(i-£)(i_|)

_ 1 — xyz — xyw — xyzw 4- xy^zw 4- a?yzw

{\ — x){\ — y)(^ — xz){X — xw) (1 — y^) (1 — yw)

349. A very useful principle is that of adding an inequality which is

a fortiori true. Thus considering the inequality

which leads to fi i

>(1-X.)(l-1)'

we may add the inequality «! ^ Oj,

which is a fortiori true if the former be trae, and thence we are led to

n 1 .

Elimmating
fju this is

Q 1
,

»(l-X.)(l-f)
and now eliminating \ this is

1

{\-x){\-a?yy
obtained by two applications of the simplest theorem of the subject.

Similarly any number of inequalities which are a foHiori true may be
added with the object of reducing the problem to one of greater simplicity.
Other useful principles present themselves as the subject advances.

350. Every Diophantine inequality is expressible as a Diophantine
equality. For it is clear that

is equivalent to Aa^ + Ba^ = Ga^ + o„

It being postulated that o^, a^, O3, a, are positive integers or zero.

Moreover every Diophantine equality is expressible in the form of two
simultaneous Diophantine inequalities. For

Aa^ + BoL, = Cos + Dai
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is clearly equivalent to the pair of inequalities

Cos + Dui ^ J-fli + Ba^.

Thus Sa^'af^a^' for the inequality

is n r ,

and ^a^^x^^ci^^x^* for the equality

Aa^ + Ba^ = Ga-^ + a4

1
is fl

(l-X^..)(l-X%,)(l-g.)(l-f)'

which is the same as the former with the additional factor in each term

1
Also n

= a 1

351. In general, if the operand be F(X), it is easily seen that

nF(x)==nF(D, . 7

nF{\) = nF(l),

i^(i) = n i?^(x) + n F(\) - n i^(A,),

> < =

and thence fl i^(\) = H F(\) +aF(l)- F{1),

a result of much service.

Also nF(X) = nFQ),

n F{\) = nF{\)-n F{x) = F{i)-nF(l),

aF{x) = alF{x).
> > X
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Making use of these theorems we obtain the formulae

1 1n
(1-X.)(l-|)

n 1

(l-X.)(l-|)(l-0 (l--3^)(l—-)'

n

fi

(i-x.)(i-l) 1-^"'

1 1 + ary^:

(l_x^,)(l_0(l_f) (l--/^)(l--0'

n
(1 - x^o (1 - xy) (1 - x^) (i -

I)
^^ - ^^> ^^ - ^^> ^^ - "^"^

'

^ 1 1 — xyzw

=
(1 -X^)(l -X3/) (l - f) (l _

I)

~ (l-a.z)(l-.^)(l-y.)(l-2/«;)-

352. Also ill connexion with a, + a.^ > a^

1
Xaf^y^z^' = n

=^ (l-Xa;)(l-X2/)(l-0

= n

353. n

(l_Xa;)(l-X2/)(l-^)

_ X ->r y — xy — xyz

(\-x){\-y){\-xz){\-yz)

1 a;

>(l-Xa;)(l-^)(l-0 (l-a;)(l-a;y)(l-a;z)'

fi

>(i_x..)(i-0 (i-^)(i-y)a—y)'

n * — a?(l 4-y + ^ + a;y.g)
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354. To these results may be added

n
1^

V of

y\ (i-«)(i-^y)'
>(1-X.)(l-|)

n

corresponding to aj ^ tta + s,

respectively.



CHAPTER II

A SYZYGETIC THEORY

355. The simple theory of unipartite partitions has been made to depend

apon s Diophantine inequalities

being an arbitrary integer.

We enlarge the theory by making the integers a^, a,, Os, ... depend upon

ft number of inequalities

Af^a, + A\pa^+ ... + A^^a,^0,

A^{^a, + APcL, + ...+A^;^a,^0, *

hich involve at most rs numerical magnitudes A, each of which may be

X)sitive, zero, or negative; but in each inequality it is clear that one at

east must be positive.

For all sets of numbers Oj, o,, ... o, which satisfy the inequalities we seek

;he sum

By a theorem of Hilbert it appears that there is in every case a finite

lumber of ground or fundamental solutions of the inequalities, viz.:

< (4'' (4^' ...ai^»,

a«*> 4'' «r ...<4*'.

rach that every solution Oj, a^, flj, ... o,

s of the form

'!> Cs. Cs, ... Cm being positive integers.
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"

[SECT. VIII

This arises from the circumstance that every term

of the summation is found to be expressible as a product

{xfxfxf...xfy^

K{xfxfxf...xf)'^'

Denoting this product by

l-'2-'3'"-*m>

the sum (or generating function of solutions) takes the form

i-W + QT + 0^' + -] +m ' + Qi' + Qf^...] - {Qi ' + Qi' + Qi' + :.] + •••

{I - P,){1 - P,)(l - F,) ... (1 - Pm)

and we have what is termed a syzygetic theory.

When a number of algebraic expressions which involve the same numerical

magnitudes are not linearly independent, but are connected by a linear

relation, they are said (borrowing a word from Astronomy) to be in syzygy.

In the above sum the expressions

•* 1 > -^2 > ^z> • • • ^m

are all different, but it might happen that

P,P,-P,P, = 0.

This would be termed a syzygy, and clearly the sum we are seeking

cannot have the form

1

(1-P,)(l-P,){l-P,)...{l-Pmy

for this would sum the term (or expression) P1P3 twice over. The syzygy

before us shews that 1 — P1P3 must be a portion of the numerator of the

sum, so that the term P1P3 may be only accounted for once in the sum. The

syzygy is called further a first syzygy. There may be more than one, and

they account for the numerator terras

Moreover, these first syzygies may themselves not be independent.

Writing a first (or simple) syzygy

P,P3-P,P4 =

as 8^ = 0,
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and other simple syzygies

82 = 0, 83= 0, ...

,

it may happen that Pi'S^ = P-ZS^,

where P^', P/ are any products of the members of the set Pj, Pj, ... P^.

This is termed a second syzygy, and necessitates a term

in the numerator of the generating function ; if we did not get this the term
P/PjPj would be omitted from the summation.

In the same manner we may have third, fourth, etc., syzygies. It follows

that when the sum is presented in the form

i-{Ql'>+Qf>+...} + {Qy' + Q^'-f...;-:Qy'+Q^'+. .; +
(1-P,)(1-P3)(1-P3)...(1-P«)

Pi, Pa, ... Pto denote the m ground or fundamental solutions,

Q^i\ Qi\ • • • „ first syzygies,

Q2\ QPy •' » second syzygies,

Qi\Qi\--' » third syzygies.

and we have what is termed a complete syzygetic theory of the solution of

the proposed Diophantine inequalities.

356. Some examples will now be given of simple syzygetic theories.

Consider the system of inequalities

2i > a,,

We find

tXl'XTXl'^Q.

= n
>

(i_x^x,)(i4x,)(i-ia-,j

1

rhich for the inequality a^ + a^^a^ denotes the sum\

" (TTZO (1 - Z,ZJ(1 - X,X,) (1 - X.X.X^) '

a result which shews that there are four fundamental solutions, viz.

Oi = 1, tto = 0, 03 = 0,

ai = 1, Oo = 1, 03 = 0,

Oi = 1, oto = 0, as = 1,

fli = 1, a.2 =1, ^3 = 1.
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The numerator term — XjX^Xs indicates the single first syzygy

In fact the solution aj = 2, Og = 1, ttg = 1,

can be formed either by adding the first and fourth or the second and third

fundamental solutions.

The general solution may be written

«! = Ci + Cg + Cs + Ci,

a.,= C3 + C4,

Ci, Ca, C3, C4 being arbitrary positive integers.

The enumerating generating function is, by putting X^ = X2 = X3 = a;,

l+x^ ^ (4)

(1 -x)(l- x^) {l-a^)~ (1) (2)2 (3)
•

357. Next consider the system

ai<a2^a3^a4.

Using three auxiliaries X, //,, v we find

1
Szj^Z2''Z3"3Z4* = n

(l-Ax.)(l-VX.)(l-^Z3)(l-lz4)

We may eliminate A-,
fj,, v in any order we please, and consideration will

in most cases indicate the best order to select. In the present instance the

order makes little difference. Eliminating X we find

1n
(1 - ^Z,Z,) (1 - /.X,) [l - -'^ X,) (1 - J

^.)

'

('which for the inequalities oti 4- 0(2 ^ ofs, ots ^ «4 denotes the sum

Now, eliminating v, we find

n ^
,

^ (1 - /.X.Za) (1 - /iZg) (1 - ^ Z3) (1 - - Z3Z4)

<which for the inequality aj + era ^ «;, + (Xi denotes the sumN

Finally eliminating /i by a formula given ante Art. 348 we find

1 — Z1Z2Z3 — Z1Z2Z3Z4 — Z1Z2Z3Z4 4- Z1Z2ZIZ4 + ZfZ2Z3Z4
(l-Z,Za)(l-Za)(l-Z,Z2Z3)(l-ZaZ3)(l-Z2Z3Z4)(l-Z,ZaZ3Z,)'

the real generating function of the solution of the inequalities.
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We have thus six fundamental solutions, viz.

ai = l, ofo = l, 0(3 = 0, 014 = 0,

a, = 0, or., = 1, 03 = 0, a, = 0,

«: = ], ao = l, a.3 = l, a^ = 0,

ai = 0, a.2=l, a3=l, a4 = 0,

ai = 0, 0f2 = l, 03=1. a4 = l,

ai = l, a2=l, af3 = l, a^ = l,

shewn by the denominator factors ; also three first syzygies given by

Xg . Xi X^X^ — Xi Xo . X2X3 = Oi = 0,

XnX^ . X^X^X^Xi — X^X^X-i . A2-A.3A4 = b-i = 0,

and two second syzygies given by

X^X^Xi . X^X^X^ — X^X^ . Jli JC2-A3JL4 = 0,

-^1^2-^3 • -^1^2-213^1.4 — 2LiXo . XiX^X'^Ji-i = v.

The general solution of the inequalities is

ai = Ca + C3 + Cg,

flo = Ci + C2 4 C3 + C4 4- C5 + Cg,

fls = C3 + C4 + C5 + Cs,

0(4= C5 + C6.

358. The reader who is interested in the subject of linear homogeneous

^ophantine analysis should, as regards equalities, study a valuable paper by

S. B. Elliott*. It has been shewn in Art. 350 that every Diophantine

iiequality is a particular case of a Diophantine Equality, so that there is

lecessarily much that is common to the two theories. They are not how-

ver quite parallel because the Inequality, being a particular case, lends itself

o particular treatment which is not available for the Ekjuality in general,

'hus although Elliott gives a discussion of the Equality

aa = b^ + cy,

.e does not make the solution depend upon the ordinary theory of continued

pactions because this dependence only arises, for the particular case c= 1,

hen the Elquality merges into the Inequality

rhich is fally discussed in a subsequent chapter of this work.

* "On Linear Homogeneous Diophantine Equations," Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied

Mathematics, No. 136, 1903.
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Some examples of his method are now given in the notation employed in

this book.

Taking the Equality to be

^iai + ^2«2+ ... + AiOi

where the numerical magnitudes A, B are integers which have no common
divisor and the magnitudes a, /3 are integers to be determined. He shews

that

Xa;!*ia;^2 . . . a;"»a^, . . . afii,12 I i+l t-\-j

is expressible in the form

O 2 ^, ^ ^- ^-,
= (1 - X^^x,) (1 - X^2^2) ... (1 - X^*^i) . (1 - x-^^i^i+O ... (1 - x-^^xi^,)

with an auxiliary quantity X.

To reduce this expression he makes use of the equation

1 1/1 1 ,+ j^ -1

choosing Ag and Bt to be the greatest of the quantities A, B respectively.

The generating function is thus expressed as the sum of three fractions, each

with either + 1 for numerator. Each of the three fractions is on the whole

simpler than the original. The process is continued with each fraction but

it cannot be indefinitely applied. Eventually the original fraction will be

replaced by a sum of fractions each with either + 1 for numerator, in none of

which is there in the denominator both positive and negative powers of \.

The factors of a denominator will either involve both factors without \ and

with positive powers of X, or both factors without X and with negative powers

of X. No single denominator will involve both positive and negative powers

of X. Putting all factors, which involve positive or negative powers of X,

equal to unity in these fractions gives the completion of the operation H and

the remaining denominator factors indicate the fundamental solution of the

equality.

As an example consider the Equality

The crude generating function

9 (1 - X'x,) (1 - X-'x.,) (1 - X-'x,)

is reduced by the method to the expression

1_ J. 1

(1 — a^a^ (1 — a^cTaflja) (1 - cc\a^) (1 - a^iX^x^) 1 - ccix^x^

'
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indicating the fundamental solutions

{'h, A. A) = (l, 3, 0), (5, 0, 3), (2, 1, 1).

The Elquality considered is in fact equivalent to the Inequality

3ax^5/9,,

and is fully considered in the subsequent chapter to which reference has been

made above.

359. In particular consider the Equality

Aa= B,^, + B.,^, + . . . + Bj^j,

for which the crude function is

1

First when A = l, suppose that

G{z) = h-[-h^z + h^z^+ ...,

a power series free from negative powers of z. We take G {z) to be the series

itself or the function of which it is the formal expansion.

Write the function under the operation H

vhich is (1+ \^i + \^x\ -\- ...){h^ + h{k-^ + b.\-- +...),

ihewing that fi = — G {\-') = G (a:,),

nd that the generating function is

1

(1 - X^^X,) (1 - X?^X,) ... (1 - X^^Xj^,)

Secondly when J. > 1, the terms free from \ in

re l+XibK+xlb.^+ ...,

hich has the expression

jSG(px}),

here p"* = 1 and the summation is for e<ich root p of this equation.

This however is not a convenient solution. It is better to multiply

imerator and denominator of G (X,~^) by such factors that the denominator

jcomes an integral function of \~^. For we can then write X for \^ and
e case can be dealt with in the same manner as when -4 = 1.

M. A, II. 8
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For example—for the Equality

we have CI

6a = 2/3, + 3/5,4- 12;S3

1

(1 - X«a;i) (1 - X-^x^) (1 - X-^Ws) (1 - X-''a;,)

which we may write

^ (1+ X-^x^ + X-*a4) (1 + X-^oOs)

= (1 - X'x,) (1 - X-^i4) ( I - X-'^xl) (1 - X-^'x,)
'

wherein we may put the numerator function equal to unity because ^he

remaining terms plainly contribute nothing to the terms of the whole

expression that are free from X. Doing this and then putting X for X"

we find

? (l^A^i) (1- ^"''^) (1 - X-'aifiT^^"^

1
~

(1 - Xi4) (1 - x,xi) (1 - xix,)
'

indicating the fundamental solutions

(«, /3i, /3„ /33) = (1, 3, 0, 0), (1, 0, 2, 0), (2, 0, 0, 1).

In the above process after multiplication of numerator and denominator

by certain factors we retain in the numerator only terms which involve

integral powers of X~^.

One particular case is for the Equality

where P is prime to A.

Elliott gives the generating function

1

{l-xTx^){l-xfxi)

and the reader will find that it is at once established by applying the above

principle to the crude function

n -^
. (1 - X.'**,) ( I - \-^«i) (1 - \-''s,)



CHAPTER III

THE DIOPHANTINE INEQUALITY aa^b^

360. The Inequality is equivalent to the Equality aa = b^ + 7.

The problem is to obtain the fundamental solutions by forming the sums

'^^if, '^^ifz^'^-^ for every pair of numerical magnitudes a, ^ which satisfy

the inequality.

If E

denotes the smallest integer which ^ the quantity which follows it, we may

carry out the summation by first summing a from E- to oo and then summing

/8 from to X . The result of this procedure is

l-\-x '*y + x <* y^+ ... +x * ^~*

(l-x^l-x'y-)

which certainly proves that the fundamental solutions are included in the

exponents of the x, y products in numerator and denominator ; but it does

not specify them. The true method leads to a sum of algebraic fractions and

is essentially connected with the Theory of Continued Fractions.

We have "Zx^y^ — H

and we suppose a, b to be relatively prime positive integers.

We require two lemmas.

361. Lemma I. " The relation

may be made to depend upon a similar relation in which a is unchanged and
a>6."

8—2
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For suppose a :|» 6 ; if ^ be the greatest integer in - the given relation

implies the relation

and introducing a second auxiliary we may write

1
Xa;"?/^ = n

>(i-x>.)(i-A,.v)

Eliminating jm we find

which denotes the sura

where a, /3 are connected by the inequality

a'x^Q) —pa)^.

We have therefore reduced the sum

%af-y^ for the relation aa ^ 6/3

to the sum 'Ex'^+P^y^ „ „ aa^{b—pa)^.

This proves the lemma.

362. Lemma II. "The relation

aa ^ b^,

where a>b, may be made to depend upon a similar relation in which b is

unchanged and a < b."

The relation aa. ^ 6y8, in which a>b, may be broken up into the two

simultaneous sets of relations

aa ^ 6/3, a,a ^ b/3,

0>a, a>y8,

and the second simultaneous set

aa ^ 6yS,

a>^,

may be replaced by the single relation

a>/3

because, a being > b, the relation

aa >6/3

is implied thereby.
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We therefore separate a portion of the sum corresponding to a > /3, viz.

1

12 ; or

>(1-X:r)(l-|)
0-^)(l-^)'

and consider the remaining portion due to the first set

i3>CL

This portion is D. —

= n 1 _,
>(l-X"-»;ci,)(l--,2/)

which gives the sum 2 {xyY'if or 1af-y^+^

for the relation (a — 6) a ^ h^.

If a — 6 < 6 we have done what was required, but if a — 6 > 6 we may

repeat the process ; and just as we have found

n —=;— = 7,

—

~
, + n

(i-x«.)(i-iy) <i--)(i---^)
>(i_x-.,)(i-^^,)'

we shall find that

n i ^=7^ Pk ;. + n

Moreover if q be the greatest integer in t- we obtain finally

n I —
X xy xifi~^

{l-x){l-xy) {\-xy){l-anf) •"
(1 - ^"i)

(1 - ^y?)

1

+ "
/ 1 ^'
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where the last written portion of the sum represents the sum

^{xy^Yy^ or 2a;«t/9«+^

for the relation (a-qh) a^ 6/3.

This proves the second lemma.

363. The two lemmas evidently yield a process of reduction which can

be pushed to the last extent.

In what follows a will be considered > b. If 6 > a it will merely be

necessary to write b —pa for b and x^y for y where p is the greatest integer

. bm -.
a

The reduction depends upon the convergents of the continued fraction

to T-
b

r , a 1 1 1 1
Let 7- = ftiH— — — —

,

b a.p+as + ai+ ... + an

where n is uneven ; this is always possible because a^ may be written

Take as the first two convergents

1 g_/ q,'

and write down the convergents of uneven order

P-i Pi Ih Pn

q-i' qi' qs'
'"

qn'

Now form the ascending series of intermediate convergents, viz.

p_i p-i+po p_;+2po ^_i + (ai-l)jOo

q-^' q-^+qo' q^. + 'lq,' '" q_, + {a,-l)q^'

Pi P1+P2 Pi + 2jPa p, + (a,-l)p2

9i' qi + q^' ^1 + 2^2'
'"

qi-\- ia.,-i)q.'

Pn-2 Pn-^ + Pn-i Pn-^ + ^Pn-x j?n-8 + («n - 1) jPn-i

qn-2 ' qn-2 + qn-i ' qn-i + ^n-i ' " qn-i + (a„ - 1) qn-i
'

where of course ^ = ^ .

qn b
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Applying now the second lemma to the crude generator

n 1 _.

we obtain

n 1 ^ + 2
^""

where in the expression last written the summation is in regard to Oj.

Now

^(l-ay'.-0(l-a^')

(1 - x'i/>) (1 - ir^+«2/*+i) (1 - a;i+«y»+i) (i _ ^+t. 0^2.1^

^l+2.0y)+2.1

fl _ /jJ+(a,-i)oy)+(a,-i)i| H _ /pi-hi,.oy>-Hi,.il

(1 -ar«-iyP-»)(l -a:«-» + «»yP-^+^»)

(1 - ar'^-i + *»y^"' ^^) (1 - a;^-' " '^^^y^-' "^ ^''**)

(1 — ar'-*
•" ^"i/P-i •"^^) ( 1 — a;'-»

"*"^«yP-i + ^P")

^g_i + (ax - 1) ?o„P-i + (oi - l)l'o

{1 - a;'-»+
("»

~ ^^ *»yP-» + ^"^
~ *)P»|

{1 - x^'y^'}

'

wherein the exponents are derived from the intermediate convergents to

^-^ , — inclusive of these principal convergents.

364. The remaining part must now be subjected to the process of the

first lemma and we find that

1

= n

l_X«-«.Va-3/«.)(l-^)

^(l-X^-.^o;^.3/^0(1-^^)
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Now the second lemma yields

a

as jfli yPi (^rpQi yPM^—^

+
7 {1 - afl^yP^ (ic9^^^^)«3-i[ |i _ ^q,yP, {afl^yP'.y'i]

1= n
(1 _ X?3«-P36^..33/P3)

(^1
_ —^^)

rfflx yPi afl^+Qi yPi+Pi

"^
(1 - icff.^/Pi) (1 — a;9'+92-yi'.+i'2)

'*'

(1 - x^'+^^yP'-^P^) (1 - a;9i+292yp.+^

/p9i+ (fts-J) ?2 1/ Pi+ (a3-i) 1'2

{1 _ ^9i+(a3-i)9i2/Pi+(«3-i)l'2|
(^1
_ x^^yP^)

'

and we hav§ before us a new portion of the generating function corresponding

to the intermediate convergents to the principal convergents --
, — , the latter

both included.

365. The portion remaining,

n
1

> (1 _ xi.'-P.'-afi.yP.)
(
1 -^^)

is now subjected to Lemma I, and the lemmas operate alternately until the

final result is reached.

The last remaining portion must be

n I
,

which since qnCi—pnb = is

or 1 +
a?^"2/P»

1 — iK^"?/^"

Hence the complete generating function is

1 + + ... + ^ + ... + ^
,

{\~x){\-xy) (1 - x'''y') (1 - x'^y"') 1 - a:'^"yP"

wherein there is a term corresponding to every pair of consecutive members

of the ascending intermediate series of convergents to y , viz.
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From well-known properties of the convergents every xy product that

appears in the function yields a ground or fundamental solution of the

relation

aa ^ 6/9.

Hence the ground solutions are

a = ?', /9 = s,

where - is in its lowest terms and is, at pleasure, any member of the ascending

intermediate series of convergents to t

366. Moreover every solution of the inequality is expressible in terms of

a consecutive pair of intermediate convergent numbers.

Thus the general solution may be written

a = C]ri + Co?-2, /3 = Ci5j + C2«2.

where Cj, c.^ are arbitrary positive integers.

367. If we have before us the Equality

aa = bfi + 7,

the sum S^-^y^^y for the whole of the solutions is formed by multiplying each

xy product

by
"

2<"-^,

and the general solution is

a = Ci Ti + C2r<,, yQ = c^Si + C0S2, 7 = « (c,ri -f C2r2) — b (c^Si + c^s^).

Observe that we may also write

7 = Ci (ari — bsi) + c, (ar.^ — bs^).

368. As an example take the inequality

779a ^ 207/9,

, 779 _ 1 1 1 1 1 1
where ;—- =3+- - - -

207 ^1+8 + 4+2 + 4 + 1

The principal convergents are

1 3 4 1.5 64 143 636 779

1
' 0' 1' 1' 4 ' 17' 38 ' 169' 207'

and the ascending intermediate series

01237 11' 1579143779
1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 ' 21 ' 38 • 207

•

If the principal convergents are 2m + 3 in number, the number in the
intermediate series is

1 + tti + as + 05 + . . . + a->„+i.
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Here %Kf^y^

= 1 +
^

_,.
^y

_^
^'

(1 _ -^) (1 _ a;,/) (^i-xy){l- xf) (1 - ^2/=^) (1 - xf)

0^ x^y' a?y^^

{\-xy^){\-x'f) (l-a?y''){\-x^y^^)
"^

(T - (c'y"^) (1 - c^f^)

xAyU ^lyn a^y^^
"*"

(l-icY^(l-ar'i/»)
"*"

(1 - x'^y^){l - ar'8^1''^')
"^

(1 -a.'^^^^) (I - ar^^t/"^)

x^'y™

(l-X^'f'9)'

and the fundamental solutions of the relation are

a /3 7

1 779

1 1 572

1 2 365

1 8 158

2 7 109

3 11 60

4 15 11

21 79 6

38 143 1

207 779

7 having reference to the equality 779a = 207/3 + 7-

The successive pairs of values of a, /3 are gradually increasing approxi-

mations to the simplest solution of the equality

779a = 207;8.-

369. It appears that the ordinary theory of numerical continued fractions

is coincident with the simplest case of Partition Analysis.

It is a theory concerned with, in the first instance, two relative prime

integers. It is clear that the fundamental solutions of simultaneous Dio-

phantine Inequalities involving many unknowns will give properties of a set

of numbers and constitute a generalization of the Theory of Continued

Fractions.

370. As another example, take

77a > 104/3.

The operation o£ Lemma I shews that we have to sum

Xoc"- {xyf

for the relation 77a ^ 27/3.
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77^.^ 1 1 1 1

27 "'"1+5 + 1 + 3'

123

the principal convergents are

1 2 3 17 20 77

T'O'l'l' 6' 7' 27'

and the ascending intermediate series

I ' 1
' i ' 2 ' 3 ' 4 ' 5 ' 6 ' 13 ' 20 ' 27

leading to the result Saf^ {^Y
X x.xy

= 1 + + + ... +
aF{xyy

(1 — a;) (1 — ar . xy) {\ -^ x . xy) (1 — a; , a^y*) 1 — ar' (xy)^

The operation of Lemma I is however not necessary, for we have merely

to form the ascending intermediate series of convergents to 77/104 in con-

nexion with the sum
Ix^y^.

Thus
77 111111
104 ~ "'"1+2 + 1 + 5 + 1 + 3

The principal convergents are

1 2 3 17 20 77

I' 1' 3' 4' 23' 27' 104'

and the intermediate series

. 1 2 5 _8^ 11 14 17 37 57 77
1' 2' 3' 7' 11' 15' 19' 23' 50' 77' 104'

The generating function is now at once written down.

371. For the Equality 77a = 1 04/S + y

we have merely to multiply each product x^y^ by ^"''-lotf and then

l.x^y^zv

xz" x^yz^= 1 + ^

+

+

+

l-xz'^)(l-a^y2^) (l-iiryz^){l-x'y'z^)

+
1 - x'y'-z^) (1 - afy^z'^) '

(1 - x'fz'') (1 - x'^fz'')

+
x^^y^^z^

I - a.-»Y^'') (1 - A-'^'yi'^") (1 - a;J=^»i^")(l - x'^y'^z')

x^y^*z''
_

a^y^''^
+

1 _ x'^y^^z') (1 - a^y"!?)
"^

(1 - a?^y"^) (1 - a^f:^)

a^'ifz^
+

x^y^z
+

x^<»yn

1 _ arsOyST^a) (1 _ aPy^z) (1 - x'"ifz) (1 - a^^y-")
"^

1 - x"^yn '
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establishing the fundamental solutions

[sect. VIII

OL /3 7
1 77

2 1 50

3 2 23

7 5 19

11 8 15

15 11 11

19 14 7

23 17 3

50 37 ' 2

77 57 1

104 77

372. The reader will notice a peculiarity in this example because if we

omit the highest value of a and the lowest value of 7, the a numbers read

downwards are the same as the 7 numbers read upwards. He will find it

interesting to investigate this coincidence.

373. It appears from the form of the generating function that every

solution (a, /3, 7) of the Equality must be derivable from at most two of the

fundamental solutions, say

(af), ;8"-*, 7<'->), (a"-+'',
/3<'-+i', 7<'-+»0,

and these must be consecutive solutions, viz. we must have •

a = Cr «''' + cr+l

r+il

lir+i)

/3 = c,yS<'-'+c,+i/S"-+^

7 = c,7<'')+c,+,7"-+i),

where Cr and Cr+i are positive integers.

Eliminating these magnitudes we find

a yS 7 !

a"-' ySf' 7<'-' =0,
j^(r+i) ^{r+D y(r+l)

j

a linear relation between '/, /3, 7 which must be identical with

aa — 6y8 — 7 = ;

hence /<'•) ,(r+il

yg(r) Qir+i)
= a,

a(r+i)
= b,

= 1,
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the latter verifying an elementary property of intermediate convergents. The

two former may be verified from the examples given.

Thus in connexion with the Equality 77o = 104^3 + 7 we find

50 23

1 2
= 77,

23 19

3 7
104.

374. To arrive at the syzygetic theory it is necessary to express the

generating function as a single algebraic fraction.

Thus in the case of the Equality

7a = 3y3 + 7>

we find v^ .^ ,y ^ 1 - a^f^ - a^y'z' - a^jf2* + a^fz^ + a^fz^
"*

-^
"

(1 - xz') (1 - Tyz*) ( 1 - xy^z) (1 - off)
'

where, the fundamental solutions being indicated by the denominator factors,

the first syzygies are

S,^{xyz'f-{xz'){xfz)= 0,

S, = (xz-') (x'f) - (xyz*) (xy'zf = 0,

S, = (xyz*){xi'y-')-{xfzy=0,

and the second syzygies

(xy^zf Si + (xyz*) S^ - {xz') S3 = 0,

(off) S, + {xfz) S,- {xyz*) S., = 0.

Denoting a solution by (a
; y8, 7) the first syzygies shew the relations

(1; 0.7)-2(l; 1,4) + (1; 2,1) = 0,

(1; 0,7)-(l; 1,4)-3(1; 2,l) + (3; 7,0) = 0,

(1; 1,4)-4(1; 2, 1) + (3 ; 7,0) = 0,

From which are deduced the relations

(1; 2, 1) = -(1; 0, 7) + 2(l; 1,4),

(3; 7,0) = -4(l; 0,7) + 7(l; 1,4).

It will be observed that fundamental solutions are such that every

solution is expressible in terms of them by means of a linear function in

vhich the coefficients are positive integers. If negative integers be admissible

I certain number of the fundamental solutions cease to be fundamental. In

;he above example the fundamental solutions (1 ; 2, 1) and (3 ; 7, 0) are

inear functions (negative coefficients being admissible) of the solutions

1; 0,7), (1; 1,4).
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THE SIMULTANEOUS DIOPHANTINE INEQUALITIES

375. We assume ttj, bi to be relatively prime integers and also ag, b.^.

If the given relations can be satisfied by other than zero values of the

magnitudes a, ^ we must have

Assume that 61 > aj.

The first step is to prove that the relations may be reduced to other

relations in which simultaneously Ui > b^, b.2 > a^.

The crude expression for Xixfy^,

the sum being for every solution of the simultaneous inequalities, is

first step is to write

If the fraction — be developed in the form of a continued fraction, the
a,

^1 _ I
^2

(h Ci

where Ci = aj and Cg < Ci and then a ^ mi/8.

The crude expression may then be written

1n

which by elimination of v is

1
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Herein it" 62 — lUia., < 0, the whole expression is equal to unity, indicating

that the only solution is the singular one a = /3 = 0.

If b., — iHiCLy = 0, we must have cu = 1, 60 = wij, and the whole expression is

p ^
1-

fjtti—m, a,

which is unity, except when 61 — 7;ii aj = ; in this case Oj = 1 the Inequalities

become

equivalent to a = bi^,

and the generating function is

1

Assume therefore b^ — m^a^ > and put Oo = c/, 62 — vi^cLi = c.^' so that the

expression is

If now C2 > c/ we have efifected the reduction because Cj > a^ and we have

the two relations

connected with the sum Sc»+"''^^.

. If c^ = Cx or b.2 = {mi+\)cLi, we must take a^ = l because a^, b^ are

relatively prime and 62 > cl-z-

The expression then becomes, by elimination of Cj', connected with a single

inequality. Putting this aside as a case already dealt with when the single

inequality was under discussion, we are left with

1

0-^'^)(l-'S^S'
in which Cj > c.,, cJ < c/ and the expression must be further reduced.

Since h. — rn^a., > and Ca' < (h' or b^ — vi^a^<cu,,

it is clear that m^ is the greatest integer in ~ , and

^2
,

C2'

Write now — = in. -\ —
,

,

a., m.2 + C2

w^here ni^ -\ is the second convergent to — and of course Cj' < c^.
^*2 Cffi
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oince —/ = mg H

—

,

,

we may take for the expression

1

n

from which eliminating v we obtain

1n
( 1 -,

;
a;"'i"*'^+i

v'"^ 1 - — a,-"»' V )

6 c.

Since — = m, + — where Ca < Cj we may write
C/i Ci

- = ma + -
,

whenever Cj — ?n2C2 is positive, and then

bi 1 C3
-=7721+- -,
(li ma + Ca

where C3 is wo* necessarily < Ca.

If C3 be zero, Cg' must be zero also and the generator is simply

1

1 _^r«ijnj+iynis,'

corresponding to the Equality

matt = {m^m^ + 1) ^.

If C3 be not zero we must have

C3 > = or < Ca.

If C3 > Ca the reduction is complete because also Cg' > C3'.

1 h
In this case m, + — is the second convergent to — but is not the second

convergent to —

.

If C3 = Ca we can at once eliminate A. and obtain an expression that has

been already dealt with. In such a case it is clear also that m^ simply

becomes ma + 1.

1 h h
If Cs < Ca, mj + — is the second convergent to both — and — and a further

ma °
Oi Oa

process of reduction is necessary.
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376. To sum up the results so far reached

:

(i) If ai>6i, (h>b'i,

the inequalities are already in the desired fonn.

(ii) If 63 — wiiO^ > «2, «i > &i - wijOi,

the final reduced form is

1

^0-|f^-)(i-f:-^')'

6.t) c u
wherein — = ?«i + -

, Pi= 'fh> Qi =*!> ^.nd 7n, = — is the first convergent to

— ; also — = m, + —/ and mi is not the first convererent to — .

Ill (I2 (h
°

CUi

(iii) If mi is the first convergent to both — and — ,

C3 > Co, C2 > C3 ,

and the final form is

n ..

1 ,

where ^ = thi H ,

Oi 7^2 + Ca

60 1 C3'— = Wj + — —
,

and Wi H is the second convergent to — but is not the second convergent
7/J2 Ct"2

When wii H is the second convergent to both — and — we write
Wg °

tti a^

bi lie,— = TTZ, -I
—

,

«! Wig + rn^ + Cs

— = Wj H — —,

,

Os ma + wig + C3

wherein, if C3 > d, c/ > c^,

WI1 +— — =^
m, + m^ qs

is the third convergent to - but is not the third convergent to —

.

M. A. II. O
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The final reduced form is then

a I
,,.

which denotes the sum

for the relations CgO ^ c^^, cl^ ^ c^a.

But if — , — have the same third convergents, a further reduction is
Oj\ (a/2

necessary.

377. We proceed in this manner to establish the following general

results.

h h
We develop — , — to the point where they fail to have the same con-

vergentji. We have then two cases.

Case I. If

61 11 1 Cn+i— = m^-\ — — ,

a^ m^ + m3+ ... + m^ + Cn

62 11 1 C'n+i—= m, H — —
,

—

7-

,

a^ m^+ms-k ..- + nin + Cn

where c„ > c„+i, c/ < c'^+i,

so that — is the nth. convergent to - but not to —
; the final reduced

form is

n ;
,

which represents the sum

for the inequalities c„a ^ Cn+i^,

wherein Cn > Cn+i, c'n+i > Cn-

Case II. If c„ < c„+i, c/ > c'n+i,

then — is the wth convergent to — but not to — ; the final reduced form is

n 1 .. .

*
(1 _ h^y.yi..\ (i _ e^^p.-./.-.^
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which represents the sura

for the inequalities c„+i0^c»y3,

wherein ' c„+i>Cn, Cn > c'n+i-

We have thus shewn how in every case to reduce the given inequalities

to a standard form

wherein tti>6i, bo>a^.

378. As an example take the simultaneous inequalities

64a ^ 275/9,

142/3 ^ 33a.

«r I. J .,. . 275 , 1 1 5
Wefindthat __ = 44-3^2+r

142_ 114
33 "3 + 2 + 3'

This falls under Case I and we observe that

4 ,13
i

^'^^ T
30

are the first and second convergents to both fractions, but that -fj is the

275 142
third convergent to -^ but not to -^ .

The problem thus presents itself in the form of finding the sum

for the relations 7o ^ 5/8,

4/8 ^ 3o.

379. We are now able to give a complete solution of the problem of

finding the fundamental solutions of the Diophantine system

OiO ^ 6i/3,

62/8 ^ Oga,

wherein Oj > 61, 63 > flg-

For we can break up the system into the three systems

I n III

aia^6i/3 a^a'^b^^ a^a'^bi^

62/8 ^ a^a 6o/3 ^ a.,a 6^/8 ^ Ooa

/8^a a^/3 a = yS

9—2
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in such wise that if Fi {x, y), F^ (x, y), F^ {x, y) be the generating functions

concerned with the three systems respectively, the sum that we seek is

F,{x,y) + F,{x,y)-F,{x,y),

for clearly when we add the systems I and II we count the system III twice

over, and since a may be > = or < /S so long as the other conditions are

satisfied the sum must be as stated.

We can now reject as superfluous the second relation of I (because

62 > (h), the first relation of II (because a^ > bi) and the first and second

relations of III. They thus become

\

I II III

ttitt^feiyS ^2/3 '^a.^oi a = /3

0>a a^/3

Hence F,{x, y) + F,(x,y)-Fs(x,y)

= n— 1
4- n ^ .

^(-7^)(-x4,^) ^(-^.^)(-¥V)
'-^

= n + n
>(l-X«.-^^y)(l-^) >(l_x^.-.^y)(^l_^) 1 ^•2/'

We have now only to apply the theorem of the single inequality to the

two n expressions by forming the ascending intermediate series of con-
>

Oi-bi ,62-02
vergents to -- ,— and .

We can thus determine the complete generating function and by inspection

ascertain the fundamental solutions of the inequalities.

380. As an example we will continue the case of the system

64a ^ 275^, 142yS > 33a,

which has been reduced to finding the sum

^(x'^fYia^fy

for the system 7a > 5/S, 4y8 ^ 3a.

The sum l^af^if for the system is I

a i - + n ^ ^

>(l-V^y)(l-|;) >(l-X^3/)(l-^) /
xy
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2
The ascending intermediate series to ^ is

12
1' 3' 5'

^ f 1 1andtog -, -.

Hence

^ (1 - xy){l-a^y*) (1 -or'y^Xl - ar»/)
"^

I - ^ «,'

+ 1 + "^
^ ^ c^f 1

{\-xy){\-x*if) \-aff 1-xy

_ , xy a^y^ x^y* cc^y''

^
(1 - xy) (1 - a-'y*) + (1 - ^y) (1 - x^f)

'^
{\ - a?y*) (1 - a^y') '^1-a^y''

This shews that of the system

7o ^ 5/3, 4/3 ^ 3a,

the fundamental solutions are

(a,/3) = (l,l), (4,3),(3,4),(5,7).

Also writing ac^^y^ for x and afy' for y the sum Ix^y^ for the system

64a ^ 275/3, 142/3 ^ 33a

is 1 + — --^^- — + ^
(l-a^2^'')(l-ar'«»y") (l-a;«y'«)(l-a;'*'2/»)

(1 - a;»^^) ( I - a,-=--^3/*) 1 - af'^y^
'

establishing the fundamental solutions

a /3

43 10

159 37

142 33

275 64

381. Allied to this theory is that of the simultaneous equalities

«!« = 6i)3 + 7,

62/8 = a^ci + B.

In the sum just obtained it is merely necessary to multiply each af^y^

term by ^«i«-6i3jt«'23-a2« in order to obtain the sum

Sx*y^z'*u^

for all solutions of the simultaneous equalities. - ^
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It will be observed that every solution is composed of at most two

fundamental solutions. The latter present themselves in two sets which are

derived from two series of ascending intermediate convergents and every

solution is derived from two consecutive fundamental solutions of one or

other of the sets.

Denoting consecutive solutions by

a<'-»,
ygO'), 7<''', S"'> ;

«"•+'>, /3<''+i', 7<''+", 8'"+'^

and by c,., 6V+i undetermined positive integers we have

7 = c,7<'-' + c.+i7<'-+'»,

8 = c,8<'-'+c,+i8f+^»,

whence

a ^
/f)

,{r+li

= 0,

/3 7 8

^(r+i) ^(r+i) g(r+i)

= 0,

and also two other relations, which are not linearly independent of these,

,(r)

/3 8

Sir) = 0,

a 7 S

aC) 7'»") gc)

g((r+i) ^,(r+l) g(r+i)

= 0.

£,(»•+!) /3(»-+l) g(r+l)

These must be practically identical with the four relations

ttiO = 6i^ + 7, (ai^s - a2&i) /3 = a27 + ctjS,

&2/3 = aga + 3, («i 62 - «2&i) a = 627 + i^i 8,

so that on comparison we find

a(r)

= ±1,

jir) .

7 ('•+!)
= + ^1,

g(r)

g(r+i)
= ±i.,

ryf)

= + «!, P<r+1) g(r+i)
= ±02,

ry(r+\)

g(r)

g(r+i)
= ±(a]&2--rt^&i),

the upper or lower sign being taken according as the consecutive solutions

arise from the first or the second of the given equalities.

For the equalities 64a = 275/3 + 7 ; 142/3 = 33a + 8 the solutions are

a ^ 7 8

43 10 2 1

159 37 1 7

142 33 13

275 64 0" 13
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of which the second and fourth arise from the first equality and the first and

third from the second. Hence the results shew that

1

43

,

159

10

37

159

275

37

64
1=1;

43

142

10

33
= -1;

43

159

2

1

159

275

1
= -275;

43

142

2

13
= 275;

43

159

1

7

159

275

7

13
= 142;

43

142

1
= - 142

;

10

37

2

1
=

37

64

1
= -64;

1

10

33

2

13
= 64;

10

37

1

7

37

64

7

13
= 33

;

1

10

33

1
= -33;

2

1

1

7
=

1 7

13
= 13;

2

13

1

= -13;

the value of a^b^ — iuhi here being 64.142 — 33.275 = 13. These are

properties of consecutive solutions analogous to the property of successive

convergents in the theory of simple continued fractions.

The next step would be apparently to work out the theory of the

inequality

This has not yet been accomplished.



CHAPTER V

ON THE FORM OF ENUMERATING FUNCTIONS

382. The problem we take up in this chapter is one of considerable

interest. The enumerating generating functions that are met with at the

outset in the theory of the Partition of Numbers are such as are formed by

factors of the form

rn+s
. (n + s)

written for brevity ^^-r- .

^ (s)

If such a function, involving a finite number of factors, appears as an

enumerating generating function it necessarily follows that it is expressible

in a finite integral form. The reasoning is precisely the same as that which

may be employed to shew that

n !

sl{7i —s)\

is an integer. This follows as a matter of course directly it is shewn that

the numerical magnitude in question enumerates certain combinations. In

many difficult cases of enumeration of partitions it is natural, after some

calculations, to attempt to conjecture the form of the generating function.

In one research the function

(n+1) f(n + 2)\Mn + 3)/(n + 2)1

I (2) J(1) I (2) J (3)

appeared as the enumerating function. It is therefore necessarily expressible

in a finite integral form whatever be the magnitude of the positive integer

n. As the research proceeded certain calculations in a more general problem

might have led the investigator to conjecture, guided by analogy, that the

form he was seeking was

(n+1 ) r(n + 2)V /(n + 3)V (n + 4)

(1) I (2) / I (3) j (4) '

but it had to be rejected forthwith because it does not happen to be

expressible, for all values of n, in a finite integral form.
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It is therefore natural, as well as important and interesting, to seek the

general expression of functions, formed by factors such as those here con-

sidered, which possess the property of expressibility in a finite integral form.

It is moreover conceivable that the study will indicate promising paths of

future research.

It will be seen that there is a syzygetic theory of such expressions.

383. Consider the function

I (1) / 1 (2) J I (3) / I (s) J '

and write it, for short.

We investigate the sum

XX^'X^'X^'...X'^*

for every set of numerical magnitudes

«!, «2. Os, ••• a«,

which renders the expression under the sign of summation expressible in a

finite integral form far all values of the integer n.

Let ^t be that factor of l—.v^ which, when equated to zero, yields all the

primitive roots of the equation

1 - a^ = 0.

Then if 1, c^, cZa, ...t be all the divisors of t,

as shewn in works on Higher Algebra.

If the product X"' Xt' Xt' . . . Zf•

be now expressed in terms of

Ci> ?2' S3> ••• sn+»»

there will be a numerator and a denominator, and if the function be integral

the whole of the denominator will divide out into the numerator, leaving a

finite integral algebraic expression.

We have therefore to ascertain the circumstances under which every

expression ^t will occur at least as often in the numerator as in the

denominator.

For example

(5)(6)«J7) ^ ^^UMM^H^^^
(1)(2)M3) ^xlf^^^fl.

is in this manner seen to be finite and integral.

In general we pay no attention to ^j because, at sight, it occurs with

equal frequency in numerator and denominator.
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With regard to ^., it cancels out in the case of every factor of the form

(n + 2m)
(2m)

if n be even, and does not occur at all in the factor

in + 2m + 1)

(2m+l)
if n be even.

But if n be uneven, it occurs as^^+i times in the numerator for every

numerator factor (n+2m+l)'*"^'"+^ and a^m times .in the dehorminator for every

denominator factor (2m)"^,

Hence we have the single condition expressed by the Diophantine

inequality

«! + tts + a., + ... ^ fla + O4 + «(!+••• •

For |;, if 7/1 = mod. 3 there is no condition
;

if m = 2 mod. 3 we must have

«! 4- a4 + «;.+ ... ^ 0^3 + Qffi + Kg +• ••,

and if 7W = 1 mod. 3

a2+a, + a»+ ... ^as + a6 + c(g+ ....

384. Proceeding in this manner we have the conditions:

for 1^2 «! + as + a, + . . . > ^3 + '3f4 + a,i + . .

.

[0(1 + ©4 + a^ + . . . ^ a, + o« + offl + . .

.

for ^3

for I4

( OTa + Ofg + as + . .
. > Oo + Ofc + "9 + • •

roi + as + »«+... ^ 0(4 + «8 + ^12 + • •

<a^ + as + a,o+ ... ^a, + a^, + 0,^+ ...

U3 + aj + «„ + ... > 0(4 + a, + ttia 4- ...

for fg_2

(Oi + a*

ag-2

for |«-i

( j
in number.

«»-!

^a^
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385. All the conditions are included in the inequality

a and t being any positive integers.

In the case of the qth inequality arising from ^p the values of a, r are q

and p — q + 1 respectively.

The next step is to construct an O function which shall express these

conditions and lead practically to the desired summation.

386. First take s—2; there is but one condition

and the function is H

1
* -{1-X,){1-X,X,)-

We may call Xi, X^X^ the fundamental forms, the general form being

X^^+^X^\

There are no syzygies.

387. For s = 3 the conditions are

ai + Oj^ffs,

floras,

eading to the summation formula

n i
.

>(i-x.M-.,(i-i;4(i-Ax.)

ii, \.2, Xg being the auxiliaries connected with the inequalities respectively.

Eliminating A^ we find

n L_
.

> (1 - \{K,X,) {\-^^X^{l-^X, X)j

hich denotes the sura XX'^'Xt^{X^X^f^

or the inequalities a^^ag, ai^ofj.

Writing X^X^ for Xg in the sura is equivalent to writing rt^^-a^ for a^ in

he inequalities.
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We now eliminate Xg and proceed to

1
O

(1 - \X,) (l - ^ X,) (1 - \X,X,Xs)

'

which denotes the sum

tXt'Xt^X,X,X,f\

for the inequality Oi + a^ ^ 0(2, so that clearly writing X^Xg for X^ in the

previous sum is equivalent to writing oti + a^ for a, in the connected inequality.

On the whole so far we have substituted X1X2X3 for Xi in the sum and have

changed the original three inequalities by writing a^ + 0(3 for a^ and Wg + «3 for

Qo, thus reducing them to the single inequality «] + as ^ Og-

Making use now of a formula on a previous page we obtain finally

(1 - zo (1 - x,x,) (1 -x[/;x^i^^xafx^) '

the complete solution.

The denominator factors yield the fundamental forms

X1X2X3, X^X^Xs,

in addition to those previously met with, and the general integral form is

The numerator term — XIXIX3 indicates the simple syzygy

Xj . X1X2X3 — X^X^ . Xi X2X3 = 0.

The form ZiZ2-y3 occurs in simple partition theory, whilst

A,A,^3-
(l_^)(l_^)2^1_^)

is connected with another kind of partition which is dealt with in this

volume.

388. Passing to the case 5 = 4, the conditions are

Oi + a3^a2 + «4,

«! + a4 ^ as,

Os ^^4,

of which we neglect the fifth as it is implied by the third and sixth.

These lead to

a I .

>(l-X.X.X.X,)(l-^X,)(l-^^X,)(l-^_X,)
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Eliminating Xj, X^, X3 and Xj in order, this becomes

n I
,

> (1 - \,X,) (1 - \X,X,) [l-l X,X,^ (1 - \,X,X,XzX,)

and, making use of a formula on a previous page, this is

1 — X^X^X^ — XiJL^X^X^ — ^1^2-^3-^4 "l" -^1-^2 •^3-^4 "l"-^l-^2-^3-'^4

{i-x,)(i-x,x,){i-x,X2X,)(i-x,xix,)(i-x,x,x,x,){i-x,xixix,y

indicating the new ground forms X1X2X3Z4, XiX^XlXt, both of which are

known in the theory of partitions.

We have the first syzygies

\A.) = X1X2. X^X^X^ — -^1 • XiXt^X^ = 0,

(-o) = X^XzX^. XiXoX^X^ — Ai- X\X2X^X^^ 0,

(ij) = ^i^2-^3'-'J^l-^2-^3''^4 — X\JLn. ^x^ 2-^3-^4 ^^ ">

and the second syzygies

X,{G)-X,X,{B) = 0,

Z1X2Z, (C) - X.XIX, [B) = 0.

389. There is no difficulty in continuing the series. The obtaining

however of the reduced forms soon becomes laborious.

Moreover there is obviously a waste of energy because in each case we not

only determine the new forms but also all of those that have previously pre-

sented themselves. It will be advantageous to adopt some method that for

each order only causes the forms of that order to emerge. The whole of the

ftindamental forms so far met with, as well as all of those that have so far

presented themselves in the theory of partitions, are such that if

X^'Xp...X^'

-he the form, then a,„ = a^+i-j^.

We will therefore for any order impose this condition which clearly

eliminates all forms of lower order. It is possible that by this method

some fundamental forms will escape notice, but those that are most likely to

occur in the theory cannot escape detection.

For use with the added condition we put

XmXg+i^m = Ym, hut X^ = Y^ whcn 2m = s + 1,

and examine the sum 2 Yi^ Yt' Y^^ ....

390. For s = 2 we have simply

1 1
2Y,"i =

1-7, l-X,X,'
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391. For 5 = 3 the conditions become

1
and lead to H

which on reduction is

1 1

(1-F,F,)(1-F,F|) {l-X,X,X,){l-X,XlX,y

392. ¥ov s= 4 we have the same conditions as for 5 = 3, viz.

and we produce the sam^ F function, viz.

^
(i=T,Fji:r-r^iT)'

but since now Fj =^1X4, Fg = X^X.^ this is

1

{\-X,X,X,X,){l-X,XlXlX\) '

and we have thus found the fundamental forms that have already been found

by the first method. Observe that no syzygies have so far presented them-

selves.

393. For s = 5 the conditions are

Oi + Oa ^ as ^ 0(2,

2ai ^ 02 ^ «!

.

leading to
1

n

wherein Y, = X,X„ Y, = X,X„ Y,^ X,.

Eliminating X3, X4 and Xj in order, this becomes

1n
>(l-\,F,F2F3)('l-^F,F3)(l-X2F,F2F|)'

1- Y\Yiy%
or 1 -i 3

(1 - F,F2F3) (1 - F,y2F^) (I - Y^YIYI) (1 - Y.YIYI)

1 Y'i Y3 y* Y3 F2

(i-ZiX3Z3Z4X,)(i-ZiZ2Z^Z4Z,)(i-ZiZiz^ji:lx,)(i-ZiZiJ:?zjz,)'

indicating the new fundamental forms

Z1A2Z3A4A5, ZJZ2Z3Z4Z3, A1A2Z3Z4Z5, A1Z2A3Z4A5,
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connected by the simple syzygy

A 1X2X3X4X5. XiX2X3XjX5 — XiX2X|X4Xa. XiX-jXgXjXs = 0.

The new forms either have been or will be met with in this work with the

exception of

X1A2X3X4X5.

This is associated with partitions whose parts are placed at the points of

the incomplete and dislocated lattice

W \V

the magnitudes of the parts being governed by the symbols ^ placed upon

the lines between the points. The reader who has understood this chapter

will have no difficulty in proving this by forming the Diophantine inequalities

and examining the associated O sum.
>

394. For 5 = 6, the conditions are

2X3 ^ «! + flfs,

2ai ^ 0f2,

leading to

n

which quickly reduces to

-
1

(1- FXF2F3) (1 - f;f1F|H1 - I'lFIF^)

'

yielding the fundamental forms :

X 1X2X) X4X5Xe

,

x,x\x\x\x\x,,

unconnected by any syzygy.

The reader will notice that the results are more simple for the even

rders.

395. For s = 1 the independent conditions are

22i + 203 ^ 2cf.3 + o„

2oo ^ 04 ^ 0(3 ^ a, ^ «!,

ai + Oo^cfa,

2^1 ^ o.^.
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which finally lead to the function of which the numerator is

(l-YlYlYtYDO-YlYlYlYi),

and the denominator

(1 - Y,Y,Y,Y,){1 - Y,Y,Y,Yl) (1 - F,F,7^F|)

X (1 - Y.YIYIYI) (1 - Y.YIYIYI) (I - F.FIF^Ft),

establishing the fundamental forms

XiA 2XsX^ -A 5A 6A 7

,

1A2A3A4A5A8A7,

XY^ Y^ Y^ Y^ F2 YlA2A3A4A5A,jA7,

XiXlXlXlX'iX'lXj,

XY'2 Y3 Y* Y^ Y2 Y1A2A3A4A6A6A7,

connected by the simple syzygies

{A) = F,F2F3F4. Y.YIYIYI - Y,Y,YIYI Y.YlYlY'i = 0,

(B) = Y,Y,Y,Y,. Y.YlYlYt - F,F2F3Ff . Y.YIYIYI = 0,

and the second or compound syzygy

{Y,YJ\Y,. Y,YlYlYt)(A)-(Y,Y,YlYl F,FlFiF^)(5) = 0.

396. For s = 8 the conditions are

ota + ag^ofi +a^,

«! + 02 ^ a.„

o^i^ds^ a.2,

and the reader will have no difficulty in establishing the fundamental forms

AiX2-^3-3l4A5A6A7A8,

ZY Y2 Y2 y2 Y2 Y" YlA2A3A4A5AgA7A8,

Zy2 y2 y2 y2 y2 y2 yiA2A3A4A6AeA7A3,

Zy2 y2 y3 y3 y2 y2 y "1A2A3A4A6A6A7A8,

Xy2 ys ys ya ys y2 yiA2A3A4A5AhA7A8,

A1A2A3A4A5A6A7A8,

connected by three simple and two compound syzygies.

We may now conveniently take stock of the results so far obtained.

We have not so far met with any fundamental form which is not ex-

ponentially symmetrical, and the second method of investigation has effectually

eliminated such from consideration.

This must not be forgotten.

I
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All the forms that have emerged have the property that the exponent of

X,, viz. a,, is unity. Assuming that no fundamental form exists in which

Oj = it is clear that every form, satisfying the conditions, that has tti = 1 is a

fundamental form.

397. A large number of the forms are seen to be such that the factors

Xi, Xa, ... can be arranged in the form of a rectangle such as

Jlj a 2 X3 A4 ...Xl,

X2 X3 X4 Xg ...X^+1,

-^ ni -^ r»+l -^ w+2 -^ H»+3 • • • -^ l-\-m—l >

in which tableau the suffix of any X exceeds by unity the suffix of the X
immediately above it or immediately to the left of it.

Im factors X are involved and the product of them all appears, from the

results hitherto reached, to be a fundamental form.

The product for m ^ Z is

and we can establish tlfcit it is a fundamental form by simply proving that it

is finite and integral for all values of the integers m, I.

This will be the next step.

Comparing the form with

Xr'X^...X:% s = m + l-l,
it will be seen that

OLp=p for I ^p,

ap=l for p>l and < w + 1,

«m+p = l — pfoTl—l^p.
It has been already remarked that all the Diophantine conditions may be

resumed in the single formula

T and T being any integers.

We must first find how many terms of the series

a„ 4- 0t.2(r+r + a;j<r+2T + • . .

-ppear in the first portion

X1X2X3 ... X]z\
'f the form.

If the "first k terms appear, then

ka + (k-l)T^l-l,

<r + T
M. A. II. 10
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we may therefore take k to be the greatest integer contained in the numerical

fraction

l + r-l

and write it L or /, for brevity.
<T + T •'

Again if the first k terms appear in the first two portions

X1A2 ... XiZ\ (XiXi^i ... X^),

then ka + {k- 1) r ^ vi,

or k is the greatest integer in

m + T
! >

(T + T

and we write it lo or lo for brevity.

Again for the whole form

ka- + {k - 1) r = m + I - 1,

and k may be written I3 or /^ for brevity.

We can now sum the series

Oct + ^2<r+T + a3<r+2T + • • •

for the given product.

We first take /j terms, remembering that each a is here numerically equal

to its suffix. The sum is

J/i(<r+/iO- + /a.T-T),

or ^Jl(^ + r)+^I^(a--T).

We now take the next I2 — Ii terms, remembering that here each a is

numerically equal to I. This is clearly

Finally we take the next Is — I^ terms, remembering that each o, viz. Sp,

is equal to l + m — p. The series to be summed is

«(/2+l)<r+/2T + 0(/2+2)o-+(/2+ 1)t + • •• + «/3(r+(/3-l)T.

or

(I,-I,){l + m)-{{I,+ l)<T + I,T + {I,+ 2)<T+{I,+ l)T+...+IsCT+(I.,-l)T}

or (Is-I.)G + m)-i(I,-I,){(I, + I, + l)cr+{I, + I.s-l)r].

Assembling the three portions of the sum and simplifying we find

O-a + 0f2<r+T + «3a+2r + • •

«

- ^I, (2Z - o- + t) - i/2 (2m - o- + t) + Ks (2^ + 2m - o- + t).
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Next in regard to the series

we have, analogous to /j, J^, I3,

t/i = Ji= greatest integer contained in ,

j.l + m — l_j. l+ m — 1

(7 + T a- + T

and we find for the sum of the series

^ff+T + ^2<T+2T + ^3<r+3T +...,.

the three poriiions i^i (o" + t) + ^ Ji (or + t),

(J,-J,){l + m)-i^(J,-J,)(J, + J,+ l)(<T-\-T).

Adding and simplifying we find

- ^ J, (2/ - o- - t) - ^J2 (2m - o- - t) + i J3 (2^ + 2ni - a - r).

The general Diophantine inequality therefore assumes the form

- :^ /i (2/ - o- + t) - K2 (2w - o- + t) + i /a (2Z + 2m - o- + t)

'^-^"-^
Ji ^^^ _ ^ _ ^^ _ ^j^ ^2;;^ _ o- _ t) + ^.j^ (2Z + 2m - o- - t),

suid we must shew that it is satisfied by the values of /j, I2, I3, Ji, J3, J3

^iven above in terms of I, m, a, t.

I + T — 1
Since /j is the greatest integer in and J^ the greatest integer in

— it is clear that /j is either equal to J^ or to /i + 1.

Similarly I.^ must be either equal to J., or to J3 + 1 and I3 to J^ or to

^,+ 1.

i^ T T ,^^ + T — 1 j.m + r , .- ,Also ij + I. = ii —. h is ^ must be either equal to
o" + T a + T ^

r ^ 4- m+ T —

1

^ r ,
^3 , or to I3 + 1,

(T + T

10—2
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and J^ + Jn = e/i h Jz must be either equal to
(T + T a + T

l+m — 1
J.Jn or to J3—I.

(T + r

We have therefore the relations

/i = /i or Ji + 1, /i + /a = I3 or I3 + 1,

I2 = Ja or J2 + 1, Ji + Ja = «/» or '/s - 1,

/s = J3 or J3 + 1.

All of these alternatives are not simultaneously possible ; for instance if

/j = Jj, /g = J2, Ii = Js, we cannot have /j + /2 = -^3 + 1 because that would

lead to Ji + Jg = ^3 + 1> 9- relation which is barred.

There are just ten possible sets of alternatives, viz.

:

Case I

Ii = tfi, /a = t/2, -13 = " 3 5 J-i"^ J^'i — J-ii Ji-hJz — 'Js'

Substituting in the inequality we find

which is satisfied because I^ + 1^ = I-i-

Case II

I^ = j^ + 1, i^ = J2, ^3 = ^3 ; Ii + l2 = I3, Jx + Ji = Jz-^

I — a- — T
leads to Ji ^ ; ,

cr -\-T _

and /i being the greatest integer in —— , where <r 4- r is at least unity, the

relation is satisfied.

Case III

I^ = Jr + 1, /a = Ja, /s = ^3 ; /, + /a = ^3 + 1, Ji + J2 = Js

1 1 r l — a-

leads to J, ^—— ,

o- + T

satisfied because a ^1.

Case IV

II = Ju I2 = J2+ 1, h^Jz] Il+l2 = I3, /l + -^2 = '/s - 1

leads to Jo > 1,
cr + T

which is true by the definition of J^.
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Case V

I, = J„ 7o = Jo + 1, /s = '/a ; /i + /a = ^3 + 1, Jx + Jo = J,

11 J-
m — a-

leads to J2 ^ .

<r + T

which is obviously satisfied.

Case VI

I, = J, + 1, L_=J., + \, I^ = Js; I^ + L = I,+ 1, J^ + Jo_ = J,-l

I J 4. T ^l + m-a-
leads to J. > ,

which is clearly satisfied.

Case VII

Ii = Jr + 1, /. = J.2, I, = J, + l; /i + /a = ^3, Ji + Jo-= Jt

II r in
leads to Jo ^ ,

<r + T

which is rig^t.

Case VIII

Ix = Jl, /o = «/2 + 1, /a = -^3 + 1 ; II + ^2= ^, Jx + J2 = Js

eads to Ji ^ ,

o- + T

rhich is satisfied.

Case IX

/, = j; + l, /, = ./2 + l, /3 = '/3+l; I, + l2 = h, Jx + J2 = J3-l

eads to a relation of equality between the two sides.

Case X

eads to o- + t ^ 0,

rhich is correct.

Hence the inequality is in every case satisfied.

398. This proves that the form

XiXzXl ... X\z\ {XiXi+i ... Xjn) Xli'liX^^i ... A{.^^_^Xj4^»_i

3 finite and integral and also a fundamental form.

This form plays an important rdle in a later section of this work.

It may be regarded as a First Standard Form.
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The fundamental forms, that have emerged so far, not included in the

standard are

A 1A 2 -A 3A 4A 5A 8A 7,

jLlX2X^X^A.r,XgJi.j,

J(.lJi2Xv^X^Xr,X^^X^^Xt^,

1 A2A3A4A - AjjAjAg,

and it may be desired to obtain information concerning them.

In the standard form if Up = Op+j no exponent 0^+5 is greater than Op. We
may therefore eliminate the standard forms from consideration by imposing

other Diophantine relations such as

^p — ^p+l < ^p+2

upon the conditions to which the exponents are subject.

In this way there is no doubt that other Standard Forms can be obtained,

but for the purpose of this work it is not necessary to carry the investigation

any further.



CHAPTER VI

ON THE ALGEBRAIC FORMS OF INTEGERS

399. We may apply the method of the preceding chapter to another

question which is not directly connected with the subject of partitions. In

the binomial and multinomial expansions, the exponent being a positive

integer, every coefficient is an integer. This fact depends analytically upon

the circumstance that the product of any m consecutive integers is divisible

by factorial m ; we have

»+ 1 n + 2 n +m
nr^"2^ m

an integer for all values of n.

The present question is the determination of all values of ^i, Og, ... Q,„ for

which the expression

\ \ j \ 1 )
"•{ m }

is an integer for all values of n. In particular the discovery of the finite

number of fundamental products of this nature, for a given value of m, from

which all the forms may be generated by multiplication ; and the complete

syzygetic theory.

We write the expression in the notation

i\rrw«^..iV^,

and observe that it is derived from the product

discussed in the previous chapter by putting x equal to unity. All the

algebraic products which are finite and integral give rise in this manner to

arithmetical products which are integers. This however is as much as can

be said, for beyond this the two theories proceed upon widely divergent lines.

As might be expected, the arithmetical products form a more extended

system than the algebraical.
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400. To commence with the Order Two or

the product is an integer when n is even, but when n is uneven we must

have

1
Hence tN<^'N^ = n

1

shewing the trivial result that iVj and iV^jiVa are fundamental forms.

401. For the Order Three, where

we have to consider the divisibility of the numerator numbers by powers of

2 and 3, and since if w be uneven one of the numbers n + l, n + S must be

divisible by 4 it is necessary to investigate the conditions according as n is

of the forms 4m + 1, 4m + 3, 3m +1, 3m + 2, the forms 4m, 4m + 2, Sm
yielding no conditions.

When n is of the form condition is auxiliary

4m + 1 ofj + 2a3 ^ Uz Xi

4??i + 3 2a, + ofs ^ a^

3m +

1

aa ^ as Xa

Sm + 2 a, ^ fla Xg

It will be noted that these inequalities are not independent since addition

of the first and fourth produces the second. We therefore omit the second

as superfluous and assign auxiliaries Xj, Xg) Xg as shewn. We have therefore

SiV^fN^Np = n 1 . .

Eliminating \ this is

n 1
.

» (1 - \KN,) (l _ i ff^) (i _ ^ ^^^^^1

and eliminating Xg

n 1
.

^ (1 - \N,)(^l - ^ N,^ (1 - X',N,N,N,)

and this by a formula on a previous page is

(1 - iV^O(l - N,N,){1 - N^N.N,) (1 - N.NIN,) (1 - N.NiNs)

'
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establishing the new fundamental products

N,N,Ns, N,NU\. N,NIN„

connected by syzygies as shewn by the numerator terms.

We observe one form N^NlNs which is not derivable from the algebraic

theory of the previous chapter.

402. The forms are exponentially symmetrical. On proceeding to the

Fourth Order unsymmetrical forms appear for the first time. A few experi-

ments shew that the unsymmetrical forms are of the form

so that we may divide the investigation into two cases.

Case I. The form N^^NpNpNt*-

Case 11. The form Nf^NpNt*.

The conditions for the general form N^^NpNpNf*, obtained by discussing

n in the forms 4to + 1, 4m + 2, 47n + 3, Sm + 1, 3m + 2, are

fli + 2a3 ^ a^ + 2a^,

. 2ai + Oj ^ 32 + 2o4,

a.2 ^ as,

«! + a4 ^ ttj.

For Case I these become

2ai ^ a.,,

1
leading to Ci.

n '-

;

^ (l-X,N,I{,N,iy,) (l - ^^2^3)

1

(1 - N,N,N,N,) (1 - N.NININ,)
'

and we have merely the fundamental forms derivable from the algebraic

theory.

For Ga^e II the conditions become

«i ^ ^2 + 2a<,
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leading to

>(i-x.^,)(i~;:;.v3)(i-J^^A-.)

= n
:i-..A-,)(l-AAr,)(l-i3iV,^.)

_ 1-
(1 _ i\r^) (I _ N^M^) (1 _ NIN,N,)

'

establishing the new fundamental form

Forms of this species occur in the case of every even order but never

present themselves for an uneven order.

The general form is

403. For the case of the Order Five there is a very complicated system

of fundamental forms. They appear to be, by an investigation which is too

long to reproduce here, thirteen in number, viz.

N.NlNjN'iN,,

four which are derivable from the previous algebraic theory

;

two which are symmetrical but do not appertain to the algebraic theory

;

and seven which are unsymmetrical.

It will be useful to verify these forms d posteriori.

With the first four we need not deal.

As regards the next two which are symmetrical we note that the conditions

that Nf^N^^Nf^Nf^Nf^ may be an integer, obtainable by discussing n in the
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forms 4w + 1, 4>ni + 2, 4m + 3, 3/h +l,Sm + 2,5m + l,5m + 2,5m + 3, 5m + 4

are

a, + 2a3 + 05 ^ Og + 204,

2ai + Os + 2a5 ^ flg + 204,

«i + 04^ a,,

Oi ^ a,,

that corresponding to om + 3 being implied by the remainder.

Putting herein a, = 0^,0^ = 0^ and further 03 = aj + Og in order to find the

form NiN^NlN^Nl and to exclude some of the others, we find

4ai^0f2, 5oi^2a2. <3f2 ^ Oi

for the form

and we are led to

n I

= n 1 .

> (1 - XlXlN, N,yUY,N,) ( 1 -^ JS\N,A\^

= n -J^

(1 - N,N^NIN,N,){1-NININININI) '

establishing the form iV^fiV^IiVliVjiV?.

If we take the special condition a, = ai instead of 03 = Hj + a, the conditions

become
4oi^3a2, Oa^ai,

and we are led to

p 1

= n i

^ (1 -X,iyr,.Y,.Y3iVV,) (1 _ I3 ,Y,iY,)

^ 1
"

(1 - N,N,N,N-,N,) (1 - K\NtNlN*Nl)

'

establishing the form N\NtNlNtNl.
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For the unsymmetrical forms, it will be observed that as regards the first

five of them a^^ai, a2>«4J and in the last two ofi > Oj, a.i = a^. Making

use of these special conditions the forms are readily established.

For the Order Six we will examine the form

_ fn + 1
Y>

/n + 2y^ /n + 4y' //z + 6y«

The conditions are easily seen to be

«! ^ Oa + 2a^ + 06,

O2 + '^'e ^ «4 >

Ofg ^ We,

n being of the forms 4m + 1, 4m + 2, 3m. + 1, 3m + 2 respectively.

Obviously the fourth condition is superfluous.

We find

n . I \

= n L.^
> (1 _ N,) (1 - X,\,N,N,) (

1 -
^^
NIN,^ (

I -
^^
N,N,^

= n
(1 - N,) (1 - X,N,N,) (1 - I^^IN,^ (1 - ^ININ.N,)

establishing the fundamental forms

Similarly for the Order Eight it is easy to find the fundamental forms

I



CHAPTER VII

THE THEORY OF MAGIC SQUARES

404. The method of Partition Analysis is applicable to all arrangements

of integers which are defined by homogeneous linear Diophantine Equalities

or Inequalities; and when the properties which result from the definition

persist after addition of corresponding numbers a syzygetic theory results.

Many instances of configurations of integers in piano or in solido will occur to

the mind as having been subjects of contemplation by mathematicians and

others from the earliest times. Amongst these are those of the nature of the

magic square. The properties of such squares are usually stated in terms of

the sums of the numbers which appear in the rows, columns and diagonals.

In an ordinary magic square of order n, the square is divided up into n^

compartments ; the n' compartment numbers are all difi'erent, being usually

the first n^ natural numbers, and the arrangement is such that every row,

every column and each diagonal contain numbers which have the same sum.

As distinct from an ordinary magic square a " general magic square " is

defined to consist of n^ integers arranged in the compartments in such wise

that the numbers in the rows, columns and diagonals add to the same

number, zeros and repetitions of the same number being permissible among
the integers.

We may regard general magic squares of the same order n as numerical

magnitudes To add two such magnitudes we add together the numbers in

corresponding positions or compartments to form a new magnitude which

obviously is also a " general magic square." We can form a linear function of

such magnitudes, of the same order, the coefficients being positive integers,

and it also will be a general magic square. An ordinary magic square is a

particular case of a general magic square, but the particular property of an

ordinary magic square that it must involve different integers in the com-

partments prevents the formation of new squares by addition, so that within

the group of such squares there is no syzygetic theory.
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405. We proceed to investigate the syzygetic theory of general magic

squares of the Third Order. Such squares do not exist in the case of the

Second Order except in the trivial case

a a

a a

but there are squares in which the row and column but not the diagonal

properties are in evidence.

For let such a square be
a, o..

O. CLa

This must clearly have the form

«1 «2

oto a.

where if as be some integer

«] + «2 = ^5,

and we find

^a^'OC^cd^' = n

wherein we recall that the symbol fl denotes that in the ascending expansion

of the function to which it is prefixed we are to retain only those terms which

are free from the auxiliary X.

The expression clearly has the value

1^

i\\e denominator factors denoting the fundamental solutions

«1 a2 «5

1 1

1 1

Thus we have the fundamental squares

10 1

1 10
and the most general square of the type

10 10 1
I

a, a,

~
I flo a,

+ a,
1 - 1

a trivial result.
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1

406. Passing to the third order let the square be

«! Oo a,

ff* «5 ffs

a. a^ au,

and let the number associated alike with the sum of each row, each column
and each diagonal be Om ; we then have the eight equalities

«! + ff2 + Os = 04 + Os + Oe = ffz + «« + ffs = flio,

«! + ^4 + 0=7 = ^2 + fls + ffs = as + Ctfi + «» = «»,

fli + Og + org = 33 + tts + «: = ffio-

We require the sum

for all sets of integers satisfying the equalities.

Associate with the equalities the auxiliaries

A^ A^ X3

• A4 A-j \^

respectively, each equality having 0,0 on the dexter, so that Xg is associated

with a^ + as + 06 = 310.

The sum is

1

=

[

{l-X,\,\a.\){l-\,\,a:^{l-\,\,XsX,Xl-X.,\,x^){l-X-,X,X,\x,) ]"

\{l-X,X^Xs)(l-X^X^\^x^)(l-X,XsXs)(l-X,\X.ag)(l ~ ^^rx-xr^r-T^~^ ^o)(
\^ \ A.iA2A3A,4A5A6A.7A8 /J

Eliminating Xj, Xg, X3, X4, X5, X^ in any convenient order, this is found to

have the expression

fi ^ J

(1 - X^a^XsXjXio) (1 —^ahXiXgXioj

+ n XI

_ /J^ ,7» -Trt /* /J* /*» ywv-

2 "'l''-2'*'4'*'6'*8.*'9'*10

(1 - X^XiXsXgXio) ( 1 - T" aToargj^a-jo
j ( ^ ~ T" ^ar^argario

J

I
I -^ C~ ^2 '''i '''9*^10 II-'- ^ XiX2X^XgXgXgXlQ I

— XiXgX^Xiij \1. X^X2X-jX^X^XgX-^ XgXgXify)

I V^ XjXiX^X^Xiq) I 1 — — X^XgXjX^f^
) I

^ — C" ^s^i^i^w ) I

J
VXy /VXy /I

I (1 - X^X^X^XjX^^ \}~\, X^XgX^X^A ( 1 - ^ X^XzX^X^XsX^Sl^A\

and we may pause to draw some deductions.

+ n
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407. If the general magic squares we are considering are deprived of the

properties of the two diagonals we have merely now to put Xy = Xg = 1-

The real generating function then reduces to

X iZ-i t/'Oi*'3 w^i/'g wfltZ'"? MyOM/g win

indicating the fundamental products

•*']«*'6'*'9'*']0 •*'1'*'6'*'8"'10 '*'2"'4"'9'*'10 .

«*'2"'6'*'7'*'10 '*'3"'4'*8"'10 '*'3'*5'»'7'*'10

connected by the simple syzygy

X-^X^X^X\{^ . X^XqXiX^q , X^X^XgXiQ XiXgXgX^f) . X2X^XgXiQ . XgXjXjXiQ ^ U,

corresponding to the fundamental squares

X^^X^XqXiq X^XqXjXiq XgX^Xg fl/jQ

10 10 1

10 1 1

1 1 10
X^X^X^XiQ ^2^4^9*^10 XgXgXyXif

10 10 ]

1 1 10
1 1 1

(the exponent of «io being unity shewing that the number associated with

the rows and columns is unity)

connected by the simple syzygy

1 1 1

1 + 1 + 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

= 00 1 + 1 + 1

1 1 1

each side being equal to
,

1 1 1

1 1 1 = XiX^XsXiXaXfXjXsXga^o.

111
This is the complete syzygetic theory of these squares.
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To obtain the enumerating generating function we put

tVj ^— •2^2 ^ **^Z
^ *^4 ~~ "^S ^ 6 "^ ^t ^~ *^8 "^ "^9 ^ '^ otllCl *^\q ^ Vj

when we find 7v— . x„.

In this the coefficient of a^y^ represents the number of squares such that

in each column and in each row the sum of the numbers is n. It has the

value 3(":V(-^).
408. Resuming the discussion of Art. 406 we eliminate \ and find

+ n

\\ i^X^X^X^Xys) I -l ~ X^X^X^Xyj \ I

1* O"* 1* Of* I 1 m^, n^ n^ /v^ nn^ r/>^ q^ ,Y^ fTf^ n^ rAi \

^8

Ml A^^3^S^^W I
'•

-n"
X^X^X^X^i^

]\ ^i XiX^X^XgXgXgXlo 1

1

and the reader should observe that the second fraction of Art. 406 has the value

zero and contributes nothing to this result. But if we wish to discuss the

squares which have the principal diagonal property but not that associated

with the secondary diagonal, we do not omit the second fraction refeiTed to

but add it to the two just obtained and then put X8= 1. We then get on

simplification
1 _ ^^^^^^^^^^^

1^1 XiXgXgXiQf (i X2X^XgXiQ) \1 X^X^X^Xiq)}

[,
\^ — XiOC^X^X^X^X^X^Qfyl. XiX^XlX^Xj^Xt^X^Qj )

establishing the five fundamental products

XiiVgXgXiQ, X^X^XgXiQ, X^XjjXjXiQf

t* /in-* o^ ft^ fY*^ v 1^ O** fir* n*^ /w* n*^ fin or*"
•*'1'*'2'*'5"*'6"'7'*'9'*'10> «*'l'*'3'*'4«»'5'''8"*'9"*'10>

connected by the simple syzygy

\X^X^X^Xi[)) yX.^X^XoiX-^f^y' yX^X^XjX-y(^y = yXiX^X^XgXjXgX^Q) {JUjX^OC^X^X^X^iViQff

corresponding to the fundamental squares

10 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

1 2 1 2

1 2 2 1

2 1 2 1

M. A. II. 11
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connected by the simple syzygy

1 1 1

1 + 2 1 + 2 10
1 1 1

12 1 2

= 12 + 2 10
2 1 2 1

squares, all of them, such that the principal diagonal is associated with the

same number as the rows and columns.

Similarly if it is the secondary diagonal that is to be associated with

the rows and columns we arrive at the real generating function

I^mm '7'* ^f^ ^y*" /y*" /y*^ nt*^ nt^ ^y^ ^^ ^^^^ t//ict'2*^3**^4'*'fi**'6 7 8 9 10

|'(1 — ^1*^5^9^10/ yA ^2^'6^7'^lo) \^ ^3^4^8'^lo}|

from which the fundamental squares and the syzygy connecting them can be

written down.

In both cases of the one diagonal theory the enumerating function is

1 — X^^'if

in which the coefficient of ic^'^y"- must be sought in order to enumerate the

squares such that each row, each column and one selected diagonal are to be

associated with the number n.

409. Resuming the discussion we finally eliminate Xg and arrive at the

real generating function

{{\ - x-^ocix^ccioc^^x^a^^^) (l - x^a^^xix^xix^xl^) {I - xix^XsO^eX^i^a^io)

\
\L x.^x^x^x^X'^XqXiq) yi XxX^x-^x^x^x^X'jX^x^x^^q)

indicating the fundamental products

't'l "'2 "'S •*'6 '*'7 "'9 '*'10 J

/)r»2 nri /y» />•* rp rp^ fp^
•*'1'*'3'*'5'*8'*'7'*'8'*'10>

yj.* /yi />»* rp ftn /*>^ nv^
'*'2 '*'3 "'4 "'S"^ '*'9 '*'10 >

X\X^X'iX^ XjjXgXjXgXf,iCjQ

,

connected by the first syzygies

XiOC^XuXgXjX^x-yQ , XiOc^x^x^x^Xgoa^Q

— '*'l"'3"'S'*'(i"'7'*'8'*'10 • '*'2>*'3'*'4"'S''--7'*9'*'10

— (nnnflrp/prpqr'finrnfif* rf^ \2— y^it/ji</2"'3'*'4'*'B"*'6'*'7'*'8"*'f)'*'l()/ >
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and writing these

AB=CD = E',

we have the second order syzygy

E' (AB - E') + AB (CD - E') = 0,

corresponding to the fundamental squares

163

1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1

1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1

2 1 2 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2 1 2

in which both diagonals share in the property of the rows and columns.

The first syzygies connecting them may be written

1 2

1 2 +
2 1

i

1 2

2 1 =2
2 1

1 1 1

111 =

111

1

2 +

The enumerating function is

(1 - x'^ff

in which the coefficient of a;***y» must be sought.

Moreover n must be of the form 3wi so that we have to seek the coefficient

of af^y^ in

and this is in fact ni^ + (m + ly.

The ordinary magic squares, the component integers being 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

J, 8, 9, are eight in number. Calling the fundamental squares as written

ibove

.hese are

A BCD
E

8 3 4 6 7 2

A+SC + E = 1 5 9 , 3^1 + C + ^ = 1 5 9

6 7 2 8 3 4

2 9 4 4 9 2

A + SD + E = 7 5 3 . 'SA+D + E = 3 5 7

6 1 8 8 1 6

11—2
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8 1 6 6 1 8

5 + 3C + ^ = 3 5 7, 3£ + C + ^ = 7 5 3

4 9 2 2 9 4

2 7 6 4 3 8

B + ^D + E = 9 5 1, '^B^D-\-E = 9 5 1

4 3 8 2 7 6

There is no theoretical difficulty in dealing with the squares of higher

orders, but even in the case n = 4 there is practical difficulty in handling the

H generating function.

410. Apart from the syzygetic theory the enumeration of general magic

squares of given order and given number associated with the rows, columns

and diagonals may be viewed in the following manner.

If we are not concerned with diagonal properties the squares have already

been enumerated in Section V.

If A,„ denotes the sum of the homogeneous products of degree m of the

n magnitudes

«!, 0.2, ... Ofji^

and A„, be raised to the power n and be developed so as to be a linear function

of monomial symmetric functions, the coefficient of

is the number of squares of order n which have the property that the sum of

the numbers in each row and in each column is m. (See Section V, Art. 199.)

Thus if m = 3, >i = 2,

hl={ci\ + ocl + afa^ +aiai)^= ... + 4a?ai + ...,

the coefficient 4 enumerating the four squares

3

3

3

3

2 1

1 2

1 2

2 1

411. To introduce the diagonal properties, let hm,it denote h^n when in it

««, On-«+i are replaced by Xttg, /jbcins+i respectively.

Form the product

and it will be found that the coefficient herein, after development, of

is the number of general magic squares of order n, associated with the

number m
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To see how this arises take n=4>, m = l and form a product

(Xoi +02+ 03 + fitti)

X ( Oj + Xa, + fi^s + 04)

X ( Oi + fjLU^ + Xcc-i + 24)

X (/zcfi + or2 + O3 + XaJ.

When we multiply out in order to obtain the term involving

we must take one portion of the term from each of the four factors and

regarding the elements of the four factors as corresponding to the compart-

ments of a square of order 4, this means that in picking out the product

Xfiaia^a^c^ we take an element from each row of the square. Again since

oti, 02, O3, a^ only occur in the first, second, third and fourth columns of the

square respectively we must also take an element from each column of the

square. Finally in order to obtain X/x we must choose elements from each

diagonal of the square.

Ex. gr. If we were to select in the multiplication Oa, fia,, a^, Xa^ from the

first, second, third and fourth factors respectively, the selection would corre-

spond to the square
1

1

1

1

412. Again take n = 4, wi = 2. We form the product

(X'of + X/iOiO^ + fi^al + (Xai + fia^) (02 + flg) + a| + o^as + a|}

X (Va| + X/iOstts + fjL^al + (Xflo + fKh) (^i + «*) + a'l + ai^z^ + of}

X {X»a| + Xfio^a^ + /x*a| + (XOg + /iOg) («! + 04) + af + aia4 + <4}

X [X^dl + X^, 04 + fi^al + (Xa4 + fMi) (Og + «,) + of + a^cta + <4]'

In forming the term which involves the product

XVa?aifl|«f,

we regard the successive factors as corresponding to the successive rows of

the square ; the suffix of the a as denoting the column, and X, fju as corre-

sponding to the diagonals. The exponent of the a represents the number

hich is to be entered in the compartment of the square, this compartment

jeing specified by the suffix of the a and the factor in which the a occurs.

Thus if in performing the multiplication we select the terms

X~d\, fiOLii^, fioua^, cf-jOTs,
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from the four factors respectively, we have the corresponding square

2

11
10 1

110
In whatever manner we select the factor elements we have in corre-

spondence a general magic square.

These examples suffice to establish that the number which enumerates

the magic squares is identical with the coefficient of

which arises from the product

If we wish to make any restriction in regard to the numbers that appear

in the sth row of the square we have merely to strike out certain terms from

the function

For example if no number is to exceed t we have merely to strike out all

terms which involve exponents which exceed t.

If the 5th row is to involve numbers which collectively are included in

certain specified partitions of m we merely strike out from hm^g all terms

whose exponents do not collectively correspond to one of such partitions.

If the sth. column of the square is not to include the number t we must in

each factor strike out every terra which involves af.. In fact each and all of

the n^ numbers in the square can be restricted in any desired manner.

If ordinary magic squares are under consideration we must from hm.^g (for

all values of s), m having now a fixed value in relation to n, strike out all

terms which involve a repetition of exponent. Also in picking out the n

elements which form X^fi^afa^ ... a™ we must take care that «« (for all values

of s) never appears twice with the same exponent. In both cases zero counts

as an exponent. Also neither \ nor
fj,

in the elements must occur twice with

the same exponent, zero being counted as an exponent.

413. To resume the general subject we will now consider the enumeration

of the squares which are such that the sum of the numbers in each row and

in each column is unity, the sums of the numbers in the \ and /* diagonals

being any given numbers.

Observe first that if the numbers occurring in the diagonals are immaterial

the number of the squares is n ! because

A,"= ... +n!0ia2as... a„.
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Consider an even order 2n and form the product

(XOi + 02+ 013+ + «2n-2 + «2n-i + A*«2n)

X ( «! + XO, + as + . . . + CLin^ + fJ^n-i + f^w)

X ( Oi 4- 02 + X^s + . . . + /iOan-o + <^2ii-\ + Oiw*)

X ( Oi + O2 + /LtOs + . . . + Xa2n-2 + a.m-1 + a-2n)

X ( Oi +/i02 + 03 + . .. + Oan-a + Xo^-i + O^n)

X (/ZOj + 0.3 + Os + . . . + «2„_2 + Om-i + XOan).

When the multiplication has been performed we require the complete

coefficient of

Oi OgOg . . . ao„_202„-i Oan-

Writing %a = h, the tth factor of the product is

h + {X-l)at + (fJ>-l) a^n-t+i,

and since we only require the quantities o with unit exponents the product

of the complementary factors

h + (X-l)at + (jl-l) Oan-t+i,

A + (X - 1) a.^_t+, + (fi-l) at,

the second of these being the (2n — t+ l)th factor of the product, is effectively

h' + (\ + fi-2) (at + a^_t+i) h + [(X - 1)^ + (fi- ly} atCUn_t+x,

and the complete product may now be written

if [h-^+(X + fi- 2) (oe + a^t+i) h + ((X - 1)^ +{fi- If] OtO.^_,+,].
t=i

Consider these n factors of degree 2. E^h one of them involves explicitly

two of the quantities a, say o^ and o^^.^^!, neither of which occurs explicitly in

any of the other n — 1 factors. In the product of the n factors therefore each

of the quantities o occurs explicitly to the power unity. Hence if we write

the product in the form

h^ + A^h^-^ + AJi^-^ + . . . + A^,

Am is a linear function of products of the quantities o, each of which contains

m different quantities o, each with the exponent unity.

In particular the reader will readily observe that

^ = (X + /* - 2) 2a,

A^ = {(X - l)'^ + (/i - \fY «i«2 • . • O^-iOsn-

Now /i"*=... +m!2oi02... o,»_ia^+ ...,

as is evident by operating with the differential operator D^ of Section I

m times successively.
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This is the only portion of the development of K^ in which the exponents

of the as do not rise above unity. Hence for the present purpose

A"* = m ! Sofi Ofa • • • «m-i ^m effectively.

The co-factor of li^ in the product is A.^n-m which is a sum of products of

the quantities a, each of which contains 2n — m different quantities a (each

with exponent unity) and has a certain function of X and /i as a coefficient.

Each of the a products which occurs in ^on-m can be multiplied into one of

the members of the sum

to form the product otiffa ••• c^ti-ia^n because for this purpose we associate an a

product occurring in A^n-m with that member of SaiOf2 ••• «»»-i«?/i which does

not contain any a which occurs in the a product. That particular a product

will not be multiplied into any other member of Sotifta ... Om-iOf^n because that

would produce an a with an exponent 2.

The result of the multiplication

A hin

is to produce as many effective term's as A2n-m contains a products.

414. We may therefore, to obtain the desired coefficient, put in

A Um

each quantity a, that occurs explicitly in Aqti-^, equal to unity and h"^ equal

to ml. Hence therefore in

h''' + A,h^'-' + A^h^-^ +...+ A,n,

we may put each a, occurring explicitly in the quantities A, equal to unity

and A"* = m ! where m ranges from 2n to unity.

It is thus established that in the product

n^ [h'' + (X + ^- 2) (at + a,n-t+i) h + {(\-iy + {fji- If] ata^_t+^l

we may put each explicitly occurring a equal to unity and regard A as a

symbol such that on completing the multiplication any power of h, say A*",

is to denote m !.

Thus the desired coefficient is expressed by

{h' + 2(\ + fi-2)h + (X-iy+{fjL-iy}^,

or by {h'-4>h + 2 + 2{\ + /x,){h-l)+X' + fi^]"",

where, after development, h^ is to be put equal to m !.

The coefficient is by this means represented symbolically as an r2th

power.
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415. Putting A^ — 4A 4- 2 = -f/o, A - 1 = 77i it is more conveniently written

{r}, + 2{\ + fi) 7)1 + 7^' + M'T-

For an even order 2w the coefficient herein of

enumerates the squares which have one unit in each row and in each column,

I units in the \ diagonal and m units in the fi diagonal.

For an uneven order 2n + l, the (ri + l)th factor con-esponding to the

(w + l)th row of the square is

h + iXfjL- l)an+i,

and thus the product of the 2n + 1 factors may be written

t=i

ind now the coefficient of ttjOo . . . otan^+i is, by the same argument, represented

oy the symbolic form

{V2 + 2 (X + m) i7x + \^ + /x^l" (Vi + X/*),

ihe complete solution in respect of the uneven order 2n + 1.

416. We may test the truth of these results in two ways.

(i) If we put \ = /i. = 1 the coefficient is (2n) ! for even order and

2n + 1) ' for uneven order. This is verified because our symbolic expressions

Decome in this case

h^ and A"*+^ respectively.

(ii) If we put X = 0, ^ = 1, the coefficient is equal to the number of

jermutations of ajOo ... a.^, or of ajOo ... a.^+i such that every quantity a, is

lisplaced. Our sjTnbolic expressions become

(h - 1)»" and (h - l)^+i respectively,

quivalent to

(2»)!-(^j")(2«-l)! + (22'')(2«-2)!-...,

(2« + l)l-f7l)<2«):+(%+')(2«-l)!-...,

rhich agree with the results of Section III, Chapter ill. Art. 69.

417. To find the number of general magic squares corresponding to the

um unity we require the coefficient of Xfi and this is found to be

for even order 2n ^{afVs'^Viy

for uneven order 2n + 1 8 igyjV2~'v\ + V^-
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Those squares which have only zeros in the diagonals are enumerated by

77" and ?;^7;i according as the order is even or uneven, while those which

involve the maximum number of units in the diagonals depend merely upon

the expressions

418. The calculation of products of powers of rjz and 171 is simplified by

the consideration that since

7)2 = h^- 4/i +2, 7)1 = h-1,

we have ^2 = 77^ - 2771 — 1

and vW, = vf+'vV - ^vr'vV - vlvV,

a convenient formula because the numerical values of powers of i/j are known.

419. The following table gives the values of simple 97 products

'?!

v\ V2 1

r)\ ViV^. 2

v\ V\V2 vl 9 4 4

rA VlV2 ViVl 44 24 16

il vWz vlvl V2 265 168 116 80

rtl filv^ vlvl ViVl 1854 1280 920 672

vl VtV2 vtvl vlvl vl 14833 10860 8132 6176

EachI column is (ierived from the column to its left.

Thus by the formula

vlvl = vlv2-2v\m - VlV2,

920 = 1280-2 X 168 - 24.

4752



SECTION IX

PARTITIONS IN TWO DIMENSIONS

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY NOTIONS

420. In this Section we take up a particular generalization of the Theory

of Partitions which arises directly from the improved definition of a partition

of a unipartite number due to the importation of an assigned order, viz. the

descending order, among the parts and the consequent basing of the theory

upon that of linear Diophantine Inequalities.

The Definition regards the parts of the partition as being placed at points

of a line

Mid the symbol ^ as regulating the magnitudes of the parts at any two

Ewljacent points. It is important to realise that the partitions may be regarded

IS paHitions on a line or in one dimension of space. Moreover the enumerating

generating function

(i+l)(i + 2)...(i + j )

(1)(2) .(j)

when the number of parts is limited by the number . and the part magnitude

by the number . , can also be associated with either i or j points upon the

line. For example we take i points in a line

0+1) (j + 2) 0+3) (j+^
<1) (2) (3) (i) '
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and place the algebraic fractions

(j + 1) (^f2) {] + 3)

(1)' (2) ' (3)

(i+i)

(2) ' (3) • (i)

at the successive points from left to right, and we observe that the continued

product of such fractions is in fact the generating function. Instead of so

proceeding we may take j points in a line and again we find the generating

function as the product of j algebraic fractions each of which is placed at one

of the j points, viz.

(i+1) a +2) (i+3) (i+j)

(1) (2) (3) (j)
•

421. We are about to see that we may have partitions in two dimensions

of space and it is interesting to observe that the Ferrers-Sylvester graph of

a partition of a unipartite number is in reality a partition in two dimensions.

Such a graph of the partition 4311 is

and we have already seen that for many purposes it is advantageous to

replace the nodes by units, leading to the unit graph

1111
111
1

which as we shall see is a two-dimensional partition of the number 9 in

agreement with the definition which is now given.

Consider the points of a two-dimensional lattice

. ^ . ^ . ^ . ^ . a;

\V V w \v \v

w \v w w w

\v \v w vv w

y

and let the first row and first column be axes of x and y respectively.

Suppose the parts of the partition to be placed at these points so that a

descending order of magnitude is in evidence in each row in direction of the

ic-axis and also in each column in direction of the y-axis.
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The arrangement of numbers thus reached is defined to be a two-

dimensional partition of the number partitioned.

Clearly the unit graph of a partition is a two-dimensional partition in

which the part magnitude is limited not to exceed unity.

422. In the case of a partition in two dimensions we are concerned with

three limiting numbers, for we may limit

(i) the number of rows,

(ii) the number of columns,

(iii) the part magnitude.

Suppose for a moment that there is no restriction upon the rows and

columns but that the part magnitude is limited by the number I.

Guided by the results reached in the case of partitions on. a line we may
conjecture that the form of the enumerating generating function of the

partitions will be

(l+l)'*' (1 + 2)^^ (l+3h
(1)*. (2)*^ (3)»3 •

If this be a right conjecture the function, on putting ^ = 1, is

(!)«' (2)«2-*' (3)*'-*' (4)**-*' ... ad inf.

'

But if / = 1, the two-dimensional partitions enumerated are those of the

nature 1111
1 1 1

1

1

here there is no restriction upon the rows and columns. These are the unit

graphs of the one-dimensional partitions of all numbers and therefore are

enumerated bv

1^
(l)(2)(3)(4)...adin£-

Comparison now gives

Si = l, So=-2, S3 = S, ... Sp=p, ...,

establishing that, on the assumption as to form, the generating function

which enumerates two-dimensional partitions, with the single restriction that

the part magnitude is not to exceed I, is

((+1) (1 + 2)^ (1 + 3)3 (( + 4).

(1) (2)^ (3)3 (4)* •
^^^^

This is, in fact, the result which will be rigidly established later.
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423. It is to be particularly noted that this result also can be depicted

upon the lattice in the manner following

:

q + l) (1 + 2) (1 + 3) (1 + 4) X

(1) (2) (3) (4) • •

(£+2) (1 + 3) (1 + 4) (1 + 5)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

(t + 3
) (1 + 4) (1 + 5) (1 + 6)

(3) (4) (5) (6)

• • • •

y

We place . . at the origin and give a unit increase whenever we

advance a segment in the direction of either axis.

In future we shall speak of a plane partition instead of using the com-

bined word two-dimensional.

As an example of a plane partition take

3 3 1— iz;

2 2

1

y

Note that we may replace each part by a pile of nodes in the direction of

the ^-axis and that we thus arrive at a solid graph analogous to the Ferrers-

Sylvester plane graph.

The enumeration of plane partitions is the same as the enumeration of

the solid graphs. In the graph the three restricting numbers limit the

numbers of nodes that may appear along the three axes of the graph and we

have a more direct symmetry, which is at once apparent in plane partitions. If

I, m, n be the three restricting numbers we must expect the general generating

function to remain unaltered when I, m, n are subjected to any permutation

;

just as in line partitions the numbers limiting the number of parts and the

part magnitude are interchangeable.

In the solid graph we may substitute units for nodes and thus realise a

solid partiti&n in which the part magnitude is limited by unity. We may say

that there is a one-to-one correspondence between plane partitions and solid

partitions in which the part magnitude is limited by unity. The plant-

partition arises by projection of the solid partition upon one of the coordinate

planes, just as the line partition arises by projection of the plane partition

(with which it is in correspondence) upon one of the coordinate axes.
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424. The reader will find it interesting at this point to make the

[allowing observation. Consider for a moment solid partitions unrestricted

11 regard to the three axes but such that the magnitude of the part at the

1 L;in is limited not to exceed k. The descending order of magnitude is to

ill evidence in the direction of each axis, so that it is only necessary to

1 ict the magnitude of the part at the origin.

Assume the form of the enumerating generating function to be

(k+l )*^- (k+2)'^^ (k + 3)^3

(ir. (2^ (3K3

This for ^• = 1 becomes

(l)*-' (2)'-^-'-' (S)"-'-^^ ... ad inf
'

md enumerates the solid graphs in which the part magnitude does not

exceed unity ; and these, being equi-numerous with plane partitions which are

ibsolutely unrestricted, are enumerated by

1

(1) (2)2 (3)* (4)*... ad inf.

'

Hence by comparison

n=\, r., = 3, ?-3 ^ 6, . .
.
Tp = f^

2 )
'

md on the assumption as to form the generating function of the solid

)artitions we are considering must be

(k+1) (k + 2)^ (k+3)« (k + p)( ^ ) ,. .,

(1) (2)^ • (3)«
•••

^pj(-^)
•••^'''°'-

Moreover, we notice again that this expression can be depicted on the

3oints of the solid graph just as in the plane case.

In the cases of line, plane and solid partitions the enumerating functions

ppear to be associated with the series of numbers

line 1, 1, 1, 1, ...

plane 1, 2, 3, 4, ...

solid 1, 3, 6, 10, ...

riz. with the successive orders of figurate numbers.

If we go back a step to point partitions it is clear that the function is

(1+1)

delding the series of numbers

1, 0, 0, 0,...,

* This assumption as to form is shewn later not to be justified.
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which is the series of figurate numbers prior to

1, 1, 1, 1, ••••

It may be remarked that the function

(P+n

(k + 1) (k + 2)^ (k + 3)« (k + p)^/
(1) • (2)3 (3)« ^p^fJV

may be also written as the product of

ad inf.

a)(2)M3)«...(k)
and

1

i'V)

(k+l)*'^'^ + ')(k + 2)*'<' + 'Mk + 3)*^^' + ^^..adinf/

425. Before broaching the formal study of the enumeration of plane

partitions we must look into the properties of the solid graphs to which they

give rise and enquire into their interpretation.

The graph of a partition of a unipartite number, say

viz. the partition 642 of the number 12, may be also regarded as the graph of

the multipartite number 642.

For present purposes we will regard it as being such.

If we take the successive layers, in the plane xy, of a solid graph we obtain

a succession of multipartite numbers in correspondence. This succession

may be regarded as constituting the successive parts of the partition of a

multipartite number. Reading the graph by successive layers in either of
|

the three coordinate planes we thus obtain a partition of a multipartite

number.

Moreover in each of the three coordinate planes the layers may be read in

the direction of either of two axes, so that there are altogether six (3 !) ways

in which the graph may be read and in each case we arrive at a partition of

a multipartite number.

But conversely it is not true that every partition of a multipartite number
may be represented by a regular solid graph.

For suppose

(aiOgOg..., 616263..., C1C2C3..., ...)
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to be a multipartite partition. In order to arrive at a regular solid gra,T^h.

the series of numbers
Oi, ttg, tts, ... Ui, bi, Ci, ...

Oi > O2, O3, ... Ctg , O2 > ''a > • • •

Cj, C.^, C3, ... Ct~j, O3, C3. ...

must all be in descending order of magnitude.

It follows that the multipartite partitions that are in evidence in the

greater part of the present investigation are those which are representable by

regular solid graphs.

Consider now the solid graph

333322
= 3221

321

khe axis of z being perpendicular to the plane of the paper.

We read as follows

:

Planes parallel to the plane xg and in direction Ox

(643, 632, 411) a partition of (I6; 8, 6).

Planes parallel to the plane xg and in direction Og

@ (0) © ©

® •

@

(333211, 332111, 311100) a partition of (976422).

Planes parallel to the plane gz and in direction Og

(333, 33l, 321, 2n, no, no) a partition of (i37Tl76)-

Planes parallel to the plane gz and in direction Oz

(333, 322, 321, 3l0, 200, 200) a partition of (16, 8, 6).

Planes parallel to the plane xz and in direction Oz

(333322, 322100, 321000) a partition of (976422).

Planes parallel to the plane xz and in direction Ox

(664, 43l, 32T) a partition of (l3, 11, 6).

The graph is representative of three multipartite numbers and of two

artitions of each. The readings that give partitions of the multipartite

6, 8, 6 are those (i) in plane xg and in direction Ox, (ii) in plane gz and in

irection Oz. It will be noted that in both instances the specification of the

lane and the direction in the plane involve the letter g once only. It is for

M. A. II. 12
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this reason that the two readings are associated with the same multipartite

number. So also the readings (i) in the plane xy and in direction Oy, (ii) in

the plane xz and in direction Oz, involving in their specifications the letter x

once only, refer to the same multipartite number 976422. The remaining

two readings involve the letter z once only and refer to 13, 11, 6.

In regard to the six partitions, if one of them contains a highest figure

equal to p, is ?'-partite and has q parts and we say that r, p, q are its

characteristics; then the other five partitions will have the characteristics

p r 9

q r P
r 2 P

P 5 r

? P r

derived from the permutations of ^, q, r.

The two partitions which are r- partite appertain to the same multipartite

number; similarly for the pairs which are p-partite and g^-partite respectively.

Hence the three multipartite numbers involved correspond to the three pairs

of permutations so formed that in any pair the commencing symbol of each

permutation is the same.

426. The consideration of graphs formed with a given number of nodes

now leads to the theorem :

" The enumeration of the graphically regularized r-partite partitions into

q parts and having p for the highest figure gives the same number for each

of the six ways in which the numbers p, q, r may be permuted."

The six-fold conjugation of the characteristics may obtain even though

there may be equalities between the numbers p, q, r.

It is interesting to view the plane graphs of unipartite numbers from the

point of view of the solid graph.

Take the graph

which in the unipartite theory denotes the partition 3211 when read in

direction Ox and 421 when read in direction Oy.
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In the present theory there are six readings

:

Plane xy Direction Ox (3211) p, q, r = 3, 1, 4

, ^y Oy (421) „ = 4, 1, 3

, yz Oy (421) „ =4, 3, 1

.
yz Oz (nil 1100 lOOO) » = 1, 3, 4

, zx Oz (3211) „ =3, 4, 1

, zx Ox (ill 110 100 100) „ = 1, 4, 3

1 » 9. »

9 »j 1 part.

P » 1 »

1 „ p parts.

The three multipartite numbers (7), (421), (3211) appear each in two

Dartitions.

In general if the plane graph is of a partition involving a highest part

3 and q parts, we establish a 6-fold correspondence between

(i) a unipartite partition having a highest part p and q parts.

(ii) » „ » » 9 » P '.

(iii) a ^-partite partition „ „

(iv)

(v) a ^--partite partition „ „

(vi)

427. It has been shewn that a graph admits in general of six readings.

In

other words we may say that a graph has six aspects depending upon the

(osition from which it is viewed. Thus, denoting by the integer m a pile of

lodes (or units) m nodes high, the graph e;carained in Art. 425 is denoted by

333322

3221

321

nd the other five aspects it can assume are

333211 333 333 664 643

332111 331 322 431 632

3111 321 321 321 411

211 31

11 2

11 2

A graph however does not always admit of six different readings or

sume six different aspects.

Thus the graph
© . or 21

1

12—2
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admits of only one distinct reading, viz.

(21 10),

and has no other aspect. It is in fact completely symmetrical.

This is also obviously the property of the graph which consists of a single

node, and these two are the earliest of an infinite series of completely

symmetrical graphs.

Again, the graph
• • or 11

admits of three distinct readings, viz,

(11), (2), (11),

and of three aspects. This is the first of an infinite series of graphs which

have three different readings and three aspects.

428. There is also an infinite series of graphs which have two distinct

readings and two aspects. The simplest of these involves thirteen nodes

and is

331

211

2
the other aspect is

322

31

11
and the two readings are ^

(331 211 no), (322 310 llO).

Each of the solid graphs therefore belongs to one of four classes according

as it has 1, 2, 3 or 6 distinct readings and can assume 1, 2, 3 or 6 aspects.

Graphs which are different aspects of the same graph are not essentially

different. Ex. gr. of two nodes there are three graphs

11, 1, 2

1

but they are all aspects of any one of them, so that of two nodes there is only

one essentially distinct graph.

In examining or tabulating the graphs appertaining to a given number of

nodes we may or may not take account of the essentially distinct graphs.

Thus the thirteen different graphs that can be formed of four nodes may

be written down by noting that the really distinct graphs are

nil. 111, 21, 11

1 1 11
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and we find

Graphs f
1111 Ill

1

21

1

11

11

(4) (31) (21 fO) (22)

(1111) (31) (22)

Readings '

(1111) (211)

(211)

(111 100)

(IT 10 10)

(uTi)

181

or we may write down the whole of the graphs and interpret each by reading

in the plane xy and in the direction Ox. Thus

1111

Graphs

111

1

211 11

1

1

21

1

11

11

31

Readings (4) (31) (31) (211) (21 10) (22) (211)

Graphs

22

Readings (22) (1111) (111 100) (11 10 10) (11 11) (1111)

Some remarks will be made later as to the nature of the symmetry which

•esults in a graph possessing one, two or three aspects.

No one, so far, has succeeded in enumerating the number of really distinct

jraphs that appertain to a given number of nodes.

Omitting the trivial graph of unity every plane graph can be read in

hree or six ways. Those which have three readings may be

(i) those which have a single line or a single column of nodes,

(ii) those which are self-conjugate.

The remainder have six readings.



CHAPTER II

THE METHOD OF DIOPHANTINE INEQUALITIES

429. The problem of the enumeration of solid graphs may be regarded

as a question of unipartite partition in two dimensions. It may be given the

following statement.

Integers limited in magnitude to n, zero being included, are arranged in

a rectangle of m rows and I columns in such wise that in each row and in

each column there is a descending order of magnitude. It is required to find

the number of ways in which a given number w can be partitioned into

integers which satisfy these conditions.

As soon as we import the idea of the descending order of magnitude into

ordinary or line partitions this generalization to plane partitions at once

comes into view.

We denote by GF(l ; m; n)

a function of x such that the coefficient of a;^ gives the number of arrange-

ments.

It will be convenient to give at once the result that will be established

later

:

GF(l;m;n)

_ (1 - x^+^) (1 - x'^+'^y (1 - a;'>'+i-iy-i

M%^
n ^»+wi+iy-i Q ^n+m-H\l—2 /J ^7i+m+l—i\

wherein m is supposed to be > I. II
This supposition does not affect the generality of the formula because it

is symmetrical in the three magnitudes I, m, n. These therefore can be

arranged in any desired order. The reader will have no difficulty in

establishing the symmetry referred to.

The expression above written involves Im factors in numerator and in

denominator. It may also be written as a product of mn or of nl factors, by

permuting the numbers I, m, n.
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In the usual notation 1 — a-* = (s) it may also be written

t(n+l) (n+2) (n + m + I-1)
]

1 (1) (2) (m + I-l) 1

""I (2) (3) (m+I-2) \

( (n + 3) (n-M) (n + m+l-3) )

""I (3)
•

(4) (m+l-3) I

X . . . to ^ factors in brackets
{ }.

430. To begin with the most simple case. The numbers are placed at

the corners of a square

Oi, • > • ajo

W \V

Oa • > • 022

subject to the descending orders as shewn. If there is no limit to the mag-

nitude of the numbers this is the case (Z ; w ; w) = (2 ; 2 ; x ) and we find,

employing the auxiliaries Xj, Xy, ^, ^-4,

GF{oc:2:2) = n 1
,

wherein subsequently we are to put ar^ = a^ = a^ = j-^ = a;.

Eliminating Xj and Xj this is

n-
1

(1 - Xoa;!) M — — araj

X (1 — X^X^aria^s)
[ 1 — —- A;2^4)
\ X3X4 /

and eliminating Xj and X« in succession we find

J. 3^X2X2

(1 - aJi) (1 - x^x^) (1 - X1X3) (1 - a^iaraarj) (1 — x^x^x^x^)
'

a real generating function shewing the fundamental partitions

10 11 101111
00 00 10 10 11

fi-om which all partitions can be obtained by addition, and the syzygy

10 1 1 _ 1 1 10
0''"l 0~0 0'''l

Putting ^1 = a^o = a-3= a:4 = a; we obtain the enumerating function
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431. Also

GF{1;1\n) = D.
1 - (Xi\2^)"+i

and since

x[i--;.

= tq- Llli^A^^
(1 - ^) (1 - gXiKx) 1 - ^I'Kx

we require the coefficient of g'"- in

n 1
,

which is readily seen to reduce to

1 + 5'^'

{\-g)(l-gx){l-gx^){\-ga?){l-ga^y

Now we know from the Section on line partitions that

1

(1 -g) (1 -gx) (1 - gx^) (1 -go-) (1 - gx^)

^ I
(n+l)(n + 2

) (n + 3)(n + 4)

r^ (1)(2)(3)(4)

Hence the expression becomes

I a- ji^jtiM^ + 2) (n + 3) (n + 4) ^
(n) (n + 1) (n + 2) (n + 3)|

0^ 1 (1)(2)(3)(4)
+^

(1)(2)(3)(4) j

0^ (1)(2)M3)

and we have the result

OF{2\2]n) = (
n+ 1) (

n + 2)Mn + 3)

(1)(2)M3)

432. We shall now obtain this result in another manner by considering

the graphs (oo ; 2 ; 2) and (w; 2 ; 2). In the case of the former we have two

rows of infinite length and a part magnitude not exceeding 2. The partitions

are such as

2222111...

22111...
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which have the property that in the first row the number of twos is equal to

3r gieater than the number of twos in the second row, and also that the

number of twos added to the number of ones in the first row is equal to or

greater than the similar sum in the second row. If X^ and X2 be the auxiliaries

ippertaining to these inequalities respectively we are led to the crude

numerating function

n '

(l-X,^)(l-ji:r)

x(l-XA,.-)(l-^^)

ind this leads by the foregoing article to the same result as before.

If the rows are not to contain more than n numbers the crude function on

xpansion must not involve X^ to a higher power than n in the portion

1

(l-XaarXl-X^X^ar^)

f the function. We are therefore led to the function

1n

1 which we take the coefficient of g!^.

This leads to the result already obtained.

433. Instead of dealing with the numbers 2 and 1 in the two rows we
lay more generally deal with the numbers p and q, and if there be no
jstriction on the length of the rows this leads to the function

n.
1

X (1 - \»\^wP) (1 :r-'^A

hich is readily expressed in the form

1-xt^^
(1 - OOP) (1 -afi){l- a^) (1 - a:P+^) (1 - a^)

'

In particular ifp = q z=l^ this becomes

(1)^(2)3-

hich on development = 1 + 2x + 6af+ 9x^ + 18ar* + ....

The partitions enumerated involve two rows of units of two different

nds.
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Let u and v denote these units, then of the content three the nine

partitions given by the formula are

uuu uu uuv uu uv uv uvv vvv vv

u V u V V

the t(, unit, when it is present, always precedes the v unit in row and in

column.

433^. Now consider the system of partitions (3 ; 2 ; n).

An investigation carried out in the same manner as that above results in

the generating function

(n+l)(n + 2)Mn + 3)Mn + 4)

(1)(2)M3)M4)
and also in the formula

Ian Qp^s 2-n)-la- (^ + D (n + 2)Mn + 3)Mn + 4)ig lTJi{6,Z,n)-2.g
(l) (2)^(3)^4)

1 -\- g {x^ + x"^ + cc*) + g^a:^

a

{l-g)(l-gx)(l- go?) {l-ga?){l- go^) (1 - ga^) {I - g:^)'

a result which is particularly recommended to the reader's attention for the

reason that it is fundamentally connected with much that is given later in

the work and is fully generalizable.

434. There is no difficulty in forming a crude generating function for the

general case {I; m\ n). The denominator is a rectangle of either Im, mn or

nl factors at pleasure. The most convenient course is to choose the rectangle

corresponding to the smallest of these three numbers. We choose to take, let

us say, Im factors and form the rectangle of I columns and m rows. There

will then be {I — 1) m auxiliaries in the crude function if we form it according

to the second method employed above. Observe that using the first method

there would be (l — 1) m + {m — l)l auxiliaries of which (m — 1) ^ could be

eliminated at sight. The crude function is

1

(1 - x,^,v,a^) (i-^^vA f
1-hJ^A . . . f

1 J^i-^^i-^^i-^A f 1
\ A

It enumerates the partitions (l ; m ; ao ).
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To obtain the enumeration of the partitions {I ; m ; n) itis merely necessary

to write instead of the first column of factors, the column

(1 - gX^x)

(1 - g\fj.^viaf')

(l-gX,fi,...x'^),

and also to take the additional factor 1 — g. The generating function is the

coefficient of ^r" in the crude function.

Our knowledge of the Q operation is not sufficient to enable us to establish
>

the final form of result. This will be accomplished by the aid of new ideas

which will be brought forward in the following chapters.

435. In the meantime it is necessary to impress upon the mind the

nature of the result by shewing how it is directly connected with complete

lattices. It is formed as a product of factors placed at the points of a lattice

I nodes in breadth and iu nodes in depth in the following manner

:

(n+1) (n + 2) (n + 3) (n + I-1) (n + I)

(2) (3) (l-l) (I)

(n + 3) (n + 4) (n+I) (
n + 1 + 1)

(3) (4) (I) (l+l)

(n + 4) (n+5) (n+I+1) (n+t + 2)

(3) (4) (5) (1+1) (1 + 2)

(n + m-1) (n + m) (n + m+1) (n + ni + I-3) (n + ni+1-2)

(1)

(n + 2)

(2)

(n + 3)

(m-l) (m) (m+1) (m + I-3) (m+1-2)

(n + m)
(n + m+1) (n +m + 2) (n +m + 1 - 2) (n +m+ 1 - 1)

(m) (m+1) (m + 2) (m+I-2) (m+T^lT

In this tableau of factors the magnitudes I, m, n may be permuted in any

manner so that there are six representations at the points of a complete

lattice, two for each of the dimensions I x m, m x n, n x I. Of these six, only

three are essentially diiferent, the remaining three being mere rotations of

them. Whenever one of the numbers I, m, n is unity the partitions can be

denoted by plane partitions composed entirely of units as well as by. two line
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partitions. Thus the system (3; 2; 1) has a generating function represent-

able in the three ways

:

(2) (3) (4)

(1) (2) (3) , ^
^^

(3) (4) (5)'

(2) (3) (4)

<^i>
(t| ill)' ^ = 3,^ = 1,. = 2,

(iii)
{fj

.

II
;
l^2,m = l,n = S,

(4) (5)
the resulting product being li-J-7S\ ^^ ^^^^ case.



CHAPTER III

THE METHOD OF LATTICE FUNCTIONS

436. For the further discussion of the subject of the last chapter we

introduce ideas derived from Vol. I, Sect. Ill, Chs. v and vi.

Therein we defined Lattice Permutations and shewed their connexion

with the different ways of placing different numbers at the nodes of a Lattice,

complete or incomplete, in such wise that the descending order of magnitude

is in evidence in each row and in each column in the direction of the axes

Ox, Oy of the lattice.

It was established that the lattice permutations of the assemblage

12 m

Pi,p2,-- being in descending order of magnitude, are enumerated by the

number

where s<t and the product U. has reference to every pair of numbers ^g, pt

that can be selected from the assemblage

pi,P2, Pm-
In the succeeding chapter the idea of the greater index of a permutation

p was introduced and it was stated, but not proved, that the sum

extended to every permutation of the assemblage, has the expression

(l)(2)...(Pi + P2+. .+Pm)
(1) (2) ... (pi) (1) (2) ... (P2) (1) (2) ... (pj

We may call this the Permutation Function. It will be established

presently*. In the meantime we observe that we may form the sum Xxp,

extending it merely to every Lattice Permutation of the assemblage. We
thus obtain a Lattice Permutation Function, or briefly a Lattice Function,

which is of fundamental importance. From the manner of formation it is a

* Post Chapter iv.
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finite and integral function of x with positive terms and integi'al coefficients.

The coefficient of x^ denotes the number of lattice permutations which have

the same index p and the sum of the coefficients must be equal to the

number of lattice permutations.

The assemblage a^ia^a.., af^» gives rise to the incomplete Lattice con-

taining pi, P2, •'Pm nodes in the successive rows as well as to the Lattice

Permutations and the Lattice Function.

Consider the assemblage a^y8^7 and with it the lattice

y

It was shewn that we can place the first six integers at its nodes so that

there is descending order of magnitude in the directions Ox, Oy.^ in }nst as

many ways as the assemblage possesses lattice permutations.

Taking any such arrangement of numbers

641

53

2

we form the corresponding lattice permutation by commencing with a because

6 is in the first row, we follow with /3 because 5 is in the second row ; then'

with a because 4 is in the first row and so on, and finally reach the per-

mutation

a/3ayS7a

2 5

Here the 2nd and 5th letters precede letters which are prior in alphabetical

order, so that the greater index is 2 + 5 = 7,

The complete calculation for the Lattice Function is as follows

:

654 654 653 653

32 31 42 4112 12
OLda^^y ciaa/3<y\^ aa.^\oL^<y aa^\ay\/3

a,-" af^ x^ a?

652 652 651 651

43 41 43 42

1 3 2 3

aay3/3ia7 aa/57|ay8 oa)8/37ja aa/87i;S|a

x^ af- 0^ a?
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631 632 641 642

52 51 52 51

4 4 3 3

(x^ya^la a^y\aa^ afi\ay\^ia a^ay\a^

of of' x^^ of

641 643 642 643

53 51 53 52

2 2 1 1

a^\afiy\a. a/Saayj/S a;8ia/3,a7 a^\aa^y

x' of of a^

For a reason that will appear we write the Lattice Function X (3, 2, 1 ; ao
)

30 that

Z (3, 2, 1 ; X ) = 1 + ar + 2x* + 2^ + 2a-- + 2a;« + 2af + 2a;8 + a;« + x'\

The contacts which contribute to the index have been indicated, above,

by dividing lines. In the present instance we have either 0, 1, 2 or 3

dividing lines, and putting the terms which arise from the same number of

ines together we may write

X(3, 2, 1; oo)=l +(ar+2af + 2a;' + •2x') + (2a^ + 2x' + 2af + j^) + x'K

When the lattice is complete with I columns and m rows we will write the

lattice function formed in this manner

L (l ; m; x )

;

when the lattice is incomplete with successive rows involving j9i, p,. •••pm

Qodes we will write it

L (p,p.2 ...prn;^)-

437. It is a remarkable fact that the enumerating generating function of

the plane partitions of the system (l ; m] x ) has the expression

md here we can anticipate the generalization appertaining to the incomplete

attice ; for denoting the enumerating generating function of the plane

partitions, appertaining to successive rows involving Pi, p^, ...pm nodes, by

(jtF {pipi •. Pm\ 30 ), the part magnitude being unrestricted, it will be shewn

:;hat

i^Pi,p,p,...p,„,cc)
ji)(2)...(Sp)

•

We establish these results before considering a restriction upon the part

nagnitude.
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438. In the simplest case take Kj, a^, ^i, /Sg numbers at the corners of a

square and subject to descending orders along the rows and columns

These numbers can be arranged collectively in two descending orders, viz.

oiij ofj, /Si, /^a, and fli, /3i, a^, /Sg ; and we may say that these numbers must

satisfy one or other of the conditions

«i ^ of^ ^ /3i ^ A,

These conditions do not overlap, because we must have either a^. ^ A <^'"

/?! > ttg. To obtain 2^a;»i+"2+^i-*-^2 for the first condition we put

ySi = /S2+^, a2 = /32 + ^+^, ai = /9., + ^+i?+C,

where A, B, G are arbitrary integers, zero not being excluded.

Hence ^^^,+a,+p,+p, ^ ^^*p,+sa+2b+c^

and since ySg, A, B, G may each assume any value from to oo the result is

2^^
(TTPhs) (4)

•

For the second condition we put

a.=^^-\-A, ^^=^^+A + B + l, a^ = ^^+A+B + G+l,

and thence ^^a.+a,+0,+^, ^ 2;a;*^,+3^+2B+c+2

=^
(1) (2) (3) (4)

•

By addition we find that the enumerating function for the system

(2 ; 2 ; o) ) is

1 4- ^ 1

(1) (2) (3) (4) ^' (iy(2JM3J-

When we compare the conditions

«! ^ «2 ^ /3i ^ A

with the lattice permutations of the assemblage aa^S^, viz.

a/3a/8

we notice a connexion between them and observe also that each condition

gives rise to a portion of the enumerating function

(1) (2) (3) (4)

'

where p is the greater index of the corresponding lattice permutation.
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The whole enumerating function is

Z(2;2;oo)

(1)(2)(3)(4)-

439. Again consider a case which is not quite so simple, viz.

7i 72

a plane partition of the system (2 ; 3 ; x ).

Here the numbers may be in five descending orders when taken col-

lectively, viz.

«!, "2, ^1, ^2, 7i. 72.

«1, Os, A. JU ^2, 72.

«!, A» «2. ^2> 7i. 7a,

«i, /3i, 02, 7i, /Sa, 72,

«!. A, 7l, *2, /^2, 72>

corresponding to the five lattice permutations of the assemblage a^^'f, viz.

aay3y877,

aa/97A7,

0)8;a/?77,

and we may say that the numbers must satisfy one or other of the five sets

of Diophantine inequalities

oii> 02 ^ ySi ^ A ^ 7i ^ 7a.

«! ^A > «2 ^A ^ 7i ^ 72.

«1 ^A > «2 ^ 7i >A ^ 72.

ffi ^ A ^ 7l > «2 ^ A ^ 72.

conditions which do not overlap.

Comparing them with the lattice permutations which are lined, as a

preparation to finding the index, we notice the correspondence between the

places where the symbol > occurs, and the lines in the permutations.

If we now take any one of these sets of inequalities we find that it gives

rise to a portion ^^/(l) (2) ... (6) of the enumerating function, where p is the

index of the corresponding permutation. To see how this is observe that if

the symbol > occurs between the sth and (s + l)th letters of the set of

inequalities, we put

sth letter = (s + l)th letter + -^+ 1

M. A. II. 13
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to find the corresponding portion of the enumerating function, and this unit

necessarily persists in the expressions of each of the first s — 1 letters of the

inequalities. When these come to be added together as we added them in

the case of the system (2 ; 2 ; oo ) it is clear that the integer s will be

outstanding in the exponent of x in the numerator of the function. The

occurrence of this particular symbol > after the sth letter thus contributes s

to the exponent referred to. On the whole the symbols > in the set of

inequalities will contribute a sum of numbers to the exponent of a; in the

numerator; and this sum of numbers we have defined to be p the greater

index of the corresponding permutation.

Hence taking all the sets of inequalities the enumerating function is seen

to be

(1)(2)...(6) '

Z(2;3; x)
(1)(2)...(6)'

Looking at the lattice permutations as lined, it is seen at once that the

lattice function is

l + (a)^ + a^ + af) + x^,

so that

CWd' ^ • on ^ = ^ ^ -ir !X^ -\- Xr -\- X _ 1^

^ ' ' ^- (1)(2)...(6) -(1)]2)M3)^(4)'

since I + x^ + a? + cc;^ + af =\~^ .

(2) (3)

The reasoning is quite general and establishes that

r^n ,1 \ L(l: m: 00 )

a very interesting result.

Precisely the same argument applies to the incomplete lattice, so that

,

also

ui' {p,p,p, . .
. ^^ , 00 )—

^) (2}7::^s3pp-
>

establishing beyond doubt that the method of investigation includes in its

purview the subject of plane partitions at the nodes of any incomplete

lattice.

440. In obtaining the lattice function the index of a pernmtation arises

as the sum of s numbers when s has values from zero to /j, where yu, is a

number to be determined. To use a phrase employed elsewhere in this

work, such a permutation involves s major contacts. If we restrict attention

to these permutations we arrive at what is termed a

Sub-Lattice Function of Order s.
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This is written

L,(l;7n;x) or Li{piP2--Pm,^),
so that

Z (Z ;m ; 00 ) = Xo (i ; TO ; 00 ) + 2/1 (Z ; m ; 00 ) + Xg (^ ; w ; 00 ) + . . . + i^ (i ; w ; 00 ).

In particular we see that L^{l]m; x) or Lo (piPz .- Pm', * ) is always

unity. Thus we have shewn that

The sub-lattice functions possess elegant properties. One of the most

elegant is that which enables us to define a new lattice function

L{l\m;n) or Lip^p^ ...pm] n)

appertaining to plane partitions in which the part magnitude is limited by

the number n. The definition of L (pipo ... pm', n) is given by the relation

L(p,p2...prn;n)= {n+1) (n + 2) ... (n + 2p) Zo (;>jp.2 • • .Pm : ^ )

-f-(n) (n+1) ... {n + 2p-l)Z/i(pi^.2-.-Pm; x)

-l-(n-l)(n)... {D.+ -Lp - 2) L^ip^p^ ... p^: x)

+

+ (n-^+ 1) (n-/i + 2) ... (n-/i+2p)Z^(p,^2 Pm; oc ).

The new sub-lattice function is

L»{piPi .../>„;«)= (n-s+1) (n-s + 2) ... (n-s+Sp) L,{p^p....p„^; x ).

• We are now ready to investigate the expressions of

GF {l;m; n) and GF {pip^... Pm ; «)•

We have to modify the previous work so as to take account of the circum-

stance that the part magnitude is now restricted not to exceed n.

441. Recalling the simple case of the plane partition

7i 72

ive had the five distinct parts of the summation

:

(i) a, ^ a, > ySx ^ ^2 ^ 7x ^ 73 giving Xafr»+^+^+^+*^+^,

(ii) a, ^ a., ^^,>y,>^^>y, „ tafr'-^^+*^+'^^^^+\

(iii) a,^^,>ou.^^,^y,^y, „ taf^*-^+^+^+^E+^^

(iv) ofx ^ /Si > ffa ^ 7i > ySa ^ 7, „ %afy^+^''+*^+3C+^+E+^^

(v) fli ^A ^7i> 02^/32^70 „ 2a;«y«+»^+*»+»<^+»^^n

In dealing with the set of inequalities (i) we put

= y, + A, ^, = y., + A+B, ^,=y,+ A+B + C, a^ = y., + A + B -^ C+ D,

a, = y. + A+B + C + D + E,

13—2
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and since Oj cannot exceed n, so also y2 + A + B + C + D + E cannot exceed n.

We have therefore

where 72, A, B, C, D, E may assume any integer values, including zero,

subject to the condition that y^^ A + B + C + D + E if n.

This is equivalent to enumerating line partitions composed of n or fewer

parts, no part exceeding 6 in magnitude. The set of inequalities (i) there-

fore leads by a known theorem in line partitions to

(n+l)(n + 2)...(n + 6)

(1)(2)...(6)

For the set of inequalities (ii) similarly we find

tt,=y^ + A + B + G + B + E+l,

so that y2 + A +B + C + D +E cannot exceed n — 1 in magnitude and the

sum '^x^y2+!>^+iB+3C+2D+E+i jg clearly

(n)(n+l)...(n + 5)

(1)(2)...(6)
x".

So also in the case of each set of inequalities that is associated with the

sub-lattice function of order 1

y. + A+B + G+B + E

cannot exceed w — 1 in magnitude.

Therefore sets (ii), (iii) and (v) contribute altogether

(n)(n+Jl)^(n + 5)

{1){2)...W '^
' ' ^

The remaining set (iv) involves putting

a, = y2 + A + B + G+D + E +2,

because the set is associated with the sub-lattice function of order 2, and this

leads us to the final portion of the enumerating function

[1)12^:7(6)
^d^'^'"^)'

^2(2 ; 3 ; 00 ) being here x^+* = af^.

Hence GF(2;S;n)

^ (n+l)...(n+6)Zo(2;3;oo)+(n). ..(n+ 5) A(2; 3; 00 )-h(n-l)...(n+4)Zi,(2;3; 00

(1)(2)...<6)

__ /.(2;3;n)

-(1)(2) .(6)
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442. The reasoning is quite general and establishes the results

L(l; m;n)
GF(l;m;n) =

GF{p,pz...pm;n) =

(l)(2)...(tm)'

L(pip2...pm; n)

(l){2)...(2p)
•

443. From the result

GF(p,p2...pm;n)

(ii+l)(n + 2)...(n + 6) ^ ,
.=

(l)(2)...(Ep)
U(p.p.:.Pn.;^)

(
n)(n+l)...(n+5)

+

(n-/i+l)(n-/. + 2)... (n-/i + 2:p)+
(1)12) :.7(^)

^'^ (i>.p, ... i>« ,
00 )

we can immediately derive a valuable theorem.

Multiply each side by g^ and then sum each side from n = to n = oo

.

The term

^9
(l)(2)...(Sp)

L,i,p,p,...p,n,^},

which thus arises on the right-hand side, is equivalent to

g^.
<n-s+l)(ii-s + 2)...(n-8 + 2p)

^9
(l)(2)...(Sp)

l.,{p,p,...p,n,cc).

or to

.r / xfi (2p+l) (Sp + 1) (Sp + 2) ,

fLAp^p.:-Pm;^)\i + ^
"^^^^

'

9 + ^

^ijay
—"^

(Sp + l)(2p + 2)(Sp + 3)
I

a)(2)(3) ^"^"l

by a well-known summation in connexion with line partitions.

Hence 2 GF (p^p^ . . . jp^ ; w) . ^r"

^ U(PiP2-"Pm] 'X}) + gL,(p,p.2...pm; CO )+... +g^L^{pip^...pm.', 30)
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a noteworthy result which is a generalization of the well-known formula in

line partitions

1

{l-g){l-gw)il-gaf^)...(l-gx-^)

. ^ V (l)(2)...(m + n)

7^ a)(2)..(m).(l)(2)...(n)

= tg''GF(m;l;n)*.

It is thus noticeable that the sub-lattice functions play an important r61e

in the Theory of Plane Partitions.

444. It is convenient, when no confusion can arise, to write

Then writing x for g we obtain the result

= l,x'^GF{p,p2...pm;n),
Lq -f- xLi + x^L^ -1- . . . + af-L^

(l)(2)...(Sp+l)

the generalization of the formula

1 ^%,n (l)(2)...(m + n)

(l)(2)...(m-H) r (l)(2)...(ni).{l)(2)...(n)-

445. We now make a further study of the sub-lattice functions and the

first step is to find the value of fi, the highest order of sub-lattice function in

the case of a complete lattice.

For a lattice of m rows and I columns form the rectangular scheme

/
Oi «! «! ..,. «!

ff2 02 02 .. a2

Os 03 as . .. tts

^m, ^m ^m • • • ^^

where there are I columns.

Reading this parallel to the arrow commencing at the origin we obtain

the lattice permutation

«! ttiloti aslttalai . . . a,n|am-i|077t-2 «m|«nt-i ^m-

This is the permutation which involves the maximum number of major

contacts and corresponds to the sub-lattice function of highest order. There

is only one such permutation, so that the associated sub-lattice function is a

single power of x.

* See ante Art. 343.
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We may without loss of generality suppose I'^m and then the number of

major contacts is

1 +2 + 3-|-... + m-2 + (;-m+l)(TO-l) + (m-2) + (m-3)4-... + 3 + 2 + l

= {l-\){m-\).

Hence for the complete lattice the maximum value of//, is {I — \){'m — 1).

The same method i* applicable in the case of the incomplete lattice, but

no convenient expression for /x is apparently obtainable.

446. The next step is to determine the expression of

^«-i)(m-i)(^; wi; QO)

as a power of x.

The dividing lines which mark the major contacts of the permutation

occur

(i) In m — 2 groups involving 1, 2, ... m — 2 lines respectively.

(ii) In i — m -f- 1 groups involving each m — 1 lines.

(iii) In m - 2 groups involving m — 2, 7/i — 3, ... 2, 1 lines respectively.

Let the sought exponent of x be ttj -I- TTg + tts ; ttj, tt,, tt^ corresponding

respectively to (i), (ii) and (iii).
,

Then

TTi = 2 + (4 + 5) + (7 + 8 + 9) -I- ... + {^(m2 - 3m + 4) + . . . + i (m^ - w - 2)1

= 1(1 • 2' -I- 2 . 3^ + 3 . 42 + ... to m - 2 terms)

= ^m (m - 1) (m - 2) (3/?i - 1),

TTj = ^ (w - 1) m*+ ^ (m - 1)m (m + 2) -f- ^ (m - 1) m (m + 4) -f . . . to i -m 4-

1

terms

= }^{m — \)lm,{l — m-\- 1),

'ir3 = {lm - 2) + (Im - 4< + Im - 5) + {Im - 7 + /wi - 8 + ^m - 9) 4- ... to w - 2

terms

= ^Ivi {m - 1) (m - 2) - ^m (w - 1) (m - 2) (3m - 1),

whence ttj + 773 + tts = ^Z (Z - 1) m (m — 1),

and La-,) im-D (l;m;oo) = a;*'""" ^ '"»-".

It will be noticed that the exponent of x may be written

or Irrifi — ^Inifi.

447. We next establish that in Lg for every term x^ there is a cor-

responding term a^^'**~P. These two terms, as shewn above, coalesce when
S = fi.
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If, in the permutation

considered above, we fix upon a dividing line and arrange the letters to

the right of it in alphabetical order (or in ascending order of suffix), thus

obliterating the lines to the right of the one fixed upon, we obtain a lattice

permutation involving (suppose) s lines which yields x to the lowest power

that occurs in Lg. In fact we thus obtain a maximum condensation of s lines

towards the origin of the permutation. If on the other hand we fix upon a

dividing line which is the sth from the end of the permutation and arrange

the letters to the left of it in alphabetical order, we obtain a lattice permuta-

tion involving s lines which yields x to the highest power that occurs in Lg.

In fact we thus obtain a maximum condensation of s lines towards the end of

the permutation.

When the lattice is complete we may in any derived lattice permutation

write Om^g+i for Og and invert the order of the whole of the letters. We thus

obtain another lattice permutation, and the latter has the same number of

major contacts as the former and thus contributes to the same sub-lattice

function. For a succession

ap\(iq (p > q)

in the former, a^ being the A;th letter from the left of the permutation,

becomes
0f,^5+i|o,^p+i {m-q-\-l>m-p + \)

in the latter, Om-g+i being the {Im — k)th. letter from the left of the per-

mutation.

Hence if in the former the components of the index are

in the latter the components of the index are

Im — ki, Im — kz, ... Im — kg.

If the index of the former be p, that of the latter must be

Itns — p.

It is therefore proved that in Lg {l\ m; oc ) there are corresponding tetms

xv and o^^-p,

and thence we conclude that Lg is centrically symmetrical both as regards the

powers of x and the coefficients. In fact

xP and a;^"»«-P

occur with the same coefficients.

If e be the lowest power of x in Lg determined as above directed, the

highest power will be Ims — e.
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Ex. gr. For the system (3 ; 3 ; oo )

Li = 2 (a^ + w" + 2a^ + 2a^ -^ 2x"' +a^' + x''),

Xg = a^i + 2a-''- + 2a^3 + 2x'* + 2x'' + x'^

verifying the above relations.

The permutation connected with L^ is

2 4 5 7

where the components of the index are entered.

It will be noted that 2, 2 + 4, 2 + 4+5, 2 + 4 + 5 + 7 give the lowest

powers of x that occur in Zj, Lo, L^, L^, respectively and that the highest

powers are given by 7, 7 + 5, 7 + 5 + 4, 7 + 5 + 4 + 2; in conformity with

the above theory.

The result of writing - for a? in X, is to convert it into x~^"^Lg.

448. If e, be the least exponent of x that occurs in X, we can find a

relation between eg and e^-g.

In the permutation connected with L^, viz.

«i «2|ai OaOaiai ... a,„|aTO-i|a,„_2 ^J^-i o-m,

Bg is equal to the sum of the components due to the first s major contacts

—

say

Cg = A/j + A/'a + • • • + "'» >

e^_g is equal to the sum of the whole of the components minus the sum of

the last s components. Now the last s components are

Im — kg, Im — kg_i , ... Im—ki,

therefore e^_g = e^ — Inis + Cg,

or e^_g — eg = ^ Inifi — Ims = ^ Ivi (fi — 2s).

Moreover if /j be the highest exponent of x that occurs in Lg, the

symmetry of the permutation shews that

/^_» -/, = ^Im (fi - 2s),

and we deduce that

a result which foreshadows the theorem

L^g = x^^"'^''-^^Lg,

which will be presently established.
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Combining the above with the relation

we find es-\-ff^-g
— \lmyi,,

so that Bg +yjt_8 does not vary with s.

449. To prove that i^^-g and i/g only differ by a factor which is a power

of X we suppose that a^ is a term of Lg derived from any s of the lines

appertaining to the permutation connected with L^; the remaining fi — s

lines can be obliterated by arranging the letters in alphabetical order between

the chosen lines. Thus

p = ri + r2+ ... + rg suppose.

If instead we retain only those lines which we have just obliterated we

obtain a term in Z^_g in which the exponent of x is ^Im/j, —p because the sum

of the components due to the whole of the lines is ^Imfi. Hence if Lg = Xxp,

we have

L^^g = tx^^'^''-P.

Now it has been shewn (Art. 447) that if Lg = Xx^, it follows that

Xx-P = x-^'^'txP,

so that

I _ = r(;¥mf^ Xx~^ = x^^^^^^
~
^*^ 2«^ = a;*'™

^^ ~ ^*^ i .

450. If a lattice be read by columns instead of by rows its specification

changes from a certain partition to its conjugate. It is a trivial remark that

the generating function which enumerates the associated plane partitions is

not altered by the change. That is to say that if

PiP2---, qiq2-'-

be conjugate unipartite partitions

GF{p,p^...; n) = OF{q^q^...;n),

a relation which we can express in the form

L(p,p2...; n) ^ Ljq^q^...; n)

(l)(2)...(2p) (l)(2)...(2q)'

wherein 2p = Sg. Hence

L (pip^...; n)=L (qiq^ ... ; n),

establishing that changing the lattice into its conjugate does not alter the

lattice function for any value of n.

Moreover the last relation may be written

(n + l)(n + 2)...(n + Sp)Xo(i)iP2...; oo

)

+ (n)(n+l) ... {n+2p-l)A(pii?2..-; oo)+...

= (n+l)(n + 2) ... (n + 2q)Xo(5'i^2...; co

)

+ (n)(n+l)...(n + 2q-l)Zj(5,32...; x )+....
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Putting herein ?i = 1, 2, ... in succession we establish that

L^{jhP2...; x) = L^(qiq2...; qo),

and thence Lg {piP2 •'', n) = L^ {qiqi...\ n),

proving that the sub-lattice functions do not alter when we pass from a

lattice to its conjugate.

451. The fundamental relation

(n+l)(n + 2)...(n+Im)Z;o+(n)(n + l).. (n + Im-l)Z,+ ...

GF(l,m,n)=
(1) (2) ... (tm)

exhibits GF (Z; w; ti) as a linear function of the sub-lattice functions. By
giving n the special values 0, 1, 2, ... in succession we obtain the relations

QF{l\m]Qi) = LS;'m; x) = l,

G'^ (Z; m; 1) =2?^U A (i; m; 00 ),

GF{l,m,2)=
^^^^

+____X, + Z„

rv(hr»n\ (to+l)...(Im+ /i)
(
Im + l)...am + |i-l ) ,

G^(^'^^/')=
(i)...(^

+ (1)...0*-1)
L, + ...+L,,

(Im + l) ...(Im-f s)^
(l)(2)...(s) "^^

ind thence

io=l,

(Im+l)
Zi = Gi' (Z; 77i; 1) -

(1)

Z. = GF (I; m; 2) -<^> GF (l; .^: 1) + . <^|J^>

,

Z^ = Gi^ (Z; m; /*) - ff"^ GiT (i; „,; ^ _ 1)

(1) ... (k;

, yt i(M-i)M(Im-/i + 2)...(Ini+l)^ ^
(ir:(^) •

This series may be continued, the left-hand side becoming zero.
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We then get a number of difference equations satisfied by the function

OF {I] m; n).

From the first series we at once find the general expression of Li{l;m; oo
),

viz,

^'<''"''°°>
(l)(2)...(m) (i)-'

because we know the expression of the line-partition generating function

GF(l;m; 1).

452. Another method of investigation leads to another expression for Li.

Taking the assemblage of letters

and observing that the index of the lattice permutation with which we have

to deal has only one component, let the index arise from the conjunction

OL„ctu> where v >u. The whole permutation will be

where in the space A there is any succession of letters in ascending order of

subscripts to v and in the space B any succession such that the subscripts are

in ascending order from u.

The least index is obtained when the permutation is

alc4 • •
. aL-i ««««+! • • • Or-i) Oi^K «"X+i . .

• <~Wv~^aUi • • • «L'

because no one of the letters a^, a^, ... a„_i can be in the space B without

introducing another dividing line and the letters a„, Om+i, ••• a«-i must each

occur at least once in the space A to satisfy the lattice condition.

This gives the index v + {l—l)u — l + l, and the term

^V+ {l—l) U—l+l

The greatest index is derived from the permutation

a[a.[...ci_-i a'-i <+\ . . . a^l^ a}-^) a„
|
a„ (au+i ay+a ...Ov-iOv "t+i • • • <

,

because no one of the letters a,,^.!, a^+2, ...am can be in the space A without

introducing another dividing line and the letters a„+i, a„+2. ••• «» must each

occur at least once in the space B to satisfy the lattice condition.

This gives the index (l — l)v + u—l and the term

In regard to the space A and the letter a„, to the immediate left of the

dividing line, we have to determine all the successions ranging from

a„o«+i...a„_iOf„ to <-'a'„+\ ...ai:\aJ^^

that can be placed between the succession

ojaz-.-aLi

and the dividing line, in order to form a permutation of the desired nature.
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Suppose that one such succession is

U JJ+1 V '

t^,ti, ...t^i-u+i nQ3;y be any succession of v — u-{-l numbers in descending

order of magnitude, such that no number is greater than Z — 1 or less than

unity. Or, subtracting unity from each number we may say that the

succession

ti — 1, In— i-, ••• f|;_u+l -I

is a partition at the points of a one row lattice of v — ?i -|- 1 nodes such that

no part exceeds Z — 2 in magnitude.

The generating function enumerating such partitions is

(I-l)(I) . ..(( +v-n- l)

(l)(2)...(v-u+l) •

Denote by L^^vu. that portion of Z, which arises from the major contact

a^of.^. Then

(i-i)a)...(i+v-u-i)r _ ~.v+(i-\)u—i+\
-'-'1, vu — •*'

(l)(2)...(v-n+l) '

leading to

(l-l)(I)...(I+v-u-l)

a)(2)...(v-u+i) •

Put herein v = u+j\ then for a constant value of j we have

Xi (Z ; w ; 00 ),- = {^J+i + a:i+^+» + . . . + o;'—'^-'* (^+«|
^^7i wo! 'l^"^Ji"^

^^

U; \^) ••• U + ^)

^ (jm-Ij) (I- !)((). ..(I+j-l)

(I) • a)(2)...(j+l) '

and consequently giving j all values from 1 to m— 1,

(Im-2I) (l-l)(t)(I+l)

(I) (1)(2)(3)

+

(I) (I -1) (I) ...(1+111-2)

(1) (1)(2).. (m)

a result which, as not depending upon the enumerating function GF(l; m; oc),

is more interesting than the one reached in the previous Article.

I



CHAPTEE IV

EXCURSUS ON PERMUTATION FUNCTIONS

453. If we had dealt with the whole of the permutations instead of

merely with the lattice permutations, we should have similarly arrived at

an enumerating function

(l)(2)(3)...(Sp) '

but what arrangements should we have enumerated ?

Taking the last particular case examined above (Art. 441) we should have

written down the 90 permutations of aa^^yy and the corresponding 90 sets of

Diophantine inequalities in which a^, /3i, 71 would always precede 02, ^2, 72

respectively, but there would be no further restriction of order between the

letters oti, a^, /3i, jS^, 71, 72. Consequently in the plane partitions we should

retain the descending order of magnitude in the rows while abolishing it in the

columns. We are thus in the general case dealing with arrangements at the

nodes of a lattice, complete or incomplete, the only condition being that

a descending order of magnitude is to be in evidence in each row. Now in

a row containing pg nodes we can place any line partition of any number so

long as the number of the parts does not exceed pg. The generating function

for these is

1

(l)(2)...(i?s)'

and, regarding all the rows, we find that the arrangements in view are

enumerated by the function

(l)(2)...{pi).(l)(2)...{p2) (l)(2)...(p„,)

Hence

PF(PjP2---Pm,^) 1

(1) (2) (3) ... (Sp) (1) (2) .. (pi) . (1) (2) ... (Pa) (1) (2) ... (p„J
'

'^^'^^'''-=°>-(T)(2)...(p.,.('i)'g"

the result anticipated in Vol. I, Sect. Ill, Ch. vi.

^^^^^•••^"^'"^-(T)(2)...(p,).(l)(2)...(p^ a)(2)...(Pm)'
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The expression should be compared with the number which enumerates

the permutations of the assemblage

12 3 m

The former becomes equal to the latter in the limit when x approaches

unity.

454. When the part magnitude in the partitions is limited by the

number n the partitions as defined in the last Article are enumerated by the

expression

(n+l)...(n + pj);(n +!)... (n + p^) (n + 1) ... (n + pm)

(l)...(Pl).(l)...(P2) (l)...(Pxn)

but employing the same reasoning as we did in the case of the lattice per-

mutations, if PFg(pip2... pm] 30 ) be the sub-permutation function derived

fi'om the permutations which possess s major contacts, the enumerating

function is also

(n+l)...(n+Sp)P.F,.+ (n)...(n+2p-l)P^i4-... + (n-i/+l)...(n-y+Sp)Pi^,

(1)(2)... (2p)

Hence

(n+l)...(n+2p)PPo+{n)...(n+2p-l)PPi-|-...-h(n-»;+l)...(n-i/+2p)PP,

= {(n+l)...(n + pi).(n+l)...(n+p2) (n+ 1) ... (n+ p^)}

^
(l)(2)...(sp)

(l)...(Pi).(l)...(P2) (l)...(Pm)

= {(n+l)...(n + Pi).(n + l)...(n + P2) (n + 1) ... (n + pm)|

X PF (P1P2 ...pm] ^);

V is equal to the maximum number of major contacts that can occur in a

permutation of the assemblage. This was found in Vol. I to be %p—pi.

When the lattice is complete and has as usual I columns and m rows

v = l{in — 1).

455. Equating the two expressions for the generating function and giving

n the values 0, 1, 2, 3, ... in succession, we find

PPo=l,
(Sp+1) .pp^ (Pl+l)(P2+l)- -(Pm+l)

(1)
'

(ir

(1)12) +-^iy-^^x + PP.

^ (Pl +l)(P2+ l)-(Pm+ 1) (Pi + 2)(p2 + 2) .^Jpm+ 2)

(l)"* (2)"'

etc.,

fi^om which the general expression for PP, is readily obtainable.
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In fact

PF = (Pl+l)(P2+l)-(Pm+l) _ (SP + 1)

(ir (1) '

pgT^ (Pi+l)(P2 +l)- -(Pm+ l) (Pi+2)(P2 + 2) •(Pm+2)

(Sp+1) (Pi+ 1) (P2+ 1) ••• (Pm+ 1)
,
^ (Sp) (Sp + 1)

(1)
•

{ir
"

(1)(2)
'

and in the expression of PFg the last term is

/ V J («-!)« (SP - s + 2) (Sp - s + 3) .
(Sp + 1

)

^ ^ (l)(2)...(s)

456. If now from these formulae we write down

PFo + PF, + ...+PF, where v = 'Zp-p,

we obtain a remarkable expression of PF {p^p^--- Pm\ ^) which we know

otherwise has also the expression

^ (l)(2)...(Sp)

(1) (2)...(pi) . (1)(2) ... (P2) (1) (2) ... (pn,)
•

457. Putting, for a complete lattice, pi =Pi— ... =pm= I, we find

(n+ 1) .. (n + lm) PF,^ (n) (n+ 1) ... (n + Im- 1) PF,-V...

+ (n+ 1 - Im + I) ... (n + I) PFir^_i

^^^^^^^^
and thence

PFo=l,

^
I (1)(2) I (1) 1(1) I

^"^
(1){2) '

p/T ^J(I+l){l+2)(l + 3)[-_(tm4a) fa+l)(( + 2)
"

1 (1){2)(3) j (1) 1 (1)(2)

(Im)(Im+ 1) f(l4^r _ , (Im-l)(lm) (im-M)

(1)(2) 1 (1) I ^ a)(2)(3j
etc.
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458. As an example put l = ni = 2, so that

PF(2;2;oo) = ii>'2>(3)(4)_(3)j4).

p is here 2 and
{(1) (2)1

PF,=

PF,=

(3)r (5)

(1)] (1)

'

(3) (4))^ (5)1(3)

(1)(2)[ (1)](1)1
+ .r

leading to the identity

(3) (4)

(1)(2) L 1(1)

i + ^!f![VigMtJf
(1) (2)

(5)

U)
1 +

(1) (2)
'

(4) (5)

(1) (2)

'

(3)

(1)
+ a.-

(4)J5)

(1) (2)
•

459. Again putting l = m = S, so that

(1)(2)...(9)PF(3;3;oo) =

we find the identity
1(1) (2) (3);^ '

(1)(2)...(9)

1(1) (2) (3) r^

= 1 ,
f(4)r ,

I (4) (5))=^ [(4) (5) (6) [3 I (5) (6) (7) 1'

""
l(l)f

+
1(1) (2)1

"*

1(1) (2) (3)1 1(1) (2) (3)

,
( (6) (7) (8) ]

3

f
(7)(8)(9) '»

^
1(1) (2) (3)f

^
1(1) (2) (3)

(10)

+ X

+ ...

(1)

(9) (10)

l+jffllV... + f)(7)(8)
((1)1
^^

1(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2)

(8) (9) (10)

1 +m\ ,
f(5)(6)(7)in

1(1)1
^•••^1(1)

(2) (3)1 J

(4) (5) (6)i.^g..
(1)(2)(3) L

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9)J10)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
'

(1) (2) (3)

indicating clearly that the identities that arise from this theory are

noticeable.

460. There is a remarkable simplification when m = 2, for then it can be

shewn that

leading to the identity

(1) (2)

1(1) (2)

(l)(2)...(s)

:iJ2l) ^ ^^ [
(0(1-1)... (1-8+1)]'

•.(I)r *=o 1 (l)(2)..(s) ]'

M, A. II. 14
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which may be also written

GF{l;l;l) = 't of' [GF {l-s;l; s)]\
s=0

In fact, more generally, it will be found that

PF {'nr, ' ^\-T^^ (Pl) (Pl - 1) •• (Pl - S + 1) • (Pz) (P2 - 1) •• (Pa - S + 1)
rJ's{p.P2, oc

) _ ^
^^^^ (2)...(s)p

•

It has been shewn elsewhere (Vol. I, Sect. IV, Art. 146) that the number

of permutations of the assemblage olP^^p^ which possess s major contacts

is given by the coefficient of Va^i/8^2 in the product

(a + \^)P^(a + ^)PK

From this product we can derive a function of x, viz.

(a + X/8a') (a + Xy8«') . . . (a + X^xp^) .(^ + a)(0+ ax) ... (^ + axP^-%

and herein the coefficient of Va^'/S^^ is

^AV^ (Pl- 1) -(Pi -S+ 1) (pg) (P2~ 1) ... (pg- 8+ 1)

{(l)(2)..(s)p

For the first p^ factors of the function of x may be written

aP. 4- \oiP-^^x^ + X'aP-^^'x'
i}f]o\

^^
+ • • •

(l) (l) (2)

^ ^^
(l)(2)...(s)

^••'

and the last p^ factors

p -t- p ^j^ -hap a;

^^^^2)
+•••

+ a.PP.-. ,.(2) (P2)(P2-1)- (P2-Bj^)^
(l)(2)...(s)

so that the coefficient of a^'/3^2 is seen to be

1 I \x <Pi^ • ^Pg)
, v.^4 (Pl) (Pl - 1) • (P2) (P2 - 1)

I

^X^r*" (Pl) •(Pl-S+l)(P2) • • (P2-S+I) .

+ «^ -
1(1)Jar: (s)F + • •

•

461. For the complete lattice the functions PFg possess further elegant

properties. Thus starting with the relation

(n+l)(n + 2)... (n + l)

(1)(2)...(I)

= (n+ 1) ...(n+tm)Pi^o+jn) ..(n+Im-l)P^i + . . . + (n+l-lnH-l)...(iH-I) P.F^n.-f

(l)(2)...<Im)

I
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if in the left-hand side we substitute — n — l — 1 for n we find that the effect

is merely to multiply it by
^-lmn-Jilm{l+l)^

whilst on the right-hand side the coefficient of PFg is multiplied by

-lmn + ilm{lm-2l-2s-l)

An identity thence arises and, putting therein n = 0, 1, 2, ... in succession,

we find the relations

PF,,n-i-^ = x^''^"'~^^^'~"'PF,,

PFi^^_, = J''^'"-'^''-'"''PF„

giving noteworthy algebraic identities.

462. We can fiind an expression for the sum

I , (n+l)...(n + p^).(n+l)...(n + P2) (n+ 1) .. (n + p^)
0^ (1) (2)... (Pi). (1) (2)... (Pa) (I)(2)...(pn0

for this is

\ „ (n + l)...(n+Sp)Pi^o-Kn)...(n + 2p-l)P^t+... + (n-y+l)...(n-y+Sp)Pi^>

•

^ (l)(2)...(Sp)

Now for

^ .n (n~s+l)(n-s + 2)...(n-s + Sp)

t^ (l)(2)..(2p)

we have only to sum from n = s to » = x and the result is

g'PF,

(1 -g){l- gx) {\-gx^)...{\- gx^p)
'

Hence the sum required is

1 + gPF, +g^PFo+...+ g'PF,
{\-g){\-gj){l-ga-)...{l-gx^py

463. The foregoing investigation establishes the identities

^ (i)(j)_ (i+l)(j + l) _ (i + J + 1)
.

(1)^ (1)^ (1)
'

(i-l)(i).(j-l)(j)

(1)M2)^

= (i+l)(i + 2). (j+l)(j + 2) _ (i + j + 1 ) (i+l)(j + l )

(1)^ (2)^ (1) (1)^

, ^
(i + j)(i + j + l)

.

+ ^
(1M2)

'

14—2
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and
(i-2)(i-l)a).(j -2)(j-l)(j)

ana x'
(1)2(2)^(3)2

(i+l)(i+2)(i+3).(j + l)(j + 2)(j + 3)

(1)M2)M3)^

(i + 3 + l)(i+l)(i + 2).(j+l)a + 2)

(1) (1)M2)^

+ X
(1) (2) (1)^

(i + j-l)(i + j)(i + j + l)

by A.2S,

(1)(2)(3)

etc.

;

and thence denoting

(i+l)(i + 2)...(i + s).(j+l)(j + 2)...(3 + s
)

(l)M2)^...(s)^

and
4(^-i)^ (i + J-s+2)(i + J-s + 3)...(i + j + l)

and X
(l)(2)...(s) ^^ ^"

we obtain

(j + l)(j + 2)...(j+i)

(l)(2)...(i)

= 1 + ^2 + ^4 + J.B + . . . + ^2.

-jBi(1+^2 + ^4+... +^2.-2)

+ ^2 (1 + ^2 + ^4 + • . . + ^2.-4)

where v is the smallest of the numbers i, j.



SECTION X

COMPLETION OF THE THEORY OF SECTION IX

CHAPTER I

PLANE PARTITIONS WITH UNRESTRICTED PART MAGNITUDE

464. In this Section we determine the actual algebraic form of

We first consider the particular case

the lattice derived from the most general incomplete lattice. These deter-

minations will of course lead to the expressions of

GF{pip^ ...pm] n) and GF(p^po ...pm', «: )•

An incomplete lattice is the graph either of the partition of a unipartite

number or of a multipartite number. The partitions we enumerate are such

that the parts, limited in magnitude to n, are placed at the nodes in such wise

that there is a descending order of magnitude in each row and in each

column. It is the most general case of plane partition as defined in this

book.

As leading up to the method employed we will commence by determining

the lattice function derived from two unequal rows, say

L(p,p2,cc).

The first step is to establish the relation

L (piP2 ; 00

)

=L(j),,p,-l;cc) + a:P^+P^-'L{p,-l,p,-l;x)+xP'+p^-^L(p,-'2,p^-l; x)

+ ... +a^^L(pi,pt-l; 00 ).
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Consider the lattice permutations of the assemblage

aPi^Pi where pi^p^.

By reason of the fundamental property of a lattice permutation the letter

a cannot occur more than j9i
— p^ times repeated at the end of the permutation.

Every permutation must terminate in one of the following ways

:

the dividing line as usual marking a major contact in the permutation. From
these terminations components of the greater index arise, viz.

:

respectively.

These give rise to factors in the power of x associated with a permutation,

viz.

:

respectively.

In particular when the terminating letters are

the factor a;Pi+f'2-« arises ; the remaining letters are

and they may appear in any lattice permutation and produce a lattice

function

L{pi-s,p^-l\cc).

Hence all permutations which terminate with ^a?{s >0) contribute

xP^+p^^ L(pi-s,p2-l; 00

)

to the lattice function L{pi, p^; oo ).

When s = the contribution is simply L{pi, P2 — I; 00 ) since the power

of X which is the factor is a;" or 1.

We therefore have the relation

P1-P2
L(puP,,cc) = L(p^,p,-l;co)+ S xP^+P-^-'L(p,-s,p.,-l;cc).

1

465. Now assume that

Lip„p, l.^)-(2)(3)...(p,+
l).(l)(2)...(p,-l)' (1)

for all values of ^1.
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Then the functional equation leads to the relation

a)(2)...(Pi-Hp2-l) (p^+l)-:r(pa-l)

(2)(3)...(pi+l).(l)(2) ..(P2-1)- (1)

(l)(2)...(pi + P2-2) (Pi)-^(P2-1)+ a;P'+P*-i

(2)(3)...(Pi).(l)(2) .(P2-I) (1)

,^p.^-, (l)(2)...(Pi + P3-2) (pi-l)-a^(pa-l)
(2)(3)...(pi-l).(l)(2)...(p2-l)- (1)

+

(I)(2)...(2p3-1) (P2+1)-^(P2-1)
(2)(3)...(P2+1).(1)(2)...(P2-1)' (1)

The right-hand side has pi — p^+l terms ; assume that the sum of the

last k terms may be written

(l)(2)...<2p, + k-ij_
(l)(2)...(p, + k).(l)(2)...(pj)'''''

an assumption which it is easy to see is justified when ^ = 1.

The (k + l)th term fi-om the end is the {pi—pi—k+ l)th from the begin-

ning and this is

(l)(2)...(2pa + k-l) (pg + k+l)-a-(p2-l)
(I)(2)...(p2 + k-l).(l)(2)...(p2-l)- (1)

Adding this to the sum of the last k terms we find on simplification

(l)(2)...(p, + k+l).(l)(2)...(p2)^^^'''

a result which justifies the assumption.

Hence putting k=pi—p2we find

L(pijh; oo)

(l)(2)...(p^ + p3-l) (pi+l)-a.(P2-l)
(2)(3)...(pi+l).(l)(2)...(p2-l) (1)

(l)(2)...(pJ.(l)(2)...(p2)^Pi P2;

(l)(2)...(p^ + pj (Pi+l)-r(p2)
(2)<3)...(pi+l).(l)(2) .(P2) (1)

This result being true when ^2 = is established universally.

466. It must reduce when x is put equal to unity to the number which

enumerates the lattice permutations of- the assemblage
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This number is

and the resemblance between the algebraic function and the enumerating

number at once strikes an observer.

467. We therefore seek in the general case to always have this resem-

blance in evidence. This idea leads to a very interesting arrangement of

the work.

The number which enumerates the lattice permutations of the assemblage

1 "2 •••
TO

may from Sect. Ill, Ch. v be written

(l)(2)...(Sjo)

(m) ...(p^ + m-l).{m-l) ...(p^ + m-2) (1) ... (pm)

U(ps-pt + t-s)
^lil '

Jl{t-s)
s,t

wherein ^ > s and the continued product has reference to every pair of

numbers that can be selected from the first m natural numbers.

We now say that we shall express the lattice function

L (p,p2 ...pm;<x>)

in the form

(1)(2)- -(SP)

(m)...(pi + m-l).(m-l)...(p2+ m-2) (1). .(Pm)

xIL(p,p.,...p,n; co),

where the algebraic fraction first written is a fixed factor of the lattice

function and the remaining factor has to be determined.

The fixed factor before us is called the Outer Lattice Function and

written

0L{p,p2...pm, <x>).

The remaining factor is called the Inner Lattice Function and is written

IL{p,p^...pm; 00).

The expression of the outer lattice function is in every case known.

That of the inner function is unknown and has to be determined.

We have

L {p,p^ ...p,„ ; cc)=OL (p,p., ...pm;<x>)xIL (p.p^ ...pm\cc).

Above we have arrived at our first result
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468. A principal object of this Section is the determination of the

algebraic expression of the inner lattice function for the general incomplete

lattice. A particular object is to prove that in the case of the complete

lattice the inner lattice function is unity, viz.

:

IL (/; m; X )= 1.

In that case the outer lattice function is identical with the lattice function.

It has been already proved that if we substitute for a lattice the con-

jugate lattice, the lattice function as well as all of the sub-lattice fiinctions

are unchanged. This is only true of the outer and inner lattice functions in

special cases. As a general rule they both change when such a change is

made in the lattice. The product of the outer and inner lattice functions,

being equal to the lattice function, necessarily remains unchanged under

the circumstances stated.

We have as a consequence of the new arrangements

/-»rT/ N OZ (piO, . . . p,rt ; 00 ) rr / \GF(p,p^...pm; 00 ) = (l)(2)...(Sj^) •
^^ (P^P^'-'P'n'' * )'

where OL (pip^ . . . j»^ ; oo )

^ (1)(2) (SP)

(m)...(pi + m-l).(m-l)...(p2 + m-2) (!)•• (Pm)'

so that GF {pip2 ...pm, ^)

^ /// (piPi . • j3m ; ^ )

(m)...(pi + ni-l).(m-l)...(p2+m-2) (l)...(Pm)'

The only general fact we at present know about the inner lattice

function is that the sum of its coefficients is equal to

^ p»-Pt + t-s

When this question has been completely answered, the next step will be

to consider the problem when the part magnitude is restricted.

469. So far we have established the formula

(Pi + 1) - ^ (Pa)

GF{p,p,;oc) = - <^^

(2)(3)...(pi+l).(l)(2)...(p2)'
and its particular case

GF(pp,oc)=GF(p;2;oo) =
(1)!(2)(3)...(p)}MP+1)'

by considering the derivation of the lattice function from lattice permu-
tations. We found a functional equation connecting lattice functions and
we might have then proceeded to form a fimctional equation connecting the

corresponding inner lattice functions. We might adopt the same procedure
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in the further study of the subject, but there is an alternative. We may
proceed from the solid graph of a plane partition to form a functional equation

between the generating functions which enumerate plane partitions and

thence deduce equations connecting the lattice and inner lattice functions.

This is the more convenient course. Suppose that the lattice, at the nodes of

which the parts of the partition are placed, has three unequal rows com-

prising Pi, Pi and Pi nodes respectively, where of course p, ^p^'^pa.

For a moment we suppose the part magnitude to be restricted by the

number n.

Subject to the parts being in descending order of magnitude in each row

and in each column, in every plane partition each node is either occupied by

zero (that is, is unoccupied) or by some number greater than zero and not

greater than n.

In certain partitions every node is occupied ; such partitions may be con-

structed by

(i) placing a unit at each node,

(ii) superposing every partition enumerated by GF(pip2Ps ; n — 1).

Such partitions will be termed " full-based " partitions.

They are clearly enumerated by

a;P^+P.+P, GF(pip,ps; n - 1),

the factor x^^+Pi+p^ arising from the presence of the base which has every node

occupied by a unit.

Every lattice that can be formed from a given lattice by obliterating

nodes may be said to be " contained " in the given lattice. Among such

contained lattices is reckoned the given lattice itself.

Now suppose that a lattice having rows containing p/, p^, p^ nodes is

contained in the given lattice ; it is obvious that some of the plane partitions

we seek to enumerate will be full-based upon such contained lattice and will

be enumerated by
^i>i'+P2'+Pz' Qp (p/^;p; ; n - 1).

Speaking of lattices contained in a given lattice is equivalent, since a

lattice is the graph of a line partition, to speaking of line partitions con-

tained in a given line partition.

We thus find that

GF(p,p,p,', n) = Xa^'''-P''^P''GF{p,'p,%'; n-1),

the sign of summation indicating every lattice pi'pi'pt contained in the

lattice piPaPs.
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470. This relation shews the derivation of the generating fiinction when

the highest part is ?i from generating functions when the highest part is n— 1.

When there is no restriction upon the part magnitude

GF(p,p,p,; X ) = Sar^'^^'+P3' GF(p,%'p,': oc ).

and generally

GF(p,p,...p„,;^.)^%a^'''-P'^^-^P'-GF{p,%\..p'„r,oo),

leading to

L (p^p2...pm; ^) ^y- sp ^ (Pi'P^ • • • P'^n ' ^ )

(l)(2)...(2p)
^

(1)(2) .(2P') '

IL{piP2...p,n; x)
(m) ...(pi + m- l).(m- 1),.. (pj + m- 2) (l)...(Pni)

^v^2p' IL(p,'p,' ...p'„,: x)
(in)...(pi' + m-l).(m-l) ..(p2' + in-2) (1) ... (p'm)

'

It must not be overlooked that in these relations the lattice pip2 . . .Pm is

included under the sign of summation on the right-hand side. Also in using

the last formula that m may be 1, 2, ...?»— 1 or w, according to the number

of rows in the contained lattice. Also that unity arising from the absence

of nodes is included under the sign of summation as usual in all partition

formula?.

As an example we find that

/X (22; X) /Z(21; X) ILjll; ^) IL(2; oc
)

^'
^ (1) (2)^ (3) "" (1) (2) (3) ^

(1) (2) + "^
(1) (2)

and since

/X(21; x)=H-a-", /Z(ll; x) = /X(2; x) = /Z(l; x ) = 1,

we verify that

/Z(22;x)=l.

In this case the lattices contained in

are

and the zero lattice counting as unity under the summation sign.

If from the plane partitions enumerated by

GF(p,p2p.,; n),

we subtract tl^se enumerated by

aJ^-^P^+P^GF{p,p,p,;n-l).
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we have remaining, in the case of three unequal rows, partitions which include

those enumerated by each of the three generating functions

GF (p, - 1 p.,p3 -,71), GF (pi P2-I p^; n), GF (p^p^ ps - 1 ; r?),

and these, by a well-known principle of the combinatory analysis (see Whit-

worth's Choice and Chance, Fourth Edition, pp. 73 et seq.), are enumerated by

GF (p, - 1 p^p^; n) + GF(p^ p^ - 1 p^; n) + GF {p.p^ pi-\;n)

-GF(p,-l p^-1 p,; n)-GF{p,-l p^ p,-l; n) - GF(p, p,-l pz -1; n)

+ GF(p,-lp^-lps-l;n).

The reader will see without difficulty that in the functions of the first line

of this expression the partitions enumerated by each of the functions in the

second line are enumerated twice over. We therefore subtract these functions

each once, but in doing so we find that the partitions enumerated by the

function in the third line have been omitted altogether. We therefore add

once the function in the third line.

Hence the functional equation

GF(p,p,p,; n) - a^P^+P^+P^ GF(p,p,p,; n-l)

= GF{p^ - 1 p,ps; n) + GF(p^ p^-1 ps; n) + GF{p^p^ p^-'^^ri)

- GF(p^ -lp^-lps;n)- GF(p, -1 p^p^-l; n)-GF(p,p2-lp3- 1; n)

+ GF(p,-lp,-lp,-l; n).

471. In the general case of m unequal rows we have the functional

equation which is elegantly expressed in the following manner

:

Let dg be a symbol such that

0gGF(p,p^...ps...pm; n)=GF{p,p^...p,-\ ...pm, n),

then

(1 - ^,)(1 -d,)...{\- e„,) GF{p,p,...p^; n) = x'^P GF {p,p, . . . p,n, n-l).

472. The formula may be modified in the direction of simplification

when the rows are not all different.

For suppose p^ =p^

we must see how many nodes may be singly obliterated so as to leave a

contained lattice. It is clear that in this case the right-hand nodes of the

first and third rows may be detached but no other node. Reasoning as

before we are led to the functional equation

GF{p,p,p,; n) - xP'^^P' GF(p,p,p,; n-l)

= GF{pi - 1 p^p^; n) + GF {p^p^ p2-\;n)

- GF{p,-lp^p^-l;n),
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which may be compared with the equation appertaining to a lattice of two

unequal rows

:

GF{p,p,; n)-xP'^P-' GF(p,p,; n-l)
= GF{p, -Ip,; n)+GF(p,p,-l; n)^ GF(p,-lp,- 1; n).

Similarly we derive the equations

GF(p,p,p,; n)-x^P''-P' GF(p,p,p,; n - 1)

= GF{p, p, - 1 ;;,; n) + GF(p,p, p^-l;n)- GF(p, p,-lp,-l; n);

GF(p,p,p,; n) -x^P' GF(p,p,p,; n - 1) = GF(p,p, p, -l;n);

and also

GF(pT; n) - x^P' GF(pT; n - 1) = GF(pT-'p, - 1 ; n).

473, When the part magnitude is unrestricted we have

(Pi + Pz) GFip^p,: X ) = GF(p, -lp,,oo) + GF{p, p,-\;^)
-GF(p,-lp,-l;oo);

(Pi + P2 + Ps) GF{p,p^pi, X )

= GF{p, - 1 p^p^; X ) + GF{p,p., -lp,;oc) + GF(p,p^ p.,-l:x)

-GF(p^-lp,-lp,;cc)-GF(p,-lp,p,-l;oc)-GF{p,p,-lp,-l;oo)

+ GF(p,-lp,-lp,-l;oD);

{Sp)GF(p,p,...prn;cc) = {l-{l-0,)(1^0,)...(l-0^)]GF(p,p,...p^;oo).

In general when a lattice has some equal rows so that pj* appears in the

specification of the lattice the symbol Og acts in the manner

e,GF{p,...p:* ... p«; X ) = GF(p, ...pj'-^p^- i ... p,^; oo ),

so that whatever equalities of rows may exist the symbolic expression is

available.

474. The next step is the deduction of the corresponding relation

between lattice functions.

Substitution from the relation

L(pp;cc) =L(pp-l;<x>);

L{pip^;^) =L(p^-lp^;Go)+L(pip^-l,oD)

-(Pl + P2-l)X(pi-lp,-l;x);

L(ppp;x>) =L(ppp-l;x>);

L{p^PxP2\ 2C) =L{p,p,-\p.,; cc) + L{pip,p,-l; x)

-(2Pi + P2-l)X(pi;)i-lp.3-l; X);

gives
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-^ (PiPiP^; X ) = X (pi -

1

P2P2; 00 ) + i (p^pz p^-l; cc)

-(Pi + 2P2- l)L(p,-lp2p.,-l; 00);

LipiP^Pa] <^) = L(p,-lp2p,; co) + L(p, p^-lps; cc) + L(pip^ P3-I; 00)

- (Pi + P2 + Pa - 1) {^ (i^i
- li^a - 1^3; 00

)

+ L(p,-lp2Ps-l; <x>) + Lip, p2-lps-l;cc)]

+ (Pi + P2 + P3 - 1) (Pi + P2 + Ps - 2) L(p,-1 p., -lps-l;cc ).

In the case of m unequal rows if 6g be the symbol before defined and X
a new symbol such that

(lp)(tp-l)...{tp-s + l) = X^
we have in general

(l-X)L(p,p2...p,^;cc)

= (l-0,X)(l-d,X).-.(l-e,,X)L(p,p,...p,,;oo).

475. We now proceed to the equation satisfied by the inner lattice

functions. Substituting from the relation

L{p^p.2 ...p^; Qc)

^ jl) {2) ... i^V) . IL(p,p, ... p^; cc)

(m)...(pi + m~l).(m-l)...(p2 + m-2) (l)...(Pm)'

we find

(2p) IL(pp;co) = {ip)ILipp-l;oc);

{Vi + V2)^L(p,p2', 00)

= (Pi + 1) IL {p,-lp,;oc) + (P2) IL{p,p,-l;cc)

- (Pi+ 1) (P2) /X (jo, - 1 ^2 - 1 ; 00 )

;

(3p) IL (ppp cc ) = (p) IL ipp p - 1 ; cc)
;

(2Pi + P2) IL (p,p,p2 ; 20 )

= <Pi + 1) IL(p, p,-l p,; oc) + (pg) IL (p,p, j?2 - 1 ; 00
)

- (Pi+ 1) (P2) ^^ (Pi Pi - 1^2- 1 ; 00 );

{l)^ + 2j)^IL(p,p,p2;cc)

= (Pi + 2) IL ip, - 1 p,p, ; X ) + (P2) IL {p,p2 p2-l;co)

- (Pi + 2) (P2) IL(p,-lp2p.^-l;cc);

(Pi + P2 + P3) ^^ iPiP^Ps ; ^

)

= (Pi + 2)/X(pi- 1 p.,p,; oo)+(p2+ l)IL(p, p2~lp,; 00)

+ (Ps) ^^ (i>ip2 Ps - 1 ; X ) - (pi + 2) (P2 +l)IL{p,-lp^-lp,,oc)

- <Pi + 2)(P3) IL {p, - 1 p.,p,-l ; X ) - (p2 + 1) (pg) IL(p,p2-lp,-l,cc)

+ (Pi + 2) (P2+ 1) (P3) IL(p,-lp.,-lp,-l;x> ).
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476 In general, for m unequal rows, if (jjg be a symbol such that

<f>,IL(j),p,...p„,; x)={ps+m-s) IL{pip^...p,-l ...pm', « ),

X^PIL (p,p2...pm', X ) = (1 - </)a) (1 - (^2) ...(l-<t>,n)IL{p,p2...pm; « )•

When the specification of the lattice involves repetitions of letters the

equations satisfied by the lattice and inner lattice functions are

(l-X)L{prp^'...pl-;oo)

= (1 - e,X) (1 - 0,X) ... (1 - 0„.X) L (pT'p^' ... pl-^; X ),

where

e,L{p^'p^\..pl-;^)^L{p^'p^K..p:'-''p,-l...pl-,cr>),

and x'^P IL (pi'p^' • • • K"* ^ « )

= (1 - </>,) (1 -</>,)... (1 - <t>m) IL (p?P2' -pi'"; 00),

where 0, L (pi'pr • • • Pm" ; x )

= (Ps + Ts+i + 7rg+2 + . .
. + TTm) /x {pVpr''-'p7*~ i>«

- 1 -'plr; X ).

The reader should verify the validity of the general formulae in the case

of the particular examples m = 1, Tjt = 2 and m = 3 given at length above.

He may be reminded also that throughout the investigation we employ the

notation 1 - a;* = (s), the letters or figures in the bracket being in Clarendon

type.

477. The following investigation into the form of the inner lattice

fimction has reference in the first instance to lattices with unequal rows.

Later the results will be shewn to be applicable to lattices in general. In

the ease of the lattice of two unequal rows we have established the theorem

the sum of the coefficients of this integral algebraic function is visibly

P\ — jP2 + 1 as it should be.

Now we know that the sum of the coefficients in IL (P1P2P3 ; x ) is

(pi-Pi + 1) {pi —ps + 2) (p^ — P3+ I) and it might be conjectured that the

form of IL {pip.,pi ; x ) is

(1) Ul)]\ (2) (2)11 (1) ^(1)

but this function is quickly seen neither to satisty the functional equation

nor to be verifiable in simple cases.

It must also be noticed that the lattice function L {p^pz ••• Pm', x

)

becomes equal to L {p^pz . • • Pm-i ; x ) on putting p^ = 0, but that we have

no reason to conclude that the inner lattice function IL (pip-z •• Pml x )

becomes IL (pip, . . . pm-i ; x ) on putting p^ = 0.
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In fact it does not do so, as can be verified at once by comparing

(1)
^

(1)
'

the expression of IL {pip2, oo), with unity which is the expression of

IL (pi ; X ).

Now we know also that GF{p^p.2. ••Pm', <^ ) becomes GF(pip2 • • • Pm-i ',
'^ )

on putting pm = and we find that if we take the formula

IL {p,p.p3 ; X )
GF{p,p.,ps; x)

(3) (4) (Pi + 2).(2) (3) (P2+ l).(l) (2) (Pa)

'

and substitute for IL (p^p^ps; x ) the product of three factors above written,

the putting of ^g = does produce the correct expression of GF{p^p2\ x ).

We gather from this fact that we are justified in concluding that we may
put

IL{p,p.,ps; ao)

(1) *(l)|l (2) (2)11 (1) ^^i)\ + ^^2)^^P^P'^Ps,^),

because ps = causes (pg) to vanish.

F{pip.iPz\ X ) is a function to be determined.

We further conclude, by working out a few particular cases, that a probable

result is

F (prp,p, ; ^ ) = (^ l^'^^"-' <Pl - P2) - ^^^'^' <P2 - P3)}.

and on trial it is found, the work being too tedious to reproduce here, that

the expression

(Pi+^ ^ (P2)) |(Pi + 2) _ ^, (P3)|
j

(P2+l ) _ ^ (Pa)

(1) (1)J i (2) (2) J i (1) (1)

+^ 1^^"+' (Pi - P2) - ^"'^^ (P2 - Pa)}

does, as a fact, satisfy the functional equation.

478. The actual forms of the inner lattice functions for the cases of two

and three rows will prove of much advantage in the investigation to which

we now proceed.

In the equation (pj + pg) IL (p^pz ',
00 )

= (pi +l)IL{p,-lp2;x) + (P2) IL {p, p., - 1 ; X )

- (Pi + 1) (P2) IL{p,-lp2-l\-^)
put

x-P^ [IL (p^p^ ; X ) - (pi + 1) /X ip, -lp.2;^)]=V, (p.p. ; x ),
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then (Pi + Pz) T, (;),P2 ; 00 )

= (Pi+l) V,(p,-lp^;cc)-i-{p^ V,(p,p,-l;oc)

-(Pi+l)(P2) V,(p,-lp^-l; 00),

an equation of the same form as that satisfied by IL (piPi ; oo ).

Hence we conclude that if IL (piPz ; oo ) is a solution of the equation,

cc-P<{IL(p,p,; x)-{p^+l)IL{p,-lp,,x)}

is also a solution.

It is convenient to exhibit the new solution by means of an operation

performed upon the original solution.

We therefore write

Opi IL (PiPi' « ) = ^1 (lhP2 ;
<x> ).

479. Again put

arft {IL (p^p^; x)- {p^ ILip^p^-l; co)}= V^ijHP^ \ ^ ),

and we find that

(P1 + P2) ^2(i>iP2; 00)

= (Pi+ 1) F^C;?!- 1 p.,; X ) + (pjj) V^{p,p.^-\; 00)

-(Pi+l)(P2) V^{p,-lp^-\; 00),

again an equation of the same form as that satisfied by IL {piP2 ',
<xi ).

Therefore another solution is Fg (pip^ ; 00 ) which we may represent by

Op^ILipip^; 00).

Further suppose that Op^^ is an operation such that

Op,p, IL (jHPi ; « )

= x-P^-p^{IL(p,p,; CO )-{p^ + I) IL{p,- I p2; x) - {p^ IL(p,p,-l; x)

+ (Pi + l) {p^IL(p,-lp,-l;oo)},

so that fix)m the functional equation itself

Op^j^ IL (p^p^ ;cc) = IL {p,p.2 ; x ),

or Oj^^=l.

Moreover if we operate with Op^ upon Fj {pip^ ; x ) we reproduce

IL {P1P2', X ), as may be verified in two lines; so that we have the relations

We now apply these operators to the known solution of the functional

equation which, discarding the non-essential factor j^ , we may take to be

(Pl+l)-.r(P5s).
iLA, n. . 16
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We find

Op, {(Pi + 1) - ^ (P2)} = (Pi + 1) - ^^ (P2),

giving us another solution (p^ + 1) - a;^ (P2) ; we can now operate again, and
operating s-1 times successively we obtain

Op;"- i(Pi+ 1) -^ (P2)} = (Pi + 1) -^ (P2).

Similarly operating with Op^ we find

Op, {(Pi + 1) - * (P2)} = (Pi + 1) - (P2),

and operating s + 1 times successively

Op'^'- {(Pi + 1) - ^ (P2)} = (Pi + 1) - ^-«
(P2).

It is therefore abundantly clear that two fundamental solutions of the

functional equation are

(Pi+1) and (P2);

and we still obtain a solution if we multiply by any function of x which does

not involve p, or p2.

Putting the fundamental solution in evidence we find that we have the

expression of IL (pip, ',
00 ) given by the formula

IL{p,p^; x) =

in determinant form.

(Pi + 1) (P2)

(1) ' (1)

X , 1

In the above investigation we have only been concerned with integer

values of p,, p^ such that px^p-2 because only in that case is IL {pip^', 00
)

an inner lattice function according to definition ; but the investigation is

equally valid as regards the functional equation when p, , p^ are any numerical

magnitudes ; they need not be integers and there is no necessity for them to

be in descending order of magnitude.

If in the functional equation

{P1 + V2) ^L(p,p^; x)

= {Pi+l)IL(p,-lp^; oc)+(p2)/X(pip2-l; 00)

- (Pi + 1) (P2) IL (p,-lp2-l,cc)

we put P2 =pi we find

(2Pi) IL (p,p, ; QO
)

^ (Pi +l)IL(px-lp,;oc) + (pi) [L(pxp,-l;x>)

- (Pi + 1) (Pi) ^L(p, -lp,-l:oo),

I
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wherein IL (p^ — lpi;x) is not an inner lattice function, but still the

solution we have obtained is valid. Combining the equation just written

with

(2pi) IL (p^p, ; 00 ) = (pi) IL {p,pi-l;oc ),

we find IL(pi-lp^; cc) = (pj IL (p^-lpi- I; cc),

which is true as a result of the formula

IL (p,p^ '*) =
(!)

^<Pi + 1) - ^ (Pa)!-

Hence our investigation implies the formula

(2pi) IL {p,p, ; 00 ) = (pi) /Z (p^p, - ] ; 30 )

and we see that

ILip^p,; X ) =— [(pi+ 1) -^(Pi)} = unity.

480. Passing to the Third Order, the functional equation is written in

the form

IL (p.p^Pz ; X ) - (p2+ 1) /X (p,p, - 1^)3 ; X ) - (pg) 7i (piPiPs-l ;
oo

)

+ (P2 + 1) (Pa) IL (p^p.2 - 1^3- I ;
X

)

= xP'+p^+p^ IL (p^p^Ps ; X ) + (pi + 2) JZ (/>i - 1 Pa P3 ;
X )

- (P2+ 1) IL (pr - 1 p. -Ip,; x)

-
(Pa) /X (j9i

- 1 ^2 P3
- 1 ; X ) + (P2+ 1) (Pa) /X (pi - li>j- 1^3 - 1 ; X ).

Writing

V (pip,p3 ; X ) = x-p^-p^ {IL {P1P2P3 ; X ) - (P2 + 1) /X (pi ^2 - 1 ^3 ; X

)

-
(Pa) IL {p^p^p,-l ; X ) + (P2+ 1) (Pg) IL {p^p^-lpi - 1 ; x )|,

we derive the relation

(Pi + P2 + Ps) ^ (piP-^Pi ;
°o )

= (Pi + 2) V{p,-lp.p,; x) + (P2+l) V^p^p^-lp^; x)

+ (P3) V(p,p,p,-l: x)

-(Pi + 2)(P2 + l)F(j9i-l^j,-lp3;x)-(pi + 2)(p3)F(p,-lp,p3-l;x)

- (P2 + 1) (P3) ^(Pi P2 - 1 P3- 1 ;
X

)

+ (Pi + 2)(P2+l)(P3) F(pi-ip,-lp3-i; x).

Comparing with the functional equation it is clear that V(pip2p3; x ) is

a solution if 7X {pip^p-i ; x ) be one.

481. Proceeding similarly we find six solutions which are exhibited as

operations performed upon IL {p^p^ps ; x ) as follows

:

(i) Opj IL {piP-zPi ; X )

= a:-P' [IL {p^p^ps ; X ) - (pi + 2) /X (pi - 1 p^Pz ; x )}

;

15—2
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(ii) Op^IL(p,p,p,; x)

= x-P* [IL (pip,ps ; X ) - (P2 + 1) 7Z {p,p, -lp,;cc)];

(iii) Op^IL(p,p^ps;<xi)

= x-P' {IL (p,p,ps ; 00 ) - (pg) IL {p^p^p^ - 1 ; 00 )}

;

(iv) Op^p^ IL (pip^ps ; 00 )

= os-P'-^-' [IL (PjP.Ps ; 00 ) - (pi + 2) /Z (p, - 1 p^ps ; oo )

- (P2+ 1) IL (p,p,-lp,; 00 ) + (pi + 2) (P2 + 1) IL (p, - Ip, - ljp3 ; X )1 ;

(v) Opjp3 IL (p,p.,p3 ; 00 )

= X-P^-P^ [IL (PiP^P; ; 00 ) - (Pi + 2) 7Z (p, - 1 p,p^ • 00
)

- (Ps) ^^ (P1P2 ^3 - 1 ; 00 ) + (pi + 2) (pg) IL (p, -lp,p3 - 1 ; 00 )}

;

(vi) •

Op.^p^ IL {P1P2P3 ; 00

)

= x-P^-P> {IL (p.p^ps ; 00 ) - (P2 + 1) /Z (pi^, - 1 ^3 ; GO )

- (P3) ^L (P^P^Ps - 1 ; 00 ) + (p2 + 1) (pg) IL(p,p2-lp,-l;cc )}.

To these may be added for the sake of symmetry

OpiP2P3 ^^ (P1P2P3 ; 00 )

= x-P^-P'-P^ {IL (p,p,p, ; 00 ) - (pi + 2) /Z (p, -lp,p,;aD)

- <P2+ 1) ^L (i?i P2 - 1 Ps ; 00

)

-{P3)IL(p,p,p3-l; 00)+ {ip^ + 2) {p^+ 1) IL (p, - I P2-I ps; 00)

+ (Pi + 2) (Pg)/X(^, -lp^ps-1; oo) + (p2+ l)(P3)/Z(pip2-l_p3-l; 00)

- (Pi+ 2) (P2+ 1) (P3) IL{p,-lp,-lp,- 1 ; 00)},

and it is easy to establish the operator relations

^Pl ^P2 Vp3 ~ ^

»

^Pl^P2~ ^PXP'V ^Pl^P3~^PlP3> ^P2^P3~ ^PiPa>

^Pi^PiPs ~ ^P2^PiPs ~ ^Pa^PiPi ~ ^PiP2Pa ~ ^'

482. We now perform these operations upon the known solution of the

functional equation. Clearing it of fractions, by multiplying throughout by

(1)2 (2), this may be written :

(1) - xP^+' {2) (P2 + 1) - xP^+^
(pi + 1) + xP^+' (P2) + xP'+-'P^+*

(pi
- P2)

-x{{2)+ xP^^' (1 + x) (pi
- P2 - 1) - a^-^^' (2pi - 2p2)l (Pg)

+ X- {(1) + XP^+^ (Pi - P2)} (Pg - 1) (Pg).

Operating s times successively with Op^ we obtain the function

(1) - xP^+' (2) (P2 + 1) - xP^+'
(pi + 1) + xP-^+'' (P2) + xP^+^''+*

(pi
- P2)

- x^+' {(2) + xP'^-^ (1 + X) (pi
- P2 - 1) - ^^+'

(2pi - 2P2)} (P3)

+ ar«+3 {(1) + ^p,+2 (p^ _ p^)| (p^ _ 1) (p^),
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and since s is any integer at pleasure we conclude that the functions

Pi = (1) - xP^-^' <2) (Pj + 1) - a;P+»
(Pi + 1) + xP'^' (pg) + xp^+'p*+* (Pi - Pg),

P2={(2)+ari'«+ni+^0(Pi-P2- l)-'^^^^M2Pi-2p2): (Pa),

P, = {(1) + xP^^^ (Pi - Pa)} (P3 - 1) (Pa),

are solutions of the functional equation.

These results are easily verified by shewing that

O^P,=^P„ Op,P, = x-'P„ Op.P.^x-'P,.

We now operate with Op^ s times successively upon Pj, when we obtain

(Pi + 1) (Pi + 2) (P2 + 1) - a;-*+i
(P2) (P2 + 1) (Pi + 2),

leading to the conclusion that the functions

(Pl+l)(Pi + 2)(p2+l). (P2)(P2+l)(Pl + 2)

are solutions of the functional equation, and moreover they are fundamental

solutions since no simpler functions can be produced from them by means of

the operations.

Again operate with Op^ s times successively upon Pg and we find

^ (Pi+ 1) (Pi+ 2) (P3) -^-'^^(P2) (P2+ 1) (Ps).

and we conclude that the functions

(Pi+l)(Pi + 2)(p3), (Pa)(P2+l)(P3)

are fundamental solutions.

Finally operating with Op^ upon P3 we obtain

-a;(p3- 1) (Pa) (P2+ l)+a- (Pa- 1) (Pa) (Pi + 2),

establishing that the functions

(P3-1)(P3)(P2+1). (P3-l)(P3)(Pl + 2)

are fundamental solutions.

We have thus six fundamental solutions

(Pl+l)(Pl + 2)(p2+l), (P2)(P2+l)(Pi + 2), (P3)(P3-l)(Pi+2),

(Pi+ 1) (Pi + 2) (Pa), (P2) (P2+ 1) (Pa), (Pa) (P3- 1) (P2+ 1),

and no more are obtainable.

483. The known solution of the functional equation, which is the inner

lattice function we require, can now be expressed in terms of these. Since

it has been found that

0;, (1)^ (2) IL ip,p,p, ; X ) = P, - a-+>P, + .r-^+'P„

by putting 5 = we find

(1)^ (2) IL (p,p,p, ,x) = P,-xP,-{-x'P,;
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also putting s = in the results

OkP^ = (Pi + 1) (Pi + 2) (P2 + 1) - x-^-^^ (P2) (p2 + 1) (Pi + 2),

Ol,P, = a^ (Pi + 1) (Pi + 2) (P3) - ^-+^
(P2) (P2 + 1) (P3),

OJ^Ps = - ^ (P3 - 1) (Pa) (P2 + 1) + *MP3 - 1) (P3) (Pi + 2),

it appears that

^1 = (Pi + 1) (Pi + 2) (P2 + 1) - ^ (P2) (P2 + 1) (Pi + 2),

A = (Pi + 1) (Pi + 2) (P3) - w' (P2) (P2 + 1) (P3),

P, = -a; (Pa- 1)(P3) (P2+ 1) + (pg- 1) (pg) (pi+ 2)

;

whence, substituting,

{ly (2) IL(p,p,p,; 00)

= (Pi+ 1) (Pi+ 2) (P2+ 1) -«^(P2) (P2+ 1) (Pi + 2) -a; (Pi+ 1) (Pi + 2) (P3)

+ ^ (P2) (P2 + 1) (P3) + a.^ (P3 - 1) (P3) (Pi + 2) - ^ (P3 - 1) (P3) (P2 + 1),

or (Pi+1) (Pi + 2) (P2) (P2+I)

(1) (2) (1) (2)

^(P3-l)

(1)

(Ps)

(2)

IL (p,p.,ps ; 00 ) = ^(Pi + 2) (P2+I)

(1) (1)

(P3)

<1)

X^ X 1

an elegant expression of the inner lattice function in determinant form.

Reasoning as in the case of the second order it is not difficult to see that

this expression of the inner lattice function is valid whatever equalities

exist between the numbers pi, p^, Ps-

It is to be noticed that if it is convenient for any purpose we may take

1
out the factor

(1)M2)
and since

(1)M2) =

1 1 X

X 1 1

a? X 1

we may express the inner lattice function as the quotient of two deter-

minants.

484. Passing now to the Fourth Order IL {piPiPsP* ',
<» ) and guided by

the foregoing results put

^0=1, -4, = (pi + 3), ^2=(pi+2)(Pi + 3), ^3=(Pi+l)(Pi + 2)(Pi + 3),

B,= \, 5i = (p2+2), 5,= (p2+l)(P2 + 2), 53=(P2)(P2+l)(P2+2),

Co=l, 0,= (P3+1), 0,= (P3)(P3+1), C3=(P3-1)(P3)(P3+1),

2)0=1, A=(P4), A=(P4-1)(P4^ A=(P4-2)(p,-l)(P4),
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and consider the twenty-four products

231

A.qIjxL'^D^

AoB,C,D,

AfjlJ3L'iJJ2

AqB^KJ^^X

AiBoCiDi

A.BoCoD^

A,B,C,D,

AiBsCaJJz

A^B^L/^Dq

A2BqLiIJs

A,B,C,D,

A,B,C,D,

A,B,C,Do

A^B^GqDi

A-^B^L/iUq

A^BqLi^J^i

A^BiijziJo

AzB^L/ffDx

A,B.C,D,

in which every permutation of the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3 is in evidence.

We shall shew that each of these products is a solution of the functional

equation

aP-P IL ipip^p^p* ; 00 ) = (1 - <^) (1 - <^.>) (1 - <^3) (1 - 4>,) IL (p,p2PzP* ) <» )

where, as above,

<f)tIL{pip2...pm; 3o) = (ps + m-s)/Z(pi;)2...jt),-l ...^^; oo),

for if i,j, k, I be any permutation of 0, 1, 2, 3

<f>,AiBjC,Di = BjCuDi<f>,Ai.

Now
«^^1 = (Pi + 4 - 1 ) (pi + 2) = (pi + 2) ^ 1 = (Pi - 1 + 3) ^„

and in general <thAi = (Pi — i + 3) Ai,

so that <l>iAiBjGkDi = (pj - i + 3) ^ iBj CtDi,

and similarly ^AiBjC^Di = (P2 - j + 2) AiBjCkDi,

<tHAiBjC,Di = (P3 - k + 1) AiBjCtDi,

<f>,AiBjC,Di = (P4 " I) AiBjCtDi.

Hence (1 - 4>,) (1 -</,,) (1 - ,^3) (1 - <^,) AiBjCtDi

= {l-(Pi-i + 3)}{l-(p2-j + 2)}{l-(p3-k+l)}{l-(p,-()M,5,C,A

= x^P AiBjCuDi,

since t+j -I- ^ 4- ^ = + 1 + 2 + 3 = 6.

485. It is thus established that each of the twenty-four products is a

solution of the functional equation. Hence the determinant which is a linear

function of these products, viz.

:

A^ X>3 C3 X/3

xA^ B2 Ci xDz

x'Ax xB^ Ci A
sfi 01^ X \
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is also a solution ; and we shall shew that when divided by (1)' (2)'^ (3), which

in determinant form is

1 1 X a^

X 1 1 X

x? X 1 1

of a? X 1

it is the actual expression of IL {'p^'p^V^V* 5 ^ )•

The expression is

(Pl+l)(Pl+ 2)(Pi+ 3) (P2)(P2+l)(P2+2) ^(P3-1)(P3)(P3+1) ^MP4-2)(P4-1)(P4)

(1) (2) (3)
' (1) (2) (3) ' (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3)

^ (Pi + 2) (Pi +
(1) (2)

1) (P2+l)(P2 + 2)

(1) (2)

(P3)(P3+1)

(1) (2)

^ (P4 - 1) (P4)

(1) (2)

a^ (Pi + 3)

(1)

X (P2 + 2)

(1)

(P3+1)
(1)

(P4)

(1)

a? !f? X 1

486. We first take the test of the sum of the coefficients.

Putting a; = 1 it becomes

(i)i+l)(;>i + 2)(p, + 3), ;)2(;?2+1)(b+2), (i33-l)(;>3)(i>3+ l), (i?4-2)(^4-l)(i'4)

(Pi + 2)(;>i-f 3) , (p,+ l)(;)2+2), (i?3)(i?3 + l)
, (P4-I)(i>4)

(i>i + 3) , (2^2 + 2) ,
(/)3+l)

, W1,1,1,1
wherein of course (pi + 1) denotes the number jt)i + 1 and not 1 — 0;^'+^

Now if, herein, we put separately

P1-P2+I, ^l-i?3+2, i3l-i?4+3, P2-/?3+l, i?2-P4+2, ;)3-;?4+l

equal to zero, we find that in each case two columns become identical and the

detenninant vanishes. Each of these numbers is therefore a factor of the

determinant and the expression is easily seen to be

1^ (i>i
- P2 + 1 ) {px - ;>3 + 2) (^1 - i34 + 3) (i?,

- 2?3 + 1 ) (P2 - P4 + 2) (;)3 - P4 + 1)

which we know otherwise to be the sum of the coefficients m the inner

lattice function.
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487. Also on putting pi = p^ =pz = pi=p, the function ought to become

equal to unity. Apart from the factor . ., . . the expression becomes

(p+ l)(p+ 2)(p+ 3), (p)(p+l)(p+2), a(p-l)(p)(p + l), ^(p-2)(p-l)(p)

flj(P + 2)(p + 3) ,
(p+l)(p+2), (P)(P+1) ,

^:'(p+3) , a-(p + 2) , (p+1)

^(P-1)(P)

(P)

1

Transform this by taking

—

For New First Row :

(3) (3)
1st Row + ^7Y\^ ^°^ ^^^ "^ ^"^^"^m ^ ^^^ ^^^ "^ "^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^

'

For New Second Row

:

2nd Row +^y X 3rd Row + sd^^ x 4th Row

;

For New Third Row :

3rd Row + a;P X 4th Row

;

and it becomes

1 I X a^

a: 1 1 a;

a;» a; 1 1

a^ a^ X 1

which is an expression of (1)' (2)- (3).

Hence the value of the determinant expression for IL (pppp; oo ) is

unity.

It can also be shewn that putting pi=p2=p3=p, pi=p—l makes the

expression equal to 1 + ocP + a^ + cc^ and this can be verified in particular

cases.

488. All of the above processes are valid when applied to the functional

equation oforder m and lead to a determinant expression of/X (pipi.. .pm', QO ).

The constituent of the determinant which is in the rth row and cth column

apart from the power of x which appears explicitly is

(Pc + r - c + 1) (pc + r - c + 2) . . . (pc +m - c)

(l)(2)...(m-r)

The part which involves x explicitly presents exponents of x which are

figurate numbers of the third order.
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It is exhibited in the determinant

11 X cc^ .

X 1 1 X ...X

a? X 1 1 ... X

[sect. X

.(V)

("-)

(--)

lm\ /"*-l\ /j/i-2\ /7»-3\

\2/ rr.\ 1 1 fr\ ^ I .r.\ ^ /

489. The results obtained for the second and third orders are now set

forth

:

(Pi+1) (P2)

(1) (1)

X 1

|(Pi+l) (P2)

(l)(2)...(pi+l).(l)(2)...(p2)
I

X 1

i I

(Pi+1) (P2)

X 1

L{p^p^; 00) =

GF{p,p,; 00) =

IL{p^p^', 00) =

(l)(2)...(p, + P2)

(l)(2)...(pi+l).(l)(2)...(p2)
I

a;

(Pi+l)<Pi + 2) (P2)(P2+1) „ (P3 - 1) (P3)

ILipip^Psl 00) =

^ (^'il'aPs ;
00 )

=

(1) (2)

(Pi + 2)

(1)

<1) (2)

(P2+I)

(1)

(1) (2)

(^
(1)

1

(l)(2)...(Pi + P2+P3)

(1) (2) ... (Pi +2) (1) (2) ... (P2+,1) . (1) (2) ... (P3)

(Pl+l)(Pl + 2) (P2)(P2+1) «(P3-1)(P3)

^(Pi + 2) (P2+I) (P3)

X^ X 1

GF(p,p,p,; 00 ) = (i,^2)...(pi+2).(l)(2)...(p,+ l).(l)(2)...(p3)

(Pl+l)(Pl+2) (P2)(P2+1) ^(P3-1)(P3)

^(Pl+2) (P2+I) (P3)

iC' X 1

The results for the fourth order are similarly written down.

In particular OF (p"* ; 00 )

^ 1

(m) (m+ 1) ... (p + m- 1) . (m- 1) (m) ... (p + m- 2) ... (1) (2) ... (p)

'

the inner lattice function being unity.
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PLANE PARTITIONS WITH RESTRICTED PART MAGNITUDE

490. When the part magnitude is restricted not to exceed the number

n we have the formulae

GFip,p,...prn,n)-
^ij^2)...(Sp) '

L (p,p2 ...pm] n) = (n + 1) (n + 2) ... (n + 2p) io

+ (n)(n+l) ... (n + Sp-l)Xi + ...,

wherein for brevity Lg{p^pi...pm\ oo ), the sub-lattice function of order s,

is written Lg.

The inner lattice function, for a restricted part magnitude, is defined

by the relation

L{piP^...pm;n)

|-m)(n +m+ l)...(n + Pi +m~ l).(n +m- l)...(n + P2+m- 2) (n4- l)...(n + Pn]

(m) {m+ 1) ... (pi + m- 1) . (m - 1) (m) ... (p^ + m- 2) (1) (2) (p^J

IL(p,p2...p„,;n)

(l)(2)...(2:p)

= 0L(pip2...pm;n).IL(pip2 .-.pm', n),

where the outer lattice function, for a restricted part magnitude, is of fixed

form, and we have before us the inner lattice for investigation.

We are guided in fixing the form of the outer fimction by analogy

with the case n= x . We have not the sum of the coefficients in

L {pip.2. ... Pm', n) before us.

491. We take as the point of departure the functional equation of

Art. 471,

(1 - e,) (1 - $,) ... (1 _ 0^) GF(p,p, ...pm] n) = x^P GF{p,p, ...pm-, n- 1),

where 0, is a symbol which operates as explained above.
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Converting this into a functional equation for the lattice function we
find for the order two

L (p,p2 ; n) - xP^+P^ L (p,p2 ; n - 1)

= <Pi + P2) {L {pi-lp2;n) + L (pi P2-I; n)}

-(P1 + P2- i)(Pi + P2)^(Pi-ip2-i; w),

and for the order three

L (P1P2P3 ; n) - aj^'+P2+p3 L (P1P2PS ',n — l)

= (Pi + P2 + P3) {L (Pi -'^P^Ps; n) + L(p,p2-lps;n) + L (pip^Ps-^ ', n)\

-{Pi + V2 + V3-'^){Pi + V2 + V3){L(pi-lp2-lp3,n) + L{pi-lp,ps-l;n)

+ L(piP2-lp^-l;n)}

+ (Pi + P2 + P3-2) (P1 + P2 + P3- 1) {Pi + I>2 + P3)L{pi-lp2-lp3-l;n),

and in general for the order m
(l-^,Z)(l-^2'3r)...(l-^^Z)Z(pijp2...j9^; n) = x^PL(p^p2...p^; n - 1),

where symbolically

X« = (2p) (Sp - 1) ... (Sp - s + 1).

Also passing to the inner lattice function we have, for the order two,

aiPi+P2 (n) {n+1) IL (p,p2 ; n - 1)

= (n + Pi + 1) (n + P2) ^L (p^p^; n) - (Pi + 1) (n + P2) IL (p^-lp^; n)

- (n + Pi + 1) (P2) IL {P1P2 -l,n) + {Vi+l) (P2) IL (p^ - 1 p^ - 1 ; w).

For the order three

a;Pr+p.+Ps (n) (n + 1) (n + 2) IL {p^p2P3 ; w - 1)

= (n + Pi + 2) (n + P2 + 1) (n + pg) IL (p.pzPa ] n)

-
(pi + 2) (n + P2+ 1) (n + P3) IL {pylp^Pi] n)

- (n + Pi + 2)(P2 + l)(n + P3) IL (piP2-lp3 ;
n)

-(n + Pi + 2)(n + P2+ 1) {p^IL(pip2p3-l;n)

+ (pi + 2) (P2 + 1) (n + Pa) IL {p,-lp2-lps; n)

+ (Pi + 2)(n + P2+l)(P3)/X(;)i-l;)2P3-.l;w)

+ (n + Pi + 2) (P2+ 1) (Ps) IL{p,p2-lp^-\ ; n)

-(Vi + 2) ip^+l) {p^ IL{p,-lp,-lp,-l;n).

In general, if ')(g be a symbol such that

T r / \ (Pb + ^^~S)__, _

XbIL{p,P2 ...pm\n) = ^^—^^^^^11^ (PiP2 ...p,-l...pm; n),

then x^P (n) (n + 1) ... (n + m - 1) IL (p.p^ ... ^,„; n - 1)

= (n + pi +m - 1) (n + p2 + m- 2) ...(n + Pin){(l-Xi)(l -%,).. .(l-Xm)l

xIL(pip2...pm;n).
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492. Taking first the order two, it is convenient to examine several

particular cases in order to find the probable form of the inner lattice

fimction. Doing this, the conclusion is that the function is probably

(l)(n + p,+ l)

Observe that this reduces to the right expression when n = cc . Also it

is found to satisfy the functional equation. Moreover, it may be written

,,, , 1 (Pi+i) (Pj)

"(^''-"> = (l)(n + p,+ l)| ,,„) (n+i) •

which, in the light of previous results, is very suggestive of truth.

To obtain the fundamental solutions we recall the case of w = oc , and seek

solutions of the form

(Pi+1) p (P2) p
(n + Pi+1) "' (n + Pi+1) "'

where Fnis a. function of n to be determined in each case.

We substitute , -^n Fn for IL(pip,: n) in the functional equation
(n + pj + 1)

^^'^' ' ^

and find

= (n + p,+ l)(n + pJjJ&±iL/-„-(p,+ l)(n +pJ^f„

- <n + P. + 1)<PJ iS^^/. + (P. + 1)Wj5^ ^»,

which is equivalent to (n) F^ = (n + 1) Fn-i,

from which we deduce F„ = (n + 1), and we have a fundamental solution

(Pi+l)(n+l)
(n + Pi+1) •

Similarly, when we substitute ;
^-^—=-r Fn in the functional equation,^ (n+Pi+1) ^

we find

(n-l)Fn = in)F„_„

giving us Fn = (n) and the fundamental solution

(P2) (n)

(n + Pi+1)'
and in terms of these we find

rTlr.„„\ 1 ((Pi+l)(n+l) ,.
(Pj(n) ]
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493. This simple exposition for the order two points out the path of

investigation for the order three ; for, guided by the six fundamental solutions

when n = 00 , it is natural to seek for solutions of the functional equation of

the six types

:

(Pl+l)(Pl+2)(P2+l) JT (Pi+l)(Pi + 2)(P3) ^
(n + pi+l)(n + pi + 2)(n + p2+l) "' (n + Pi+ 1) (n+Pi+2)(n+p2+l) "'

(P2)(P2+l)(Pi + 2) (P2)(P2+1)(P3) P
(n + Pi+l)(n + Pi + 2){n + P2+l) "' (n + Pi+ 1) (n+Pi+2)(n+P2+l) "'

(P3-l)(P3)(Pl + 2) p (P3-1)(P3)(P2+1) r.

(n + pi+l)(n + pi + 2)(n + p2+l) "' (n + Pi+ 1) (n+Pi+2){n+P2+l) "'

where F^, is a function of n to be determined in each case.

Substituting these successively for IL (piPsPs ',
n) in the equation we find

for the six cases respectively

:

F - (n+l)(n + 2) (n + 2)
.

SlP ^n-i, J^n-
(n-1) -^"-i'

_ (n + 2
) (n)(n + 2) .^"" (n-lj ^"-^' ^""(n-2)(n+l)^"-''

_ (n)(n+l) (n+1)
"~ (n-1)^ "-'' ^~ (n-2)

^"-^•

The solution of the functional 'equation

Fn =fnFn-i

is clearly Fn =fnfn-ifn-2 • • •

,

sothatif ^^,
(n + lHn^2)

then

„ _ (n+1) (n+2) (n)(n+l)
(n-l)(n) (n-2)(n~l)

,„.,v-..n+2\^"
(lijP

• (n^TTF (n-2)^ (n-3)^
... = (n+l) (n+2)

and similarly ; so that we have the six results

:

Fn=={n+iy{n + 2), Fn={n) (n+l)(n + 2),

Fn={n) (n+1) (n+2), i^„ = (n- 1) (n) (n + 2),

Fn = (n)^ (n + 1), Fn={n- 1) (n) (n + 1),

respectively.

We are thus led to the six fundamental solutions

:

(i)
<Pi+ 1) (Pi + 2) (P8+ 1) (n+ l)Mii + 2)

(n + pi+l)(n + pi + 2)(n + p2+l) '

(Pi + 1) (Pi + 2) (Pa) (n) (n + 1) (n + 2)
(ii)

(n + pi+l)(n + pi + 2)(n + pg+l)
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(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(P2) (P2 + 1) (Pi + 2) (n) (^ + 1) (n + 2)

(n + pi+l)(ii + pi + 2)(ii + p2+l)

(P2)(P2+l)(P3)(n-l)(n)(ii-i-2)

(n + pi+l)(n + pi + 2)(n + p2+l)'

(P3-l)(P3)(Pi + 2)(n)Mn+l)
(n + Pi+l)(n + Pi+2)(n + P2+l)'

(P3- 1) (P3) (P2+ 1) (n- 1) (n) (n+ 1)

(n + Pi+l)(ii + Pi + 2)(n + P2+l)

Guided by previous work we form IL{piPzP^', n) by taking a fiaction

with numerator

(Pi+ 1) (Pi+2) (P2+ 1) (n+ l)Mii + 2)

-^(Pz) (P2 + 1) (Pi + 2) (n) (n+ 1) (n + 2)

--^ (Pi+ 1) (Pi+ 2) {P3) (n) (n+ 1) (n + 2)

+ ^ (P3 - 1) (P3) (Pi + 2) (n)^ (n + 1)

+ ^ (P2) <P2 + 1) (P3) (n - 1) (n) (n + 2)

- ^' (Pa - 1) (Pa) (P2 + 1) (n - 1) i^) i^ + 1).

and with denominator

(l)M2)(n + Pi + l)(n + Pi + 2)(ii+Pj+l),

and we find that we may write

(l)M2)(n + Pi+l)(n + Pi + 2)(n + p2+l)/X(;),p3i>,; n)

(Pi + 1) (Pi + 2) (P2) {P2 + 1) X (Pa - 1) (Pa)

a;(pi + 2)(n) (p2+l)(n+l) (P3)(n + 2)

a;^(n-.l)(n) a;(n)(n+l) (n+l)(n + 2)

an elegant result which suggests the general formula.

494. We may also take the following view

:

Recalling a previous notation for the order four

^3= (Pi + 1) (Pi + 2) (Pi + 3), etc.

and taking a product

AiBjGtBi.F^,

where i, j, k, I denote some permutation of the numbers 3, 2, 1, and F^ is

a function of n to be determined, we substitute

AjBjCDi.F^
(n + Pi+l)(n + Pi+2)(n + Pi + 3).(n + P2+l)(n + p,+ 2).(n + p3+l)
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for IL (piPiPaPi ; n) in the functional equation and find a result which

on reduction is

(n)(n+l)(n + 2)(n + 3)
^" (n + i-3)(n + j-2)(n + k-l)(n+I)

so that Fn=fnfn-ifn-2----

Now write

(n) (n-1) (n-2)
(n + i - 3) (n + i - 4) (n + i - 5)

(n+1) (n) (n-1)
(n + j-2) (n + j-3) •(n + j-4)

•

Jn + 2) (n+1) (n)

(n + k-l)(n + k-2)*(n + k-3)"

(n + 3) (n + 2) (n+1)

F^,=fnFn-„

= <i>ai,

• =
<l>bj>

• = <f>ck,

(n+I) (n + l-1) (n + l-2)-

Fn = (f>ai4>bj<pek(f>dl'

We then have

(l)M2)M3)(n + Pi+l)(n + Pi + 2)(n + Pi + 3).(n + P2+l)(n + P2 + 2)

X (n + pj + 1) JZ (piPzPsPi ; n)

X A2<f>a2 ^2^1)2 C^^cz ^^^(^cLi

afiAQJ>ao 'P'^Bo(f)bo ^Oo<f>co Do(f)do

where

<f>a3 = ^63 = <f>c'i
= 4>d3 = 1;

</>a2=(n), <^62=(n+l), </)c2=(n + 2), (^^2 = (n + 3),

</>«, = (n-l)(n), «^6i = (n)(n+l), <^« = (n+ 1) (n + 2), <f>a^= {n+2) {n + 3),

4>ao = (n - 2) (n - 1) (n), </>,„ = (n - 1) (n) (n+1),

<^eo = (n) (n + 1 ) (n + 2) , </)do
= (n + 1 )

(n + 2) (n + 3) ,

so that the determinant is

;Pl+l)(Pl+2)(Pi+3) (Pa) (P2+ 1) (P2+2) ^(P3-1)(P3)(P3+1) ^(P4-2)(P4-1)(P4)

. (n) (Pi+ 2) (Pi + 3) (n+l)(p2+l)(p2+2) (n + 2) (pg) (P3+ 1) ^(n+3)(p4- \){v^

^r'(n-l)(n)(Pl + 3) a;(n) (n+ 1) (p2 + 2) (n+l)(n+2)(p3+l) (n+ 2) (n + 3)(p4)

^(n-2)(n-l)(n) .^'(n- 1) (n) (n+ 1) «(n) (n+ 1) (n + 2) (n+ l)(n+2)(n+3)
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This is evidently a general process and suflBces to establish that a solution

of the functional equation of order m is a determinant of order m in which,

to a power of x pres, the constituent in the rth row and cth column is

(Pc + r-c+ l)...(Pc + in-c).(ii-r + c+ 1)... (n + c- 1),

/r-<;+l\

the associated power of x being x^ ^ ' when the constituent is below the
/e-r\

principal diagonal and x^ ^ ' when above ; the determinant being divided by

(I)"*-! (2)'»-2 ... (m- 1) (n + Pi+ 1) ... (11 + Pi + m - 1)

x(n + P2+l)...(n + P2 + m-2) (n + Pm-i+1).

This is the expression of IL (pip^ ..-Pm', n).

It clearly reduces to IL (pip^ ••Pm'i ^o ) as previously found when

n = 00

To illustrate the properties of the determinant we will consider either

the determinant of order three or that of order four.

If we put j9i = p2 = ••• =Pm = ^, the expression of IL (p^p^ ... pm', n)

should become unity. It is then in fact

IL{1; m; n),

and is concerned with a lattice in which the nodes in the directions of the

axes X, y, z do not exceed /, m, n in number respectively.

GF{1 ; m ; n), L{1\ m; n) and IL{1; m; n) are each of them symmetrical

as regards the numbers I, m, n. In particular the determinant portion of

IL(l; m; n) is symmetrical in the numbers I, n.

In the determinant of order three put Pi— Pi = p%=l, and we find

(l+l)(I+2) (I)(l+1) x(l-\){l)

a;(n)(I + 2) (n+l)(t+l) (n + 2) (t)

a,-Mn-l)(n) ^;(n)(n+l) (n+l)(n + 2)

which must be symmetrical in I, n.

The associated denominator is

(l)M2)(n + I+l)Mn + l + 2),

and we have to shew that the determinant is equal to it.

If we put /I = 00 , the determinant becomes (1)- (2) ; that is to say, n and
I disappear together. It follows from this remark that the determinant must
be a function of n + ^. We therefore put ^ = in the determinant in order

to find it as a function of n. If then we substitute n-irliov n, we must get

the expression of the determinant.

M. A. 11. le
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For example, putting ^ = 0, the determinant becomes

(1) (2)

^(n)(2) (n+l)(l)

a^{n-l) (n) x (n) (n +1) (n + 1) (n + 2)

which is (1)'' (2) (n + 1)^ (n + 2).

Thence writing n + ^ for n, we see that the former determinant is

(l)M2)(n+l+l)Mn + l + 2),

and thus IL {l;3;n)= 1.

The reasoning is general, and establishes the result

IL(l ; vi; n) = 1.

This may be verified in numerous special cases, and suffices to confirm

the expression obtained for

495. The results that have been established may now be set forth as

follows

:

IL {p4h ; n) =
(Pi+1) (P2)

x{n) (n+1)

1

(l)(n + pi+l)

(n + 2)...(n+pi+l).(n+l)...(n +
(2)...(pi+l).(l)...(p2)

(Pi+1) (P2)

(l)(n + pi+l)
I

^^^j ^^^1^

(Pl + 1) (P2)
I

.

X (n) (n+1)
I

(l)(n + pi+l)

IL{ll;n) = IL(l;2;n) = l]

X (» ^ .) = /; (^ ; 2 ; «)H1) (2) . . . (21) .

<° ^ '^>

^^^'"
+J

+
^'^ '

^^^^
'^ ^ C ^ "

;

GF(U ; .) = Gf (^ ; 2 ; ») = '° + ^'
^^|° +/,

+
^^ ; '°^^ ^) ^ • <° + '>

.

Observe that we may also write

(?i^(»» rz^ = <^+^) ••<'' + Pi><''+^)-<"^ + P2)
I

<Pi+l) <P2)
I^'^"

~~(l)-{Pi+~l).(l)-(P2J
I

^(n) (n+1)
I'

a form which has some advantage.
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We have yet another form, viz.:

243

GF{p,p^;n) = a)...(n + p^ (l)...(n + pg)

(1) ... (n+ 1) (1) ... (Pi+ 1)' (1) ... (n). (1) ... (P2)

!(Pi+l) (P2) i.

I

x{n) (n+ 1)
'

GF(PiP2Pz,n)

(1) ... (n + Pi) (1) ... (11 + P2) (1) ... (n + P3)

{I)...(ii+2).{l)...(pi + 2)(l)...{n+l).(l)...(p2+l)(l)...(n).(l)...(p3)

(Pi+l)(Pi + 2) (P2)(P2+1) ^(P3-1)(P3)

^(n){Pi+2) (n+l)(p2+l) (n+2)(p3)

a^{n-l) (n) ^ (n) (n +1) (n + 1) (n + 2)

rff^/;.o.^>>_ <^ + 3)- -(^+^ + 2) (n+2)...(n+l4-l) (n+ 1) (n + I)
.

^ ^' ' ^" (3)...(t + 2) • (2)...(t+l) (1)...{I) '

GF{l;m',n)

(n + in)...(n+l + ni-l) (n+m- l)...(n + I + ni- 2) (n+ l)...(ii + I)

(m)...(l + m-l)

GF(l;m; 00)

(m-l)...(I + m-2)

1

(1)...(I)

GF{1;od;oc) =

(m) ... (( + m- l).(m- 1) ... (I + m - 2) (1) ... (I)'

1

(1) (2) ... (1) (2) (3) ... (( + 1) . (3) (4) ...(I + 2) ad inf.'

^^^*'^'^^=(1)(2)M3)'(4)^ ^^^^.

496. The expression of GF{p^p2, . . . pj^ ; n) is not altered by substituting

for PiPi...pm the partition conjugate to it; though the form is changed.

Interesting identities therefore present themselves.

In general, the solid graphs with which GF{pip2 ... pm',n) deals are those

contained in the graph

X

n n n n n

n n n n

n n n n

n n

n n

2?i nodes in breadth

Pi »

p,

Pi

y n n prn

where n denotes a pile of n nodes in direction of the axis of z.

16—2
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This graph has six aspects which may be exhibited in the following

manner, so as to put in evidence the numbers I, m, n.

Instead of the partition pip2 . . . pm adopt the notation

hh • • • ^m>

and let rn^/n^ ••• w/ be the partition conjugate to it, so that

li = I, 7)1^ = m.

If we rotate the above graph about the axis of y through a right angle

we get

^1 ^1 /i l^ li n nodes in breadth

^•2 '2 1'2 "2 "2 »

^3 '3 '3 ^3 ^3 >J

'4 '4 '4 '4 I'i »

f'm "tn I'm '"m ''m

which is a graph, uniformly n nodes in breadth, parallel to the axis of x, and

standing on a plane graph, m nodes long, parallel to the axis of y ; the sth

row being uniformly of height Ig, parallel to the axis of z. Rotating to obtain

the other aspects we find that

enumerates plane partitions specified by

(i) rows ^1, I2, ... Im in length respectively with a limit of part magni-

tude n
;

(ii) rows m^, m2, ... rrii in length respectively with a limit of part

magnitude n;

(in) n columns and m rows, the part magnitudes in the rows being

limited by the numbers ^1, 4, ••• C respectively
;

(iv) n columns and I rows, the part magnitudes in the rows being

limited by the numbers m^, viz, ...mi respectively;

(v) m columns and n rows, the part magnitudes in the columns being

limited by the numbers k, k, ...Im respectively;

(vi) I columns and n rows, the part magnitudes in the columns being

limited by the numbers m^, m^, ...mi respectively.
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497. Valuable information concerning line or one-dimensional partitions

is furnished by putting n = 1 in the general formula.

The partitions which are then eoumerated are those in which every part

is unity, there being not more than pr units in the rth row :

11111
111
1 1

1

In fact each partition is derived from the graph of a unipartite line

partition by substituting units for nodes, and the number of units in each

row is limited not to exceed a certain number appertaining to the row.

If we add up the units in each row we obtain a line partition

{pi'p2P3' •?«,%

in which p,' :|» p„

Pi, Pi, .-.pm being given numbers in descending order of magnitude. The

partition (piPt ...pm) may be said to be "contained" in the partition

(piPs . . . Pm), and the formula shews how many partitions of given content are

contained in the given partition {piP^-.-Pm)'

Putting n = 1 in the expression of GF {p^p^pt', n) we find after a slight

reduction

(Pi+1) (P2)(P2+1) ar(p3-l)(p,)

Gnp.v.P.-,^)-^^^;^^^l^

and denoting

(2)

(1)
(P2+I)

(3)
(P,)

X

(1)

(2) (3)

(1) (2)

(1)(2)..-(P)

(1)(2) ..(q).(l)(2)...(p-q)
bv Z«, or XM p,p-^'

we may write

G^(p./.;l) =
'ty^

e-P(i.;..ft;i)=,}^V2M3)'

(Pi + i)

(Pi+1) w
X Xa

>

(P2)(P2+1) ^(P3-1)(P3)

X„(P2+1) -X^«(P3)

X x^

(1)(2)(3)(4)

(^F{PiP-zPzP4; 1)

iPl+l) (P2){P2+1) '•(P3-1)(P3)(P3+1) ^*(P4-2)(P4-1)(P4)(P4+ 1)

X Z.^(P2+1) X3,(P3)(P3+1) a:X«(p4-l)(pJ(p,+ l)

X Z„(P3+1) Z«(PJ(P4+1)

X Z«CP4+1)
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In this formula of the order four the factor (P4 + 1) has been entered

in the last column of the determinant so that the law may be the more

apparent to the reader, x appears in each constituent in the minor diagonal

which lies below the principal diagonal. In the minor diagonals which lie

above the principal one the powers of x are aP, x, x^^', icV^V.. etc., the

figurate numbers of the third order appearing as exponents.

Ex. gr. OF (p,p, ; 1) =
^^_^^^^_^^

(1 + xp^+^ - xp^+' - xP^+%

and we j&nd particularly that

GF {4>2; 1) = 1 + a; + 2x'' + 2a^ + Sx* + 2x^ + of,

the partitions enumerated by the coefficients being

zero; 1; 11, 2; 21, 3; 22, 31, 4; 32, 41; 42,

viz. air those that are contained in 42.

498. To enumerate the partitions contained in (piPz--. Pm) is the same

as to find the sum of the coefficients in the expanded expression of

GF(piP^...pm; 1).

We have therefore to put a; = 1 in the above formula. This is done by

putting every bracketed number (s) equal to s and Xpq
9'

Thus for the order two we find the number | (^2 + 1) (2pi -P2 + 2).

These results are unchanged when for (pip^

.

. . pm) is substituted the

conjugate partition.



CHAPTEE III

PARTITIONS IN SOLIDO

499. In this chapter we make a preliminary investigation concerning

solid partitions where the parts are placed at the nodes of a solid graph and

descending order of magnitude is insisted upon in the directions of the three

axes of the graph.

The remark may be made that if a unit be placed at each node of a solid

graph and the graph be projected upon either of the coordinate planes by

addition of units we thus obtain a plane partition in the plane of projection.

In fact plane partitions are in theory coincident with solid partitions in

which the part magnitude is restricted not to exceed unity. It will be

remembered that similarly it was found that plane partitions in which the

part magnitude is restricted not to exceed unity are coincident in theory

with line partitions.

The enumeration of solid partitions is also connected with permutations

derived from a solid lattice and with lattice functions. If we consider the

three-dimensional system of nodes we regard it as a system of layers of

nodes parallel to the ar?/-plane, each layer being the graph of a unipartite

partition. If a particular layer, the sth from the ar^-plane, be the graph

of the partition {siS^ . . . Sw) we associate with it the assemblage

Thus taking the whole of the layers we get an assemblage of Greek letters

involving as many suffixes as layers. Of such an assemblage we form lattice

permutations. These are such that (i) looking merely at a particular suffix s

the permutation must be a lattice one, (ii) looking merely at a particular

Greek letter, say 6, the permutation must be a lattice one. In forming the

lattice functions from these permutations we note (i) a letter which comes

immediately before another which is prior to it in alphabetical order, (ii) a

suffix which comes immediately before a suffix prior to it in numerical order

provided that both suffixes are attached to the same Greek letter.
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500. If we restrict attention to the cases in which not more than two

nodes appear in the direction of either axis the distinct solid graphs are

0. ©0 0© ©© ©©
© . © ©

otherwise denoted by plane partitions

21 22 22 22 22

1 1 11 21 22

Taking the first of these we have four nodes, shewn in the diagram

in perspective, at which numbers are to be placed so as to obey the

inequalities indicated. The two layers parallel to the a;y-plane have the

specification 21 and 1 read parallel to the a;-axis. We associate with the

> ^x

solid graph the assemblages aitti/Si, ctj for the layers respectively and con-

sider the lattice permutations of the assemblage aitti/Siaa. The lattice law

must be obeyed by each of the triads ttiOfiySi, aiaittg. We find that the

permutations are six in number, viz.

:

aiaiA!«2

Oi/9i|a2|ai

a,a2/3,|a,

leading to the lattice function

1 + (2^2 ^ 2x^) + a?,

the sub-lattice functions being indicated.

Index

3

2

5

2

3
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501. Denote by GF(21; I; n)

the fiinction which enumerates the partitions when the part magnitude

is restricted by the number n. Then the principles established in preceding

chapters give the results

:

GF{21,1, ^)=
(i)(2)(3)(4) '

^^^(21; 1; n)

l)(n+2)(n+3)(n+4)+(2.g='+2a:^)(ii)(n+l)(n+2)(n+3)+g-^(ii-l)(n)(n+l)(n+ 2)

(1)(2)(3)(4)

Sa« GF(2l In)- I + g (2a^ + 2a-) + fa-

502. In fact the assemblage of Greek letters must be regarded as con-

nected with the solid lattice in the manner shewn
in the figure, and the property of a lattice permu-
tation of the assemblage is that if a line be drawn
between any two letters the nodes which corre-

spond to the letters to the left of the line con-

stitute a complete or incomplete lattice. Thus
the permutation cannot commence with ySi or Oj

because neither of the nodes corresponding thereto

constitutes a lattice. The letter a^ must be at

the origin of the lattice. In the present instance every permutation which

commences with a^ forms progressively a system of nodes which always con-

stitutes a lattice. It is clear that, fixing the attention upon the nodes which

lie in any plane parallel to one of the coordinate planes, the corresponding

letters must occur in a lattice permutation of those letters. If the nodes lie

in ^ planes parallel to the yz-plane, rj planes parallel to the ^a^-plane, and

^ planes parallel to the ary-plane, the whole assemblage of letters must

satisfy ^ + 1] + ^ conditions ; for that number of collections of letters drawn

from the assemblage must be in a lattice permutation. In the above simple

case

1 = 2, 77 = 2, r=2,

but the six conditions practically reduce to one only, viz. that associated

with either of the planes xy, zx. It is easy to see that in any solid lattice

each layer of nodes parallel to a coordinate plane must be a plane lattice and

that if, in proceeding from left to right of the permutation of the assemblage,

at any moment any such plane lattice be deficient, then the solid lattice will

be deficient and cannot be in correspondence with a lattice permutation of

the assemblage. The full number of conditions for a lattice permutation,

viz. ^ + »; + t, will most fi-equently suflfer some reduction, as those conditions
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may be either trivial or not independent. In the above case the planes

which contain the single nodes Wi, /3i, a^ give three trivial conditions and the

planes yz, xy conditions implied by that given by the plane zx.

The lattice permutations are then connected, as in the case of plane

partitions, with non-overlapping Diophantine inequalities and the investi-

gation proceeds with the results given.

503. Passing now to the solid graph

© © ^ 22
~

1

we consider the system

and in forming the lattice permutations of the assemblage a^a^a^oi^^^ we have

only to take care that the letters in the plane zx are in lattice permutations.

There are eight lattice permutations

:

Index

3

3

2

5

aia2«i«2/3i 2 aia2^i0ii0i2

ffi«2aiy8ia2 6 <^i^i^<^iOk

and the lattice function is

1 + (2a;2 + 2^ + a;*) -l-a^ + a^,

yielding the results

^^ '^'^^-
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

'

OFi'll; 2; n)

_ (n+l)...(n+5) + (2a;'+2a^+a:^)(n)...(n+4)+(a;'+a^)(n-l)...(n + 3)

(1)(2)...(5)

1 + gr ( 2a;^ + 2a;« + a:*) + gr" (a:» + a^)

{\-g){l-gx){l-ga>^){\-gc^){l-ga^){l-g!^y
tg-GF(21; 2; n) =
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504. Next we come to the solid lattice

© 22

251

11

and consider the system

ndex Index

4 O-\fii0\^2^2^\ 3

6 «1A «! 0202^1 2

8 aiaiOa/SiOa^i 4

7 tti^iOaaiOa^i 5

5 aiffgOi^iOfQ^i 6

10 ajOa^iaiOa^i 3

7 <^i0.x<h<h^i^i

8 aiOafli 02^1^1 2

The lattice permutations of the assemblage a^a^a^a^^^^^ must involve the

collections ai<J-i^i^i, a^OLiO^'^ in lattice permutations and we do not attend

to other conditions. We have sixteen permutations :

and the lattice function

1 + (2a;3 + 2a;' + 2a^ + of') + (a^ + 2a* + 2x- + 2a^) + x"".

When we come to examine these permutations we find that those which

terminate with /S^ give rise to a portion of the lattice function which is

equal to the whole lattice function derived fi-om the permutations of the

assemblage aiaia2a2/3i, and necessarily so because no component of the index

can arise by the contact of any letter with the terminating y8,. Also as

regards those which terminate with a^ the permutations are of two kinds.

Those lattice permutations of the collection aiCL^^iBiO^ which terminate with

Og pass on the same index when another Oj, is added, but those which termi-

nate with /9i add the number 5 to it when a^ is added.

The reader will now have no difficulty in realising the relation which

follows from these observations, viz.

:

Z(22; 2; oo ) = X (21 ; 2; x)+a^X(21; 1; «) + a:*Z(22; oo ),
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because those permutations, written out above, which terminate with /Siaj,

are the whole of the lattice permutations of the assemblage otia^^ia^; and

those which terminate with a2a2 are the whole of the lattice permutations of

the assemblage aia^^i^i, the factor x^ appearing because of the conjunction

of /8i with the penultimate a^.

The formula for GF (22; 2 ; oo ), G^i^(22 ; 2; n) and tg'^OF {22 ; 2 ; n)

are written down as in the other cases and need not be particularly given.

505. The remaining cases for consideration are the solid lattices

© © 22 © © _ 22

© •
~ 21' © © ~ 22

and they are so intimately connected that it is convenient to consider them

together.

The assemblages of letters are aiai/9i/8i0f2 0f2/92 and ai«i/Si/^i«2«2/32/S2 re-

spectively. If we write down any lattice permutation of the first of these we

can obtain a lattice permutation of the second by the addition of ySg as last

letter, and since every lattice permutation of the second 7)iust end with

ySg it is clear that each assemblage has the same number of lattice permu-

tations. Moreover the addition of ySa to the lattice permutations of the first

introduces no new component to the index. Hence the two solid lattices we

are considering lead to the same lattice function and we have

Z(22; 21; oo) = X(22; 22; x ).

506. There is a one-to-one correspondence for a solid lattice of w nodes

between the arrangements of w different integers placed at the nodes so as

to satisfy the inequalities marked between adjacent nodes and the allied

lattice permutations. We will illustrate this in the case of the seven nodes,

which form seven out of eight summits of a cube, shewn in the left-hand
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diagram of the two above given. We will at the same time determine the

lattice function. One arrangement of integers is

3^2
where it will be observed that the inequalities are satisfied.

We write down the corresponding lattice permutation by writing under-

neath the numbers, which are arranged in descending order, the corre-

sponding suffixed Greek letters as depicted in the first seven-node diagram.

Thus in the present example
7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Oj «! Oa Oj ^1 ^1 ^2

and a lattice permutation of zero index is derived. In the following scheme

the lower layer and upper layer of numbers are given on the left and on

the right respectively

:

7 6 5 4

3 2 1

«! tti Oj O2 ^1 ^1 ^a

7 5 6 4

3 2 1

«i ajjai Og ^1 ^1 ^2

7 5 4 3

6 2 1

«! ^I'ai a-i «£A ^2

7 6 4 3

5 2 1

7 4 6 3

5 2 1

7 6 5 3

4 2 1

«i Oi 2(2 Ai«2A ^a

7 4 6 2

5 3 1

«i Oa ^11 «i AlOa ^8

7 4 6 2

5 13

7 5 4 3

6 12

7 5 4 1

6 3 2

7 6 4 3

5 12
Oi «i Ai«2 Oa ^a;^i

7 6 4 1

5 3 2
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7632 7463
5 4 1 5 12
«: «! /3i )8i|a2 0f2 ^2 «! «2 /3i|ai «2 Al

A

7362 7461
5 14 5 3 2

7652 7653
4 3 1 4 12
«! «! "2 /8l ySl|«2 /32 «! «! «2 AjOa /SjI^i

7652 7631
4 13 5 4 2

«! «! ^2 /8i /Sal^a /8i ai «! )8, ^i|of2 /32|a2

7654 7361
3 12 5 2 4

ttj «! ©2 tts /8i ySzlySi «! a2 )Si Al«i Aloa

7651 7651
4 3 2 4 2 3

«! «! tta ySi )8a ySilOa «! «! 02A ^2|A|aa

7453 7452
6 2 1 6 3 1

«! ygjlaaiai «2 A A «! AWai Al«2A
7563 7452
4 2 1 6 13
«! a2|ai /5J«2AA «i ^i|«2|ai A|a2A
7532 7453
6 4 1- 6 12
«] /3i|ai A|a2 «2 /32 «! /9i|a2|ai a2 /9a|/3i

7 3 5 2 -7451
6 14 6 3 2

«! /8i|a2 Al oti 0^2 ySi «! ySilflalaiA Al«2

7562 7563
4 3 1 4 12
«i Otaltti /3i )8i|a2 /Sa «! ttalai Al«2 AIA

7562 7531
4 13 6 4 2

«! Oajai A AjOaA «i A|«i A|a2 A|«2

7 5 4 2 7 3 5 1

6 3 1 6 2 4

• «! A|ai 02AKA «i Al«2AK Al«3
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7542 7561
6 13 4 2 3

«i Al^a «2 ^2Jaa ^1 «! «a «i A^2;^ii«2

7642 7541
5 3 1 6 2 3

7642 7641
5 13 5 2 3

7564 7461
3 12 5 2 3

7561 7451
4 3 2 6 2 3

507. There are 48 permutations. The dividing lines shew the order of

the associated lattice function. Forming the lattice function in the ordinary

way we find that

i(22; 22; oo
)

+ (a* + Saf + ^oF + 8af + ^a^ + 3x^0 + x"^)

+ (2x"> + 20^' + 3a?i2 + 2aJ3 + 2x^*) 4. ^Js

= X(22; 21; 00);

and thence writing

X (22 ; 22 ; 00 ) = Xo + L{+ L^ +Z3 + Z„
we obtain

GF(22-22x)-^^i?^l^^^^>-

(^^(22;21;oc) =
^J-^-^;-)

;

^p/00 . 00 . „^ _ SZf(n-t+l)(n-t + 2)...(n-t + 8)(z/'(22,22,n)-
(1)(2)...(8)

'

(zi'(22,21,n)
(1)(2)...(7)

'

^ ^ ' ' >> (l-5r)(l-5ra:)(l-^^)...(l-^a-)'

Sa« G2^('22 • 21- n)=
Xq 4- grZi + g-L^ + fL, +g*L,
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508. This completes the results up to the point where the number of

nodes along each axis does not exceed two. It suffices to establish that by

the method pursued we have potentially the complete solution of the problem

of Solid Partitions. The discovery of the algebraic form of the lattice

function in the general case has not been made. It appears to be a com-

plicated and difficult question. A short discussion, however, may be given.

When we were speaking of solid lattices it was shewn that such a lattice

might be read in either one, two, three, or six different ways, according to

the degree of symmetry possessed by the lattice. It follows that the speci-

fication of a lattice by layers of nodes may be in one, two, three, or six

different forms. Thus the notation GF (21 ; 1 ; n) is unique ; but the three

forms

GF (22 ; 1 ; w), GF (21 ; 2 ; n), GF (21 ; 11 ; n)

are equivalent because each is associated with the same graph

© © _ 22

"
1 '

which has three aspects.

In particular the equivalence

GF(p,2\
; qiq^ ; n) = GF (p^q^ ; p^q^ ; n)

should be noted.

We have already met with one or two instances of relations between

lattice functions of the new kind, so that it is not surprising to find that

lattice functions and generating functions are connected by functional

equations. By the same reasoning as was employed in a previous chapter

we establish equations of the type

(Pi + P2 + qi) GF {p,p^ ; ^1 ; 00

)

= GF{p^ -lp2\qi\^) + GF(p,p^-l
; ^1 ; CO ) + GF (p^p^\ q,-l;<x)

- GF(p,-l /)2- 1; qi; ^ )- GF(p^-\p^; q^-l; co)-GF(p,p^-l\q,-l; oo
)

+ GF(p,-lp^-l;q,-l;oo),

and transforming to lattice functions

L (P1P2 ; ?i ; 00

)

= L(pi- 1 p^; q^; oo) + L (pi P2-I ; qi; co)+L(pip2; qi-1; 00)

-{Pi + V2+ ^i-'^){L(pi-lp2-i;qi] cc) + L(pi-lp2;q,-l;x)

+ L(pip.,-l;q,-l; 00)}

+ (Pi + P2 + qi-2)(Pi + P2 + qi- i)X(/)i-i;)2-i;5i-i; ^)>

I
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with the usual modifications when there are equalities between the numbers

Pi , P2, 9i- As a particular case

L(ll;l;x)=Lil-ll:l;x>)+2L(ll;oo)-{l + l){2L(l-ll;oo) + L(l;<x>)]

+ (I)(I+1)Z(^-1; 00).

Since

we find that

L(ll;x) = l+x^^~^; X(Z;x) = l,

L(ll;l;cc) = L(i-ll; 1 ; 00) + x^l + x)^^~^ -20^+^

and now it is readily shewn that

(1)=' X (H ; 1 ; 00 ) = (( + 1) (I + 2) - 2^ (1) (( + 2) + a;== (1) (2)

J (1 + 2) (I + 2)-a;(2)

"1 x{l) (r+l)-^(l)

M. A. II. 17



CHAPTER IV

THE SYMMETRY APPERTAINING TO PARTITIONS

509. It has already been observed in Art. 428 that the three-dimen-

sional graphs of plane partitions have either one, two, three, or six aspects,

leading to one, two, three, or six different readings. There are thus four

classes of graphs and partitions, and although their complete theory has not

yet been discovered, the subject may be usefully discussed up to a certain

point. Taking an origin and three coordinate axes, the graphs which permit

of only one reading are symmetrical about the

line through the origin equally inclined to the

three coordinate planes (or axes). Upon that

line, which may be called the diagonal of the

solid graph, there must be one node, at the

origin, and there may be any number. First

consider the symmetrical graphs which have

only the origin node upon the diagonal. Then

the whole of the nodes must lie in one or other

of the three coordinate planes. For every node

upon the axis of x there must be corresponding

nodes upon the axes of y and z. For every node, not upon an axis, that lies

in the plane xy there must be corresponding nodes in the planes yz and zx.

The nodes that lie in any one of the three coordinate planes constitute a

self-conjugate graph in two dimensions. We thus obtain three perfectly

similar self-conjugate graphs, but they are not quite distinct, because there

is overlapping due to the circumstance that the origin node lies in each of

the three planes, while every node which lies upon one of the coordinate

axes necessarily lies in each of two of the coordinate planes. We may
therefore separate the nodes into three lots : (i) the origin node, (ii) nodes

which lie upon the axes, the origin node excepted, (iii) the nodes which do

not lie upon an axis. The nodes in (ii) occur in threes. The nodes in (iii)

constitute in each coordinate plane the same self-conjugate graph, and

therefore these nodes also occur in threes. The whole number of nodes must

consequently be of the form 3m -H 1.
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510. Let us now enumerate the graphs which have % nodes along each

axis (the origin node inchided on each axis). We have then as a minimum
Si— 2 nodes. In the plane ary we may have any self-conjugate graph which

involves exactly i nodes in the direction of each of the axes of x and y, or, if

we omit those nodes which lie upon those axes in the plane xy, we have any

self-conjugate graph which involves i — 1 or fewer nodes in the direction of

the axes of a; and y. These graphs are enumerated by the function

(1 + x)(l + a^){l + a^) ...(1+afi-'),

since we have seen that the nodes may be separated into angles of nodes,

symmetrical about their origin, which involve numbers of nodes which are

unrepeated uneven numbers. Clearly the external angle of nodes involves a

maximum of 2t — 3 nodes.

Hence, since, as remarked, the nodes occur in threes, and there are Si — 2

nodes upon the axes, we find that

a^'^{l+j^){l+a^){l+a^^) ... (1 +a^-»)

is the function which enumerates the solid graphs which have only one

aspect, i nodes along each axis, and every node upon one of the coordinate

planes. This leads us to the function

1 +x + x*(l+x') + aF{l +af){l +af>) -f ... +x^^(l+af){l +af) ...{l+a^%

to enumerate the graphs when there are i nodes or fewer upon each axis.

Also when i = x to the function

l+x + x'{l+x') + x'(l+af)(l+af) + x">(l+x')(l+af)(l+a^')+... ad inf

511. By viewing the matter in another manner we can obtain another

form of the function which gives an interesting identity.

Suppose that in the plane xy we have four nodes along the diameter OA.
This implies that the square OA is full of nodes, and, by symmetry, also each

of the squares OB, OG must be full of nodes. (For diagram, see p. 260.)

Altogether we must have at least 4 x 3^ + 1 or 37 nodes, and 37 = 4' — 3'.

Without increasing the number of nodes upon the diameter OA, we may
add nodes in the plane xy which constitute a plane graph made up of rows

which do not exceed four nodes in length, the rows being taken parallel to

the axis of y and terminating in the axis of x. But if we do this, symmetry
demands that we add a similar graph in the plane xy, the rows being

parallel to the axis of x and terminating in the axis of y; similar graphs

also

in the plane yz, with rows parallel to the axis of y, and terminating in

the axis of z
;

in the plane yz, with rows parallel to the axis of z and terminating in

the axis of y;
17—2
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in the plane zx, with rows parallel to the axis of z, and terminating in

the axis of x;

in the plane zx, with rows parallel to the axis of x, and terminating in

the axis of z.

These six graphs are not quite distinct ; there is overlapping due to the

nodes that are added upon the axes. Thus a row of four nodes added in each

of the six half-planes adds not 6 x 4 or 24 nodes, but 24 — 3 = 21 nodes. So

rows of three, two and one add 6 x 3 ~ 3 = 15, 6 x 2 — 3 = 9, and 6x1-3 = 3

nodes respectively.

The case of a row of four nodes is indicated by crosses in the diagram.

Hence our addition resolves itself into lots of 21 nodes, 15, 9, 3 nodes

each any number of times repeated. We see then that if there are exactly

four nodes along the diameter OA we have an enumerating function

of

(1 - or*) (1 - ^9) (1 - x"') (1 - x"^)
'

and generally, if we have exactly ^ — 1 nodes along the diameter OA, we

have an enumerating function
.(ifc-l)8-(*-2)8

(1 -a?) {I- *•») (1 - x^') ... (1 - a^*-»)

'

512. Thence we conclude that the graphs which have one reading only

and every node in one of the coordinate planes, are enumerated by the series

X x' x^^
1 + + +

I -a? ' {l-af){l-af>) '

(1 - x") (i - af>) (1 - x'')

^(t-l)8-(t-2)8

"^(l-a;»)...(l-a^-»)'^'"'

+ ...
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which, on expansion, must be identically the same as that previously found,

viz.:

We thus establish an interesting identity.

513. These partitions the nodes of whose graphs lie all upon the

coordinate planes are represented by solid angles of nodes which are perfectly

symmetrical in respect to the three coordinate planes. All other partitions

which possess this ary^-symmetry are formed by fitting into one another two

or more symmetrical solid angles of nodes so as to produce a regular solid

graph. So far we have merely enumerated the external solid angles of

nodes or boundary partitions. It is not difficult to construct a crude gene-

rating function arising from a number of Diophantine inequalities, but

effectively the enumeration has not, up to the present time, been carried

any further.

One further remark however may be made. From any one of these

graphs we can immediately derive an infinite number of others of the same

symmetrical nature ; for if we take a square of nodes having i nodes in

a side and form a symmetrical three-dimensional graph in the left-hand top

comer, we may conceive the square

2 1

1

completed into a cube of i* nodes. The graph in the comer if now sub-

tracted from the cube leaves a solid graph which if rotated through 180°

presents a symmetrical graph. The two graphs are in fact supplementary

the one of the other qua a cube of z* nodes. Hence a symmetrical graph of

i^ — w nodes in the general case where the graph of weight w has i or fewer

nodes along each axis.

In the case above the graph of weight 4 gives rise to the graphs whose

generating function is

a^ + aZ-^ + x"'-* + a/-* +... + x"^-* -f- ....

Exceptionally in this case when i = 2, the graph itself is reproduced.

Thus from the partition

321

21

1
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we produce
332 4444 55555

321 4443 55555

21 4432 55554 etc. ad inf.

4321 55543

55432

[sect. X

514. Certain graphs possess symmetry in relation to the axes of x and y
and do not possess symmetry in regard to the three coordinate planes. If

we enumerate all the graphs which possess icy-symmetry we include those

which possess a;y^-symmetry. Those which possess a;z/-symmetry only have

three aspects and give rise to plane partitions which read the same by rows

as by columns. We therefore attempt the enumeration of plane partitions

which have this property and understand that those which are perfectly

symmetrical are included. Each layer of nodes parallel to the icjr-plane

is a self-conjugate graph. We may regard the whole graph as arising by

superposing, when possible, such layers. This would be one method of

attacking the problem, but it gives rise to Diophantine inequalities which

are not easy to deal with. The method now given is preferable. Every

plane partition possessing a:;y-symmetry naturally has successive rows of

numbers of the same lengths as the successive columns of numbers. It is of

the form

«11 Ol2 «13 •••

^21 ^22 0^23 •••

^31 ^32 ^33 • • •

where a^^ = a^,.

Consider the portion of the partition

^n 012 Oi3 •••

0(22 Of^j ...

«33 ...

where the numbers are subject to the inequalities

Otii ^ 0^12 ^ Otiij ^ ...

W V
0(22 ^ "z\ ^ • • •

W
«:« ^ ...
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and seek the sum

for all systems of such numbers.

We are led to the crude function

wherein the auxiliary X„ refers to a„ ^ a^.e+i, and /jUre refers to a^.c+i ^ ar+i.c+i-

Since in the enumeration in order to obtain the content or weight of the

partition we have to double the parts which lie above the principal diagonal,

to obtain an enumerating function we must put x^ = x for all values of r

and Xre = x^ whenever c > r.

We thus find the function

\ Mil / \ ^H-K /

the crude expression of the sum

^^on + a22 + 033+... + 2(ai2+ oi3+... + 023+...)

The coeflficient of x" in the sum is equal to the number of plane partitions

of content la which possess ary-symmetry.

Suppose that the first row of the partition involves i numbere. We
then have only to consider the first i columns of factors in the denominator

of the crude function.

For I = 1, we have
:j

, which is clearly correct, for the partition consists

for each weight of a single number (equal to the weight) at the origin of the

graph or partition.
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515. For i = 2, we have

(l-X...)(l-^_^)(l-i-.)'

as the crude function which enumerates partitions of the form

Eliminating /x„ it is

1

(l-X„.)(l-i.»)(l-i-^)'

and this is 7tr ^-jz rr—z -r or ^ , ,-. ... ,

(l-a;)(l-a:«)(l-^) (1)(3)(4)'

the correct enumerating function.

516. If we had required a real generating function we^ should have dealt

with
1

and have found

shewing that the partitions can all be obtained from the partitions

1.1111
. .' 1 .' 1 1'

by adding A times the first or to B times the second or ^ and

G G
to G times the third or ^ ^ ; thus producing the partition

A^-B + G, B + G,

B + G, , G ,

A, B, G being arbitrary positive integers. This is the general form of plane

partition of the nature considered and there is no overlapping. There are

no syzygies.

517. If we wish to restrict the part magnitude we proceed as on a

former page, Art. 431, and write gx^^ for x^^, at the same time introducing the

additional denominator factor 1 — g. The generating function for a part
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magnitude not exceeding n is then equal to the coeflScient of g^ in the

expanded function. We are thus led to the algebraic fraction

1

{l-g){\-gx){\-ga^){\-gxr

and herein the coefficient of ^r" is readily found to be

( 1
- af-^^) (1 - a^+») (1 - a?^^)

{l-x){\-x'){l-a*)

518. Proceeding to the case i = 3, we find the crude function

n I
.

^ (1 - X„^„) (l - ^^' x,,x,) (l -
^^

x,,x^)

which successively exhibits the forms which follow, in which for brevity and

convenience Xrc^cr is vrritten x^cr'-

and thence

(
1 - r X^X^

n

and thence

(A ^it^izXuXj^X^) II r — XigiXssaj

I 1 — r^ r— XisiXyg^Xis
J

\ A/12 A22 /

n
^ (1 - -^-u) - \2XnX121) (1 - ^ ^131)

(i- — A.^XiiX^2lX^) (1 — XiiXiziX^XigiXgjsJ

\' •'^ii-'^ia^^^si*'^*'^)

and finally by the formula given in Art. 348,

1 - a^n^^nX^x,„

j(l - ^11) (1 - XnX^) (1 - XnXi2iX^) (1 — XiiX^Xai) (1 — XnX^X^X^si)

\ ^ ' • •^ii^ia^^'^isi*'^^^ \A ^11^121 •''22^131•^^^aa^ 1
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This result shews that the fundamental products are

connected by the syzygy

The associated fundamental partitions from which all others can be
derived by addition are

!•• 11. 11. Ill
^1 = . . . , ^3 = 1 . . , C4 = 1 1

. , A = 1 • •

,

... ••• ••• 1.*'
Ill 111 111

^« = 1 1 ., F, = l 1 1 , G, = l 1 1 .

1 . • 11. Ill

These are connected by the simple syzygy

2 2 1

1 . .

The general form of icy-symmetrical plane partition of order 3 is therefore

A+B+G^D+E+F+Q B+C+D+E+F+0 D+E+F+G
B+C+D+E+F+G C +E+F+G F+G

D+E+F+G F+G G

where A, B, C, D, E, F, G are arbitrary positive integers.

519. The derived enumerating function is

1

(1 -w){l- a^) (1 - a;«) . (1 - a.-") (1 - of) (1 -a^)'

the numerator term disappearing.

Proceeding to restrict the part magnitude in the usual manner, we find

the algebraic fraction

1 - g^x'>

{l-g)(l-gw)(l-ga^){l-ga;*){l-ga^)il-gaf)(l-ga^){l-gaf)'

in which we have to seek the coefficient of ^'*.

This, with some little trouble, is found to be

(1 - a;"+^)(l - a!"+3) (1 - 3?"+") . (1 - ar"*+*) (1 - cc^+') (1 - 0^+")

(1 - x) (T-af) {l-a^).{l- cc") (1 - ^) (1 - a^)
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520. If we were to proceed to the next case, i = 4, we should find the

work very laborious ; too much so to be given here in detail ; but the result

that would emerge would be

-a:»+^) (1 -a;»+=') (1 -a;"+°) (l-af*+') . (1 -a^+*) (1 -x""-^) ( 1 -a;»'+»)»(l -x^+'^) (1 -x^+")

Guided by the circumstance that for the ith order the generating

function must reduce for n = 1 to the function which enumerates self-

conjugate partitions in the Theory of Line .Partitions, we may construct

the enumerating function for the order i. It is, written in Cayley's notation

1 - **= (s), an algebraic fraction, of which the numerator is

(n+l)(n + 3)(n + 5) (n+2i-l)

X (2n + 4) (2n + 6) (2n + 8) (2n + 41 - 4)

X (2n+8)(2n+ 10) (2n + 12) (2n + 4i-8)

X

X {2n+4s) (2n + 4s + 2) (2n + 4s + 4) (2n + 4i-4s)

X

wherein if i be even there are, omitting the first row, ^i rows the last of

which is

(2n + 2i);

and if i be uneven there are |(i — 1) rows, the last of which is

(2n + 2i - 2) (2n + 21) (2n + 21 + 2)

;

and the denominator is obtained from the numerator by putting n = 0, viz.

it is

(1){3)(5) (21-1)

x(4)(6)(8) (41-4)

X (8) (10) (12) (41-8)

X

X (4s) (4s + 2) (4s + 4) (41 - 4s)

X

the last row being (21) or (21 - 2) (21) (21 + 2) according as i is even or

uneven.

521. The reader must be warned that, although there is little doubt
that this result is correct, its truth at present rests upon the fact that it

represents faithfully every particular case that has been examined, and that

some consequences deduced from it also appear to be con-ect. The result has

not been rigorously established. Nor has the expression when multiplied by
^" been summed into the form of an algebraic fraction. Further investiga-

tions in regard to these matters would be sure to lead to valuable work.
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522. We proceed to deduce some consequences from the result.

When the number of layers of nodes is unrestricted we put n = oo , and
then the numerator becomes equal to unity. The function in that case may
also be written

(l + x)(l+ii^){l+a^) (1+0^-^)

(2){6)(10)...(4i-2). (4)(6)(8)M10)M12)M14)^..'

the last factors in the denominator being determined from the formula.

Here the numerator is precisely the enumerating function of self-conjugate

line partitions of at most i parts. It is, in fact, precisely what the whole

expression, in the general formula, becomes when n is put equal to unity.

It is at once seen to be

(2)(6)(10)...(4i-2)

(l)(3)(5)...(2i-l) '

which is (1+ x) (1 + x^) . . . (1 + x"-'-').

523. On putting w = 2 we obtain a very interesting result.

We find

(
2i+l) (2i + 4)(2i + 6)...(4i-2)(4i)

(1)
•

(4)(6)...(2i-2)(2i)
'

which may be written

(2i + 2)(2i + 4)...(4i-2)(4i)

(2)(4). .(2i-2)(2i)

(2i + 4)(2i + 6)...(4i-2)(4i)
+ ^

(2)(4)(6)...(2i-2)
•

This expression enumerates plane partitions which possess the properties

;

(i) they have icy-symmetry

;

(ii) the part magnitude does not exceed 2
;

(iii) there are not more than i parts in the direction of either axis.

For an even weight 2w we have to take the coefficient of a^'^ in

(
2i + 2)(2i + 4)...(4i-2)(4i)

(2)(4)...(2i-2)(2i)

or of .-in
(i+l)(i+2)...(2i-.l)(2i)

(l)(2)...(i-l)(i)

This function, as we have seen, enumerates in the Theory of Line

Partitions those partitions of the number w in which both the part magni-

tude and the number of parts are limited so as not to exceed i.
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524. Hence a correspondence between the plane partitions of 2w, for

which there is xy-symmetry, the part magnitude does not exceed two, and

there are not more than i parts in the direction of either axis ; and the line

partitions of w, for which the part magnitude and the number of parts are

both limited so as not to exceed i.

Or we may state the correspondence in another manner.

It is between the at most two layer icy-symmetrical graphs, of weight 2w,

restricted as to nodes along the x and y axes by the number i; and the

graphs in two dimensions of weight w restricted as to nodes along the axes

by the number i.

Ex. gr. for w = 4, z = 3, the correspondence is

111 11

1 11

11 221 22 111

1 2 22 111

1 1 11

525. For an uneven weight 2w 4- 1 we similarly take the coefficient of

a"' in

(i + 2) (i + 3) ...(2i-l)(2i)

(l)(2)(3)...(i-2)(i-r) '

and this enumerates partitions of w limited as to part magnitude by i+ 1,

and as to number of parts by i — 1.

526. Hence a correspondence between the plane partitions of 2w + 1,

for which there is a^y-symmetry, the part magnitude does not exceed two,

and there are not more than i parts in the direction of either axis ; and

the line partitions of iv, limited as to part magnitude by i + 1, and as to

number of parts by i — 1.

As before, we have the alternative statement of the con-espondence.

Ex. gr. for w = 5, i = 4, we have the five-to-five correspondence

11111 nil 111 111 11

1 11 1 11

1 1

nil 2111 2211 221 222

111 111 21 211 21

111 11 1 11 2111
When i is infinite the generating function becomes

1 +x
(l-x'){l-x*){l-af) ...adinfl"

This result shews that the whole number of plane partitions of w which

possess a;y-symmetry and no part greater than two, is equal to the whole

number of partitions of ^v or ^{w — l), according as w is even or uneven.
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Ex. gr. Since the number 5 has seven line partitions we must have
precisely that number of plane partitions, of the nature considered, of the

number fifteen. These are

1111111 111111

111

111

1

1

11111 1111

1111 1111

111 1111

11 111

1

2111111 211111 21111

11 111 1111

11 11

1 11

1 1

1

527. There is one circumstance which gives a high probability to the

conjectured enumerating function of a;?/-symmetrical graphs. It will have

been remarked in a previous chapter that the function which enumerates

plane partitions in which no particular symmetry is in question is composed

of factors of the type (n + s)/(s) when the corresponding lattice of nodes is

complete. Further it was seen that one such factor being placed in regular

order at each node the whole function was the product of such factors.

Now in the present case take, not a complete lattice of nodes, but that

portion which involves the principal diagonal and all nodes to the right of it.

If t is the number which limits the part magnitude and the number of parts,

the successive rows of such a triangular lattice involve i,i—l,i — 2,...l nodes.

The factors of the enumerating function can be placed at these nodes in the

following manner

:

(n+1) (2n + 4) (2n + 6) (2n + 8) <2n + 2i)

a) (4)

(11+3)

(3)

(6)

(2n + 8)

(8)

(n + 5)

(5)

<8)

(2n+10)

(10)

(2n+12)

(12)

(n + 7)

(7)

(2i)

(2n + 2i + 2)

(2i + 2)

(2ii +21 + 4)

(2i + 4)

(2ii + 2i + 6)

(2i+6)

(2n + 4i-4)
(4i^4)~

(n + 2i-l)
(2i-l)
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Proceeding from the left-hand node always to the right or downwards

till we arrive at (say) the sth node, we place a factor , . or ^

—

jz^—.—
. . . .

^^^ ^^^^

according as the node is on or not on the principal diagonal.

In a!y-symmetry a node not on the diagonal represents (or may be taken

to represent) the two nodes which are symmetrically situated in regard

to the diagonal. In this case we see that the letters in the factor are

doubled.

This property of the enumerating function is of great beauty and mathe-

matical elegance.

528. There is one more nature of symmetry that occurs in solid graphs.

We have seen in a previous chapter (Art. 428) that graphs may have two

aspects and be therefore capable of supplying two readings. Such occur for

the first time at weight 13. They are in plane partition form

322 331

31 211

11 2

the first reading by rows as the second does by columns.

We have two distinct plane partitions associated with two solid graphs

which are in reality the same graph under different aspects.

The graphs are

© (0)

©

However they be viewed they invariably give one of these two aspects.

The fundamental property which is possessed by the corresponding plane

partitions is this. The line partitions which constitute the successive rows

are the conjugates of the line partitions which constitute the successive

columns, and also the line partitions in question are not all self-conjugate,

so that the plane partition does 7wt read the same by rows as by columns.

The latter condition is necessary, for if it were not complied with the plane

partition would possess aj^^-symmetry and the associated solid graph would

have only one aspect.
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-e-

We now construct the solid graph of the left hand of the two partitions

above written. Projecting perpendicular

to the plane xy we obtain the parti-

tion.

The reader will observe that every

node is in one of the coordinate planes.

This fact follows as a matter of course

from the circumstance that in the par-

tition the second number along the

principal diagonal is less than 2.

Further make the observation that

the plane graphs in each of the three

coordinate planes, if suitably read, are

graphs of the line partition 322 which

is the first row of the plane partition.

In the plane xy we read parallel to the axis of x,

» j> y* >> » » y>

)> » ^^ >> » J> ^-
,

It thus appears that the whole plane partition is dependent upon the first

row of parts.

This first row has a highest part which also designates the number of

parts in the row. Moreover the first row partition is not self-conjugate.

If we treat in this manner a partition having i parts and a highest part

equal to i we obtain, so long as the partition is not self-conjugate, a plane

partition associated with a solid graph which has precisely two aspects.

To make this evident take the line partition

4332

and form a solid graph by placing the corresponding plane graph in each

of the coordinate planes according to the above rule

:
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This solid graph denotes the plane partition

4332

411

311

11

and if we had started with the line partition 4431 we should have arrived at

4431

3111

311

2

It thence appears that we can at once enumerate all plane partitions

which are derived from solid graphs which have

:

(i) two aspects,

(ii) every node in one of the coordinate planes.

Because we can derive such a plane partition uniquely from every line

partition which has the two properties:

(i) the highest part is equal to the number of parts,

(ii) it is not self-conjugate.

529. Consider the case where the highest part and number of parts are

both equal to i.

If the highest part and number of parts are both conditioned not to

exceed i the enumerating function is

(1) (2) •
(2i)

{(l)(2)...(i)P'

Hence the enumerating function we require is

(1) (2) ... (2i) _ 2
(l)(2)...(2i-l) ^ (1) (2) ... (2i - 2)

{(l)(2)...(i)]^ (l)(2)...(i).(l)<2)...(i-l) :(l)(2)...(i-l)P'

which reduces to ^-
{(iJl|T^f^l^p

•

We must subtract fi^m this the function which enumerates the partitions

which are self-conjugate. This is

a,-^-' (1 +x)(l+ af>) (1 + ^) . . . (1 + x^-*y

Hence the required enumerating function is

"' [(wfcf^=-<i +^X» +-^^><i +^>- (1
+-^>J

•

and summing for i we obtain

M. A. II. 18

ar"
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530. The function enumerates for a given weight of first row all the

plane partitions derived from solid graphs with two aspects and having

every node upon one of the coordinate planes.

Thus for t = 2, the enumerator for a given value of i gives zero.

For i = 3, we get

^f^^-i^^^)(^^^)}
= x^{l-\-x-\-1x'^ + a? + x^-l-x-a?-x^)

= 1x\

verifying the two line partitions (322), (331).

531. So also for i = 4, we arrive at the expression

2(x^ + x^'> + x'^ + x'^+x^^ + x^*) or ^^^jJ.,

verifying the partitions

4221 4311 4222 4411 4322 4421

4332 4431 4333 4441 4433 4442

and establishing that each is the first row of a plane partition which enjoys

the stated properties. These are in fact

4221 4222 4322

31 41 411

11 11 21

1 11 11

4332 4333 4433

411 411 4111

311 411 411

11 111 211

and the six others formed by taking the columns of these as rows.

532. Similarly for i=5 the function which enumerates the first rows is

found to be

2^n (6) (9)

WW)'
It will be clear on consideration that if w be the weight of the first row,

the weight of the associated plane partition is

S{w-i) + l.
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We now derive the function which enumerates the plane partitions of

given weight from that which enumerates the first rows of given weight by

performing successively the operations

:

(i) multiply by x~^,

(ii) write a^ for x,

(iii) multiply by x,

and we obtain

Sar^-2 ]fffrf^=-<V+^>(i+-)-<>+H'
and in particular for i = 3, 4, 5 the functions

^
' ^^ (3) ' -^ (3) (6) •

533. These plane partitions which possess the peculiar symmetry we

are investigating form, from the graph point of view, solid angles since

every node is upon one of the coordinate planes. Every partition must

involve one of these solid angles in its graph. In other words these solid

angles of nodes constitute the boundaries, so far as the coordinate planes are

concerned, of the graphs of all of the partitions under examination. From
these boundary partitions we can construct others by fitting into the solid

angles, when possible, graphs which have either one or two aspects. Thus

from the boundary partition

322

31

11
we can derive the partition

322

32

11

by fitting into the solid angle graph a single node which of course is a

one-aspect graph. We of course could not fit in the next most simple

gi-aph, viz.:

© • _21 ^= 01 one aspect.

because that would make

which is not a partition at all.

322

331

12

* The general expression appears to be 2x3<-H(i?) .
(3i+12) (3i+13) . .

.

(6i-3)

(3) (6)(9)...(3i-9)

18—2
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So if we choose, of the order four, the boundary partition

4442

4111

3111

31

we can fit into the solid angle either of the graphs of nodes equivalent

to the partitions

1 21 311 22 22 321 331 331

1 1 21 22 21 211 221

1 1 2 2

thus constructing the partitions

4442 4442 4442 4442

4211 4321 4422 4331

3111 3211 3211 3321

31 31 32 31

4442 4442 4442 4442

4331 4432 4442 4442

3331 3321 3322 3332

31 32 33 33

each of which possesses the symmetry we are examining.

We thus see that the enumeration of the solid angle or boundary

partitions is only the first step towards the enumeration of the partitions

before us. The enumeration has not yet been carried any further. The

relation of the graphs to a cube of i^ nodes is the same as that which we

found in the case of ^y^-symmetrical graphs. The supplementary graph also

has exactly two aspects. Thus from

322

31

11

we immediately deduce
322 4444

32 4433

11 4431

4221

and an infinity of others.

This fact must be of importance in an investigation into the form of the

complete enumerating function.
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534. It is necessary to make some further remarks upon the different

aspects of regular graphs in three dimensions. Consider first of all the

graph in two dimensions of the partition (31)

and construct it in another manner by means of four square plates fastened

A

together so as to form one piece. Suppose that the two faces of the piece

are lettered A and B. Observe that the piece cannot be made to represent

the conjugate partition (211) so long as the face A is exposed to view, but

that if it be turned over so as to expose the face B we can place it in the

required manner, viz.:

CO

Because we can expose either face of the graph at pleasure the graphs

are not essentially different. If we are restricted to the face A of the graph

we can only represent the partition (211) by regarding the reflection of the

graph last depicted about its left-hand edge as a proper representation. Thus

we may agree to so regard the piece with the A face exposed as under

:

>

When we come to graphs in three dimensions we may similarly construct

the graph in another manner by means of cubes fastened together. Instead

of vertical piles of nodes we have vertical piles of cubes raised upon the

plane 3cy. If the graph be also a graph in two dimensions we may treat the

piece, composed of blocks all in one plane, as above, and, by turning it over,

cause it to represent one, three, or six multipartite partitions as the case

may be. Thus a single cube may be placed in one position : two cubes

joined together in three positions, viz., with the greatest length along either

of the three axes ; the piece above depicted, when composed of four cubes, in

six positions, viz., in two positions in each of the planes xy, yz, zx.
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When however the graph is essentially three-dimensional the case is

different. Consider the graph of the partition (31, 10) of the bipartite

number (41):

O

where at the origin there is a pile of two nodes in the direction of the axis

of z. If we replace the nodes by cubes and fasten them together we can

place the piece in a second position

:

(0)

which is the graph of the partition (21, 10, 10), but we cannot place it in the

third remaining position, which is the graph of the partition (211, 100).

Turning the piece over is of no service, and we can only realise the missing

position by adopting the first position, after rotation clockwise through a

right angle,

Q

as a proper representation of the partition. This graph Q is the reflection of

the real graph P in the plane yz.

The two graphs

when formed of cubes fastened together are essentially different pieces, but

they are reflections of one another.
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In the theory of partitions discussed in this book they are regarded as

being essentially graphs which are convertible the one into the other. We
have two alternatives. We must either admit the principle of reflection, or

we must denote the graphs by numbers written in space of two dimensions,

so that they may be turned over. For example, we may denote the above

graph by

211

1

so that we may turn it over and give it the position

21

1

1

The vertical pile of two nodes at the origin is regarded as a flat number

two for the purpose in hand. It ceases to be so when we come to the graph

31

1

In every case the representation by nodes in three dimensions is replaced

by a plane partition in two dimensions ; this is then regarded as composed

of square plates numbered on both faces so as to be reversible. At any

moment, however, we may pass back to the representation in solido. Thus

the two plane partitions

322 331

31 211

11 2

are not essentially different when constructed of square plates numbered on

both faces, but they are so when made up of cubes piled up on the plane xy ;

they* are in that case not convertible the one into the other except by

reflection.

In fact, in regard to the representation by cubes fastened together,

every form, which is essentially three-dimensional, has either one or three

aspects ; every form, which is really two-dimensional, has one, three, or six

aspects. The above two forms, for instance, have each only one aspect when

composed of cubes ; but when made up of square plates numbered on both

faces they are identical, and each has two readings in the theory of partitions.



SECTION XI

SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF SEVERAL SYSTEMS OF QUANTI-

TIES, WITH SOME APPLICATIONS TO DISTRIBUTION

THEORY

CHAPTER I

ELEMENTARY THEORY

535. For certain parts of the Theory of Distributions a knowledge is

required of the Theory of the Symmetric Functions of several systems of

quantities.

It will be sufficiently illustrative of the general theory to consider merely

two systems of quantities

«!, 02. Ota, ...
,

For the single system we wrote

(1+ OiA-) (1 + a,a;) (1 + 0(3^) . .

.

= l + aiX + a2of + asOif+ ...
,

= l + {l)x + {l^)x^ + (V)a^+.,.
,

and considered symmetric functions

So now we write

(] + a,x + ^,y) (1 -h a^x + ^,y) ( 1 + oi,x + fi^y) . .

.

= 1 + Xai.x + t^i . y + taiOi^ . x- + la,^, . xy + X/3i^2 y"+ • ,

= 1 + aioo; + aoiy + ttao^ + (lu^V + Oca'!/'^ + ".io^ + «2i«*^ + a^i^^y^ + aoa^ + • • • ,

-l+(10)a;+(01).y+(10 10)a:2+(10 01)a;y-|-(01 Ol)y-'+(10')x^+(10'01)x''y+....
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The most general symmetric function before us is

denoted, symbolically, by

The summation is in regard to the expressions obtained by permutation

of the n suffixes 1, 2, 3, ... but as a rule it is not necessary to specify the

value of w, and it may be regarded as being as large as may be necessary.

The generalization of the nomenclature and notation for three or more

systems of quantities is evident.

The weight of the symmetric function is bipartite, and depends upon

the numbers

Pi+p-2+P3+ =tp,
qi + q2 + q3+ '• = '^q-

We speak of the biweight (S/>, Xq) of the symmetric function.

The expression (p^q^ p^q^ psq^ ...) is a partition of the bipartite number

1p, 2q. The sum %p + '2q is the weight of the number w if '2p + %q = w.

Associated with any number w there is a biweight corresponding to every

composition of w into two parts, zero counting as a part.

Repetitions of biparts are denoted by exponents ; thus

(i>i9f) = (PiqiP^qi)'

In the relation above
Oy, = (10^019).

and ttpq is an elementary symmetric function ; it is also said to be " single-

unitary," because each bipart of its partition contains but a single unit. The

expression "unitary" is reserved for those symmetric functions whose partitions

involve only units and zeros, such as the tripartite partition (111 110) for

instance.

536. The number of partitions of the bipartite number pq is the co-

efficient of xfy9 in the ascending expansion of the algebraic fraction

1 .

1 —x.l — y .1 —x^.l —xy .1 — y^ .1 —x^ .1 — a^y . 1 — xy- . 1 — y* . .

,

'

for the general term of the expansion is

which is equal to x^y^ if

Wio + 2771a, + will -I- SWao -f- 2771.J1 -f- T77i2 -\- ...=p,

moi + 771,1 + 2mo2 + m^ + 2mi2 -I- SttIos + . . . = g

;

and this will be the case if^7 possesses the partition

(10'"'«01'"« 20"'* 1 1'"" 02"'« 30'"* 2 1'"^' 1 2'"'s03"'" . .
.
).
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The number of times x^if appears in the expansion, or in other words the

coefficient of scPy^, is equal to the number of partitions of pq.

The number of partitions of pq into exactly fi parts is, by similar

reasoning, equal to the coefficient of aJ^xPy^ in the expansion of

1

1—ax. 1— ay. 1—aaf. l — aocy. 1—ay^. 1—aa^. l — aa^y. 1—axy^. 1—ay^...

'

This function is, when expanded to a few terms and omitting terms which

are simple powers of x or of y,

(a + a?) xy-\-{a + 2a^ + a^) {x^y + xy"") + (a + %a? + la? + a*) {a^y + xy"-)

+ (a + ^a? + '^a? + a')x^y'' + ...

,

and the corresponding partitions are

Number 11 Number 21 Number 12

(11) (21) (12)

(10 01) (20 01) (10 02)

(11 10) (01 11)

(10^ 01) (10 Ol'')

Number 31 Number 22 Number 13

(31) (22) (13)

(21 10) (21 01) (12 01)

(30 01) (12 10) (03 10)

(2011) (20 02) (02 11)

(20 10 01) (IP) (02 10 01)

(11 10^) (20 010 (HOP)

(10^01) (02 10^

(11 10 01)

(10^ 01^

(10 OP)

537. The partitions with one bipart correspond to the sums of the

powers in the single system or unipartite theory. We will express them in

terms of the elementary functions. We will write (^^i^'i) in the forms^j^,,

just as with a single system we write (pi) in the form 5^,.

Taking logarithms of both sides of the relation

(1 + Oiflj + /Sjy) (1 + aga; + ySai/) . .
.
= 1 + aioa? + «oi2/ + • • • + «P9'*^3/' + • • •

'

and remarking that

2 (exiaj + )Si2/) = 5,0^:; + .9«i2/, S {a^x + ^^yj- = s.^x^ + 2snxy + So2y^ etc.,

there results

(sioic + Soi2/) - h («2oa;^ + ^Snxy + s^y'^) + \ {s^a? + ^s^ix'^y + ^s^^xy^ + s^^y^) + .

.

= log(l + a,^x + a^y + ... + a.pqxvy'i +...);
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leading to 1 + a^o^ + aoi^ ^- • • • + cipq^^y^ + • • •

= exp {(«ioa; + s^y) - h («ao^ + ^^uxy + s^f) +...};

and now expanding the logarithm and exponential functions in these

identities, we find by comparison of like powers of x and y

:

iSio
— ftio

I

Sao — ^10 ^^
1*11 ^^ ^oC^oi ^11

\*02 = O^i ~ ^Oo2

1*30 = *10 — *^^^0 ^0 "I" "^^^30

I
*2i ^^ '^lo^oi '^ao^oi ^i^ho T" ^'''21

*12 ^^ ^01^10 ^Oa'^lO — ^11^01 I ^12

1*03 = ^01 — "Cto2f''oi + "CtoS

Clio — *io

C^^oi =^ *01

Zci^o = *jo *ao

ttjl = *10*01 *11

,^Cto2 ^^ *01 — *02

Offlgo = *io — «>*aO*10 "t" «*30

2(121 =^ *10*01 — *20*01 — ^*11 *10 I 2*a

[ 2Cli2 = ^1*10 — *02*10 ^*11*01 T" ^la

OCto3 = SJji '3*02*01 ' ^*03

and by an application of the multinomial theorem we find

plql \ ir^\... P>«' P^^TT, I 7r2

-1)! _^2<r-l(-)

TTi ! TTj !

S " S
'

Pi9\ Pi9i

the summation, in each formula, being for all partitions

(piq7'P2qP-)

of the bipartite number (pq).

538. In the case of the single system we denoted the sum of the

monomial symmetric functions of weight p by hp. In the present instance,

if hpg denote the corresponding sum for the biweight pq, we find that

and, since the right-hand side is

(1 + h,oX + h-^x" +...)(!+ Ky + ho,y"- +...),

it is clear that flpq — lipQiloq-

538 his. A more interesting function kpq is defined by the relation

1 + ttioa; + floit/ + . . . + ap,arPy9 + . .

.

1 .

~
1 - k\^x _ A-„,y + ... + {-y+^kpqo^y^ + ...

'
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for then

and *„ = 2(^-+«-)f
+ «j...(p,„,,,...).

Moreover, 1 + k-^^x + k^^y + . • . + kpqX^y^ + . .

.

1

1 - a,oa; - a„, 2/ + . . . + (-y+^apqxPyi + ...'

so that, in any relation connecting the functions apq with the functions kpq,

we are always at liberty to interchange the symbols a and k.

We have the formula

and the similar one with a and A? interchanged.

From Art. 537

S.qO) + 5oi2/ - i (%.«' + 2Sn«^ + So22/') + ••.•

= - log {1 - hox - h,y + ... + (-y+^kpqxPyi + ...},

and this, by the multinomial theorem, leads to

and it will be remarked that, if we multiply the left-hand side by (^—)p+i-\

we may replace the symbol k by the symbol a on the right-hand side.

Thus Spq remains unchanged when k is replaced by a, except for a change

of sign when p + q is even.



CHAPTER II

THE THEORY OF SEPARATIONS AND THE ALLIED
THEORY OF DISTRIBUTIONS

539. What has been said by way of definition and explanation con-

cerning the separations of a partition applies equally in the general case

of multipartite partitions. Thus of a partition {piqiPtqzPz^lz), a separation

might be (piqi Psqi) ip^qz) composed of sepai-ates (piqiPaqa) and (p^q-z)', its

specification is

(pi +pz, qi + qs, p^qi),

a partition of the same bipartite number as the separated partition. The
separation theory must now be connected with a Theory of Multipartite

Distribution. Consider three identities

1 + a^^x + aoi2/ + ... + apqXPy'i + ... = (1 + a/ a; + A' y) (1 + ^ ^ + ySa' y)...,

1 + h,,x + 6oiy + ... + hp^xPy^ + ... = (1 +< X + y8/' y) (1 + ol^' x 4- ^^' y) ...
,

1 + c,,x + Coi2/ + ... + Cj^'^^'y^ + ... = (I + (t;"x + ^^"y) (1 + a.:"x + ^:"y) ....

Assume the various coefficients of x and y in the two first identities to be

given and those in the third to be connected with them by the relation

l+Ci«Hcoxi7+...+v,p7;5+ ... = n(l + o;6,oHy3/M + ...+a'f/3'26^p779+...),
s

^ and T] being undetermined quantities.

Multipljdng out the right-hand side and denoting by partitions symmetric

functions of the quantities a^, a^, a./,...; ^^', yS/, /S3', ... we find by com-

parison of coefficients of like powers of ^ and i) the series of relations

:

Cio = (10)6io,

Coi = (01)6oi,

c»= (20)6^-H(1006fo,

Ca = (ll)6n+(10 01)6i„6ou

Co2 = (02)6o. + (OP)65i,

cao = (30) 630 + (20 10) 620 6,0 + (10«) 6?o,

C, = (21) h^ + (20 01) 6^ 601 + (11 10) 6u 610 + (10= 01) 610 601.

c,2 = (12)6i, + (02 10)6,3 6io + (ll 01)6u6„i + (OinO)6^,6,o,

Coa = (03) 6„3 + (02 01 ) 602 601 + (OP) bl, ,

etc.

Cpq = ^{PiqiP2q^Pzqz---)Kq. Kq^^.q^ •••'

the summation being for every partition of {pq).
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It will be observed that, when the quantities hpq are each of them put

equal to unity, Cpq becomes hpq and splits up into the product Apo Kq \ more-

over when 610 = 601 = 1 and the remaining quantities hpq are put equal to zero,

Cpq becomes apq.

540. In order to establish comprehensive laws of symmetry in analogy

with those appertaining to the unipartite case we now require a new theory

of distributions.

Let parcels of type {piqi Pz^PsCiz ...) be denoted by

that is to say there are

Pi similar parcels each denoted by ^1,

5^1 » »> >J "!>

P2 » » » A.2,

5^2 » » » -^2»

Ps » » » -^St

5^8 » l> » -^Sj

let objects of type (viSir^s^rsSs...), where 'Zr — '^p — ni, %s=Xq = n2, be

denoted by

afi 6f
> aj2 6f2 a^' 6f'

The number of objects is equal to the number of parcels and we define a

distribution of the objects into the parcels, one object into each parcel, in the

following manner

:

"A distribution of objects of type (riSir^s^i'iSg ...) into parcels of type

(PiqiPiliPs^s •••) is such that denoting the objects and parcels by

af• 6* ' a^2 6*2 aj' 6*3
. . .

, Af^BpA^^B^^AP^B^>... respectively,

the objects a^"' a^' aj"^ . , . are to be distributed into the parcels Af^Af^AP'...

and the objects 6*' b^^ b^^ ... into the parcels 5f > B^^ 5f3

"

The number of these distributions is clearly equal to the product of two

numbers, one denoting the number of ways of distributing objects of type

(r^r^r^ ...) into parcels of type (P1P2P3 •••)' and the other the number of ways

of distributing objects of type (S1S2S3...) into parcels of type (g'l^'a^s •••)•

From the unipartite theory the one number is given by the coefficient of

(^i^2^3 •••)« i'^ ^^^ expansion of hp^ohp^ohp^o ... and the other by the coefficient

of («lS2«3..•)^ ^^ the expansion of hoq^hoq^hoq^.... Hence the number of

distributions is given by the coefficient of

in the expansion of hp^q^ hp^q^ ^p,?, • • • » since hpq =hpohoq.
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These distributions are considered to be unrestricted since the condition

of the distribution that objects a and b must be placed in parcels A and B

respectively is fundamental and does not count as a restriction.

We may write the unipartite functions (nrgrs ...)«, (siSj^s---)^ ^^ ^^^

bipartite forms

(nOrgOraO...), (0s,0s.,0s,...),

and, multiplying them together, we see that the enumeration is given by the

coefficient of the bipartite function (riSjraSa^s^s •••) in the development of

From the reciprocity that has been established in the unipartite case we

see that we may interchange the partitions (riV^rs ...), (pip.pa ...) and also

similarly the partitions (siS^s^...), {qi^nqs...). Thus the enumeration is

given in either of four forms:

(i) as coefficient of (nsj r^s.2 r^s^ ...) in Ap,,, ^,9,^53 •••>

(ii) „ „ (/>i«i P^Si PiSi ...)m. hr^q^ hr^g^ hr^g^ ...,

(iii) » » (n?i r^q^ nqs . . .) in Ap,,, hp^,^ hp^^ ...,

(iv) „ „ (piqiP2q2Piq3 '-)ii^Ks,hr,^K,s, '"

The last of these is derived at once from the bipartite distribution by a

simple interchange of objects and parcels or of capital and small letters

in the literal distribution scheme. The development of hp^q^hp^q^hp^g^ ...

enumerates the distribution of objects of all types into parcels of type

(Piqi P^q-z psq-i •••) and is therefore the "Distribution Function," the dis-

tributions being unrestricted.

As in the unipartite case every distribution has itself a type specified by

a partition of the original bipartite number. If, in the distribution, we
observe

objects a''hl^ in parcels A"^' B^\

where s^, Sa are any integers and o-j, cto are integers one of which may
be zero, we are given one part o-io-g of the partition which specifies the tj^e

of the distribution.

Ex. gr. For the distribution of objects of type (22) into parcels of type

(11 10 01) we find only one distribution shewn by

A,B,A^B,

Oi 61 a^ bi

Here for Si = ^2 = 1 we have o^i = 1, 0-2=1,

Si =1,52=2 „ o-j — 1,0-2 = 0,

5i = l, So = S „ 0-1=0, 0-2 = 1,

shewing that the distribution is of type (11 10 01).
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If we interchange capital and small letters we find

and we observe that the type of the distribution has not changed ; it is still

necessarily (11 10 01).

In general the interchange of capital and small letters does not alter the

type of the distribution. This circumstance is of first-rate importance

because it leads directly, as will be seen presently, to a theorem of algebraic

symmetry.

The interchange of capital and small letters may be denoted by the

substitutions

(Aa)(Bb).

Looking merely to the effect of the substitutions upon the type of the

distribution we have
(Aa)(Bb) = l.

If we merely interchange the symbols A, a the types of both the objects

and parcels connected with the distribution are changed and, in general, the

type of the distribution is also changed. That this is so is seen at once

from the definition; for when objects a*^' 6j' occur in parcels A'^' B'^\ giving

rise to a part o-jo-.j in the partition specifying the type, it is clear that if

A, a be interchanged the part a-^a^ does not arise unless Sj = Sg- Similarly

also for the interchange of the symbols B, b.

We find however that the interchange (Aa) produces a distribution of

the same type as the interchange (Bb). This is so because if we first make

the substitution (Aa) and second the substitutions (Aa)(Bb) the latter

has no effect upon the type of distribution. Accordingly

(Aa) = (Aa) . (Aa) (Bb) = (Bb),

.since (Aa)(Aa) = 1.

The effect of (Aa) upon the type of the distribution is therefore the same

as that of (Bb).

541. The distribution function hp^g^ KxiiKiq,--- i^ precisely the same as

^PiQi^PiQt^Pzqs"- ^hen the whole of the quantities bpg are put equal to unity.

If we retain these quantities bpq and use the product Cp^qtCp^q.,Cj,^q^ ... we are

able to single out the distributions which have any given type. For consider

the relation

CaiCoi=(21)(01)62i6oi + (2001)(01)6«,6g,+(1110)(01)6u6i„6oi+(101001)(01)6-fo^l

and make the observations:

(i) the symmetric function product attached to any 6-product is a

separation of the partition which specifies the 6-product

;

(ii) the symmetric function product in every term is a separation of

specification (21 01), (21 01) being the partition which specifies the c-product.
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If we further develop the right-hand side of the relation we find

C2JC01 = {(22) + (21 01)} 621601 + {(21 01) + (20 02) + 2 (20 01 01)1 b^ 6i

+ {(12 10) + 2 (11 11) + (11 10 01)} 61,6,0601

+ {(11 10 01) + (10 10 02) + 2 (10 10 01 01)} 6?o 6^,.

We will now exhibit the whole of the distributions involved.

289

Parcels of type (21 01).

Type of Objects The Distribution

(22)
A^AyB, B.,

Ct, Oj 61 61

(21 01)
A^A.B, B^

Oi a, 61 62

(21 01)
A,A,B, B,

Oi a, 62 6j

(20 02) .

A,A,B, B,

Oi Oj 62 62

(20 01 01)
A,A,B, B^

di a-i 62 63

(20 01 01)
A,A,Bi B.,

fli Oi 63 62

(12 10)
A,A,B, B,

Oi Oa 61 61

(11 11)
A.A^B, B.,

a, Og 61 6.,

(11 11)
A.AiB, Bo

Oi Og 63 6,

(11 10 01)
A,A,B, B^

a, a^ 61 63

(11 10 01)
AiA-iB^ B2

a, tta 63 61

(10 10 02)
A,A,B, B,

«i«a 63 63

10 10 01 01)
A,A,B, Bo

«1 «2 63 6^

10 10 01 01)
A,A,B, B.

"i Ch 64 63

Type of

Distribution

M. A. II. 19
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It will be observed that the type of the distribution is invariably the

same as that which specifies the 6-product to which the symmetric function,

denoted by the same partition as the type of the objects, is attached. To

explain this consider for a moment the terms

(21 01) 6,, 601, (2101)6^6^1

in the expression of Cgi Coi , and therewith the second and third distributions

set out above. The term (21 01)621601 arises from the development of the

term (21) (01) 621 601 and thus (21 01) arises from the product (21) (01);

therefore it must be possible to distribute the objects of type (21 01) in such

wise that the type of the distribution is (21 01). Similarly (21 01)620601

arises from the development of (20 01) (01)6206^1; (21 01) comes from the

product (20 01) (01) and thus it must be possible to distribute objects of

type (21 01) in such wise that the type of the distribution is (20 01 01).

Hence if

Cpi9> ^IhQz ^P3<h = • +0 (nSi y\S2 VsSs ...)bt^u, h,u, W,ii, '•• + • ,

there are 6 ways of distributing objects of type (r^s^ rgSg ^*3^;i ••) into parcels

of type {piqi p-2(l2 Pafjs •••) so that the distributions are of type (^i^i ^a'^a ^3^3 ...)•

We have shewn also that we may interchange the types of the objects and

parcels without the type of the distribution being affected. Hence also

542. We have therefore an intuitive proof of a law of symmetry. If we

write

^2^1 71 ^P2'l2 ^PSQS ••• = •••+ "Ot^Ui W(2«2 6<3l(3 • • • + • • ,

P is a linear function of separations of the function (t^u^ t.u^tiU^ ...), each of

which has a specification {piqiP^q^Psq-i •••)• I^ P ^^ developed so that

P =...-{ 6 (riSi 7\S2 rgSs ...) + .. .
,

we have seen that the number 6 remains unchanged when the partitions

(Piqi P2q2 Psq-s ' )> (^i*i^2*2'"3^3---) are interchanged, while the partition

(<iMi ^2^2 ^3^3 ...) remains constant. Hence the whole of the functions

(viSi VzS-i i'sSj ...) that arise by multiplying out the various functions P must

be the same as the various specifications of the separations of (<j 1/1^2^2 ^3^3... ).

There is therefore a one-to-one correspondence between the functions P
and the functions (viSi r^Sfi r^s-^ ...), and we may form a table which possesses

row and column symmetry, by expressing the different functions P apper-

taining to the various specifications {piqiP-zq^Piq^-.-) oi the separations of

(<iMi ^2^2 ^3^3 ...) in terms of the equi-numerous functions (^iSi ^oSarsS, ...)

which in some order are identical with the functions {piqi p^q-i p-^qj •••)•

There is a symmetrical table in connexion with every partition of a given

bipartite number. There will also be the inverse tables expressing the
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monomial functions whose partitions are specifications of the separations in

terms of the members of the system of functions, each member being a

definite linear function of the separations which have a particular speci-

fication.

The inverse tables will also be symmetrical. This may be established

by making use of the operators as in a previous chapter, or it may be

regarded as necessarily following fi-om the known properties of determinants.

In the direct tables the coiresponding distributions are all of them of

type (^1^1 ^2^*2 ^3^3 •••)• When in particular the chosen partition is (10^ 01^)

we find that the whole of the monomial functions are expressible in terms

of the separations. Each separate is an elementary function, and the cor-

responding distributions are such that into a set of parcels A'^'Bg- are placed

objects, no two of wiiich have the same suffix. The combinations atOt, Otbt

are not permissible.

As in the unipartite case we have a theorem of expressibility, which may
be enunciated as follows :

Theorem of Expressibility.

543. "If any partitions of the bipartite numbers Piqi, p^q^, Paqa, ... be

selected, and all of the parts assembled so as to form another partition of the

same biweight as {piqi p-iq-i Piqz •••), the symmetric function {piqi p2q2 Psqs •••)

is expressible as a linear function of the separations of the partition thus

formed."

There is also the theory of Groups of Separations, and in the inverse

tables the sum of the coefficients of the separations of a group is zero,

according to the theorem

:

" In the expression of a symmetric function

(PiqT'Po.q'jPsq^---)

by means of separations of

(«!«[• ^ttJ«<3t^J'...),

the algebraic sum of the coefficients in each group will be zero if the partition

{PxqVP^qoJPifff,'---)

possesses no separations of specification

(Ti«1,TiMi, Tat,, TgMo, T3<3, T3W3, ...)."

The law maybe verified in the case of the table of separations of (10^01'*)

for the symmetric functions (22), (21 01), (12 10), (11^), (11 10 01), for none of

these five functions can be separated with a specification (20 02). On the

other hand, the law does not obtain for the functions (20 02), (20 01-), (02 lO'O,

(10- 01-), for each of these four functions can be separated with a specification

(20 02).

19—2
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It must be observed that in the unipartite case there is no group theory

when the replaced partition is (1"), and the separates are elementary

functions. In the bipartite case there is no such exception, because the

separated partition (10^ 01^) does not consist of repetitions of a single bipart.

Hence the group theory exists when functions are expressed in terms of the

elementary functions. On the other hand, an exception occurs when the

separable partition does consist merely of a single bipart repeated.

Ex. gr. Exceptions occur for the separated partitions (H^), (2P), etc.

543 bis. In order to examine more closely the subject of multipartite

separation we recall the identities

1 + a,oOc + aoiy + ... + UpqxPy'i + ... ={1 + a,' ^ + /3/ y)(l+a.; « + y8/ y)...,

1 + 6i„a,' + K^y +...+ bpqxPy^ + . . . = (1 + a," x + yS/'y) (1 + a^'x + jS^' y)...,

1 + c,,x + Co,y + . . . + Cpqx^y^ + . . . = (l-f a;"x + ^,"'y) (1 + a^"x + ^,"'
rj)

. . •

,

and the connecting relation

l+CjoHco,7?+ ... + Cp5p7;'/+ ... = n(H-a;6ioH/3,'6n.9+---+«'f/3'.?^i>9F'7''+---)-
s

The right-hand side of this relation is, from the second of the three

identities, if we put therein x = a/^, y = ^g'v in succession for all values of s,

equal to

nn(n-a,Vf + /?/A%)>
s t

so that n (1 + a/"^ + yS/^T?) = n n (1 + a/a/'^ + ^:^t"v),
s s t

or taking logarithms

X log (1 + a/"^ + ^rv) = 2 2 log (1 + a;«/'^ + /^/A^).
8 St

We now expand each side in ascending powers of | and ?;, and observing

that

s t

where symmetric functions of quantities a', yS'; a", /3"; a'", (i"' , are denoted

by partitions in brackets ( )i, ( )2, ( )3 respectively, we find by comparison of

coefficients of ^^t;* the noteworthy identity

{pq% = {P<l)i {Pq\'

This important result may be written in the two forms

(-)X-(S^-l)! _ (-p-(27r-l)! ., ,.

, TT.lTr,!...
"?.«,")>.«•• -W)>t' vr.lTT,!... %,5,"m. • '
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In fact, the connecting relation is unaltered when the singly dashed

quantities a', yS', ... are severally interchanged with the doubly dashed

quantities a", /S", ....

Taking the latter form of the result the next step will be to compare the

coefficient of the term

on the dexter with the coefficient of the same term when the sinister is

developed by means of the relation

of Art. 539.

When the left-hand side is multiplied out each symmetric function

product which multiplies the term

b" b'' ...
Pi 9. Pi 1:

is necessarily a separation of the symmetric function

The result of the comparison will be therefore the expression of the

function {pq)i in terms of such separations.

Let
(-)V-H2,-1)!

Pl\ Pol... ''*> *'«*3

be a term of the left-hand side of the identity.

Since the coefficient herein of

6" 6" ...
Pi 9i Pi 9i

is a linear function of separations of

{Piq''P2q?'-)

of specification (r^sf" r^s^ ...),

it is clear that we are only concerned with those terms in the expression of

which involve symmetric functions which are separates of separations of

(PiqT'P^q?-)-

In other words, we need only to attend to the terms which involve

exclusively symmetric functions composed of the parts piqi, p2q2, ••• •

If we do this there is no necessity to attend to the 6-products at alL
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Let us denote then by

(JO>W,...0^/),(//),

various separates of separations of

and suppose that the effective part of Cr,s, is

andoUr,s, (^/) +W + ...

,

etc.

Then the effective part of

(-fp-H^P-i)! 0.
c c

P-!

is

{j,y^' (j/)f-
Pil p^l... Pu' pv2^- " '"

P'n ! p-ti !

wherein of course

/'11 + P32+ .•• =^1, P2\-\- p2-i+ •• = p2,

This may be written

^ ^-T'l^^l'^^'— ('^^)'"'W- • • •w- {J^r-

wherein ^ p^^+l. p^+ ... = p;
s s

and the symmetric function product

is a separation of (Pi?'?'' P2ql'' ••)

of specification (^i^f' J'a^l' • • • )•

From this result, in order to proceed to the effective part of

^(-)^^-i(27r-_l_)J^.,̂1 ^''i!

„ TTi i TTjt 7r„t >i9i PiQ'-i

we must consider all terms of the sum which involve a c-product

<f' (f

(riSf'7'2'^2' •••) being a partition of the bipartite number pq, and also a

specification of some separation of

{Pxqx'P^ql'--)-

We find that the required effective part is necessarily

,(^S^i)j(^H^y>
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where the summation is in respect of every separation

of the partition (p, q*' Pa?'- • • • )•

Hence the formula

where the summation is in regard to a particular symmetric function

(Pi9T' P29? ••)> ^^^ to every separation of it.

544. This important result is a generalization of the Waring formula

for the expression of the sums of the powers of a single system of quantities

in terms of the elementary symmetric functions. The generalization is of a

dual chai-acter because there are two systems of quantities and the expression

is in terms of separations of an arbitrary partition of the bipartite number.

The like reasoning at once extends the theorem to any number of systems

of quantities, and the reader will have no difficulty in realizing the truth of

the formula

where the summation is for every separation

of the partition (/>, g, r, . . .
'• p^qoV^ . . . '^ . •

.
) of the multipartite number

(pqr...).

545. Ex. gr. To express (31) by means of separations of (20 10 01^

Here 7ri = 7r., = 7r3= 1, l'7r = S,

and we find

2 (31) = (20 10 01) - (20 10) (01) - (20 01) (10) - (10 01) (20)+2(20) (10) (01).

Again to express (333) by means of separations of (311 Oil Oil).

Here tti = 1, tto = 2, Xtt = 3, and

(333) = (311 Oil 011)-(311011)(011)-(01P)(311) + (311)(011)«.

546. The formula that has been reached may be written in the form

(
-)..-x(S^_l); (-)^>-HIi-l)!

the notation being such that
a
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denotes Spq or (pq) when expressed in terms of separations of the symmetric

function

In this notation, recalling a previous formula, viz.

:

pl ql ^^ „ ^ TTi ! TTa ! . . .
^'^' ^'^^

since ap^g^ = (10^' 01'') and the formula expresses Spq as a linear function of

separations of the symmetric function

(10^019),

the formula is equivalent to

(_)i>+.-i (p + 9-})'- s = 2 i-y-J-^ ^^^~P iJ,y^ {j,y ....
pl ql l^" "J-

) j jil jzl ...



CHAPTER III

THE DIFFERENTIAL OPERATIONS

547. The elegant properties of these symmetric functions are most easily

established by means of the differential operations which we now consider.

The theory is completely parallel to that of the single system discussed

in Section I.

Starting with the identity

(1 + a,x + j3,y) (1 + a^x + ^..y) . . . (1 + a„a; + y3„y)

= 1 + a^x + ttoiy + a^af + Oi^xy + a^y- + . . . + QpgX^y^ + ...

,

where n may be as large as we please, and multiplying each side by

{1 + fia; + vy), the right-hand side becomes

1 + (Oio + /a) a^ + (ttoi + v)y + {a^-\- fiOio) a^ + {(hi + A^Ooi + I'Oio) xy+ ...,

and in general Opq becomes converted into

Write now
5^10 — ^aio "t" ^l^Ou + . . . + 0,p—i,q Oopq + . .

.

,

9oi = ^001+ «io9a„ + • . . + 0,p,q-i 9op, + . . .

.

Then any rational integral function of a^o, Ooi, (ha, <hif «02> •••> f^pq> ••• say

becomes /{a^ + fi,an + v,..., a^, + tiap-i,q + v(h,q-i> • • •)

which is by Taylor's Theorem

f+if^gio+ vgoi)f+ 2", (/^lo + vg^yf+ g-, {fig^o + vgoiyf+ ... = exip(fig,o+vgoi).f,

where the bar of exp denotes that the multiplication of operators is symbolic

as in Taylor s Theorem,

Moreover - {fig,, + vg,,y = S -—-. {glg^,) i^Pifl,

the summation being subject to 'p-\-q = s and the placing of g^,g%x ^^ *

single bracket denotes symbolic multiplication of the operators.
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Therefore if we write

%9l) = Gpq,
p\q\

we obtain

(1 + ijlO,, + vG,n + IJi''G^ + fJivGn + V^G^ +...+flPv'JGp^+...)f

= exp(/i5fio + i^.(7oi)./.

Observe that as regards quantity we may write

1 + ficiio + va^ + /u-^aao + l^vau + i>'^a^ -\- ... + ^I'^v'^apq-^ ... = exp {jxs^q + i/%)

if we agree that on the right-hand side there is a symbolism according to

which
1

(*10%) — ^pq'
p\ q\

This is important from the point of view by which there is throughout

this subject an exact correspondence up to a certain point between the

algebras of quantities and differential operations.

We are about to see that in these algebras

PI ' ^P9

correspond to Gpq, gpq respectively.

548. Now suppose that the function / is a symmetric function which

when expressed in terms of oti, /3i, a^., ^2, 03, /S3, ... is

{Piq^P^q-iPsqz-'-)-

The introduction of the new quantities ix, v results in the addition to

(piqiP^q^p^qz---)

of the new terms

fiP'v9^(piq2P3q:i...) + fiP'v^^{p,q,Psq3---) + H'^'v'^'(PiqiPiiq2---) + ••••

Hence

(l+flG^o + vGoi+...+flPv9Gpq+...)f

=/+ fiP^vi^ {p^qiPsqz"-) + f^'^'v^'iPiqiPsqs •••) + ••-,

and equating coefficients of like products fi^v^ we find

Orsf=0,

unless the bipart rs occurs in the expression of/,

G^p^q. (Pi 9'i P^q^ Pzqs'--) = ip^q^ Pzqz---),

Gp,qApiqiP^q^p^q^"') = {piqiP^q^--')'

(^pq{pq) = ^>

^p.?, ^P.q. ^P393 --'ipi qi p^q^ psq3-") = 1.
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From these relations we gather the important fact that the effect of Gpq

upon a symmetric function symbolized by a partition is to obliterate one

part pq when such part is present and to cause the ftinction to vanish when

no part pq appears in it.

549. Returning to the relation of operators, now written without speci-

fication of an operand,

1 + /i(rio + i/Goi + ••• + fi^v^Gpg+ ... =exp(/i5',o + vgoi)

we recall that on the right-hand side the multiplications of operators are

symbolic. We now seek to replace the right-hand side by an expression

which involves products of linear operators which are not symbolic products

but on the contrary denote successive operations.

To the two linear operators

5^10 = 9a,o + aio9a« + «oi9o„ + . .

.

5^01 = 9a„ + ftoi^ao, + Oio^a,, + • • •

we add a general linear operator including them and defined by the

statement

We will establish the relation

exp (m-iogio + Woi^'oi + rii^g^ + mu9n + ••+ rripqgpq + •••)

= exp (if105^,0 + i/oi^^oi + M^g.^ + Mngn + ...+ M^^g^ -f- . . .),

where if ^, ij be undetermined algebraic quantities, the numerical magnitudes

Mpq are given in terms of the numerical magnitudes nipq by the relation

ex^ {Mio^ + Moiv + " + ^^pq^^V^ + ') = ^ +mio^ + moiV+ .-. +mpq^ii9 + ....

First observe the well-known relation

(9pq) (9rs) = (gpq gr») + gp+r, q+g

where on the left-hand side the multiplication denotes successive operations

and the second term on the right-hand side is obtained by operating with

gpq upon grg where ^„ is considered to be a function of algebraic quantities

only and the differential inverses are not subject to operation. The reader

should verify the simple case

i^io) (goi) = (cfiogoi) + gn-

Put ih = m^ogio + mm9in+ ' + 'fnpqgpq+ •'

and observe that if mpqgpq be written symbolically nipqg, we obtain

Wi = (jrho + Woi -I- . . . -I- rripq + ...)9.

Two successive operations of u^, written (iti)-, result in two terms, one of

which is an operator of the second order, written («i-), and the other a linear

operator, formed by simple differentiation as alDove explained, which we will

write Uj:

(m,)' = (Mr) -I- Ma.
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Also u., = %vtpfj itirs gp+r,q+s, and if we write mpqmrsgp+r,q+s in 3, symbolic

form

mpq mrgg

it is at once seen that

Wa = (wiio + Woi + . . . + mpq + ...fg.

Similarly (u^) (u^ = (1/1 Wj) + u^,

where it, = {m^^ + 7^01 + . . . + ??ip5 + ...yg;

leading to iig = {m^^ + 7?ioi + . . . + mpq + ...Yg,

and (wg) (wt) = (w«%) + w^+t

.

Moreover it has been shewn in Volume I that for any series of linear

partial differential operators Ui, u.2, u.,f, ... enjoying the property

we have exp (u^) — exp (w, — ^1^2 + \ih — • • •)»

the multiplications which arise on the development of the right-hand side

being non- symbolic.

Hence on substitution for Mj, u.^, Ug, ...

exp (mio^io + nioign + . . . + nipqgpg + . . .)

= exp {(wio + moi + ...)g-^{m,o + Ww + ...yg+ H^io + m^i + ..-fg- •••)•

If the right-hand side be written in the form

exp {M^og.o + Mongol + . . . + Mpggpg +...)

we must have, for undetermined multipliers ^, rj,

exp{(wao^ + moi7; + ...)- |(wiof + Woi?; + ...)'4-H^io^ + Woi'7 + •••)- •••]

= exp (Myogw + Moigoi + --- + Mpggpg + ...);

and since the left-hand side is

exp log (1 4- Wiol -f- moiV + • • • + rripg^Pr}^ + ...),

we have the identity

exip{M,o^ + Mo,v + -+Mpg^V^+...)

= 1 +mjo^+moiV + ••• +mpg^Pr}9 + ...

for the determination of the magnitudes Mpg when the magnitudes nipq are

given and vice versa.

The relation is clearly otherwise written

= log (1 + miof + W0117 + ... + m.pg^'n^ + ...).
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Comparing Art. 537 it is evident that iripq and Mpq are connected in the

same way as

a,, and(-)^^^i^±f^^>-U^.

Thence the formulae of the same Art, give

^
TTi ! TTo ! ... Pi«' P^9a

m«,= 2-—i-— M" i/'' ...,

the summation in each case being for all partitions

of the bipartite number pq.

The particular case of this theorem that we require now is obtained by-

putting TWio = ft, rriQi = V, nipg = in other cases.

Thus

exp (/t^Tio + vgoi) = exp {Mioffio + ^oi9oi + • • • + -^fpq9pq+)
where M^o^ + MoiV ++ ^^p^i^v'' + . . • = log (1 + /zf + vv)-

We derive the relation

SO that exp (fj^g^o + vg^)

=exp {(figio+vgoi)-^{fi:'gtx>+-2fivgu+ v-g,r2)+Uf^^g3o+'^M'''vg.zi+Sfii/'gi,-\-i^g^)+, . . |.

Thence from Art. 547

Expansion of the right-hand side, and subsequent comparison of like

terms in jx, v, yields the relations

:

5^01 — ^01 (''oi = S^oi

5^20 = G'm — 2 G20 '2G2o=g%- g-2»

<7ii = ^10 G^oi - Gu Gu = giogoi - gn

go2 = ^01 — 26^02 2G^=gli— go2

</2i = G'lo^oi — <?2oG^oi — Gn Gin + 6^21 2(z2i

=

glagn — g-mgoi — ^gugio + ^gn

Ovi = Gil Gu — Gffi Gio - Gn Goi + Gy. 2Gy2 = gligio - g^gio — ^gngoi + ^gn

g<ri = Gil — 3Go2 ^01 + 3(to3 6(ro3 = 5^1 — '^goagoi + ^gm

etc. etc.

relations to be compared with those of Art. 537.
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The corresponding general formulae are

^^ p\q\ 9v,-^^K ) vrjTrJ... i'.?.^.?.--'

the summation being for every partition

(Pi3Pi>2?-?---)

of the bipartite number pq.

In the second formula the multiplications of linear operators denote their

successive performance.

550. By comparison of these relations with the corresponding algebraic

ones to which reference has been made, it is found that g^q and Gpq are in

co-relation with Spq and Upq respectively. In other words, these operations

correspond to the partitions {pq) and (10^01'?). It is necessary to find the

operations which correspond to the remaining partitions which symbolize

symmetric functions. We easily derive the relations

\9pi9i) (9^292) ~ \9piqi 9p2W "*" 9pi+Pi, 91+52

'

\9pq) ~ \9pq) + 9^p, 29

»

'\9p\q\) \9p2Qi) \9ps1s) ~ \9piqx 9p2q2 9paqs) + \9piqi 9p2+ps, 92+93) + ^292 9pi+pz, 91+93)

"*" \9p3q3 9Pl+P2, 91+92) "^ 9Pi+P2+P3, 91+92+93 >

^ \9piqi) \9p2q2) ~ \9p\qi9p2q2) + ^ \9piqi9pi+P2, 91+92) + \92pi,2qi9p2q2)

+ 92Pi+P2, 291+92

'

\9pq) ~ \9pq) "^ '^ \92p, 2q 9pq) '^ 9ip, 39

'

and comparison with the algebraic formulsB

\{Vi<ii){p^<i^) = (PiqiP2q2) + (Pi +P2, qi + q^),

\ (pqy = 2{pq') + (2p,2q),

(PiQi) (PiQi) (psqs) = (i^i^i P2q2P3qs)+(Piqi P2 +P3, 92 + ^3) + (p2q2Pi +P3, qi + qs)

+ {psq^ pi + P2, f/i + ?2) + (pi +P2 + ps, q: + q2 + qa),

(Piqi)Hp2q2) = 2 (pi q\ 7)2^2) -I- 2 {p.q^ pi +P2, q, + ^2) + (2/)i 25-, p^q^)

+ (2^1+^2,2^1 + ^2),

(pqf = 6 (pq^) + 3 {2p, 2q pq) + (Sp, 3ry),

shews that the operators

2~^\9pq)> ^\\9ihq\9piqi)' ^\\9pq)

are produced according to the same law as the symmetric functions

{pq''\ {piq\p2q2), (pq')-
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In general the operator

^"^ D. O, •' Oi Oo '

corresponds to the symmetric function

There is thus complete correspondence between quantity and operation,

and any formula of quantity may be at once translated into a formula of

operations.

Observe that a product of symmetric functions

(i>i <?r'B5P • • • ) (^1 sf" ^ 2«^ • •
.

)

is in correspondence with the operation

J-
/ iTi iTj \ -^

/ Pi Ps \

TTj! TTg!... ^^P' 9' ^P2«3 '

'

'^
p, ! ^2 ! • • •

''' ^'**''
"

'
'

the notation indicating that the two operations

,

^
, (/' /' ...) and —-V- (/' P*^ •••)

are to be successively performed.

Ex. gr. From the formula

(31 01) = - i (21 10) (01) + \ (21 01) (10) + \ (10 01) (21) - \ (21 10 01)

we derive

(5^31 s'oi) = -\{g-n gio) (goi) + ^(9^1 9oi) (9i<d + 1 (gw goi) igsi) - i (s'a gio gm)-

551. Since every symmetric function

is expressible in terms of the elementary functions Upq, we may express every

operator

in terms of the operators Gpq.

The operation therefore may be performed upon a function symbolized

by a partition by simply operating independently with the successive G-

products and adding together the results.

As a particular result observe that since

we have g^ = (-)p+^-
^^^'^^^y^ Gp^+ - ,



iW«b»=t-/^^

[SBCX. XI

(ftCHC—l-c-J''*^ y-f! (^-i>-
<ii+f-i):»i:».!.-

^+

C<U<*'->V.-C-^"'^<7Ti^r^-'>'-

1 +<5i^+<«if+ -+^^iir»+ -

we <, iS;' witii tfe dooblf

Let

tt§Bc to ife i0to #f

9m ^«
Willi *to^ imo, aad ihtee daAm wetpeeHnftiy

1 't'CU^^^^-"^<99^^'*''"

m the tiUbwê iMed fttm

the

U ^ ^*tfi ***l^**A "" •

t^iM iMdi Mdet <»f tlw nIaiiOB )wlib

w«tef Out
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We can now connect the operators gpq^yffpq", for regarding the coefficients

bpq as functions of the coefficients Cpq only

9m" = (9pq" <^w) f^<f„ + • • • + (9pq <^r») ?e„ + . .

.

= {pq\9pq"''

Similarly, or as a result of the symmetry that has been established,

and since (pg), = (pgX {pq\, we may write down the relations

If then we regard the relation

1 + Ciol + Coi17+ ... +c^{»»i;« + ...

= n (1 +a,"tt»f+ ^."««.'7 + ...)
«

as defining a transformation of the set of quantities

Ciu > Cqi, ... Cpq . .

.

into either of the sets of quantities

the operation iP9\9n"'

is an invariant of the transformation.

Expressing the op^^rators g in terms of the operators G by Art. 549, we
obtiiin the system of relations

G„" = (iox(;.r

G,r«(01XOV"

G*" »(20X(V 4- (10»X (??„'"

(?„" - (IIX On'" + (10 0\\ GJ-Q^''

(?«'' = (02XG«"' + (0PXGr'

which should be coiupartnl with the relations set forth in Art. 539 between

the quantities c^,, and 6^,,.

663. In general we may take the following view

:

We have

iog(i + f (?w" + 1,0,/' + ... + e^^^rV/' + ...>

M. A. U. iO
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by making use of the relations

9pq" = (PQ)lffpq">

we find log (1 + f(?,o'" + vGor + ... + ^^v^'Gp,'" + ...)

Hence 1 + |G,„" + t^G,;' + . . . + p,;? G^^' + . .

.

.V

and comparing this with the relation of Art. 539, viz.

= n (1 +a;6,oH /3/&01'; + ... + a'?y3'2^^,P'/'^+ ...),
«

we arrive at the following important theorem :

" In any relation connecting the quantities Cpq with the quantities h^q we
can obtain a relation between operators by substituting G^q, ^pq" for Cpq,

bpq respectively."

It is established in the same manner that in any relation connecting the

quantities Cpq with the quantities ttpq we can obtain a relation between

operators by substituting Gpq', Gpq" for Cpq, apq respectively.

In fact, I, T] being undetermined quantities in the assumed relation which

connects the magnitudes in the three identities, we are able to express any

product, or sum of products, of the quantities Cjo, Cm, ... Cpq, ... in terms of

products of the quantities bio, b^i, ... bpq, ... and of symmetrical functions of

the quantities a^, yS/, Og', ^2, •••—or in terms of products of the quantities

ftio. Qoi, ...Upq, ... and of symmetrical functions of the quantities a/', /S/',

«2"> ^2" , ••• • The substitutions before us can be carried out in any equation

thus formed.

It must be borne in mind that in any relation connecting the three sets

of quantities

«/> ^a', «/', ^g"', a/", /3s'";

we may interchange the two sets

We can now establish various laws of symmetry in regard to symmetric

functions of several systems of quantities.

554. In view of the equality

it is clear that any integral symmetric function of the system

/// p ///
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which is expressible in brackets ( ),, can be expressed as a linear function

of products of symmetric functions, each of which is of the form

and that in that expression we can interchange the brackets ( ),, ( )2.

We may therefore suppose an identity

(A) (r^s^^r^s^ ...%

= ...+J {(a,6j' a^bp . . .)i {PxqVP^fll' • • •)2 + (oi^!' oM' • • •)« iPiqVPzql' )i]>

wherein the functions

are all of the same weight.

Moreover, any product of the quantities Cio, Cqi, ... Cpg, ... can be expressed

as a linear function of expressions, each of which contains a monomial sym-

metric function of the quantities a/, yS/, and a product of the quantities

Assume then the relations

(C) c';^6.Ca',6. •• = ••• +^(i>i9r'Mr'-..X6?;,.^„.. •• + ••••

It will be shewn that the numerical coefficients J, L, M are equal to one

another.

For from the relation (B) is derived the operator relation

%\ «;;.'5. •=•+ i (<'M' "A'-y, &;- o. ••+••

and performing each side upon the opposite side of relation (A) we obtain

after cancelling (ajft*' a^b^^ . . .^

,

LG-- &;;p^...(r,sf.r,^...). = J^^;- G2^^...{p,qr^ p,qp ...%,

no other terms surviving the operations.

Hence L = J.

In a similar manner from the relations (A) and (C) we prove that

M = J.

As a particular verification observe the relations

(10^ 01)3= ... + 3 {(20 11), (10^ 01>3 + (1(F OIX (20 11>,} + ...

,

Caoc„ = ...+3(10='01)6?o6oi+...,

c?oCo,= ...+3(20 11)&?o6„. + ....

We have, therefore, another proof of the Law of Symmetry which was
established in Art. 542 by the method of Distributions.

20—2
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Since it has been shewn above that in any relation connecting the

quantities Cpq with the quantities hpq we are at liberty to substitute Opq',

Gp,^" for Cpq, hpq respectively, it follows from Art. 550 that in any relation

which connects the monomial symmetric function

with a linear function of products of the quantities bpg we are at liberty to

substitute

for (Piqi'P2qP'-')

and Gpq" for hpq. -

555. This fact leads at once to a second law of symmetry, for if we

derive, from the three initial identities and the relation assumed to exist

between the quantities involved, a relation

{p^qiW'zq^^ --^^ '' + PK\s^r,s,"- + -

'

wherein P is some symmetric function of the first system of quantities a,', yS/,

we are led to an operator relation

^ (q"'^ a"-» ...) = ...+ PG"'P^ G'""-... + ....

Now assume a second relation

\ I \ i 2 /3 ' ^ Pl^l P272
'

and utilise the operator relation in the manner

1

TTi ! TTg ! (^;':i,^;^-)(-+Q&;u, &;:,.••. + ...),

and we find P = Q, since no other terms survive the operation.

We thus have before us

A Theorem of Symmetry.

"If (Piqr'P2q?"'% = ... +P6j:;,, 6^^,^ ... + ...

,

the co-factor symmetric function P is unaltered when the partitions

(PiST' P2q2'

'

• •). (n«f' n«?' .
• •)

are interchanged."

The function P presents itself, in the first place, as a linear function of

separations of the partition appertaining to the 6-product to which it is

I
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attached. The theorem furnishes linear functions of separations of any two

partitions

(Pi 2i' Pf^'' --l (nsf- nsf' . .
.

)

respectively of the same biweight, which are algebraically equal to one

another.

To elucidate the matter we can form a table of biweight 21 as follows

:

ha b^ohi ^11^10 ^M^oi

(21)3

+ (21) +(20 01)

-(20) (01)

+ (11 10)

-(11) (10)

+ (102 01)

-(102) (01)

-(10 01) (10)

+(10)2(01)

-(21) -(20 01)

-(20) (01)

-(1110)

+ (ll)(10)

-(102 01)
-(102) (01)

+ (10 01) (10)

-(21) -(2001)
+(20) (01)

-(11 10) -(102 01)

+ (102) (01)

+(21) + (20 01)
I

+(1110) +(10*01)

(20 01)3

(11 10)3

(102 01)3

which is to be read by rows.

The table possesses certain properties

:

(i) Each term in a column is a separation of the partition of the

6-product at the head of the column.

(ii) The separations in any line of terms as written possess the same

specification.

(iii) A row of terms possesses at most four lines, because the partitions

prefixed to the rows, viz. (21), (20 01), (11 10), (10^01), are four in number

(the same of course as the number of rows). In any row of terms the speci-

fications of the separations in the first, second, third and fourth lines are

equal respectively to the partitions (21), (20 01), (11 10), (10-01).

(iv) The separations which appear in the same line are afiected by the

same coefficients.

(v) The Theorem of Symmetry shews that algebraically the table

possesses row and column symmetry.

The block of terms in the rth row and cth column is algebraically

equal to the block of terms in the cth row and rth column.
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A block of terms in the rth row and cth column may be briefly and

suggestively defined to be

" A linear function of separations of the partition of the 6-product at

the head of the cth column formed according to the law of the function

prefixed to the rth row."

We may then state the Theorem of Symmetry in the form : " The
assemblage of separations of

formed according to the law of the function

is algebraically equal to the assemblage of separations of

formed according to the law of the function



CHAPTER IV

THE LINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS OF THE THEORY
OF SEPARATIONS AND THE PARTITION OBLITERATING OPERATORS

556. We have seen that if the biparts of a monomial symmetric function

6 are themselves partitioned in any manner into biparts so that when they

are all assembled in a single bracket they are represented by the partition

the symmetric function 6 is expressible as a linear function of certain

assemblages of separations of the symmetric function {i\s^i' r.^s^ . . .). We
have moreover actually so expressed the functions whose partitions comprise

but a single bipart. For the calculation of other functions in terms of

separations of a determined function it is necessary to find the adaptation

of the linear operators g-^^, g^i, ... gpq, ... so that they may be performed on a

function when it is expressed in terms of separations. Of any partition

(r^sf' r.2S^ . . .) separates are formed by taking all possible combinations of

its parts one, two, etc. at a time. There are thus (pi + 1) (/32+ 1) ••• — 1

distinct separates which must be regarded as independent variables. Let

any such separate be

where (lO''" Ol"^"' . . . rs"" . . .)

is some partition of {pq).

Then by a known theorem of transformation in the differential calculus

where ^- has been written in the notation dx and the summation on the

right-hand side is in regard to every distinct separate of the partition

(rjSfirgSg'' ..,). Unless however a separate contains some partition of (pq) the

operation of gpq will cause it to vanish. We can immediately transform

the expression of gpg because

(_«+^.(£±?:ill.! s
(-)"-'(S7r-i)i

... g.„
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and

O^q'o (?S» . . . G^/-' .

.

.
(lO^'o+P'" Ol^o'+P"'

. . . rs'^+P" . . .) = (lO^'' Ol'''" . . . rsp" . . .).

Hence (_)?'+<?-i (^ +
f
"/) L

pi ql

= %% j -. -.

' (lO'^'o 01 P"!
. . . rsP>-> ...) B/jo'^'o+P.o 01^01 +Po, j.gWr,+Pr, ) ,

the summation being in regard to (i) every partition (10"'" 01''»' ...rs^"...)

of (pq), (ii) every separate (10'^"'+'''«0i"<"+''»' ... rs'^'-»+'''-» ...) of the partition

(riSf'rgSf'' .,.). The right-hand side of this relation may be regarded as the

sum of a number of portions in each of which the numbers ttio, tToi, ... tt^s, ...

are constant.

In fact writing

S (lO*"'" OlP"' ...rs'''-'...)3(io'^'«+P'ooi"o.+Poi ,.gTr,+p«
...) =5'(io'^>«oi"«' ...rs'"" ...)>

p

we have

a formula which should be compared with the two

,

'

(_).+.-! (P+J^L^ll q^^ ^ 2 (-)s^-i(S7r-l)!
.^^

p\q\ ^'^ r7r,o!7roJ...7r,,!...'^>° ^"^ - " ••"

^ ! g' ! ^ TTio ! Troi ! . . . TTrs : . .

.

the summation in each formula being for every partition (lO"'" 01''»' ... rs"" ...)

of the bipartite number {pq).

The operator g ^^^^,, ^^„,, ^^^„
. .

.)
^^ ^^ biweight pq. It is equal to

.S(10'»>''01'^' ... rS"" ...)8/ioTrio+ p,ooi7r„i+poi ^g,r„+ Pr. ...).

P

where (1 0'^'o "'"''»<' 01 "01+'^' ... 7's'''-'+P'-» ...) is a separate of the given separable

partition. If this separable partition be written in the form

the expression of
5'(io'^woi'""'...r8'''-'...)

^^^^ involve the term 9(io"-iooi'oi „t„
j

and also a term corresponding to every separate of

( 1 0''''^ - 'f1" 1 "^"i " ""'
... rs"" "''''...)

and thus altogether it will involve

(o-jo — TTio + 1) (o-oi — TToi + 1) . . . {(Trt — TT^g + 1) • . . tCrmS.
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557. The operator gipq) is a linear function of the operators

5'(io»»«oi"». ..«'"...)'

and in the general case this linear function may be regarded as involving as

many partition operators as the number (pq) possesses partitions

(lO'wOl""' ...rs'" ...);

but for particular operands some of these partition operators will be

necessarily absent, for a given separable partition may not contain every

partition of {jpq).

In particular we have in the simplest cases

5^10 = ^ (10) >

5^11 = 9^ioo\) ~ 9m>
9m ~ 9ioiV ~ 25'(02)»

9x — 9^\^ ~ ^^'(aoio) + 3^(30).

9a~9(v^oi) —9(»oi) — 5'(ino» +9(»)'

etc.

Some developed expressions of partition operators are

5^(10) =S<io)+ (10) 9,10^ +(01)9,1001) +(20) a,«,o) + (100 S(io»)

+ (11)9(1110) +(1001)9,1^01) +(02) a„o«i, +(0103(1001*) + .-.

;

5' (2001) =9(2001) +(^10)9(2)1001) +(01)9i2001«) +(20)9^0*01) + (10*) 9,2010*01) .

+ (ll)9<2on«i) + (1001)9,^,001^, +(02)9,200601) + (OP)9,2ooi») + ..•

558. It mil be seen that the operators 5r,jj,,wQj»oi „»« \ are readily

performed upon a separation but their importance lies mainly in important

properties which they possess, to which we now proceed. Denote any two

operators of the same or dififerent weights

ff{10'^0l">K..r»'"...)' ^(10'*»«0l'^«...rs'^...)'

by 9i')f 9u» respectively and
5'(io'w+«->oi''«+'^>...r»'^"+'»"...) ^^ 9i'+i»' we have

9(') 9(P) =(9(')9(P>)+ 9i'+i^ ;

because ^,,+p) is the result of operating with ^r,,, upon the algebraic portion

of 5r,p,, the differential inverses being regarded as coefficients.

Thence we find

9i'> 9^) - 9(P) 9('> = ;

establishing that any two partition operators are commutative.

The same fact is expressed by saying that the alternant of any two
partition operators vanishes.
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We learn therefrom that if
<f>
be an operand such that

9m </) = 0,

then also g(„) {g{p) ^} = 0; in other words if ^ be a solution of the equation

ffin)
= 0, then also is g(p) <f>

a, solution.

If the right-hand side of the relation

^ ^ p\q\ •'^^^^~^7r,„!7r,n!...7r,,!...^(io''>«Oi'^o>...r«-"...)

be performed upon a linear function of separations of the function

(10*^10 Ol'^oi . . . r*"^" . . .),

which satisfies the equation gpg = 0, the effect of the particular partition

operator

^(lO'^WQl'^'"...?-^'^"...)

is the production of terms each of which is a separation of the function

and separations of this partition cannot be produced by any other partition

operation included under the sign of summation. In consequence the terms

in question must vanish identically and the function which satisfies the

equation gpg = must also satisfy the equation

^ (10''»'> Ol""! . . . rs'"'-' . . .)

~

559. We thus obtain the theorem :

"If a function, expressed in terms of separations of a given monomial

symmetric function, be annihilated by a certain biweight linear operator, it

must also be annihilated by every linear partition operator of the same

biweight."

This is the cardinal theorem for use in the calculation of tables of

separations of symmetric functions.

Ex. gr. We will calculate the function (3101) as a linear function of

separations of the partition (21 10 01). The law of expressibility shews that

this is possible because (21 10) is a partition of (31). Observing that the

separation (21) (10) (01) cannot present itself because it is the only separation

which on multiplication produces the function (32) we put

(31 01) = A (21 10) (01) + B (21 01) (10) + G (10 01) (21) + B (21 10 01).

Now a monomial symmetric function vanishes by the operation of g^pg) if

no partition of the weight pq is comprised amongst its parts. Therefore the

only operators which do not annihilate (31 01) are ^oi, gsi and gs^ and the

annihilating operators are gi^, g„i, Hence the partition operators

cause the function to vanish and are sufficient for the purpose.
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Retaining only significant terras

{aao, + (01) a.,„au + (21) d^,^ + (21 01) d^,oov} (31 01) = 0,

[a,,,, + (10) a,2„o) + (01) a,«oi) + (lo oi) a,aiooi)} (si oi) = o,

leading to A + C=0, B+D = 0, + 7) = 0, ^+5 = 0,

or D = -C=-B = A.

Hence

(31 01) = ^ {(21 10) (01) - (21 01) (10) - (10 01) (21) + (21 10 01)},

and now it is easy to see that A = — ^.

The Partition Obliterating Operators.

560. In the foregoing a generalization has been mside, in the case of the

linear operators gicgoi, ••• 9pq, ••• from a number to the partition of a number.

We proceed j[ja7*j' pass^u with the theory regarding a single system of quantities

and now seek the like generalization in regard to the obliterating operators

^10. Gtoi, ••• Gpq, Consider a symmetric function

/(«10, ftoi, '••(Ipq, •••)=/

to be the product of m functions and write

J—/1J2 •••Jm-

Supposing Oyq to be changed into apg + fiap-^^q + vapg_i we have from

previous work

(1 + ^JLG,o + vGo^ + ... + fi^i^ Gpg + ...)f

= (l+fiGro + vGoi+...+fiPv^Gpg + ...)/,

X{l+fJ.Gio+vGol+ ...+fl^l'^Gj>g+...)f^

X {l+flG,o + vGol + ... + fl^V^ Gpg + ...)/,

X

X (1 + /tG,o + vGoi + . . . + fJ-^V^ Gpg + ...)fm.

Expanding the right-hand side and then equating coefficients of like

products of powers of fi and v we obtain the relations

(t'io/= 2 (Gio/i)A/3 . • ./,n

,

G,/= S {G,J,){G,,f,)/,.../„, + ^{G.^f,)f, .../.«,

G„/= 2 (G.o/,)(«o,/2)/3 .../« + 2 (G„/0/. .../«,

G^f= 2 {G,oA) {G,oA) {G,J,)f, . . ./„ + 2 {G^f,} {G,,f,)f, .

.

./»

+ 2 ((?»/,)/,/,.../«,

(?,/= 1 (G,J,) (G,,f,) (G,J,)f, .

.

./„ + 1 (GuA) (G,J,)f, ...U
+ 2 ((?«/,) {Go,f,)f, .../,„ + 2 {G,J,)f, ...fra,

etc.
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Herein the summations are in regard to the different terms that may
be obtained by permutation of the m functions /1/2 •••/m and there is no

diminution in the number of terms arising from any equalities between the

m functions. Regarded in another manner we may consider the m functions

.to be fixed in order and the sum to arise by distributing the operators in all

possible ways.

Generally in the expression for G^^g/ there will occur a summation corre-

sponding to every partition of pq. If such a partition be (pi^i, Piq^, •Pgqg)
the summation is

^ (^PiQiA) (^PiQiA) • • • \^p»q»f^ •/«+! • • •/»«•

561. Thus when performed upon a product of functions the operation

Opq breaks up into as many distinct operations as the weight pq possesses

partitions. We write therefore

^ \^P\qJV V^PiQiJ^) • • • \^P$qgJ»)js+l • • 'Jm — ^(p, 9, p,q.2 ... Ps9«)

'

and call (^(p,9,p,9....pg9,) a partition obliterating operator.

In this notation we have

^10 = ^(10)>

Cr2o = G^2a) + U(io2),

^30 = ^m + ^(2010) + f^(103)j

G^21 = 6^(21) + G{iiio) + tr(20 01) + ^(102 01) >

etc.

and generally

^pq~ ^^iPiqiPiqi-Psqg)'

where the summation is in regard to every partition of pq.

This is a theorem for operating with Gpq upon a product of functions

and is strictly analogous to that obtained for a single system of quantities.

The reader will have no difficulty in seeing that when there are more than

two systems of quantities

^pqr... = ^^(/),(?,ri...,p2(r2»'2"-."p89«'*«-)*

562. The next step is to connect the linear partition operators

9<.p>q,Piqz-P»qg) "^ith the partition obliterating operators G{p,q,p^q.,...p»q,)-

We have the three relations

pq ^^ ^ ^(lo"'" Ol""' ... rs"" ..)'
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the summation in each case being for every partition (10'»»01'<» ... rs'^'^ ...)

of pq. From these we can eliminate the two operators gpq, Gpq. Thus the

first two relations yield

^10 ^^01 Gl
t7r,„!7r„.:...7r„!:;:^(i«'"'«l'^'-"'"-)-t7r,o!7r„!...,r„!...

and with this we have now merely to combine the third relation. The

simplest particular cases are

'(01) >

5^(102)
— ^9[m = ^0 — 20^20 = {G?io) — 2(r,,oa)| — 2G|(20) >

g(woi)—9{n) — ^10 ^01 — "^n — {"^(lo) ^{m ~ "^(looi)} - "^(ii)>

V 9{fiV)
- ^9m) — ^01 " 2(ro2 = (Gfoi) — 2G(oi»)j — 2G(o2),

9{i<fi)
— %(2o 10) + %(30) = "^10 ~ 3G20 G^io + 3(r3o

= {^flO)
~ 3G(,os) G(io) + 36-(i(p)| — 3 {6r(2o) U-(,o) — U-(3oi(d| + 'S(x^3o),

"* 5^(10201) ~ 5^(30 01) ~ 5'(11 10) + 5^(21)
~ ^10 ""ox ~ "^20 ^01 ~ ""ll ""lO + "^21

= {^UO ^(01) ~ ^(10«) "^(01) ~ ""(lOOl) ^(10) + ^(10801)1 "~ {""(20) ""(01) ~ ""(»01)}

^ ~ l"^(ii) "^(10) ~ "^(11 10)1 + ""(zDj

and we leam much from their examination.

563. Take the result

9n<fi)
~ ^9(m = {"^(lo) ~ 2G„oc){ — 2G,2o)

into consideration.

Suppose that the operand is a linear function of separations of a given

partition.

Upon it the two sides of the operator relation must produce identically

the same function: but the terms produced by ^r,,^,, Gf,o) and G^l^ are

separations of one partition, and the terms produced by ^Tj^o) and G^^^ are

separations of one partition different from the former. Hence for the given

operand the relation breaks up into the two relations

9{Vf^ ~ "Tio) ~ 2(r(i(ie),

5^(20) = "-(20).

This reasoning is applicable in general and gives us the relations

5^(10) — ^(10)

»

S'dos) — ""(10) ~ 2G-(joe),

.5^(20) = G^(20).{:
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{5'(1001)
= ""(lO) "^(01) ~ ^(10 01)>

— 3ur(io2) u-(io) + 3(r(,o,),

^(10) "" ^(20 10)>

9{w) — ""(lo:

9m 10)
— G-{

9i30) — ^(301

5^(103 01) — ^10]

5^(20 01) — ^(201

5'(I1 10) — ^11

^ 5^(21) = "^(21

^01) — ^102) ""(01) ~ "'(xooi) Gr(io) + "^(I03oi)>

^01)~ ^20 01)>

^(10) ~ ^(11 M))>

564. The general formula, that will be established is

1)!
r 5'(io''i»oi''oi...7-s'''-'...)

(-)^^-^(t'rr-l)l^
_ _ _^{-)^J-Htj-l) l^j^ ^,-

ju • • ui »«•-•- J Jl • J2 • • • •

where the summation is for every separation

(10"-io Ol"'"! . . . r-s""" . .
.
).

We proceed from the formula

iJd (J2)

of the partition

TTift ! TTo

= t i-r-' /^y ^^\ G?: GT'10 '^Ol g:

and we have to substitute for G^, Goi, ... Grs, ••• the sums of the partition

operators of weights 10, 01, ... is, ... respectively. We have then to collect

on the right all the G operator products which are associated with separations

of the same partition and to equate them to the corresponding g operators on

the left.

Suppose (o-i), (0-2),...

to be the several partitions of (rs) ; we find that

TT,

1 1 (-'•'"'I'^t n^<'i

! r«

leading to the relation

(Stt-I)!

where

t
5'(10''>''0l''"' ...rs""...)

h'-J
(Jl) W
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is a separation of the symmetric function

(10"«01'»i ... rs'"...)

and the summation is in regard to the whole of such separations.

This formula is to be compared with that which expresses Sp^ in terms of

separations of any partition

(10'w01'"i ... rs'" ...)

of the bipartite number pq, viz.

:

{-y
(Stt-i):

^(lO'woi'* ... r*'" ...) = 2(-p-ifl^' (j,y. {j.y....

.

Jl'j2

565. From the above relations we can express the partition G operators

in terms of the partition g operators. Thus

""(10) ~ 5^(10) >

2 ! G^vft) = gfio) — give)t

"(20) — 9(V))t

"(10 01) = 9{V» 5^(01)
"~ 5^(10 01)

»

3 • ^(10') = 5'(io)
~" ^9{w^ 9uo) + ^9n(fi)'

"^(20 10) = 5^(20) 5'(10) ~ 5^(20 10) >

"(30) = 5'(30)>

2"-(ioaoi) = 9no) 9w) ~ 9o<!f^ 9m) ~ ^9{wfii)9tio) + ^9(i»(n)'

"(20 01) ~ 9cx>) 9m) ~ 9m oi)>

"(1110) = 5'(ii) 5^(10) ~S^(iiio)>

^(21) = 5^(21) •

The general formula that is established follows the law by which any

symmetric function is expressed in terms of the one-part symmetric functions.

Thus the first of the last batch of formulae is in correspondence with the

formula

2 (] (F 01) = sfo«oi - «20«oi - 26n5io + 2«2i,

and it will be noted that

takes the place of g^p^g^p^q^p^q^_^ on the right-hand side.

It will be noted that the partitions associated with the right-hand side

of the algebraic formula, viz.:

(10^01), (20 01), (1110), (21),
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are the specifications of the separations

(10)^01), (10^) (01), (10 01) (10), (10^01),

which are associated with the right-hand side of the operator formula.

The formula which expresses any monomial symmetric function in terms

of functions with a single part in their partitions is

(_)27r-l (lO'^ioQl'^oi ... rS^'r' ...)

where (J^) = (p„^fi" p.^q',^ ...), (J^) = (p.^q'i' p,^q^' . .
.
),

and (JiY' ('^2)^'^ '• is a separation of

(10""io Ol'^o' . . . rs^r, , ,
.
).

If (Ji), (J^), ... are of weights Piq^ p2q2, ••• respectively, S(^,), S(j,), ... are

equal to Sp^g^, %,,,, ... respectively.

The corresponding operator formula will be found to be

= 2(-)^->
(Sp.-l)!(Sp.-l)!... ,•. ,,^ ' i,!i.!...pn!p,,!-Pa!/J»! V,)Vj-'

but here of course we are not at liberty to substitute p^qi, P2q2, ••. for

(Ji), (J2), K.. respectively in the formula.

566. In these formulae the multiplications of operations denote succes-

sive operations. The products of g partition operators are readily transformed,

so that the multiplications may be symbolic ; for, denoting symbolic multi-

plication by external brackets as usual, we find

2 ! G(io2) = (gfio)),

"(10 01) = (5'(io)^(oi))>

3 ! (r(io3) = (gfv)))y

and in general

TTio! TToil ... TT^gi ... tr^iflTio Qi»ro, rs"""...) = \9n0) 9m) " 9[r,) •••/»

and this is to be compared with a previous result

p\q\Gp^ = {9\,9ld-

These results are readily generalizable for multipartite symmetric

functions in general. Thus

7— j

—
j— 5'(ioo... "»«>••• 010. ..'^oio- r«<... "»••<•••)

^ (-)^^--VSj-l)! y. ,,
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where (jy^ (Jj^'i ... is a separation of (100..,'»» 010... '^«>^- rst...'rst. ...),

and the summation is in regard to the whole of the separations.

The reader will have no difficulty in reversing this formula.

Also

''Tioo... J Tpio..! ... TTrgt... ' •" G^{100...°^»* "OlO ...'wo- rgt...''"''-...)

These relations are of importance in the studies of combinations on a

chess board or lattice, which will be taken up in the next chapter. In that

theory it will be found that certain enumerations are determined in the forms

izii«u> '-'^111 "ill > '-'^1111 "nil >

and generally in the form G^.+^+ a^:^+ .

In fact these expressions, on evaluation, are integers, and severally

enumerate interesting combinations on a chess board.

567. We have above the results that have been, or are likely to be, of

the greatest service in Combinatory Analysis. An example may be given of

the use of the operators in the multiplication of symmetric functions.

Suppose that we require the coefficient of (11^) in the product

(10»)(01)^

Put (10^)(01)^=... + il(ll=')+....

When we operate with Gfi on the right-hand side the result is A, since

every other term is caused to vanish.

Hence ^ = ^i (10*) (01)^.

Now Gu = Gw + Gmoi),

and since the operand involves no part (11) we find

A = 6ffjooi,(10=')(01)= = 2G,„oi) (10) (01)= 2.

Again, to find the coefficient of (11 10 01) in the product

(10 01) (10) (01),

we have to evaluate

G^nG^.oG=oi(10 01)(10)(01)

= G^uooi)G=(io,G'(o.)(10 01)(10)(01)

= G=a. 01) ^,10, {(10 01) (10) + (10)^ (01)}

= Guo 01) {(10 01) + (10) (01) + 2 (10) (01)},

and remembering that G do od (10 01)= 0, since in operating with GaooD the

parts (10), (01) must be taken away from separate factors of a product, we find

the result

G=aoo«.3(10)(01) = 3.

M. A. II. 21
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The Constribction of Symmetrical Tables.

568. It has been established in Art. 542 that it is possible to form two

symmetrical tables in connexion with every partition of every biweight.

Certain representative tables are given as far as weight 4 inclusive. Of that

weight we neglect the biweights 40, 04 as they are practically the same as

the weight 4 for a single system of quantities. Of the remaining biweights

31, 22, 13, it is only necessary to give the two former, because the biweights

31, 13 are practically the same.

There are seven partitions of biweight 31, viz.:

(10' 01), (11 10^), (20 10 01), (20 11), (2110), (30 01), (31),

and nine of biweight 22, viz.:

(10^ OP), (1110 01), (IP), (20 OP), (20 02), (2101), (22).

(02 10^), (12 10),

Of these the tables for (20 01'-'), (21 01) give those for (02 10^), (12 10)

respectively by transposing the elements of the biparts, and the four cor-

responding to (31) and (22) are mere identities, so that the number is

reduced from 32 to 24.

The earlier tables which are necessary are those of the partitions (10 01),

(20 01), (1110), (10^ 01).

Each table is read horizontally, or as may be said, by rows and not by

columns.



CHAPTER V

FARTHER THEORY Of THE LATIN SQUARE

569. The question of the Latin Square can be regarded from another

point of view. Let us consider the symmetric functions of many systems

of quantities and the associated diflferential operators. Three systems of

quantities may be taken as typical of the general case. As operand we may
have the product

ax.^,. ax,M,., ... aA.M... = (100^' OlO*' 001'.) (100^ 010^ 001''>)...(100^'01O*.001''»)

and as operator

(XifiiViX^/jL^v^ ... \figVs) and {piqir^Piq^n^.. Ptqtn) being partitions of the

same tripartite number.

It will be remembered from Chapter III that

"W ~ ~\ ~j ^! (^loo 5^010 dw\h

where S'loo
= 2ap_i , ^ d^^^

,

Moreover it was proved that if on multiplication

aA,M,.',aA,H,r, •..ax,M..',= •• + ^{piqiriPoq2r2-..ptqtrt)+ ,
then G^P.v.n ^p,q,r, •• G^PtqiTf «M».r, ax^M.-, ••• aA,K,', = ^.

We must carry out the operation upon the function

(100^' 010^' OOl"') (100^^ 010^^ OOl'O ... (100^« 010^« 001"*)

and then determine the nature of the diagrams enumerated by the number

A. Consider first the operation of Gp^q^r^ It operates through the par-

titions of (piqiTi) upon the operand. The only effective partition is

(lOOP' 0105. 001'-'),

and its parts must be picked out from the factors of the operand in all

possible ways subject to the condition that only one part must be taken

from any one factor. The operation breaks up as usual into a number of

minor operations and each of these yields a first row of a lattice of s columns,

21—2
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s being the number of factors of the operand, and of t rows, t being the

number of factors composing the operator. The first row comprises s com-

partments and in p^, q^, rj of these will occur the tripartite numbers 100, 010,

001 respectively, pi + qi + r^ compartments being occupied and s —p^— q^ — Vi

unoccupied.

Read from left to right these tripartite numbers constitute a composition

into parts 100, 010, 001 of the tripartite number (piq^r^). Similarly a minor

operation of Gp^q^r^ gives in each case a second row involving the numbers

100, 010, 001,^2. 92, ^2 times respectively, and these numbers read from left

to right constitute a composition into parts 100, 010, 001 of the tripartite

number {p^q^t^^-

We finally arrive at a diagram such that the tripartite numbers in the

successive rows read from left to right constitute compositions into parts

100, 010, 001 of the tripartite numbers {piq^r^), (jP29'2^2X ••• (Pt9trt), respec-

tively; and in the successive columns if the reading be from top to bottom,

we have compositions into parts 100, 010, 001, of the tripartite numbers

(Xi/i.ji'i), (\.2H"iV2), ••• (^sf^sVs) respectively. To give the proposition a purely

literal form we write 100, 010, 001 equal to a, h, c respectively, and the

diagrams are then such that there are s columns and t rows, the products of

letters in the successive rows being

and in the successive columns

a^'bi^'c"', a^^h'^^c'', ... a^6'*«c''«.

The number of these diagrams is therefore

^PiSi*"! Gp^q^r^ ••• ^PtQtn ^Aiju,,!/! Ct'Aj^ijVj ... 0,\giisvg-

In this distribution not more than one letter occurs in each compartment

and there may be empty compartments.

Ex. gr. With the operator Gm Gm Gm and the operand Ono Oioi Ooio (ho2 we

obtain the integer 7 which enumerates diagrams of four columns and three

rows such that the products of letters in the successive rows are abc, ac, abc

and in the successive columns ab, ac, b, ac^. The seven diagrams are

a b c

a c

b c a
j

a b c

c a

b a c

a b c

a c

b c a

b a c

c a

a b c

c b a b c a b c a

a c a c a c

b a c a b c a b c

and they are the only ones satisfying the conditions.
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If we rotate these diagrams we obtain those derivable from

"^l!0 ^101 ^010 ^1(K ^11 ^101 ^11 >

which therefore necessarily has the value 7. In general we thus prove that

^Pi9i»"i ^Pi9iri •••
^Pt9i>-t ^^iMi", ^AiMi^j ••• ^A.jMi'g

= G^Mi*"! ""AiMji'j G, aAiMgf* '''P,q,r, ^PiqiFia„ .. «
Pt9t^t'

involving a law of symmetry already established in this Section, Art. 542.

570. If we require diagrams with no empty compartments we must

have

Pi + qi-^r,=p2-{-q2 + r.2= ...=pt+qt + n = s,

and A-i + /ii + J^i = Xg + /Lt2 + I'a = • • • = ^« + At« + "« = ^•

inus vJ'ai tTi2i ttiio ttioi '^ii ^110

leads to the three diagrams

a a c b a
1

c b a b a c a

h c b a 6 a e b
\
a \ c b b

possessing the property that the letters in the succe.ssive rows make the

products a^bc, ab-c and in the successive columns the products ab, ac, be, ab.

These diagrams when rotated correspond to the same integer 3, viz.

:

^110 ^101 ^011 ^110 ^1 (hsi'

Further if the diagrams are to be squares we must have s = t. Moreover

if the diagrams are to be Latin Squares the product connected with each

row and each column must be ubc and for the third order we find that the

Latin Squares are enumerated by

'-'^lU "ill

»

and for the order n by
"^111 ...1 ^11 ...i>

a very simple expression for the numbers.

571. Again coiTesponding to

pqr Aftv

we have diagrams such that there are \ + fi + v rows and p + q + r columns

with a product a^b^c^ corresponding to each row and a^'b'^c' to each column.

Ex. gr. The expression G^^ a\n gives diagrams such as

a b a 1 c
1

c b

c a c b b a

b c b a a c
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which have the property that each row gives the product o?h^c^ and each

column the product ahc.

In particular
/^K+lx+ v K-^iJ.-\-v

Kjxv K/jLv

gives square diagrams of order \ + fx, + v such that the product a^bi^c" is

given by each row and each column.

In general
/^\^H+ l>+... \+ ll+ V+...
Or. a.

A/J-V... A.flv...

gives square diagrams of order \ + fi + i/+ ... such that the product corre-

sponding to each row and each column is a^h'^c'

This is the generalization of the Latin Square previously met with in

Section V, Art. 219.



TABLES OF SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS OF TWO SYSTEMS
OF QUANTITIES

BiWEiGHT 11. Partition (10 01).

(10 01) (10) (01) (11) (10 01)

(11) -1 1 (10 01)

(10 01) 1
I

(10) (01)

BiWEiGHT 21. Partition (20 01).

(20 01) (20) (01) (21) (20 01)

1

1 1

(21) -1 1 (20 01)

(20) (01)

1

(20 01) 1 1 1

Par

(1110) (11) (10)

tition (11 10).

(21) (11 10)

(21) -1 1 (11 10)

(11) (10)

1

(11 10) 1 1 1

««

Pan:ition (10» 01)

(551) (20 01) (11 10) (10»01)

(21) 1

-1

-1 i -1 ' 1

-1
;

1

au«io

1

(20 01)
• ' 1

(11 10) -1
i

'
1

1 1 2

(10*01) 1
j

1 1 2 2

(31)

(30 01)

BiWEiGHT 31. Partition (30 01),

(30 01) (30) (01)

(30 01)

(30) (01)

-1 1

1

(31) (30 01)

1

1 1 1

1
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(31)

(21 10)

Partition (21 10).

(21 10) (21) (10)

(21 10)

(21) (10)

-1 1

1

(31) (21 10)

1

1 1

(31)

(20 11)

(20 11)

Partition (20 11).

(20) (11) (31) (20 11)

-1 1 (20 11)

(20) (11)

1

1 1 1

Partition (20 10 01).

(31) i -i
1 -h 1

(30 01) -i -i 1
i

(21 10) -1 4 -i h

(20 11) -i i i -*

(20 10 01) 1
i

1—

1

o

53-

1—1

o
1

(20 10 01)

(20 10) (01) 1 1

(20 01) (10) 1 1

(10 01) (20) 1 1

(20) (10) (01) 1 1 1 1
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Partition (11 lO^).

(31)

(20 11)

(21 10)

(11 102)

1 ; -1 -1
!

1

-1 -1 1

-1 1
i

1 '

(31) (20 11) (21 10) (11 102)

(11 102) 1 ' 1

(102) (11) 1 1

(11 10) (10) 11 2

(11) (10)2 1 1 1 2
1

2

Partition (10^01).

«31 «»«01 «21«10 «90«11 «ao«io«oi «11«10 «10«01

(31) -1 1 1 1 _ 2 -1 1

(30 01) 1 2 -1 -1 -1 1

(21 10) 1 -1 -1 1

(2011) 1 -1 -1 1

(201001) -2 -1 1

(11 102) -1
1

1
j

(103 01) 1

21—5
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BiWEiGHT 22. Partition (21 01).

(22) -1 1

(21 01) 1 !

(21 01)

(21) (01)

1

I 1

Partition (20 02).

o
o o

2i

(22) -1 1

)02) 1

(20 02)

(20) (02)

1

1 1

(22)

(IP)

Partition (ll'^).

(112) (11)2

-2 1

1

(112)

(11)2

(22) (112)

1

1 2

Partition (20 010.

(22)

(2002)

(21 01)

(20 012)

1 -1 -1 1

-1 -1 1

-1 1
1

1

1

(20 012)

(20) (012)

(20 01) (01)

(20) (01)2

1

1 1

1 1 2

1 1 2 2
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Partition (11 10 01).

331

(22) i _1 _1 _ 1
4 1

(21 01) -I -I 1 J
4

(12 10) -i * -i 1
4

(IP) _1
4

1
4

1
4 -i

(11 10 01) 1

(.11 10 01) 1

(11 10) (01) 1 2 1

(11 01) (10) 1 2 1

2 (10 01) (11) 2 2 2

(11) (10) (01) 1 1 1 2 1

(22)

(21 01)

(12 10)

(20 02)

(11»)

(20 01«)

(02 103)

11 10 01)

(103 012)

Partition (10^ 01'-).

3 9 9 3 3
tt.jlCCoi ^12^10 ^^^02 ^1 ^^^01 ^^^10 ^11^10^*01 ^10^%

-% 1 ? 3 i -H -s -4 1

..

i -3 -i -* -A 3 I

1 « -s * -3 i
-4 _l *

5 -3 -3 ¥
I

-i -* -i 4

I -i -I -4
i

4 i I -4

— 'i -i s
1

f. 4 I -4 1

1

-3 3 -4 -i i 4 4 •'
1

-i I i

1

^ -i -4 -4 4 !

1
1

0-22
1

I

1

OfflOoi ! 1 1 2
1

«12«10 ' 1 2
1

«ao«o2 1 1 1

«f, 1 2 2 2 2 4

«20«01
i

1 2 1 2 2

«02«10 1 2 1 2 2

«ii«ioaoi 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 4« 1 2 2 1 4 2 2 4 4 1
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Enumeration of Solid Graphs.

Number
of

Nodes

Number of

Distinct

Graphs
having

one aspect

Number of

Distinct

Graphs
having

two aspects

Number of

Distinct

Graphs
having

three aspects

Number of

Distinct

Graphs
having

six aspects

Total
Number

of

Distinct

Graphs

Total
Number

of

Graphs

1 1 1 1

2 1 1 3

3 2 2 6

4 1 2 1 4 13

5 4 2 6 24

6 6 5 11 48

7 2 6 11 19 86

8 1 11 21 33 160

9 16 39 55 282

10 2 20 73 95 500

11 1 28 129 158 859

12 41 226 267 1479

13 2 1 51 388 442 2485

14 1 1 70 659 731 4167

15 93 1100 1193 6879

16 3 1 122 1821 1947 11297

If we add together the 2nil, 3rd, 4th and 5th cohimns we obtain the 6th column.

Also adding the 2nd column, twice the 3rd, three times the 4th, and six times the 5th

we obtain the 7th column.

The graphs are unrestricted in regard to the numbers of nodes that may be placed

along the three axes.
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Abbreviation: (s) for l-.t-*, i, 136; Xj-cr for XrcX„, n, 265

Addition : magic squares and other configurations which may be added, ir, 157

Algebra : connexion with Arithmetic, i, Introduction ; of operators, i, 30-32, 79-80

Analysis : partition analysis, ii, 91-170

Angle: of nodes, ii, 13; of nodes in the case of a symmetrical graph, ii, 16-18; solid

angles of nodes, ir, 261-262

Arrangements: Problfeme des rencontres, i, 99; of cards, i, 187; upon a chess board,

I, 224-241 ; Latin squares and rectangles, i, 246-260 ; Problfeme des manages, I,

253; magic squares,' li, 157-170; in two dimensions, ii, 171-246; in three dimen-

sions, II, 247-257 ; of functions prior to multiplication, ii, 187, 270

Arrays : two-dimensional array of numbers, i, 125

Ascending : ascending specification of permutations of different integers, i, 188 ; arrange-

ment of parts of partition in ascending order, ii, 91

Aspect : of a graph, il, 179, 271, 277-279

Assemblages : of letters, i, 87

Auxiliaries : in genenxting function, ii, 183

Average : values of indices of permutations, of greater index, of equal index, of square

and higher powers of greater index, i, 141-144 ; of sums of powers of components

of index, i, 145; of class of a permutation, i, 146; values connected with the equal

index, i, 147 ; of major, equal and minor contacts in random dealing of playing cards,

I, 149

Axis: of plane graph, i, 172; of solid graph, I, 176

Binomial Coefficients : calculus of, i, 74-77 ; certain permutations enumerated by the

sum of the nth powers of, i, 116-117; application of Master Theorem to sums of

powers of, I, 119-122

Binomial Theorem: linear function of squares of binomial coefl&cients, i, 120

Bipart : the term, i, 264 ; il, 281
;
partitions with one bipart, ll, 282-284

Bipartite : the term, i, 264 ; enumeration of bipartite numbers, i, 265-276 ; theory of

bipartite partitions, li, 280 et seq.

Biweight: the term, i, 281

Boundary partitions : ii, 275

Branch: of a tree, the term, i, 181

Calculus: of finite differences, i, 75; ii, 213-231; ii, 241-242; of binomial coefficients,

I, 74-77
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Cards: random dealing of playing cards, i, 149; Simon Newcomb's game of

"patience," i, 187; ascending and descending specifications of a pack of, i, 188,

197

Cayley : writes (s) for 1 -*•», i, 136 ; i, Introduction ; on Latin square, i, 247 ; transforma-

tion of generating function, li, 59-61, 71

Cells : of a lattice, i, 225

Characteristics : of a separation, i, 46

Chess board : arrangements upon, l, 224-245 ; Latin square, i, 246-260

Circulator : Cayley's prime circulator, il, 60-63

Clarendon type: the notation (s) for 1-:^^, i, 136

Class : distribution of a series of elements into a series of classes; species of; type of;

of unarranged objects; of arranged objects, i, 8; of a permutation qiod major

contacts, i, 135; qua equal contacts, qud minor contacts, i, 136; average value of,

I, 146

Column: of a lattice, i, 124; of a chess board, l, 190; of a graph, II, 3; {see also

Conjugate and Reciprocation)

Combinations : enumeration of, l, 87 ; restricted combinations, i, 89 ; identity of

enumeration of combinations and permutations in certain cases, i, 90-92 ; of order

k in respect of p units and in general, l, 180-186

Compartments {see Cells)

Complete lattice {see Lattice)

Components : of index, i, 145 ; average value connected with, ib. ; connexion with class

of permutation, i, 148 ;
properties of, ib.

Compositions: of numbers, the term, I, 9 ; of unipartite numbers, I, 150-154; graphical

representations by black and white nodes, and by zig-zag graph, I, 152-154 ; con-

jugate, inverse, self-inverse, ib. ; of multipartite numbers, the generating function,

I, 155; coimexion with the theory of permutations, I, 159; graphical representation

of bipartite compositions, i, 165
;
principal compositions, I, 171 ; inverse bipartite,

I, 172; of tripartite numbers in particular, i, 178; generalization of the idea and

correspondence with " Trees," i, 180 ; connexion with Simon Newcomb's problem,

I, 187

Compound denumeration : the term after Sylvester, i, 264

Conditioned product: the tei-m, ii, 41, 49

Configuration : arithmetical, the term, ii, 157

Conjugate: graphs and lattices, ii, 3; partitions, ib.; compositions, I, 151-154; self-

conjugate permutations, i, 118 ; inverse conjugates, I, 153

Contact : major, equal and minor contacts, the terms, i, 132 ; in the compositions

of multipartite numbers, i, 176 ; in i^ermutations, i, 177-183 ; species of, in

bipartite compositions, l, 168

Continuants : connected with partitions, ii, 46

Continued fractions: in connexion with Diophantine inequalities, ii, 118-125

Contraction : the term, ii, 21

Convergents: in connexion with Diophantine inequalities, ii, 118-125

Crelle: ii, 23, foot-note

Crude generating function : the term, ii, 93 ; ultra-crude, the term, ii, 94

Cube : solid graph formed by the summits of, ii, 252 ;
partitions in solido, ib. ; cor-

responding lattice permutations, lattice functions and generating functions, ll, 252-

257

Degree : of a separation of a partition, the term, i, 46

Denumeration {see Compound denumeration)
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Descending: descending specification of permutations of diflferent integers, i, 188;

arrangement of parts of partition in descending order, ii, 91

Determinant : guiding determinant of the Master Theorem in permutatione, the term,

I, 100 ; in solutions of problems, ll, 213-234

Diagonal properties : of magic squares, ii, 157

Diagram : in theory of arrangements on a chess board, and in denoting minor operations

into which difiFerential operations may be dissected, I, 224-263

Differential Calculus: appUed to theory of distributions on a line, i, 26 et seq.; to

arrangements on a chess board, I, 224 et seq. ; to theory of permutations and com-

binations, I, 87 et seq. ; to compositions of numbers, i, 160, 174 ; to enumeration of

multipartite partitions, I, 225 et seq.

Diophantine : analysis, ii, 91 ; inequalities and equalities, ib. et seq.

Discordant permutations : the term, i, 253 ; with any given permutations, i, 254-255

Displacements : theory of, i, 99

Dissection : of differential operations into minor operations, i, 224-263

Dissimilar : objects, i, 8 ; parcels, ib.
;

parts, ii, 9-14

Distributions : theory of, l, 8-18 ; oi^rators in the theorj, I, 26-44 ; restricted, I, 49

;

derived from partitions with zero parts only, I, 76 ; concerning more than two sets

of objects, I, 83 ; upon a chess board, I, 224 et seq. ; applied to the multipartite

partitions which appertain to a given group, l, 264 et seq. ; in the theory of separations

of multipartite partitions, il, 285-296

Divisors : of numbers connected with partitions, ii, 57-58

Dixon : cubes of binomial coefl&cients, i, 121

Durfee : his square of nodes appertaining to a graph, ii, 15 ; square of P nodes, ii, 25

Elementary S3rmmetric functions : the term, i, 2

Elliott: on linear homogeneous Diophantine analysis, ll, 111-114

Elliptic functions: Jacobi's identity in, ii, 23

Equal index (see Index)

Equality : Diophantine, connected with Diophantine inequalities, n, 103-104

Essential nodes : upon a line of route, the term, i, 167

Euler: l, Introduction, v; on the Latin square, i, 246; on partitions of numbers, n, 1;

his celebrated formula in partitions, ii, 21 ; upon divisors of numbers, ii, 57

Expressibility : theorem of, i, 53 ; ii, 291

Ferrers : his graph of a unipartite partition, ii, 3

Figurate numbers: appear as exponents, ii, 175

Finite Differences {see Calculus)

Fractions : partial, after Cayley, ii, 59 ; partial, derived from symmetric function

transformation, ii, 61-71

Franklin : ll, 5, foot-note : graphical proof of theorem in Cornptes Rendus of the Institut,

II, 21

Fuiidamenta Xova of Jacobi, ii, 31

Fundamental forms : in various theories derived from partition analysis, ii, 91-170

Gauss :
a series of, ii, 24 ; methods and processes of, il, 78-83

General magic square : the term, ii, 157
Generating function : r, Introduction, and throughout both volumes {see Crude, Real,

Redundant, Ultra-crude)

Girard: ii. Introduction, Note
Glaisher: i. Introduction, viii; proof of theorem in partitions, ii, 12
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Oottingen Commentaries, ii, 24, foot-note

Grseco-Latin square : of Euler, i, 246-248

Qraph.: line graph of composition, r, 151-153; zig-zag, i, 153-154; representation of

compositions of bipartite and multipartite numbers, i, 165 et seq. ; of partition, il,

'Setseq.; transformation of, ii, 13; square of, after Durfee, il, 15; in transforma-

tion of series, li, 26; functions jjlaced at the nodes of a rectangular graph, ii, 145,

270; solid graph, ii, 258; aspects of, in three dimensions, it, 277

Greater index {see Index)

Ground forms {see Fundamental forms)

Group : in theory of distributions, the term, i, 8 ; of separations, the term, I, 47

Guiding determinant {see Determinant)

Hammond : i. Introduction, ix ; his operators d, D, i, 27 et seq.
;
proof of laws of sym-

metry, I, 40-41

Hilbert : solutions of inequalities, li, 107

Homogeneous product sums : expression in terms of other symmetric functions, i, 3-4,

7 ; connexion with the theory of distributions, i, 10-15 ; derivation of the functions t,

I, 14 ; connexion with distribution into groups of type (1™), i, 17-18 ;
connexion

with distribution in general through the derived functions H, i, 19-22 ; derivation

of the operator 8, i, 36-37 ; in enumeration of permutations and combinations, i, 87-

92 ; connected with Simon Newcomb's problem, i, 197 et seq. ; derivation of a new

function h„ic...i ij 200; connected with arrangements on a chess board, I, 234;

connected with multipartite partitions, i, 277-287 ; connected with generating func-

tions of partitions, ir, 62 et seq. ; of several systems of quantities, ii, 283 ; in multi-

partite distribution, ii, 287 ; connected with magic squares, il, 166; {see also Tables)

Identity : theory of Three Identities, i, 79-86

Incomplete lattice : the term, ii, 191

Indeterminate equations: in partition analysis, ii, 91-170

Index : of permutation, i, 135-149 ; in the study of lattice functions, ii, 189 et seq. ; in

the theory of permutation functions, li, 206-212 ; in the study of solid lattice

functions, ii, 247-257
;

{see also Multiplicity)

Inequality {see Diophantine)

Inner lattice function {see Lattice)

Integer : consecutive integers, properties of algebraic forms of, ii, 151-15C

Integral : finite and integral character of a standard form of generating function, ll,

145-150

Intermediate {see Convergents)

Intuitive : generating function of Euler {see Euler)

Invariant : arising from the theory of Three Identities, i, 79-80

Inverse : compositions, l, 152 ; self-inverse, ih. ; inverse conjugates, 153 ; inverse line of

route through a graph, the term, l, 172 ; bipartite compositions, ib. ; inverse principal

compositions, i, 173 ; of a permutation of different integers, i, 188

Jacobi : elliptic function identity, ii, 23-24 ; Fundamenta Nova, ii, 31

Knot : of a tree, the term, i, 181 ; terminal knot, ib.

Laplace : i. Introduction, vi

Latin square : of Euler, theory of, i, 246 et seq.

Lattice : permutation, the term, i, 124-125 ; correspondence with two-dimensional arrays
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126 ; enuiueration of, 127-134 ; incomplete, the term, ll, 213 ; factors at the points

of, II, 187 ; lattice function, the term, ii, 189 ; sub-lattice function, ll, 194 et teq.
;

Outer and Inner lattice functions, the terms, II, 216 ; lattice, lattice permutations and

lattice functions in solido, ii, 247-257

Lemma: in theory of Diophautiue inequality, ii, 115-116

Lesser index {see Index)

Letters : in envelopes, i. Introduction, ix {see Probleme des rencontres)

Limited double product : studied by Sylvester, ii, 72-77

Line : partitions on a line, the term, ii, 171 ; line of route, the term, i, 167

Linear operator {see Operators)

London Mathematical Society's Proceedings : Hammond in, i, 27

Lots : grouping of compositions in, i, 188

Lucas : on Plwblfeme des menages, i, 253

M {see Modified multiplication)

Magic square : theory of, il, 157
;
general magic square, the term, ib. {see also Chess

boa I'd;

Major : contact 'see Contact) ; index {see Index)

Master Theorem : in permutations, i, Introduction, \Ti ; i, 93-98 ; applied to theory of

displacements, i, 99-114 ; to powers of binomial coefficients, etc, i, 115-123

Maxima and Mitiinia. : in connexion with sub-lattice functions, ii, 198-200

Menages : Probleme des, i, 253

Metzler: ii, Introduction, v

Minor : contact {see Contact) ; index {see Index)

Modified multiplication : denoted by J^, ii, 42, 49

Modulus : greater index of permutation in respect of a prime modulus, i, 140

Modus operandi : concerned with arrangements on a chess board, i, 228

Monomial symmetric function : the term, i, 7

Muirhead : on Waring's theorem, ii. Introduction, Note

Multinomial theorepi : applications of, i, 7 ; symmetric function expression of, i,

231

Multipartite : numbers, i, 1, 155, 264 ; symmetric functions, ii, 280 ; representation by
graphs of nodes, il, 176

;
generating function, ii, 54

Multiplicity : of a separation, i, 46

Netto : Combinatorii, il, Introduction, 71

Newcomb's problem in patience, i, 187

Node : of graph or lattice {see Graph, Lattice)

Non-unitary : symmetric function or partition, i, 2 ; ii, 281

Notation : Cayley's writing (s) for 1 - x* {see Clarendon type, Cayley) ; exp {see Operators)

Objects : in theory of distributions, i, 8

Obliterating operator : the term, i, 28 ; ii, 298-299

Omega : operative sj-mbol Q, ii, 92, 101

Operation : Q {see Omega)

Operators : Hammond's, i, 27 ; notation for symbolic midtiplication, ib. ; algebra of i

28 ; the notation exp, i, 31 ; upon a product of symmetric functions, i, 32 ; oblite-

rating, I, 28 ;
partition obUterating, i, 33 ; applications of, I, 38 ; of the theory of

separations, i, 62 ; the operator D^ and its properties, i, 74-77 ; applied to enumerate
permutations and combinations, i, 87-90 ; in theory of displacements, i, 99 ; in

enumeration of multipartite compositions, i, 160, 206, 213 ; in arrangements upon
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a chess board, l, 224 ; dissection of, ib. ; connected with diagi'ams, i, 225 ; of Calculus

of Finite Differences, i, 241 ; in theory of Latin square, i, 248 ; in enumeration of

bipartite and multipartite partitions, i, 267 et seq. ; in theory of symmetric functions

of several systems of quantities, ii, 297 ; in further theory of Latin square, ii, 323-326

Order : of algebraic forms of integers, li, 152

Ordinary magic square : ii, 157

Outer lattice function : ii, 216

Parcels : in theory of distributions, I, 8 et seq. ; type of, ib.

Parity : of greater index of a permutation, I, 139

Part : of partition, the term, l, 1
;
partition into diflFerent kinds of, li, 1 et seq.

Partial fractions {see Fractions)

Partitions : definitions connected with, i, 1, 45 ; operators, i, 66 ; of zero, i, 77
;
perfect,

the term, i, 217 ; sub-perfect, the term, ib. ; Ferrers graph of, i, 236 ; of zero leading

to distribution, I, 242 ; bipartite and multipartite, i, 267 et seq. ; Euler's theory, ll,

1-58 ; Cayley's transformation, ii, 59-60 ; transformation by symmetric functions, il,

61-71
;
processes of Gauss, li, 78 ; connexion of theory with other combinatory

theories, il, 84-90 ; new basis of, ii, 91
;
partition analysis, ll, 91-170 ; in two dimen-

sions, II, 171 et seq. ; in solido, ii, 247-257

Patience : Simon Newcomb's game of, i, 187

Perfect partition: the term, i, 217

Permutations : as particular case of distributions, i, 9 ; envimeration of, i, 90 ; Master

Theorem in theory of, i, 93 ; displacements, i, 99 ; Theory of Substitutions, i, 112
;

enumeration by powers of binomial coefficients, i, 115 ; lattice permutations, i, 124-

133
;
prime and composite, ib. ; redundant generating function, i, 128 ; indices of,

I, 135-148 ; index components of. I, 146 ; connexion with compositions of multi-

partite numbers, i, 157 ; with given number of major contacts, I, 181-186 ; discordant,

I, 254; permutation function, ii, 189, 206-212; derivation of lattice function, li,

189 et seq.

Plates : representation of regular graphs by, ll, 277

Point : of graph or lattice {see Node)

Prime lattice permutation {see Permutations)

Prime circulator {see Cayley, Circulator)

Principal composition : i, 171

Probabilities : i, Introduction ; i, 133, 149, 187

Probl^me : des rencontres, i, 99, 247 ; des menages, I, 253, 255

Projection : of solid graph, ii, 246

Protraction : applied to a graph, the terra, il, 22

Quarr^s magiques : of Euler, i, 246

Ramanujan : identities of, ii, 33-48

Reading : of graph, ii, 176

Real generating function : the term, ii, 97

Reciprocation : method of, i, 232-233

Rectangle : Latin, i, 251

Reduced Latin squares : the term, i, 248

Redundant generating function: the term, i, 128

Reflection : of graph, ii, 277

Rencontres {see Problfeme)

Repetitions: partitions without, ii, 33 {see Unequal parts)
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Restricted distribution : i, 49 ; on a chess board, i, 234

Reticulation {see Lattice) •

Roots : primitive of unity, u, 137

Rotation : of graph or lattice {see Reciprocation)

Rothe: on self-conjugate permutations, i, 118

Route : line of, the term, i, 167

Row : of graph or lattice {see Graph, Lattice)

Self-conjugate: i^ermutations, i, 118; partitions, ii, 13-18; graphs, il, 18-20, 179-181

Self-inverse compositions : i, 152-153

Separate : of a partition, the term, i, 45

Separations: of a partition, theory of, i, 45-54; characteristics of, I, 46; groups

of, I, 47, 58 ; multipartite, ii, 285-296 ; the connected differential operators, I,

62-73

Sequences : of numbers in a partition, il, 14 ;
partitions without sequences or repe-

titions, II, 33 ;
partitions without sequences, li, 49-54

Simultaneous Diophantine inequalities: ii, 126-135, 138 et seq., 152 et seq.

Single-unitary : symmetric function and partition, ii, 281

Solid graph : the term, li, 177
;
partitions in solido, ii, 247-257

Space : in enlarged idea of composition, i, 181 ; blank space as a symbol, ih.

Specification: of a separation, the term, i, 46; of a bipartite separation, ii, 285;

ascending and descending of a permutation or composition, I, 188

Square {see Magic square, Latin square)

Standard forms : of generating functions, ii, 150

Stepping back : to a crude form of generating function, ir, 93

Steps : between points of a graph, the term, i, 164

Sub-lattice function: ii, 194

Sub-perfect partitions : the term, i, 217 ; theory of, i, 223

Sub-permutation function : ii, 207

Substitutions: theory of, in the Theory of Displacements, i, 112

Summits : of a cube, certain partitions, il, 252-255

Sums : of homogeneous products, i, 3 ; of powers of elements, i, 4 ; of powers of binomial

coefficients, I, 119-121

Sylvester: i. Introduction; l, 32; il, 13, 14; in Johns Hopkint University Circulars^

II, 15 ; in Collected Papers, ib. ; on Jacobi's identity, li, 24 ; on continuants, ll, 46

:

on expansion of enumerating functions, ii, 71 ; on a limited double product, u,

72, 76

Symbolic form : of an enumerating expression, i, 273

Symmetric functions : i, 1-86 ; ii, 280 et seq.

Sjnnmetry : laws of, i, 11, 14 ; Hammond's proof of second law, i, 40 ;
proofs by operators,

I, 42-43 ;
generaUzation of laws, i, 51 ; concerning binomial coefficients, i, 76 ; further

laws, I, 79; li, 290; of arrangements on a chess board, l, 236

Syzygy : syzygetic theory of Diophantine equations, ii, 107 et seq.

Tables: l, 201-202, 288-300; II, 327-332

Transformation : geometrical of certain series, ii, 26-32 ; of generating functions by

Cayley, ii, 59-61 ; by symmetric functions, ii, 61-69

Trees : the mathematical forms so called, i, 181-182

Tripartite : numbers and partitions, i, 277-287

Type : of classes, parcels, groups, and objects, i, 8 ; of a distribution, i, 50
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Ultra-crude generating function : ii, 95

Unequal parts: of partition, ii, 11-14

Uneven parts: of partition, 11, 1]-14

Unipartite number : the term, i, 1

Unitary symmetric functions : the term, i, 2

Values: average, connected with indices of permutations^ i, 139-147

Waring : 11, Note following Introduction ; formula of, i, 5 ;
generalization of fornmla,

I, 5, 57; II, 283, 295

Weight : of a symmetric function, the term, i, 3 ; of a separation, I, 46

Whitworth : Choice and Chance^ i, Introduction ; 11, 220

^

cahbbidoe: pbimted by j. b. peace, m.a. at the university press
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